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Abstract 
Cellular automata are a simple class of extended dynamical systems which have 
been much studied in recent years. Linear cellular automata are the class of cellular 
automata most amenable to algebraic analytic treatments, algebraic techniques are 
used to study finite linear cellular automata and also finite linear cellular automata 
with external inputs. 
General results are developed for state alphabet a finite commutative ring and a 
notion of qualitative dynamical similarity is introduced for those systems consisting of a 
fixed linear cellular automata rule but with distinct time independent inputs. Sufficient 
conditions for qualitative dynamical similarity are obtained in the general case. 
Exact results are obtained for the case of state alphabet a finite field, including new 
results for finite linear cellular automata without inputs and a complete description of 
the behaviour of the corresponding system with time independent inputs. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions for qualitative dynamical similarity in this case are given. 
Results for the hitherto untreated case of state alphabet the integers modulo pk, 
p prime and k>1, are obtained from those for the finite field case by the technique 
of idempotent lifting. These two cases suffice for the treatment of the general case 
of st, ), te alphabet the integers modulo any positive integer m>1, in particular a 
necessary and sufficient condition for qualitatively similar dynamics in the presence of 
time independent inputs is given for this case. 
The extension of the results for time independent inputs to the case of periodic and 
eventually periodic inputs is treated and the generalisation of the techniques developed 
to higher dimensional linear cellular automata is discussed. 
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Introduction 
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Cellular automata are a type of extended dynamical system which are discrete in both 
time and space and which have attracted considerable attention in recent years, both 
as interesting systems in their own right and as the simplest examples of extended 
systems. Linear cellular automata are the class of cellular automata most amenable to 
analytical study and there is evidence that an understanding of linear cellular automata 
will aid the understanding of nonlinear cellular automata (for instance see the papers 
by Jen [1] and Bartlett and Garzon [2]). 
A natural question to ask of any autonomous closed system is: what happens to the 
behaviour of the system in the presence of external inputs? Such inputs can be viewed 
as the natural consequence of the systems interaction with the world around it or as a 
deliberate attempt at influencing or controlling the behaviour of the system. As far as 
we are aware there has been no previous attempt made to study deterministic cellular 
automata in the presence of external inputs and we begin such a study by looking at 
linear cellular automata in the presence of inputs. 
Before we begin a general discussion of the contents of this thesis we shall briefly 
discuss its history. The work began as a study of additive cellular automata with 
external time independent inputs using the methods introduced for additive cellular 
automata in the classic paper by Martin et. al. [3]. In the course of this work it became 
apparent that the number of qualitatively different behaviours exhibited by the system 
consisting of a linear cellular automata and a time independent input as different choices 
of input were made was very small in comparison to the number of possible choices of 
input. 
In attempting to quantiýy the above comment and to catalogue the possible be- 
haviours available to the system we introduced a notion of qualitative dynamical simi- 
larity (which is described in chapter 2, section 2.3) and developed theorem 2.3.3 in an 
attempt to find necessary and sufficient conditions for qualitative dynamical similar- 
ity between systems consisting of the same linear cellular automata but with different 
inputs, however theorem 2.3.3 relies upon a strong condition and it was not clear a 
priori that this condition would be satisfied in any generality. In attempting to prove 
that the condition of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied for a large class of state alphabets (the 
integers modulo m for any integer m>1 or equivalently Z/mZ) we were led to intro- 
duce the formalisation of the methods of Martin et. al. which we describe in detail in 
section 1.5.3. 
It rapidly became evident that it was in fact worth "starting from scratch" and thus 
we reworked the theory of linear cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions 
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over a finite field using the above mentioned method and including time independent 
inputs. The use we made of direct products of rings in the above task then suggested 
that we could extend results from the finite field case to that of state alphabet Z 1Pk Z' 
p prime and k>1, for which no results had been available previously. 
In the rest of this chapter we present the basic definitions and ideas, beginning 
with a formal definition of a cellular automata in section 1.1 and introducing boundary 
conditions and finite cellular automata in section 1.2. Hybrid cellular automata are 
discussed in section 1.3 as some results for hybrids of linear cellular automata are in- 
cluded in chapter 2 and also as linear cellular automata with time independent inputs 
are equivalent to a class of hybrid cellular automata (see section 1.5.4). In section 1.4 
state transition graphs and cycle sets are discussed, these are useful tools used through- 
out this thesis. 
Section 1.5 is devoted to finite linear cellular automata (as is the rest of the thesis) 
beginning in 1.5.1 with a short review of the literature on this topic. Matrix repre- 
sentations of finite linear cellular automata are discussed in section 1.5.2. In 1.5.3 the 
representation of linear cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions which is 
used throughout the thesis is introduced and discussed in detail. In this representation 
the cellular automata on N cells becomes a linear map from a ring RN (related to a 
finite commutative ring R chosen as state alphabet) to itself. 
In 1.5.4 time independent inputs are introduced, in the case of periodic boundary 
conditions on N cells the system is now equivalent to an affine map from RN to itself. 
The relevant results obtained by Martin et. al. [3] are described in 1.5.5. 
In chapter 2 we discuss the general case where the state alphabet R is any finite 
commutative ring, beginning in section 2.1 witli some basic results and the development 
of some notation used throughout the thesis. Recent interest in cellular automata, as 
pseudorandom number generators (see [4], [5] and [6]) focuses on the possibility of single 
cycles visiting all non-zero configurations of the system, we show that linear cellular 
automata with periodic boundary conditions and state alphabet a finite commutative 
ring on N>I cells cannot posses such cycles in theorem 2.1.1. In section 2.2 the 
structure of the state transition graph of a finite linear cellular automata with time 
independent input is discussed and related to the state transition graph of the cellular 
automata without inputs. 
In section 2.3 the idea of qualitative dynamical similarity between systems consisting 
of the same linear cellular automata but with different inputs is introduced and sufficient 
conditions for such qualitative dynamical similarity to occur are found in terms of an 
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equivalence relation on the set of possible inputs. In theorem 2.3.3 a necessary and 
sufficient condition for qualitative dynamical similarity is found, provided a certain 
condition is satisfied. Much of our treatment of linear cellular automata with periodic 
boundary conditions and time independent inputs for more restricted choices of state 
alphabet is geared toward showing that the condition of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied. The 
results of chapter 2 can be regarded as a toolbox for use in later chapters. 
In chapters 3 and 4 we consider cellular automata with periodic boundary condi- 
tions and state alphabet a finite field FPq (any prime p and any integer q> 0), beginning 
in chapter 3 by obtaining a direct product decomposition of the ring RN in this case, 
related to the factorisation of the polynomial xN_I over FPq. The rings in this direct 
product are completely primary (that is every element is either a unit or nilpotent) 
and in fact are either finite fields themselves or ring extensions of finite fields with 
a maximal, principal, ideal of nilpotent elements (technically speaking such rings are 
known as local and the ideal consisting of all the nilpotent elements is a prime ideal, 
however these concepts are not discussed in the main text). The rest of chapter 3 is 
devoted to discussing the relevant dynamics in these rings and establishing the connec- 
tions between the cases of np' cells and np'+3 cells where integer n>0 is coprime to 
p and r, j E N. 
In chapter 4 the results of chapter 3 are employed to gain exact results for linear 
cellular automata with state alphabet the finite field Fpq and periodic boundary condi- 
tions, both with and without inputs. Whilst some of the material in chapters 3 and 4 
is equivalent to earlier work, not all of it is, in particular the results relating behaviour 
on np' cells to that on np'+3 cells, where integer n>0 is coprime to p and 7', 3 CN 
and of course all the material relating to time independent inputs. 
In theorem 4.3.1 we show that the condition of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied when the 
state alphabet is a finite field and that in this case there are at most r+2 possible 
qualitatively distinct behaviours available to the system with time independent inputs 
on ? zp' cells where n is coprime to p. 
In section 4.4 a notion of qualitative dynamical similarity for distinct linear rules 
on N cells is introduced and discussed, some results are obtained, this is an interesting 
area for further research. In section 4.5 the direct product decomposition is rewritten 
in terms of idempotent elements in preparation for chapter 5. 
In chapter 5 linear cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions and state 
alphabet tlie integers modulo m for any positive integer m>I are considered. In fact 
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we focus almost entirely on the case m= pk Ip prime and k>I as this case together 
with the case of R= Fp suffices to describe the more general case. No results were 
previously available for R =Z/, k (or equivalently Z/pkZ) with k>1. 
We are able to extend and utilise results from the finite field case (k =1 being 
a special case of the finite field case as Z/pZ Fp) by the technique of idempotent 
lifting, beginning in section 5.1 with the direct product decomposition of RN ill the 
present case. The rest of section 5.1 is devoted to examining the relationships between 
the relevant rings in the np' and np'-3 cases, n coprime to p and r>j>0, and for 
different values of k. 
Section 5.2 is devoted to discussing the dynamics in a single ring in the direct 
product decomposition of RN in the zero input case and section 5.3 is devoted to 
discussing the dynamics in a single ring in the direct product decomposition of RN in 
the non-zero input case. For reasons of space only results concerning periodic behaviour 
are discussed in this chapter. When the number of cells is not coprime to p the results 
in these sections are not as complete as the equivalent results in the finite field case, 
this is due to the more complicated structure of the maximal ideal of nilpotent elements 
in this case. 
In section 5.4 the results from previous sections are combined to give results for 
linear cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions, again these results are not 
as complete as those for the finite field case and this is another area for future research. 
In sei--tion 5.5 the general case of R equal to the integers modulo P-i, m any integer 
greater than 1,, is discussed briefly as well as some other straightforward generalisations 
from the results of chapters 3,4 and 5. In particular we prove two results, both because 
of their importance and as an example of how the results from the finite field cases and 
the Z/p'Z case make the Z/mZ case easy for composite m, firstly that linear cellular 
with state alphabet the integers modulo m, time independent inputs and periodic 
boundary conditions on N>I cells cannot generate cycles of length MN and secondly 
that such cellular automata satisfy the condition of theorem 2.3.3. 
In chapter 6 two generalisation are briefly discussed. In section 6.1 we consider time 
dependent inputs which are themselves periodic and show that results for the periodic 
behaviour of such systems can be derived from the time independent input case. In 
section 6.2 the extension of our techniques to two or more dimensions is discussed, 
this section is a preliminary investigation and this is another area for further research. 
Appendix A is a review of some of the algebra, used in this thesis (and is referred to 
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in several places in the main text). Appendix B contains the proofs of various results 
which were omitted from the main text for reasons of space. 
1.1 The definition of a cellular automata 
We shall be concerned with cellular automata on regular lattices, where by a regular 
lattice C we mean a regular array of sites (or cells) in one or more dimensions. \Ve 
shall assume in this section that C is infinite. We shall follow Toffoli and Margolus 
[7] in our general definition of a cellular automata. To each site in 'C one can assign 
a state from a state alphabet A, a finite set, which we assume contains an element 0. 
Each assignment of an element of A to each site of L is called a configuration of A on 
, C. Thus the set of configurations of A on C, denoted by Q, is the Cartesian product of 
copies of A indexed by C: 
A'c. 
The configuration where each site has state zero is sometimes known as the quiescent 
state. Let S be the abelian group of translations of C onto itself. For instance when 
(as it usually will be in this document) C is an n-dimensional integer lattice (i. e. an 
array of equally spaced points in n-dimensions, often called an n-dimensional square 
lattice), then 
,5- 
Zn. 
(In fact in this case we can identify f with Z' as C is naturally indexed bý- Z'). 
The elements of S will be called displacements. The action of a displacement qES 
on a site 2E f- yields a new site s+i. A neighbourhood is a finite set of displacements, 
one applies a neighbourhood X as an operator to a site i to -yield a set of sites. the 
X-neighbourhood of i, formally 
tz+ X: x EXI- 
yci+X is called a neighbour of i. The size of X is the number of elements in X, 
IXI. The radius of X is the length of the longest displacement. 
Let qCQ, then the i- th component of q is the state of site i in q, denoted q,., 
The neighbourhood projection operator [Z + X] extracts from q the collection of states 
of the neighbours of t: 
[i X](q) c Ax. 
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Thus for each i, [i + X] may be thought of as a map Qý Ax. 
Example 1.1.1 
Let C = Z, (the one dimensional integer lattice) let X=f - 1,0,11 C Z, so X has 
radius 1. Arbitrarily choosing a site as origin (i. e. to have index zero), let q be the 
configuration 
q=... q-3q-2q- I qoql q2q3 ... E 
Az 
Then 
[O+X](q) = (q-,, qo, ql) 
[-2 + X](q) = (q-3, q-2, q-1) 
and in general 
[i + X](q) -- (qi-,, qz, qi+, ). # 
Example 1.1.2 
Let C= Z2, the two dimensional square lattice. The Von Neumann neighbourhood 
V is 
«01 0), (110), (01 1)ý (-1' 0), (01 
- 1)} C 
Z2. 
Then for the site i with coordinates (1, J) relative to an arbitrarily chosen origin in the 
lattice and any qCA2 we have 
+ V](q) -= (q(j), q(, +j), q(j+1), q(, -j), q(j-1» 
where q(.,, Y) denotes the state of the site with coordinates 
(x, y) in configuration q. 
Note that V has radius 1. Another two dimensional neighbourhood with radius 1 is 
the Moore neighbourhood M 
VU f(il 1), (-lý 1), (-11 -1), 
(17 
- 
)} C Z2. # 
Let f be a mapping, 
Ax ) A, 
then f can be applied at each site i of configuration q to yield a new configuration q,: 
qi f Qi + X](q)). 
Formally the map f is known as the rule table and the pair (X, f) is the local rule. We 
shall consistently abuse this terminology and refer to f as the local rule. The radius of 
the local rule is the radius of X. The local rule induces a global map F, often called 
the global rule, 
F: Q )Q 
via equation We can now define a cellular automata formally. 
Definition 1.1.1 A cellular automata is a 4-tuple (C, A, X, f) where the finite set A 
is the state alphabet, f Zs a rule table, L is a regular lattice and X is a neighbourhood. 
The definition 1.1.1 is somewhat cumbersome and we shall often just refer to the 
cellular automata by the local rule f or the global rule F. We shall some times refer 
to a cellular automata with state alphabet A as a cellular automata over A. A cellular 
automata is said to satisfy the quiescence condition if its local rule f satisfies 
go,..., 0) = 0. 
An important feature of cellular automata is that they commute with the transla- 
tions of the lattice C, that is, if sCS and qGQ then if F is the global rule of a cellular 
automata then 
F(s(q)) -- s(F(q)), 
where s acts on q by qj. q, +z-. 
If f is the map Ax f 01 then we shall call f the trivial rule or zero rule, if is 
such that some iterate t of f (i. e. the t- th composition of f with itself, fo... 0t 
times) is the trival rule we shall call fa nilpote, 12 t rule. 
Example 1.1.3 
In example 1.1.1 take A _- F2 , the 
finite field with two elements (F2 0,11). Then 
any map f: F-2ý, F2 is the local rule of a, so-called elementary cellular automata. 
(, 7, F2, )<, ý). The title elementary refers to the fact that this is the simplest form of 
cellular automata, in that it has radius I and a non-trivial state alphabet of minimal 
size. For instance the cellular automata with local rule given by 
(a-,, ao, a, ) = a-, + a,, 
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where a-,, ao, a, are any elements Of F2 and the addition on the right hand side is 
the addition in F2, is an elementary cellular automata, denoted as rule 90 in the la- 
belling scheme for elementary cellular automata introduced by Wolfram [8]. It is clear 
that rule 90 satisfies the quiescence condition. Rule 90 is often taken as a typical 
example of a linear cellular automata rule and has been extensively studied (for in- 
stance [3], [9], [101, [11] and [12]). 4 
The time evolution of a cellular automata is defined at the local level by 
qt+l =f ([Z Z. 
(1.1.2) 
where qt is the configuration at time t in the evolution from some initial condition 
q -- qO and qý is the state of the i- th site at time t in the evolution. At the global 
level we have 
qt+l = F(qt). (1.1.3) 
We shall write Fk (q) for the k- th iterate of the global rule F for initial configuration 
We de-fine the orbit of qEQ under the ceUular automata as foRows: 
Definition 1.1.2 Let qGQ, then the (forward) orbit of q under the cellular automata 
(L, A, X, f) is 
O(q) -- 
JF(q) :iE NJ 
where F is the global n2ap induced by f. Similarly the backward orbit of q is 
0- tp: p F(p) some Z 
A predecessor of a configuration qEQ under a cellular automata is another configu- 
ration pEQ such that F(p) = q. A given configuration q may have more than one 
predecessor, or it may have none. In the latter case q is known as a 
"Garden of Eden" 
state, such configurations were first considered by Moore 
[131. If every configuration 
has a unique predecessor then the cellular automata is said to be invertible or reversible, 
we shaH say more about reversibiEty at the end of this section. 
We now turn our attention to the reoccurrence of a configuration under a cellular 
automata. 
Definition 1.1.3 The configuration qEQ is eventually periodic with period 
k>I 
under the cellular automata (, C, A, X, f) if there is an 
integer T>0 such that 
T+k(q) 
= FT(q). 
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If T -- 0 then say q zs periodic. 
When a configuration q is eventuaUy periodic (periodic) we say that the orbit of q is 
eventually periodic (periodic). In this case if k is the least positive integer satisfying 
definition 1.1.3 we shall say that q evolves to a cycle of length k under the cellular 
automata, and that FT(q) has prime period k. Thus a cycle is the (forward) orbit of 
a periodic configuration. From now on orbit should be taken to mean forward orbit 
unless specified otherwise. 
A cellular automata is said to be globally injective if its global rule is injective. 
Formally a cellular automata with global rule F is said to be reversible if there is 
another cellular automata with global rule P such that for any pair of configurations 
c and c', F(c) = c' if and only if F(c') = c. Richardson [14] showed that a cellular 
automata is globally injective if and only if it is reversible. Culik II et. al. [15] have 
shown that for a one dimensional cellular automata the global map F is injective if and 
only if it is injective on all spatially periodic configurations. 
1.2 Boundary conditions and finlite cellular automata in 
one dimension 
The cellular automata we have been considering so far have been infinite cellular au- 
tomata., however this thesis is mainly concerned with finite cellular automata, these 
can be obtained from infinite cellular automata by imposing' boundary conditions. In 
the one dimensional case we shall be considering two types of boundary conditions., 
fixed value boundary conditions and periodic boundary conditions. In the first case the 
states of all but a finite number N of consecutive sites are fixed. Usually the sites Nvith 
fixed states are all assumed to be in the zero state, this is the case of null or Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. 
Example 1.2.1 
Let f be the local rule of an elementary cellular automata (as defined in example 1.1.3). 
Let N be astrictly positive integer, let thestates of thesites .. -, -2, -1, 
N, N+l, 
-be 
held at 0, so that a configuration q can only have non-zero values at sites 0,1, N-1. 
Then the result of applying the global rule F is 
0f (0, qO, ql) f WO, ql, q2) 
qN-j 
f(qN-2, qN-liO) 04 
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In practice, for any fixed value boundary conditions and a one dimensional cellu- 
lar automata rule of radius r, it is only necessary to specify the values of the sites 
- rý ..., - 1, N, N+r-I as the values of other sites can have no affect on the evo- 
lution of the N sites whose states are not fixed. We shall see in section 1.5 that a one 
dimensional cellular automata with any fixed value boundary conditions is equivalent 
to the same one dimensional cellular automata with null boundary conditions and a, 
constant external input a each time step. 
The second type of boundary conditions we shall be using in one dimension are 
periodic boundary conditions. Additive cellular automata with periodic boundary con- 
ditions in more than one dimension are discussed in chapter 6. In one dimension, with 
the sites indexed by Z one chooses N sites indexed 011, ..., N-1. Then site N is 
identified with site 01 site N+I is identified with site 1 etc. and site -I is identified 
with site N- 11 site -2 is identified with site N-2 etc. Thusl with 0<i<N-1, we 
have for a configuration q of a cellular automata with these boundary conditions 
qj, +N = qi 
q- qN- (1.2.1) 
One can think of the sites of a cellular automata with these boundary conditions 
as being arranged on a circle or cylinder (such cellular automata are sometimes called 
cylindrical cellular automata). Alternatively one can think of this system as being the 
infinite system but with the configurations q restricted to those that consist of infinite 
repetitions of the same block of N sites. Thus the study of finite cellular automata with 
periodic boundary conditions is equivalent to the study of the action of infinite cellular 
automata on configurations consisting of infinite repetitions of a finite configuration. 
The result of Culik 11 et. al. mentioned at the end of the previous section can thus 
be restated as: a one dimensional cellular automata is reversible if and only if the 
corresponding cellular automata on N cells with periodic boundary configurations is 
reversible for all N>0. 
Example 1.2.2 
Let f be the local rule of an elementary cellular automata (as defined in example 1.1.3). 
Let N be a strictly positive integer, then with periodic boundary conditions on N cells, 
a configuration q consists of N elements of A, qO, qj, -.., qN-1, and 
the action of the 
is 
global rule F is 
qo q, 
I 
f(qN-I, qo, ql) f(qo, ql, q2) -- 
qN-2 qN-1 
f(qN-31qN-2iqN-1) f(qN-2, qN-l, qo) 4 
Orbits, periodic configurations, cycles etc. are defined as in the infinite case. Be- 
cause for finite cellular automata the number of configurations is finite all configurations 
are eventually periodic. The configurations of a finite cellular automata on N cells can 
always be thought of as the elements of A'. 
1.3 Hybrid cellular automata 
Let C be a regular lattice, as in section 1.1, let X be a family of neighbourhoods indexed 
by C and let -F 
be a family of rule tables indexed by C. Then for each i, with Xi E X, 
ft. : Ax, -1 A. 
Let Q, then the i- th neighbourhood projection operator [Z + X-] acts at site z 
i, [i Xz](q) (2 Axi 
configuration q' via 
ql. = fj[i + Xj](q)). (1-3-1) 
Thus X and Y induce a global rule a as X and f did in section 1.1 and we can formally 
define a hybrid ceHular automata: 
Definition 1.3.1 A hybrid cellular automata is a 4-tuple (, C, A, X, -T) where 
C is a 
regular lattice, A is the state alphabet, X is a family of neighbourhoods indexed by C 
and -T Zs a 
family of rule tables indexed by C. 
We shall usually refer to Y as the set of local rules, intuitively the system defined above 
is that obtained by using local rule fi at site 7. at each time step. 
Example 1.3.1 
Let C=Z and A -- F2. Let X be such that 
X, =X= (- 1,0,1) for each i. In Y let 
ft(qz-,, qi, qi+, ) = qi-I + ql+,, i even 
fi(qi-,, qi, qi+, ) = (qi-l + qz+, )qt i odd. 
X and T can be applied to a configuration q to yield a, new 
Then (, C, F2, X, J7) is a hybrid cellular automata. 4 
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Periodic configurations etc. are defined just as for ordinary ceHular automata. 
Finite hybrid cellular automata are obtained by applying boundary conditions just as 
for cellular automata. 
Example 1.3.2 
Consider example 1.3.1 with periodic boundary conditions and N even. One has 
qo q, ... W-2 qN-1 
Ia 
qN-1 + q, (qO + q2)ql ... W-3 + qN-1 
(qN-2 + qo)qN-1 
It is clear that, in general, hybrid cellular automata do not commute with the 
translations of C. 
1.4 State transition graphs and cycle sets 
1.4.1 The state transition graph of a cellular automata 
The state transition graph of a cellular automata (especially a finite cellular automata) 
is a useful tool for visualising the dynamical structure of the system. A graph r is a 
pair of sets v(r), E(r), where v(r) is the set of vertices of r and E is the set of edges 
of r. To each element e of E(r) two points of v(r) are associated, the endpoints of e. 
The end points need not be distinct, if they are not distinct e is said to be a loop. Two 
vertices are said to be adjacent if they are joined by an edge. 
If the endpoints of each eC E(F) form an ordered pair 
(V1 
ý V2) then F is called a, 
directed graph or digraph, e is called a directed edge. and can be thought of as an arrow 
from v, to V2 - 
'"Te can now define the state transition graph of a cellular automata with 
global rule F whether finite or infinite. The same definition applies for hybrid cellular 
automata. 
Definition 1.4.1 The state transition graph F(F) of the cellular automata wZth global 
rule F is the directed graph with V(F) - A'C (or V(F) = AN for a finite cellular 
automata on N cells) and a directed edge from vertex p to a vertex q if and only if 
F(p) -- q. 
Thus fixed points (cycles of length one) of a cellular automata correspond to loops in 
the state transition graph. A graph is finite if both V(F) and E(F) are finite, thus the 
state transition graph of a finite ceRular automata is finite. 
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Given a vertex VE V(F) of a digraph IF, the out-degree of v is the number of directed 
edges (v, u) in E(F) and the in-degree of v is the number of directed edges (u, v) in 
E(F). Clearly if F(F) is the state transition graph of a cellular automata then the 
out-degree of every vertex v is 1, if in addition the in-degree of every vertex is I then 
the cellular automata must be reversible. 
A path is a sequence of vertices vo, v, such that there is a directed edge (vi. v, -+, ) 
for 0<i<m-I and each vi is distinct apart from possibly vo = v, in which case 
the path is called a circuit. Clearly a path vo,.. ., v, in the state transition graph of a 
cellular automata corresponds to a portion of the forward orbit of 
-vo 
under the cellular 
automata and a circuit vo, ..., v, corresponds to a cycle of length M+1. We shall 
abuse notation and refer to circuits in the state transition graph of a cellular automata 
as cycles. If every vertex v in the state transition graph of a cellular automata is on a 
cycle then clearly the cellular automata is reversible. 
A subgraph of a graph or digraph F is a graph or digraph 7 such that 17(7) 9 V(F) 
and E(-y) C E(F). A graph is said to be connected if there is a path between every pair 
of vertices, we shall say that a digraph is connected if it is connected as a graph. A 
graph or digraph that contains no circuits and is connected is called a tree. The state 
transition graph of finite cellular automata irreversible on N cells is characterised by 
the presence of trees joining the main graph at elements of cycles (one says that such 
a tree is rooted at the element of the cycle). 
The height of a tree is the maximum number of vertices visited on any path starting 
at a vertex in the tree and terminating at the element of a cycle that the tree is 
rooted to, this corresponds to the maximum possible number of time steps taken for a 
configuration of the cellular automata to reach a cycle. A vertex in a tree is said to be 
at height t if t is the minimum number of vertices visited by any path from that vertex 
to the element of the cycle at which the tree is rooted. In fact, as the out-degree of 
every vertex in the state transition graph of a cellular automata is I and the graph is 
directed, there is only one possible path from a vertex in a tree to the element of the 
cycle that the tree is rooted to. A vertex with in-degree zero will sometimes be referred 
to as a leaf, such a vertex corresponds to a Garden of Eden configuration in the state 
transition graph of a cellular automata. See figures 1.1 and 1.2 for examples of a state 
transition graph. 
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Figure 1.1: The state transition graph of rule 90 on 4 cells with periodic boundary 
conditions, in this case the state transition graph consists of a single tree rooted at 0. 
1.4.2 Cycle sets 
Cycle sets provide a convenient qualitative description of the cycle structure of a finite 
cellular automata, (i. e. how many cycles of what lengths). The notion of a, cycle set is 
borrowed from the theory of linear modular systems (for instance see [16]). 
Definition 1.4.2 Let F be the global rule of some finite cellular automata and suppose 
that under F there are n, distinct cycles of length (ýj, I<i<k, for some positive 
integers n, ýj and k. Then the cycle set of F is 
E(F) =f ni %] .... I nk%ll- 
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Figure 1.2: The state transition graph of rule 90 on 5 cells with periodic boundary 
conditions, in this case the state transition graph consists of a fixed point at 0 and 5) 
cycles of length 3, with a very simple tree rooted at all the vertices on cycles. 
Each expression n, %] is known as a cycle term. There is a product of cycle sets, Nve 
first define the product of two cycle terms by 
= nmgcd(, r){1crn(, r)J. 
The product of two cycle sets is then defined by 
E(F). E(G) -f ni 
[(ýjl 
, ... i nkICH Mllr'll, I M11FIll 
- z=, Uj , 
tn, 
It is often convenient to write cycle sets as formal sums 
E(F) = En, [ýJ, 
i=l 
the product is then defined by 
E (F). E (G) n, %] 
(1.4.1) 
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The sum can be simplified where two cycle terms n[q)] and rn[r] are such that (ý = r, 
one just defines 
(n + m)[ý]. 
One can consider the set of cycle sets as a ring, which we shall denote by C(Z), 
with zero element 0[1] and identity 1[l]. Additively C(Z) is isomorphic to Z[x], via 
nz[(ýj 
however the multiplicative structure is different from that of Z[x]. We note that C(Z) 
is not an integral domain, for instance 
(-2[3] + 1[6])1[4] = 0. 
1.5 Finite linear cellular automata 
1.5.1 A brief review of the finite linear cellular automata literature 
We give a brief overview of the literature relating to finite linear cellular automata, 
the reader looking for sources on more general cellular automata should consult., for 
instance, [17] and [18] and the references therein. A possible source of confusion that 
should be noted is that some authors use the term linear to mean one dimensional. The 
majority of the work that has been done on linear e-eflular automata has been for the 
infinite case, which we do not discuss here. As far as we are aware there has been no 
attempt made to study linear cellular automata in the presence of time independent 
inputs prior to this thesis. 
The most referenced paper on finite additive cellular automata is that by Martin 
et. al [3] from 1984, which concentrates mainly on periodic boundary conditions. They 
derive results about the structure of the state transition diagram of a linear cellular 
automata in terms of algebraic and number theoretical quantities. The results they 
obtained were mostly for state alphabet Fp, the finite field with p elements, and one 
dimensional cellular automata, however they do briefly discuss the higher dimensional 
case and the case of state alphabet Z/,,, in a, composite integer but they were unable 
to rovide an results for state alphabet Z/pk, Pprime and k>I. We discuss some of py 
their results in detail in section 1.5.5. 
Linear cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions and state alphabet a 
finite field were studied by Jen in [191, concentrating on the occurrence of shifts and the 
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relation of spatial periodicity in configurations of the cellular automata to their tem- 
poral periodicity, the method involved application of the theory of recurring sequences 
over finite fields. A polynomial method for studying rule 90 (see example 1.1.3) with 
null boundary conditions was introduced by Nohmi in [20] and extended by Kawahara 
et. al., in [21], to two dimensions, and by Kawahara and Lee [22] to a higher order form 
of rule 90. These authors obtained strong results but in very specific cases and only for 
null boundary conditions. 
Voorhees [23] used a complex polynomial representation to study the injectivity 
of one dimensional cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions, motivated 
by relation between between injectivity with periodic boundary conditions and in the 
infinite case. The results obtained were primarily for state alphabet F2- Vivaldi [24] 
studied one dimensional cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions and state 
alphabet a finite field in general, not just linear cellular automata, employing a polyno- 
mial method based on the functional completeness of finite fields, that is the fact that 
any function on Fpq can be represented by a unique polynomial (see [25], page 100) and 
hence any rule table can be so expressed. A connection with algebraic dynamics was 
established. In Vivaldi's method linear cellular automata are represented by linearised 
polynomials (see [26], chapter 3). 
The most well known paper using a matrix representation of additive cellular au- 
tomata is that by Guan and He [27] where cellular automata over finite fields with 
periodic boundary conditions were represented by means of circulant matrices. The 
approach was that of decomposing a finite dimensional vector space representing the 
possible configurations of the cellular automata, into subspaces invariant under a par- 
ticular linear map (the circulant matrix representing the cellular automata). They 
obtained results in one and higher dimensions and for higher order cellular automata, 
including an algorithm for finding the cycle set (though they do not use that terminol- 
ogy) based on determining the Jordan form of the matrix representing the rule. More 
recently Tadakis and Matsufuji [10] considered rule 90 with nun boundary conditions 
and state alphabet F2 using a matrix representation, as did Stevens et. al. [12]. Tadikis 
[9] considered rules 90 and 150, again with null boundary conditions and state alphabet 
F2, and again in 1994 but with periodic boundary conditions [11] and also with some 
discussion of hybrids of rules 90 and 150. All of these papers used eigenvalue analysis 
on the matrix representing the rule and all were rather specific. 
One of the motivations for the studies by the authors mentioned in the previous 
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paragraph is recent interest in the use of cellular automata and hybrid cellular automata 
in very large scale integrated circuits, in particular as pseudorandom number generators, 
see the papers by Compagner and Hoogland [4], Hortensius et. al. [5] and Preis et. al. 
[6]. This interest is focused mainly on the occurrence of cycles of maximal possible 
length. 
Finally Jen [1] showed in 1990 that certain nonlinear cellular automata, with pe- 
riodic boundary conditions, can be mapped onto linear cellular automata and thus 
results from the additive case can be utilised in the nonlinear case. In 1993 Bartlett 
and Garzon [2] showed that a class of nonlinear cellular automata, the monomial cellu- 
lar automata, are in certain cases closely related to additive cellular automata. Though 
the work of Bartlett and Garzon was for the infinite case their idea should still work in 
the finite case. 
1.5.2 Matrix representation of finite linear cellular automata 
One dimensional linear cellular automata have linear local rules of the form 
t+l t 
Z-1 ++ aoaý 
++ alat (1-5-1) a-lat z 1+1 
where I is a positive integer, the radius of the rule, and the states a, and rule coefficients 
< 1, are elements of a state alphabet R and aý is the state of the i- th cell z 
at time t. We shall assume that R is a finite commutative ring, for instance Z/, the 
ring of integers modulo m, where m>0 is an integer, or a finite field Fpq where p>0 
is a prime integer and qEZ, q>0. Linear local rules satisfy the quiescence condition. 
We shall sometimes use a shorthand notation for the local rule and write, instead of 
(1 
. 5.1) ý 
a-la, -l ++ ala, +I. 
Example 1.5.1 
R= F2 and the elementary cellular automata rule 90. 
at-, ai+, ) a, -l 
Example 1.5.2 
R- Z/4, then the radius 3 local rule defined below is a linear rule. 
(at-3, a, *-2, ai-1, ai, at+,, ai+2, ai+3) = 2(ai-3 + a, +3) + 3(a,, -2 + 
a, *+2) + a,. 
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We shall be concerned with finite cellular automata on N ceffs with either periodic 
or fixed value boundary conditions. Thus any collection of N elements of R, indexed 
from 0 to N-1, can be thought of as a state of the system, such a collection can also 
be thought of as an element of the R-module RN. The local rule f induces a global 
rule FN on N cells which gives the global dynamics; 
FN :RN, RN 
st+l = FN(8t) (1.5.2) 
where st C RN is the (global) state of the system at time t. When FN is a bijection 
we say that the global rule is reversible (or invertible) and that the cellular automata 
is reversible for N cells. 
The linearity of the local rule implies that the global rule is additive, that is 
FN (P + Q) -- FN (P) + FN (1.5.3) 
for each N and any P, QGRN. Consequently, such cellular automata rules are often 
called additive, and we shall use that name. Further, such global rules map the state 
where every cell has state 0 to the same state, i. e. they satisfy the quiescence condition, 
FN(O) : 0. 
We shall represent a state aCRN by a column vector 
(ao, a,,..., a,, \, -, 
For null or periodic boundary conditions we can represent the global rule by an NxN 
matrix T with entries in R. For null boundary conditions, and the linear local rule 
(1.5.1), this matrix is defined by 
tTlij = aj, (1.5.4) 
where a-l-k - al+k =0 for each 
kE N>o. For periodic boundary conditions one has 
fTli((. 
+ 
.< 
, 3-)mod N) -- 
a3l (1.5.5) 
and all other entries zero (we shall introduce another representation of additive cel- 
lular automata with periodic boundary conditions in the next section and use that 
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representation throughout this thesis, the matrix representation is described here for 
completeness). In either case the global cellular automata dynamics is given by 
T: RNýRN 
Ta (1.5.6) 
at+' z--- T(a') 
1 
T is a module endomorphism of RN- 
Now consider a hybrid of linear rules on N cells, with a local linear rule f, acting 
at site i with radius 1(i), 
a,,, a, +j. 
The global rule of such a hybrid can still be represented by an NxN matrix 'I. For 
null boundary conditions this matrix is defined by 
f TI i (i+3) - az,, 3* 7+<N-1, 
(1.5-8) 
and all ot4er entries zero. For periodic boundary conditions we have 
ý'Ilqi+Amod 
N) 
Then in either case the global hybrid cellular automata dynamics are given by 
T: RN RN 
a Ta 
at+' T(at) 
For fixed boundary conditions other than null and a linear local rule of radius I 
(or a hybrid of linear local rules with maximum radius 1), suppose the boundary sites 
-I and N,.,,, N+1- I have the fixed values a-,,..., a-1 and ai\7...., aN+1-1- 
Then if the matrix representing the global rule for null boundary conditions is T (or T 
for a hybrid) then the global dynamics are given by 
TU: RN ý RN 
a Ta +U 
at+' TU(at) 
or 
Tu: RN)RN 
a Ta+U 
at+' TU (at) 
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for the hybrid case. In the non-hybrid case U is the vector with i- th entry 
= 
__8a_8 + 
1+1'-N 
E 
ON+sl-zaN+sl 
5/=O 
(1.5.13) 
and in the hybrid case U is the vector with i- th entry 
S=l 
1+1'-N 
1: 
Oz', N+sl-, aN+sl- 
SI=O 
(1.5.14) 
Systems of the form 1.5.11 and 1.5.12 correspond to linear cellular automata and hy- 
brids of linear cellular automata in the presence of time independent inputs and are 
considered in detail in the following chapters. 
1.5.3 Representation of linear cellular automata with periodic bou- 
ndary conditions 
We shall consider the case of periodic boundary conditions on N cells in some detail. 
Fixing N we may identify the state space of the cellular automata with RN as in 
section 1.5.2. We may in turn identify the elements of RN bijectively with the subset of 
R[x], the polynomial ring in one indeterminate over R, consisting of those elements of 
R[x] of degree less than N. This set is additively indistinguishable from I? N. Martin et 
al. [3] showed that the action of the global rule FN on a state of the system represented 
in this way could be represented by the multiplicative action of a Laurent polynomial 
(which they refer to as a dipolynomial) T(x, x-1) E R[x, x-'] and then reducing the 
result modulo xN_1. The operation of taking a polynomial or Laurent polynomial 
modulo xN_1 is a, ring homomorphism from R[x] or R[x, x-1] onto the quotient ring 
RN7 
R[x] R[x, x-'] (1.5.15) 
(xN - 1)R[xl 
: -- ý7vN 
- 1)Rfx, x--'] 
where (XN - I)R[x] is the ideal generated by XN -I in R[x]. Motivated 
by the above 
observation it seems natural to identify the state space with the ring Rly rather than 
RN or the subset of R[x] described above. RN is additively indistinguishable from RN 
and the Laurent polynomial giving the action of the global rule can be replaced by all 
element of RN, as we shall see. Using an element of RN in this way has the advantage 
that now all operations take place within the ring RN and is equivalent to the approach 
of Martin et al, and may be regarded as a formalisation of their method. 
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In detail a state aE RN ,a= 
(aO 
, a, ,..., aN-1) is identified with an element of RN 
via the mapK: 
K: RN) RN 
K(a) -- a(x) + (XN _1 )R[x] 
N-1 
-E aixt'+ 
(XN 
i=O 
This identification is bijective since, as XN _1 is monic, each coset has a unique repre- 
sentative a(x) of degree less than N and each such polynomial is the representative of 
some coset in RN- It is clear that r, preserves additive structure, that is, r, is a group 
homomorphism from RN to the additive group of RN. 
The action of the global rule is given, in this representation, by multiplication by 
an element T of RN defined as follows. 
Definition 1.5.1 With R and N given, and local rule f as in equation (1.5.1) 
ao + E(azxN-' + ce-ix i) + (X N- 1)R[x] 
Z. =1 
- T(x) + (XN _ 
Note that, despite the notation, if N<I then ao+j: '=j(ajx N-Z'+a--x' .) may not be 21 
a polynomial but a Laurent polynomial, however by lemma A. 2.4, and the comments 
afterwards we are justified in assuming Tc 
R[x] 
and T(x) is the polynomial (XN-1)R[x] 
described in the proof of lemma A. 2.4. 
Thus the global rule is represented by a map 
TO: RN RN (1.5.17) 
K(a) Tr, (a). 
as we show in the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.5.1 147ith To as defined above the action of the global rule induced by f 2's 
represented by 
K(at+') = To(K(a')) 
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Proof: 
The state of the i- th site at time t+I under the action of the rule f defined by 
(1.5.1) and under periodic boundary conditions on N ceUs is 
t+l t a, a3 -a (1'+3')mod N' 
Thus we must check that the coefficient of x' in at+'(x), 
K(at+1) = at+' (x) + (x N- 
is E,. 
=-, a3at - 
We note that on multiplying K(a') by a, 3 XN-3 + (XN - I)R[x], (z+3)mod N' 
x' has coefficient a -at Similarly on multiplying by Ce_. Xj + (XN _ I)R[x], xz' 3 (z*+3)mod N' 3 
has coefficient a-jat - 
On multiplying by ao + (XN - I)R[x] the coefficient of (Z-j)mod N* 
x' is aoaj-. Since one can write 
(a, 
-3 XN+j 
+ (XN 
the result follows. m 
Lemma 1.5.1 shows that the map To represents the global dynamics faithfully in 
RNi in view of this we shall normally just write a for r, (a) and consider RN to be 
the global state space of the cellular automata and To to be the global rule. Given 
aE RNwe shall often refer to a(x) without explanation, in this case we mean the 
canonical representative a(x) of a, i. e. the unique element of a of degree less than N, 
whose coefficients give the states of the cells if a is thought of as a configuration of the 
system. 
Example 1.5.3 
The local rule of example 1.5.1 gives, on N cells, the global rule represented by 
T-- x +x 
N-1 + (xN - 1)F2 [x] C- 
F2 [X] 
(XN - 1)F2 [X]* 
When N=4, let a be the configuration 
a= (ao, a,, a2, a3) - 
:1 
With periodic boundary conditions the action of rule 90 on this configuration is to send 
a to F(a), 
F(a) = (a3 + a,, ao + a2., a, + a3, a2 + ao). 
lit RN we have, in detail, 
a= ao + alx + a2X 2+ a3X 3+ (X4 _ 1)F2 [X] 
Ta = (x +x3+ 
(X4 
_ 1)F2[x])(ao + alx + a2 X2 + a3 X3 + (X4 _ )F 2 [X]) 
- (X + X3) (ao + alx + a2 X2 + a3 X3) + (X4 _ j)F 2 [X] 
aox + alx 2+ (ao + a2)X 3+ (al + a3)X 4+ a2X 5+ a3X 6+ (X4 _ 1)F2 [X] 
a3 + al + (ao + a2)X + (al + a3 )X2 + (a2 + ao )X3 + (X4 _ 1)F2[x] 
r, (F(a». # 
Example 1.5.4 
The local rule of example 1.5.2 gives, on N cells, the global rule represented by 
T -- 1+ 3x 
2+ 2x 3+ 2x N-3 + 3x 
N-2 + (Xl\ 1)Z/4[XI C 
(XN 
Z/4[XI 
-# 
- 
1)Z/4[XI 
Equation (1.5.17) defines, for given R and each N, a map f ý--* T from the space 
of all linear local rules onto RN. The ring RN can be thought of as a module over 
itselfý RN RN written as a left RN-module (though the distinction between left and 
right modules is not important in this case because RN is commutative). Thus, since 
E? id(R, RN) RN 
(see [25], page 169) we see that each global additive cellular automata rule may be 
identified with a (module) endomorphism of RN, and the cellular automata dynamics 
is equivalent to that given by iteration of this endomorphism. Thus we shall sometimes 
refer to T as a linear map of RN to itself and we shall no longer make any distinction 
between the map To and the element TC RN (and thus drop the subscript 0 from TO). 
1.5.4 Linear cellular automata with time independent inputs 
We shall be concerned not just with the behaviour of additive cellular automata but 
also with the behaviour of such automata under the influence of external inputs. In 
this chapter we assume that these inputs are constant and applied at each time step. 
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We shall sometimes refer to the inputs as controls and to the system consisting of an 
additive cellular automata plus external inputs as a controlled cellular automata. The 
inputs are applied locally, site i has input u, ER at each time step, 
t+l tt a, = fi(a, -,,.. --a, +, 
) 
+ u.. 
From the above it is evident that a system of this form can be thought of as a hybrid of 
up to JR1 related rules, the rule applied at site z is fi whose action is given by applying 
the linear rule f and then adding the constant ui. Such rules are no longer linear (for 
ui ý6 0) as the image of zero is no longer zero and will be referred to as affine local 
rules. We shall be considering the finite case on N cells with either periodic or fixed 
boundary conditions. The global rule is no longer additive if any ui is non-zero as 
clearly in this case FN(A) + FN(B) :ý FN(A + B), where FN is the global rule of the 
cellular automata plus inputs on N cells. When the input is uniform, i. e. ui =u 54 0, 
i=0,..., N-1, one is applying the affine rule everywhere. 
Example 1.5.5 
Let R= F2 i 
if input u=I is applied at every cell then for instance rule 90 becomes its 
complement, rule 165 (a non-additive rule), while a non-uniform input applied to rule 
90 is equivalent to a hybrid of rules 90 and 165.4 
We shall consider first the case of periodic boundary conditions, the presence of 
inputs ui at site i is represented in RA, by the addition of a constant U at each time 
step, 
U(X) + (XN _ 
N-1 
Z ui-xl' + (XN - 1)R[x]. 
Thus we now have the global rule FN, U represented by an affine map which gives the 
dynamics 
TU: RN ý RN 
a Ta +U 
at+' Tu(at) 
rk The composition of Tu with itself k times will be denoted by "u and where necessary 
we will write 
k (at) = at +k Tu 
" 3: 3 
FN, U 
RN 
Ic Ic 
TU T RN- RN 
Figure 1.3: r, o FN, U = TU o r,. 
Of course the system defined by equations (1.5.20) reduces to that defined by 
(1.5.17) on taking U=0 and we shall consider additive cellular automata as sys- 
tems of the form (1-5.20) with U-0 throughout the text, with T written for To in 
accordance with remarks made earlier. The general relationship between the dynamics 
in RN and RN is summed up by the commuting diagram in figure 1.3. 
The above discussion suggests that we look at the systems with dynamics defined 
by 
TU: R[x] R[x] 
, q(x)R[x] g(x)R[x] 
a Ta+ U 
at+' Tu(at) 
where the leading coefficient of g(x) C R[x] is --a unit and 
T, UE ý7( 
Rx Unless noted x)R[xj * 
otherwise all results about systems defined by (1.5.20) hold for systems defined by 
(1.5.22), by just replacing RN with 
R[x] 
everywhere. Further, such results will still 
_q(x)R[x] 
hold if R[x] is replaced by R[xl,. .., x, 
l and g(x) by etc.. This is 
because most of the proofs we shall be presenting for general R do not rely on any 
properties peculiar to RN, but just upon the properties of finite commutative rings. 
We shall have some use for these more general results in latter chapters. 
When the boundary conditions are fixed rather than periodic or we have a hybrid 
system with either form of boundary conditions U is replaced by the vector 
(Uo, Uli ... ý UN-1 
)T (1.5.23) 
where u, is the input at site i at each time step. FormaRy for nuU boundary conditions 
we are considering the system defined by 
TU: RNý RN 
a Ta +U (1.5.24) 
at+' TU (a') 
1 
while for the hybrid case we have 
c1U RN N R 
a Ta +U 
at+' -- TU (at) 
For fixed boundary conditions other than zero, we consider the systems 1.5.24 and 1.5.25 
with U replaced by U+V where V is defined by 1.5.13 or 1.5.14. 
We finish this section with a result for periodic boundary conditions. 
Theorem 1.5.1 Suppose that 
n 
RN RN, i 
for some rings RN, z and with isomorphism 0 induced 
by homomorphisms 
ýi 
: RN ) RN, i. Then 
for each T, UE RN 
E(Tu) = rl E(oz o Tu) = 
11 E(Oj(T)O, (U)) 
Proof: 
As 0 is a ring isomorphism it preserves dynamical structure, i. e. 
at+' = Tu(at) = Tat +U 
if and only if 
0(a)t+l = O(T)o(u)(0(at)) -- O(T)O(at) + 
O(U) 
Suppose first that T, UE RNJ x RN, 2. For each ac RNJ x 
RN, 2 let a, - = 0, -(a) E 
RN, ii 
11 2, similarly for T, Uj- Suppose that in RNi under 
(T, )ui there are mi orbits of 
length f,,. Let aE RNJ X RN, 2 be such that a, is on a cycle of 
length tj and a2 is on a 
3-5 
cycle of length t2 , then clearly a 
is on an orbit of length lcm(ti, t2). There are M1 tI M2t2 
such elements in RNJ x RN, 2 hence the number of such orbits is 
rnItIln2t2 
- mj, n2gcd(tjt2 ICM(tlt2) 
which is the product of the cycle terms mi[ti] and M2 [12l . Thus we have 
E(Tu) = E((Tl)ul). E((T2)U2). 
The result now follows by induction. 0 
1.5.5 The work of Martin, Odlyzko and Wolfram 
We review some of the results of Martin et al. [3] but rewrite them in the language of 
section 1.5-3. Those authors concentrated on the case R -- Fp and also proved some 
results for R -Z/k, ka composite integer. 
Lemma 1.5.2 [Martin, Odlyzko and Wolfram] 
For given R, N and T, two elements a, b Ei RNT evolve to the same element cC RN 
under T after t time steps if and only if 
b+q, qC RN- Vq = 0. 
Proof: 
(1.5.26) 
Clearly if a -- b+q where Ttq =0 then Va -- 
Vb. If Tta = Vb then T'(a - b) -- 0 
so let q=a-b and the result follows. 0 
Theorem 1.5.2 [Martin, Odlyzko and Wolfram] 
The trees rooted at each element of each cycle occurring under T are all identical to the 
tree rooted at 0. E 
We prove a generalisation of the above tl-teorem in tl-Le next chapter and so omit the 
proof here. 
Lemma 1.5.3 [Martin, Odlyzko and Wolfram] 
For R= Fpq ýpa prime integer, q>0 and given N and T, then configuration aE 
(XN 
FPq [x] 
is reachable in j time steps if and only if A3(x) I a(x) in 
Fpq [X], where 
-1)Fpq[x] 
Aj(x) = gcd(x' - 1, TI(x)) 
(1.5.27) ,v 
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Proof: 
Suppose that aE RN has a predecessor b under V, T3'b = a, then in Fpq 
[X] 
we have 
T'(x)b(x) - a(x) = g(X)(XN _ 1) 
for some 9(x) E Fpq 
[X], 
So XN (T3*(x)b(x) - a(x)). But A, (x) I XN _I and 
A, (x) I T3(x) hence A, (x) I a(x). 
Now suppose that A, (x) I a(x) for some aE RN, then 
a (x) = A, (x) b (x) 
for some b(x) E Fpq[x], so in RN we have a= Ajb. Now as Fq is a field we have 
f (x)TJ(x) + h(x)(xN - 1) 
for some f (x), h(x) E Fpq [x]. Thus in RN 
A3 = fT3 
so T-If b- A3 b=a. Thus 
fb=f (x)b(x) + (xN - 1)Fpq 
[x] 
is a predecessor of a under V. m 
The following corollary characterises the units (reversible rules) in RN when R is a 
finite field. 
Corollary 1.5.1 If R= Fq, then for given N, TG RN is a unit if and only if 
gcd(T(x), XN - 1) = 1. 
Proof: 
If T is reversible then every configuration has a predecessor so A, (x) I a(x) for every 
aE RN, hence Aj(x) - 1. 
Conversely if Aj(x) =I then AI(x) I a(x) for each aE RN 
so each a has a predecessor hence T is reversible hence T is a unit. 0 
Let IIN(T) be the length of the cycle that 1 evolves to under T (clearly this is the 
maximum cycle length that occurs)- 
Lemma 1.5.4 [Martin, Odlyzko and Wolfram] 
fur R= Fp and Na multyle of p, 
IIN(T) I PIINlp(T') 
17 
where T' represents the global rule for the same local rule as T but on Nlp cells. If N 
is not a multiple of p then 
IIN(T) 1 pordN(p) _ 1, 
where ordN(P) is the minimum integer j such that p3* =- 1 mod N. M 
We prove stronger results than this for R= Fpq in chapters 3 and 4 and so omit 
the proof of lemma 1.5-4. Martin et al. also proved a result on tree structure wheii 
R -- Fp, we prove similar results in Chapter 4 and so omit such results here. 
The results obtained by Martin et al. for R= Z/k, ka composite integer depend 
upon the following result. 
Lemma 1.5.5 [Martin, Odlyzko and Wolfram] 
When R= Z/k where k= 117 1 p'. ', each p- a distinct prime and ai > 0, the value a of Z= II 
a site obtained by evolution of an additive cellular automata from some initial condition 
") attained by that site in the evolution of is given uniquely in terms of the values a(pi 
the set of cellular automata obtained by reducing T(x) and all site values modulo pi". 
N 
We prove the following result, which taken together with theorem 1.5.1 is equivalent 
to lemma 1.5-5. 
Theorem 1.5.3 LEt k be a positive integer, with unique factorisation into powers of 
primes gZvcn by 
pi" 
where ai > 0,1 1 n. Then for all N>0 
Z/k[-Iýl 
_ (XN - I)Zlk[XI 
Proof: 
rIli 
n Z/pi i 
[x] 
fi 
(XN 
- 1)Z /, -i 
[x] 
t=I i 
The map 7r, : Z/k Z ai, given by a+ kZ ýý a+ pi"Z is clearly a surjective Pi /P 
ring homomorphism for I<i<n 
homomorphism 
01- : 
Z/kk"O 
(XN 
- 1)Zlk[XI 
Then, by lemma A. 2.3, for each z there is a 
Z ai [x] /pi 
(XN 1)Z aj[X]' /Pi 
i llý 
given by 
a(x) + (x 
N- 1)Zlk[XI h --- * Xz-(a(x» + (x 
N- 1)Z/, 
i-i 
[x] 
where Xz- ý Z/P-i[xl is the homomorphism i-nd-aced by 7rZ. Def : Z/k[XI Z /pi ine 
Z/k[l] z 
pai 
1XI 
4ý :/i (XN I)Z/- I)Z/P",, [X] k[XI (XN 
i 
by 
(01(a), 02(a), 
--i 
On(a)). 
4) is a homomorphism since each 0, is. We examine the kernel of 4ýb: 
Ker 4ýb a: Oi(a) = 0,1 <i< nj 
a: X% (a(x)) = 0,1 <i< nj 
deg a(x) 
- fa 7r, -(a, )x3 = 01 1<z< n} 
-7-n 
fa 7r, (aj) = 0,0 <j< deg a(x), I<i< nj 
ýa p'jý Ia-0 :ý' :ý deg a(x), Iin 2p-3-I 
ja kI aj, 0 : ý- 3 : ý- deg a(x)l 
Hence 4ý is injective. Now 
Z1k[XI 
=kN (XN - I)Zlk[XI 
and 
n ozi 71 /, -ii [x] Pi H 
(XN - 1)Z 
N- 1)Z 
/p-ii [x] . =l 
(X 
i=l i2i 
ai)N 
n 
cei)N P 
= 
39 
Now an injection between finite sets of the same size is a bijection and (D is a homo- 
morphism hence 4ý is an isomorphism. 0 
Martin et. al. were unable to produce any general results for the Z/, k, k>1, case, 
we quote : "no general results are available for the case of prime power V. They 
go on to say that some results can be obtained in specific cases using combinatorial 
methods. In chapter 5 we are able to provide some general results for theZ/pk case. 
Martin et. al. also described an embedding (for symmetric rules of radius one) of the 
null boundary condition case on N cells into the periodic boundary condition case on 
2N +2 cells and an extension of this to the case of fixed boundary -conditions where the 
site with index -1 has a non-zero value (though the expression they give is incorrect). 
This case can be considered as the periodic boundary condition case with a constant 
input and will generalise to symmetric rules of any radius (where if the rule has radius 
1 then the embedding will be into the 2N + 21 case) and any fixed boundary conditions. 
However, demanding that the rule be symmetrical is restrictive and, moreover, we shall 
generally endevour to reduce the number of cells rather than increase them throughout 
this thesis. For the afore- mentioned reasons we will make no use of this embedding 
procedure. 
Chapter 2 
Finite linear cellular automata 
over a commutative ring 
40 
II 
In this chapter we consider the general case of additive cellular automata with state 
alphabet a finite commutative ring R and finite boundary conditions, both with and 
without time independent inputs. We are mainly concerned with periodic boundary 
conditions, however we have included results for boundary conditions other than pe- 
riodic and hybrids of additive cellular automata whenever we can prove such results 
"for free", that is whenever the proof of the result is essentially the same as that in the 
periodic boundary condition case. 
We note that whenever a result in this chapter applies for null boundary conditions 
with time independent inputs then it applies for any fixed boundary conditions (see 
section 1.5.2) as any such system can be considered as the same cellular automata 
with null boundary conditions and a modified time independent input. Our goals 
in this chapter are twofold, firstly to provide general results that are useful and 
interesting in their own right and secondly to provide a toolbox for use in latter chapters 
where more specific choices of state alphabet are considered. 
In section 2.1 we discuss some basic properties, starting in section 2.1.1 with some 
general remarks concerning periodic and transient behaviour and the introduction of 
some notation which is used throughout this thesis. We show that associated to each 
additive cellular automata on N cells there are two ideals (submodules), the set of 
elements of RN (RN) on cycles under the rule and the set of elements of 
RN (RN) that evolve to zero under the rule. In section 2.1.2 we concentrate on the 
case'of zero input and periodic boundary conditions. We show that a cellular automata 
rule represented by TE RN on N cells is reversible on N cells if and only if T is a unit 
in RN and the behaviour of configurations under the rule represented by T is related 
to the properties of the representatives of the configurations in RN (lemma 2.1.5). 
We also show that (theorem 2.1.1) additive cellular automata with periodic boundary 
conditions on N cells and state alphabet a finite commutative ring R cannot have 
cycles of length JRNJ -I (see section 1.5.1, cellular automata that can generate cycles 
of length IRIN -I are candidates for pseudorandom number generators, thus additive 
cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions can be excluded from any search 
for such pseudorandom number generators). 
In section 2.1.3 we consider non-zero inputs and obtain various upper bounds on 
orbit lengths in the system with inputs in the form of divisibility relations, for instance 
in lemma 2.1.13 we show that the length of the orbit that zero evolves to in the system 
with non-zero input U must divide the orbit length of input U considered as a config- 
ý12 
uration in the system with zero input, multiplied by the characteristic of R. We find 
these results useful in obtaining more precise results in lat er chapters. 
In section 2.2 we consider the structure of the state transition graph in detail, 
beginning with the generalisation of theorem 1.5.2 to the non-zero input case, as a 
corollary we find that the number of configurations in the system with inputs which lie 
on cycles is the same as that in the system without inputs. In theorem 2.2.2 we show 
that the possible sets of elements on cycles in the system with inputs are the cosets in the 
quotient ring RNIAtt(T) where T is the representative of the rule on N cells and Att(T) 
is the set of elements on cycles under T. (For other boundary conditions etc. replace 
quotient ring with quotient module etc. ). We give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for different inputs to yield the same sets of elements on cycles. In theorem 2.2.3 we 
show how the set of configurations on cycles in the presence of input U is related to 
the position of U, considered as a configuration of the system without inputs, in the 
state transition graph of the system without inputs. 
In section 2.3 we introduce a notion of qualitative dynamical similarity (QDS) for 
systems with inputs, roughly speaking the systems given by two distinct inputs are QDS 
if their state transition graphs "look the same" (this is made precise in section 2.3). In 
theorem 2.3.1 we show that the system with input U is QDS to the system with zero 
input if and only the system with input U has a fixed point and in corollary 2.3.3 we 
show that a necessary and sufficient condition for any input to give a system QDS to 
that with input zero is that the zero input system has only one fixed point (necessarily 
zero). 
In theorem 2.3.2 we give a sufficient condition for systems with different inputs to 
be QDS in terms of an equivalence relation on RN considered as the set of possible 
inputs. In theorem 2.3.3 we show that when a certain condition is satisfied then a 
necessary and sufficient condition for systems with different inputs to be QDS is that 
the minimum orbit lengths under each system be equal. In chapter 4 we show that 
the condition of theorem 2.3.3 holds whenever the state alphabet is a finite field and 
in chapter 5 we show that the condition holds when the state alphabet is Z/P1Z for 
any integer m>1. In chapter 6, section 6.1 we show how results for time independent 
inputs from this chapter can be used to obtain results for time dependent inputs when 
such inputs are periodic in time. 
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2.1 Basic properties 
2.1.1 Some general remarks on periodic and transient behaviour 
Many results in this chapter concern the ring RN but do not rely on any special property 
of RN as opposed to any finite commutative ring. The foHowing remark is proved by 
examining the proofs of the relevant results: 
Remark 2.1.1 All results in this chapter stated for the ring RN hold with RN replaced 
with any finite commutative ring, with the exceptions of theorem 2.1.1, lemma 2.1.6 and 
corollary 2.1.2. E 
One might ask: why state results for RN if they hold more generally? The answer 
is simply that we are concerned with cellular automata over the finite commutative 
ring R and hence with RN and while we will have some use for more general results, to 
state all our results in the more general form might obscure their relevance to cellular 
automata. 
We shall now consider the set of elements of RN which reoccur under TU. Orbits 
are defined as usual, the forward orbit of aE R-,, \, under TU is denoted by Ou(a). 
Definition 2.1.1 aE RN is eventually periodic under TU if there are some integers 
T>0 and k>I such that 
T+k T(a). Tu (a) =Tu 
If T can be chosen to be zero then a is periodic with period k. 
Thus, as usual, a cycle is the orbit of a periodic point. The prime period of a, periodic 
point a is the length of its cycle, any multiple of this is a period of a. We shall denote 
the set of distinct cycles occurring under Tu by Cyc(Tu). Given the finite number of 
states, - 
JRJ-ýý', (2.1-1) 
all orbits are eventually periodic. We shall call the set of points that reoccur the 
invariant set of Tu, Att(Tu), defined by 
Definition 2.1.2 
Att(Tu) = ja :aE RN, Tk (a) = a, some kE N>o} u 
Note that 
Att(Tu) =UC. 
CECyc(Tu) 
We shall also define Fix(Tu) to be that subset of Att(Tu) consisting of those Points 
on cycles of length one, i. e. the fixed points of Tu. 
Example 2.1.1 
Let R= F2, N-3 and T= (X + 1) + (X3 - I)F2[x]. One finds that, representing 
ý-X3 
F2 [XI 
by its canonical representative a(x) E F2 [XI -1)F2[XI 
Att(T) = 
fol 1+ Xý 1+ X2, X + X2 I 
Fix(T) =: f01. # 
When the boundary conditions are fixed rather than periodic or Nve have a hybrid 
system with either form of boundary conditions we make the obvious definitions for 
orbits, periodic points etc., corresponding to those given above. 
Example 2.1.2 
Let R= F2 and N-3. Consider the hybrid consisting of local rule 90 at sites 0 and 
2 and local rule 150 at site 1, with periodic boundary conditions. The global rule is 
represented by the matrix 
/0 1 1 
T= (1 1 1 
\i 1 0 
Then one finds that Att(T) = RN, and 
Fix(T) (0) (1)1 
We shall denote the cycle that ac RN evolves to under TU by Cu(T, a) or Cu(a) 
when no confusion can arise. The length of Cu(a) is denoted by (0,. )U. For null 
boundary conditions replace U with U etc., similarly for hybrids. 
1 r) 
Lemma 2.1 .1 Given R and N, and either T and U or T and U or T and U, we have 
for any integer k 
Tk (a) (0a)U u 
Tk (a) =a (0a)U u 
k (a) 
-a 
(0a) U u 
Proof: 
We prove (i), the others are identical. That k =ý k (a) -a is obvious. - TU 
Suppose TU(a) = a and let (0, )u = L. Suppose that Lfk, then k>L since k< L 
would contradict the minimality of L. So k- mL +n where m >- 0 and I<n< L. 
Then 
mL+n (a) u 
T (m-l)L+n (T L (a)) uu 
Tn (a) u 
which contradicts the minimality of L. 0 
Definition 2.1.3 For given R, N and T let T(T) be the maximum number of time 
step8 for any aC RN to reach Att(T) under T. 
When no confusion can arise we sha, U write T for T(T). In terms of the state transition 
graph F(T) of T, T is the maximum tree height that occurs. 
Definition 2.1.4 For given R, N, U and T and any a Cz Att(Tu) let Tu(T, a) be the 
set of elements of RN not on cycles that reach Att(TU) first at a_, 
&V 
CA le r 
Ld t 
Vk Cý- 
- 
In terms of F(TU). TU(T, a) is the tree rooted at a. We make the obvious analogous 
definitions for fixed boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Example 2.1.3 
For example 2.1.1 one finds 
To(T, 0) = 
toý 1+X+ X21 
and that T(T) = I. 
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Example 2.1.4 
Let R= F3, N=3 and consider the rule 90 like rule, f (ai-1, a, +, ) - a, -, + a, +, with 
null boundary conditions. The global rule is represented by 
1 
One finds that 
0 
To (T, 0) =001(0# 
(0)(1)ý 
For each R and N there are two ideals of RN associated to each additive cellular 
automata rule: 
Lemma 2.1.2 For every R and N and each TE RN 
(i) Att(T) is an ideal of RN; 
(ii) To(T, 0) Zs an ideal of RN - 
Similarly for null boundary condition8 and hybrids with ideal of RN replaced with 
N 
submodule of R. 
Proof: 
This is a simple veri-fication. 0 
Corollary 2.1.1 For any R and N and Tc RN, I Att(T) III RN I and 
I To(T, 0) 111 RN I- Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrz'ds. 
Proof: 
This is immediate on applying Lagrange's theorem. 0 
If T is a unit in RN then Att(T) = RNi if T is nilpotent in RN then Att(T) =f 01 - 
However if T is a non-nilpotent zero-divisor in RN then, as we shall see in 2.1.5 (ii), 
Att(T) contains no units, also Att(T) \fQ :/0 so Att(T) is a proper ideal of RN - 
Considering TO(T, 0) we see that if T is nilpotent in RN then TO(T, 0) = RN and if T 
is a unit in RN then To(T, 0) =f 01. Suppose T is a non-nilpotent zero-divisor in RN, 
then To(T, 0) contains no units , again as we shall see in 2.1.5 
(iii), and 
ýOI ý; To(T, 0) ý; RN ý 
, 
jo TO(T, 0) is a proper ideal of RN and we have proved the following: 
Lemma 2.1.3 TO(T, 0) and Att(T) are proper ideals of RN if and only if T is a non- 
nilpotent zero-divisor in RN- Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids with 
T or Ta non-ndpotent singular matrzx. 0 
Certain sub ideals of To(T 1 0) and Att(T) will prove useful lat er. 
Definition 2.1.5 With given R, N and T, let j be a positive znteger, 0<j< T(T)ý 
then 
Ti(T, 0) -- fa C RN : Va = 01. 
For any strictly positive integer k let 
Cyc(T, k) =: faE Att(T) :Tka -- al. 
The sets defined above are ideals of RN (the proof is the same as that of lemma 2.1.2) 
and are clearly contained in TO(T, O) and Att(T) respectively. Note that Fzx(T) < 
Cyc(T, k) for all k>0. The same definitions are made for null boundary conditions 
and hybrids, the corresponding sets are then submodules. For non-zero inputs U we 
make a similar definition, the sets are, in general, no longer ideals (submodules): 
Definition 2.1.6 TTith given R, N, T and U, let j be a positive integer, 0<j< T(T)ý 
then 
T3(T, U)= aC RINT : T3 (a) = 01. 0 L7 
For any posdive integer k let 
k Cyc(Tu, k) aG Att(Tu) : Tu(a) = al. 
2.1.2 Basic properties for U=0 
In this section we shall discuss the case of the system of 1.5.20 with U -- 0, or equiv- 
alently the system defined by 1.5.17, for periodic boundary conditions. We begin with 
the following definition which includes the null boundary condition and hybrid cases. 
Definition 2.1.7 For an additive cellular automata on N cells with periodic boundary 
conditions and global rule represented by T let IIN(T) be the least integer satisfying 
T T+n, (T) TT 
'18 
For an additive cellular automata on N cells with null boundary conditions and global 
rule represented by T let IIN(T) be the least integer satisfying 
TT+ýIN (T) 
=TT 
For a hybrid of linear cellular automata on N cells with periodic or null boundary 
conditions and global rule represented by T let IIN(T) be the least integer satisfying 
TT+FIN('Z) =, IT. 
For the case of periodic boundary conditions Martin et al. - (see chapter 1, sec- 
tion 1.5.5) defined IIN(T) to be the length of the orbit that I evolves to under T, i. c. 
(01)o. It is clear that our definition is equivalent to theirs. 
Lemma 2.1.4 For gZven R, Aý and T, all orbit lengths occurring under T divide IIN(T). 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
This follows from lemma 2.1.1 on putting U -- 0 and k- IIN(T). N 
Example 2.1.5 
Let R F2, N -- 5 and T -- 1+x+ x' + (x' - I)F2[x]. Then one finds that T2 :/1 
but T' I hence H5(T) = 3. Thus in this case the only possible cycle lengths are I or 
3.4 
A cellular automata rule is reversible on N cells if every configuration has a predeces- 
sor under the rule. The following result characterises those additive cellular automata 
that are reversible for a given N. 
Remark 2.1.2 For given R and N the additive cellular automata wZth representative 
T is revemble if and only if T is a unit in RN- 
Proof: 
If T is reversible then every element of RN has a predecessor under T so 1 has a, 
predecessor under T so T is a unit. Conversely if T is a unit then TRN = RN so every 
element of RN has a predecessor under T so T is reversible. M 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids we have that a rule (hybrid of 
rules) is reversible on N cells if and only if T (T) is an invertible matrix. 
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Example 2.1.6 
In example 2.1.5 T3=I so T is a unit hence any additive cellular automata whose 
global rule is represented by this T on 5 cells is reversible on 5 cells. 
Example 2.1.7 
The additive cellular automata with local rule f (aj-1, a, ) - a, -, - ai and periodic 
boundary conditions is not reversible for any R and N. 
Proof: 
For any R and N and the local rule f one has the global rule represented by 
X_I+ (XN _ 
For any R one has that in R[xl for each N>I 
xN1 (X 1)(x N-1 +x N-2 +x+ 1). 
Let a be the non-zero configuration XN-1 + XN- 
2+... +x +1+ (x N_ I)R[x], then 
Ta -- 0 so T is not a unit and the rule is not reversible. If N=1 then clearly all 
configurations are mapped to zero in one time step. 4 
We may characterise the behaviour of rules on N cells by the behaviour of their 
representatives as elements of RN- We have already seen that a rule is reversible on N 
cells if and only if its representative T is a unit in RN. The next lemma is a collection 
of similar results. 
Lemma 2.1.5 
(i) Suppose TE RN is a unit, then the units in RN lie on cycles of length IIN(T) under 
T and these cycles consist enbrely of units. 
(ii) Suppose TE RN is a zero-divisor, then any unit in RN has no predecessors under 
T. 
(iii) If RN contains non-zero nilpotent elements, then if under some Ta cycle contains 
a non-zero nilpotent element all the elements on that cycle are nilpotent and, if T is 
a non-nilpotent zero-divisor, the trees rooted at nilpotent elements of Att(T) (including 
0) contain no units. The set of nilpotent elements on cycles is an ideal of RN. 
Proof: 
(i) T is a unit, let aE RN be a unit, then TI-IA, 
(T)a -- a, if I< IIN(T) then T'a =a 
implies that (on multiplying both sides by a-') T' = 1, contradicting the minimality 
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Of IIN(T), hence for any unit a, (0a)O - IIN(T). Let a be a unit, then any element in 
Co(a) is of the form Va where 0<j< IIN(T). Then THN(T) -3a-' is an inverse for 
T3 a, thus any element on a cycle containing a unit is a unit. 
(ii) T is a zero-divisor, suppose u is a unit and Ta =u for some aE RN, then 
(Ta)u-1 = .1 so Ta is a unit, but T is a zero-divisor, so there is some b 54 0 such that 
Tb = 0, hence (Ta)b 0 so Ta is a zero-divisor, a contradiction, hence there is no 
ac RN such that Ta u. 
(iii) Suppose aE Att(T), a: ý 0 but al = 0, some integer I>0. Then (T' . a)' = Val -0 
for 0<i< (0,, )o, so each element of CO(a) is nilpotent. 
Now suppose T is a non-nilpotent zero-divisor, and let a be any nilpotent element 
of Att(T), a' -- 0,1 > 0. Suppose uE RN is a unit, and that uE TO(T, a), then Vu =a 
for some t>1, so Ttlul -- 0 so (as u is a unit) we must have T" =0 so T is nilpotent, 
a contradiction. Thus To(T, a) contains no units if a is nilpotent. 
Let n be the set of nilpotent elements on cycles under T. Then n is not empty as it 
contains 0. The sum of two nilpotent elements is a nilpotent element, by lemma A. 1.2, 
and if a, bEn with (0,, )o = ki and (0b)O = k2, then let k= lcm(kl, k2), then Tk (a+b) = 
a+bsoa+bE n. Let aE nwith a' --Ol >0 andk= 
(Oa)Oý then forany cE RNI 
(ca)' = clal =0 and Tk ca =Tk ac = ac hence ca E n. Thus n is an ideal of RN- 0 
Using lemma 2.1.5 we can obtain a result about the non-occurrence of cycles of 
length IRNI -I for linear cellular automata. 
Theorem 2.1.1 An additive cellular automata over a finite commutative ring R with 
perZodic boundary conditions on N>1 cells cam2ot have a cycle of length IRNI - I- 
Proof: 
Let TE RN, N>1, represent an additive cellular automata, if T is not a unit 
then the number of elements on cycles is less than IRNI -I so it suffices to consider 
Ta unit. By lemma 2.1.5, (i), any unit is on a cycle under T consisting entirely of 
units, thus if there is a cycle of length IRNI -I then all non-zero elements of RN 
are units so RN is a field, but for N>1 the elements x-1+ (x' - 1)R[x] and 
XN-1 + XN-2 + ... +X+I+ 
(XN _ I)R[x] are non-trivial zero-divisors so 
RN cannot 
be a field, hence there can be no cycle of length IRNI - 1- 0 
Note that when N=1a cycle of length IRI -I will occur if and only if R is a 
finite 
field and T is a primitive element of R, i. e. a generator of the (cyclic) group of units 
in R. 
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On seeing lemma 1.5.3 and corollary 1.5.1 it is natural to search for generafisations 
of these results to the case where R is any finite commutative ring, such generalisations 
are easily found: 
Lemma 2.1.6 For any finite commutative ring R, any integer N>0 and any TE RN 
a configuration aG RN has a predecessor under Tj if and only if a(x) E (XN _ 1, T (x)j) , 
the ideal of R[x] generated by XN -I and T(x)3 .. 
Proof: 
If aC RN has a predecessor b under V we have 
a(x) -- T' . (x)b(x) _ g(x)(XN _ 1) 
for some g(x) E R[x], lience a(x) E (XN _1, T3'(x)). Conversely, if aE (x 
N-1, T-"(x)) 
then there are e(x) and f (x) in R[x] such that 
a(x) = TJ . (x)e(x) + (xN - 1)f (x) 
so a= T3 .e in RN, so e= e(x) + (x'v - I)R[x] is a predecessor of a under V. 0 
Corollary 2.1.2 T is a unit in RN if and only if (XN - 1, T(x)) = R[x]. 
Proof: 
Let T be a unit in RN then by lemma 2.1.6 a (x) E 
(XN - I, Tl*(x)) for all aG RN i 
so IE (XN - 1, TJ'(x)) so (xN _ 1, T(x)) = R[x]. Conversely if 
(XN - 1, T(x)) = R[x], 
then there are e(x) and f (x) in R[x] such that 
1= (x)e(x) + (x"' - 1)f (x) 
so in RN we have I : -- Te hence T is a -unit with T-1 given by e. 0 
The following remark is sometimes useful: 
Remark 2.1.3 For given R, N and T and any aC RNi EbeCo(,, ) b is fixed by T. 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
Let cE Co(a), then 
b Vc. 
bECo(a) i=O 
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Then 
(000-1 (000 (000-1 
TEb=T Vc T? +lc T3'c +c T"c. 
bECo(a) Z=O Z=O 3. =1 I'=0 
2.1.3 Basic properties when U: ý- 0 
In this section we concentrate on systems of the form (1.5-20) (or (1.5.22)), (1.5.24) 
and (1 . 5.25), i. e. finite linear cellular automata (or hybrid cellular) automata with time 
independent inputs. We begin with a collection of mostly tedious but useful results. 
We note first that the orbit of a configuration aE RN under TU can be described 
in terms of its orbit under T and the orbit of 0 under TU: 
Remark 2.1.4 For given R, N and T and each UE RN and all t>0 
Tu(a) = Tta + TU(O). 
, Similarly for null boundary conditions one has 
TU(a) - Tta + TU(O). 
and for hybrids 
TU(a)='K'a+TU(O). Z 
Note that for all T C- RN \f 0} and all UE Rv one has that 
TU(O) - T, (O')U 
for each t>0. 
(2.1.2) 
The next two lemmas are catalogues of ea, sy results which will be used without 
reference in the rest of this chapter and those proceeding it. 
Lemma 2.1.7 For given R, N and T C- RN and positive integers t, k let U1 1, ý a, bE RNi 
then 
k Tk (0) ±Tk(O)=T t_(0); vu v± , 
(ii) T k+t(0) - Tt (0) -- VT 
k (0); 
Tk U(O) = -T 
k 
U(O); 
Tt(Tk(0» vu =Tk+t(O)+Ttv(0)- u 
Tt(0); -' u 
Tk (a ± b) = v Tk (a) ± Tkb = Tka v + Tk 
(±b); v 
Tk U(a + b) =Tk (a) +Tk U(b). V± v 
5: 3 
The obvious analogues hold for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 0 
Lemma 2.1.8 For given R, N and TE RN, let U, VE RN and let kEN. Then 
(i) Tu has a period k orbit if and only if T-u has a period k orbit and such an orbit 
is of prime period k for Tu if and only if the correspondz zz *ng orbit has pr'me per*od k 
under T-U. 
(ii) If Tv and Tu have period k orbits then Tv+u and TV-u have period k orbits (not 
necessarily prime). 
(iii) If Tv has a period k orbit but TU does not then Tv-u and Tv+u do not have 
period k orbits. 
(iv) The obvious analogues of (i), (ii) and (iii) hold for null boundary conditions and 
hybrids. 0 
The equality (2.1-2) suggest that (00)U is related to (00), for all UE RN- We have 
the following result. 
Lemma 2.1.9 For given R, N and T and any U c- RN 
(00) u1 (00) 1- 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
Let (0o), = L. then 
T T+L(O) =T 
T(O) 
=ý, T 
T+L(O)U 
=T 
T(O) U =: ý T 
T+L(O) 
=T 
T(O) 
1111uu 
hence (0o)uj(Oo)j by lemma 2.1.1. M 
The existence or not of fixed points under TU is important, as we shall see in 
section 2.3. The next result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for TU to have a. 
fixed point. 
Lemma 2.1.10 For given R, N, T and any UE RN there is a cycle of length 1 under 
Tu if and only if UE (T - I)RN- Moreover each element aE RN is a fixed point of 
Tu for exactly one UC RN- 
Proof: 
One has: 
Tu(a) =a<: ý, Ta +U=a #ý (T - I)a = -U -ý* UE (T - I)RN- 
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Suppose that TU(a) =a and that Tv(a) = a. Then 
I)a -- -V :: * 
So each aC RN is fixed by TU for at most one UE RN, but for any aE RN let 
V(a) =a- Ta then a is a fixed point of Tv(a)- M 
We can generalise the above to periods greater than 1: 
Lemma 2.1.11 For given R, N and any T, U, VE RN and any integer k>0 we have: 
(i) Cyc(Tu, k): o 0 <* Tk (0) C (Tk _ 1)RN- u 
(h) If aE RN is on a period k orbit under both TU and TV then Tk U_ V(O) = 0. 
Proof: 
Part (i) is similar to the first part of lemma 2.1.10, for part (ii) let aE RN be such 
that Tk (a) =Tk (a) = a. Then Tk (0) = Tk (0) hence Tk _V(O) = 
0. uvuvu 
Lemmas 2.1.10 and 2.1.11 hold for null boundary conditions and hybrids with 
(Tk _ I)RN replaced by the image of RN under the R-module endomorphisms Tk -I 
or lk _I, a submodule of R 
Lemma 2.1.12 For given R, N and T let aE RN and d= lcm((O,, )O, (00)u), then 
(0a)Ul 
Moreover one has 
(i) (0a)UI(00)U 'ýý 
(0a)01(00)U; 
(ii) (0a)UI(Oa)O '#ý 
(OO)UI(Oa)O; 
(iii) (OO)UI(Oa)U '#ý 
(0a)01(0a)U- 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. N 
The proof of lemma 2.1.12 can be found in appendix B. Note that lemma 2.1.12, 
(i), implies that if UE RN is such that IIN(T)I(oo)u then (0,, )Ul(oo)u for all aE RN- 
For any ac RN we can bound (0a)U in terms Of IIN(T) and the characteristic of 
R. 
Lemma 2.1.13 For given R, N and T and any a, UE RN, let c be the characteristic 
of R, then 
(OO)Ulc(OU)o and (0a)UICIIN(T). 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
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Proof: 
We have that 
T+(OU)o () T0 (T400 TU T(O) u +TU 
T(O) 
- F+Tu 
where F -- (T(Ou)o-l +... + I)T TU is a fixed point of T by remark 2.1.3, then 
T+2(ýu)o (0) 
u 
T+c(OU)o (0) 
2F + TT(O) u 
cF + TT(O) u 
T(O), 
= Tu 
hence (00)Ujc(oU)o. In particular (00)11CIIN(T) and by lemma 2.1.9 (00)UI(oo), for all 
UC RN, hence for all aE RN 
T T+C"N(T)(a) -- TT+CFIN( 'T)a +T 
T+CrIN(T) (0 TT a+T T(O) =TT (a), uu ýu u 
hence (0a)UICIIN(T). m 
2.2 Structure of the state transition graph 
We begin with the genera, lisation of theorem 1.5.2 to allow constant inputs. First we 
introduce some notation. For given R, N and T and some UE RN, let rC Att(Tu), then 
there is a unique element in Cu(?, ) that is a predecessor of 7, under TU for any positive 
integer t. Denote this element by r-' r-t E Cu(r) 9 Att(Tu). and T' (r-') -- ro = r. U 
Thus if 0<s<t then 
= T7s(r_t). 
We shall make use of a device introduced for U=0 by Martin et al. and define a, map 
To (T, 0) ) TU (T, r) by 
a+ r-t (2.2.1) 
where t is the least integer such that Va = 0. We make the obvious analogous defini- 
tion for null boundary conditions and hybrids. The proof of the f6flowing theorem is 
essentially a catalogue of the properties of IQU,,. 
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Theorem 2.2.1 For any one dimensZonal additive cellular automata represented by T 
over R on N cells, the trees rooted at each element of Att(Tu) are identical to one 
another and to the tree rooted at 0 under T for each UE RN- Similarly for null 
boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
We show that (a) Qu,, (O) = r, Tu('QUr(a)) = r; (b) Qu,, maps configurations 
at height t in TO(T, O) to configurations at height t in TU(T, r); (c) TU,, is injective; 
(d) Qu,, maps configurations with no predecessors under T to co nfigurations with no 
predecessors under Tu; (e) Tu,, is surjective; (f) Qu,, preserves the time evolution 
structure of the tree. 
(a) Tu,, (O) =0+ r' = r. Let t>0, xku,, (a) =a+ r-' then 
Tu(qfu,, (a)) = Tt(a + r-') + TU(O) = Tta + Ttr-t + TU(O) -0+ ro = r. 
Thus as a ranges over all configurations in To (T, 0), IQ u,, (a) ranges over all configura- 
tions in Tu(T, r) - 
(b) Suppose there is some m 54 0, m<t such that 
T' (Tu, r(a)) = Va + r'-t, s<t 
(2.2.2) u 
then 
Tt-'(r-') -- Tt-'T'a + Tt-'? "-' + Tt-'(0) -- Tta + ro -- r (2.2.3) uu 
i .. e. 7- 
t- S- ?n= 71. 
Let k= ICU(r)l, then (2.2.3) implies that 
t-s-m= nk, nEZ -m s-t+i? k =: ý. r-m - ýs-t+nk = r'-t, 
then (2.2.2) implies 0= r-' r'-t Va, s<t, which contradicts the assumption 
that t is the smallest positive integer such that T'a - 0. This together with 
(a) proves 
(b). 
(c) Let a, bE To(T, 0). If TU, r(a) = xFu,, 
(b) then a and b must be at the same height i 
in To (T, 0) by (b) so 
a+ r-t =b+ r-t 
hence Qu, r is injective. 
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(d) Let a be a configuration with no predecessors under T that goes to 0 in S time steps 
under T, then for some bG TU (T, r) 
qfu,, (a) -- a+ r-' = 
Suppose b has a predecessor, b', under Tu: 
b= Tu(b) = Tb'+ U 
then 
+ r-' - Tb'+ U =ý- a -- Tb'+ U- r-' -- Tb'+ U- Tr-'-' -U= T(b 
/+ r-s-1) 
which implies that a has a predecessor, a contradiction, so b has no predecessors. 
(e) Let b be at height t in Tu(T, r) and suppose that b 54 Tu,, (a) for any aE TO(T, 0). 
There must be some minimal s, 0<s<t, such that 
T' (b) u,, (a), some a' C To (T, 0). (2.2.4) u 
If a has no predecessors then, by (d), neither does Tu(b). This contradiction implies 
that a has at least one predecessor, say a", and hence 
Tu,, (Ta") T' (b) u 
Ta" + r' TT'-'(b) + U, v-t-, s u 
0 Ta" + ?, -" - TT'-'(b) -U u 
0= Ta" + T7--"-' - TT'U-l(b) 
0 -- T(a" + u 
+ -v-1 u 
where Tc = 0. Thus 
s-1 /I V-1 
u (b) a+ 71- 
Now, T'-'+'(a it - c) = T'-s+la" +0 and a" is at height t-s+I so 
Tt-s+'(a // - c) =0=: ý a 
/I 
-c+ r-v-1 =a 
// 
-c+ r'-t+l = 4ýU, r(a 
11 
- C), 
thus 
Ts-l(b) = Tu,, (a" - c). (2.2.5) u 
5, '-', 
Equation (2.2.5) contradicts the minimality of s, thus we have for all bE Tu(T, r) there 
is some aE TO(T, 0) such that b= Tu,, (a), hence IQ, is surjective. 
(f ) Let aG To (T, 0) be such that Va = 0, then 
Tu(Tu,, (a)) = Ta + Tr-t 
-+ r-'+' where a' = Ta 
= u,, 
so Tu(Tu,, (a)) -- Qu,, (T(a)). 
ThusTU,, is a bijection which preserves dynamical structure, this proves the theorem. 
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We note that the above proof can be summed up by saying that we have shown 
that T U,, is a structure preserving bijection from TO(T, 0) to Tu(T, r) for all UE RN 
and each 'r E Att(Tu). Also note that the proof of the above theorem also shows that 
RN 
- 
To (T, 0) e Att(T) as an RN module for each TE RN - 
Corollary 2.2.1 For given R, N and Tc RN and any UG RN 
lAtt(Tu)l = lAtt(T)I. 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
By theorem 2.2.1 JTu(T, r)j = JTo(T, O)j for all U C- RN and each r Ei Att(Tu). 
When U -- 0 it is clear that 
IRNI 
-::::: ITo(T, O)IlAtt(T)l 
and for non-zero U it is clear that 
IRNI:::::: ITu(T, r)IlAtt(Tu)l 
as the trees are all identical. Thus 
ITO(T, O)IlAtt(T)l = ITu(T, r)IlAtt(TLT)l = ITo(T, O)IlAtt(Tu)l 
hence lAtt(Tu)l = lAtt(T)I. 0 
Corollary 2.2.1 suggests that the distinct invariant sets occurring for Tu as U runs 
through RN might be related to the quotient ring RNIAtt(T) (or quotient module 
RN /Att(T) etc. ). This is in fact the case. 
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Theorem 2.2.2 The distinct invariant sets that can occur for the additive cellular 
automata represented by TE RN on N cells with constant input UE RN are the 
elements of RNIAtt(T) with 
Att(TU) -- a+ Att(T) 
where a is any element of Att(Tu). Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrZds. 
Proof: 
Let aE Att(Tu), a+ Att(T) - fo-, +b: bC Att(T)J. For each b C- Att(T) let 
k ----': ICM((Oa)U i 
(0b)O). Then 
k (a k (a) +T kb - u, + b) = Tu -a+b. 
Hence a+ Att(T) g Att(TU), but, by coroUary 2.2.1, lAtt(TU)l - lAtt(T)I, hence 
Att(Tu) =a+ Att(T). 0 
Thus the elements of Att(Tu) can be found from those of Att(T) by translation 
by any particular element of Att(TU). In practice it is often convenient to take a= 
TT(0). The fact that distinct cosets are disjoint tells us that if U 54 17 then either U 
Att(Tu) n Att(T V) 0 or Att(T u) = Att(T v). Of course theorem 2.2.2 tells us nothing 
a-bout the dynamical structure of Att(TL, T). 
Corollary 2.2.2 For given R, N and T and any U, V C- RN and any ac Att(Tu) and 
any 0E Att(Tv) 
Att(Tu) =a -) + Att(Tv). 
Similarly for null boundary conditions a7id hybrids. 
Proof: 
Att(Tu) =a+ Att(T) and Att(Tv) =)+ Att(T) hence Att(T) = Att(Tv) -0 so 
Att(Tu) =a-0+ Att(Tv). N 
There is a similar relation between Rp, -lCyc(T, k) and Cyc(TU, k) for those U such 
that Tu has period k orbits. 
Lemma 2.2.1 For given R, N and T if there is a period k orbit under TU with, say, 
(0, )Ulk for some aE Att(Tu) then 
Cyc(Tu, k) =a+ Cyc(T, k). 
Similarly for hybrids and null boundary conditions. 
r. 
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Proof: 
This is a simple verification. N 
One can easily show that if there are aE Att(Tu) and bE Att(Tv) such that 
(0a)ulk and (0b)vlk then 
Cyc(Tu, k) =a-b+ Cyc(Tv, k). (2.2.6) 
Note that these results do not say that there will be period k orbits for any k>0 
and any U, one has to find a period k orbit under TU to apply them. Also, even if 
one has an aE Att(Tu) with (0,, )u -- k this does not guarantee that every element of 
a+ Cyc(T, k) has prime period k, some elements may be on orbits whose lengths are 
proper divisors of k. 
The next result gives a set of equivalent conditions for different inputs to yield the 
same invariant set, its proof can be found in appendix B. 
Lemma 2.2.2 For gZven R, N and T and any U, VE RN the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) Att(Tu) n Att(Tv) 54 0-, 
(ii) Att(TU) = Att(Tv); 
(iii) Att(T); 
(iv) 0 E, 
-Cu-v(o); 
(v) Att(T) -- Att(Tu-v). 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. N 
The following result is immediate on putting V=0 in the above. 
Corollary 2.2.3 For given R, N and T and any UE RN one has 
Att(T) = Att(Tu) ýý 0E Cu(O) -ý* UE Att(T) 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 0 
Remark 2.2.1 When UC Att(T), (ou)ol(Oo)u. 
Proof: 
When UC Att(T) one has T(O')u(O) -- 0 hence u 
(T(01)u-1 + ... +T+ 1)U = 
01 
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So applying Tu to both sides of the above yields 
T(T(OO)u-1 +---+T+ I)U +U=U 
T(OO)uU + (T(OO)u-1 ++T+ I)U U 
T (00) uUU, 
hence (ou)01(00)u. 0 
Corollary 2.2.4 For given R, N and T and any UE RN there are I Att(T) I-I elements 
Ul E RN such that U' 54 U but Att(Tut) = Att(Tu). Similarly for null boundary 
conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
By lemma 2.2.2 Att(TU) = Att(Tu, ) if and only if U- U' E Att(T). As U' runs 
through RN there are exactly lAtt(T)l values of U' such that U- U' E Att(T) and the 
result follows. 0 
The next theorem relates the invariant sets for different inputs according to the 
positions of those inputs in the trees rooted at the elements of Att(T) in the state 
transition graph for T. 
Theorem 2.2.3 Let T be a non-unit in RN and for each rE Att(T) let To,, be the 
structure preserving bijechon defined by (2.2.1). Then 
(i) For each rE Att(T) and any UE To(T, 0) 
Att(Tu) -- Att(TV,,, (U)). 
(ii. ) If U, VE To(T, 0) and U :/V then 
Att(Tu) 54 Att(Tv). 
(iii) For each rE Att(T) and any aE To(T, 0) 
xPo,, (a) + Att(T) =a+ Att(T). 
(iv) If a, bE To(T, 0) and a 54 b then 
+ Att(T) -ý4 b+ Att(T). 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
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Proof: 
(i) Let U be at height t>0 in TO(T 1 0) , let rE Att(T), then 
Tu-, po', (u) - T-r-t. 
Now as Att(T) is an ideal of RN, -r-t E Att(T) so by lemma 2.2.2 parts (h) and (iii) 
we have Att(Tu) -- 
(ii) By corollary 2.2.3 Att(Tu) = Att(T) if and only if UG Att(T) so there are 
lAtt(T)l such U in RN. Let UE TO(T, 0), by corollary 2.2.4 there are exactly lAtt(T)l 
elements of RN which have the invariant set Att(Tu), including U, and by part (i) 
above these elements are the To,, (U), rE Att(T). Hence if VE TO(T, O) but U 54 V 
then Att(Tu) 54 Att(Tv). 
(iii) Let a be at height t in To(T, 0), then 
1110, r(a) + Att(T) -- a+ r-t + Att(T) 
=+ Att(T) 
for each rG Att(T) as r-' E Att(T). 
(iv) This follows from (iii) in the same way that (ii) follows from (i) after noting 
that for any aE RN there are exactly lAtt(T)i elements bG RN (including a) such that 
b+ Att(T) =a+ Att(T). m 
In the light of the above theorem one can think of To(T, 0) as an "index" for the pos- 
sible invariant sets, i. e. choosing distinct elements of TO(T, O) as inputs yields distinct 
invariant sets. Immediate consequences of theorem 2.2.3 are that Att(Tv) -- Att(Tu) 
for UE To(T, 0) if and only if V -- To,, (U) for some r Ei Att(T) and that 
b+ Att(T) -- 
a+ Att(T) for some aE To(T, 0) if and only if b= To,, (a) for some rE Att(T). 
We note that, in general, for aE RN 
+ Att(T) ý Att(Ta)- 
However if aE Att(T) or is at height 1 then 
+ Att(T) = Att(Ta)- 
To show this it suffices, by theorem 2.2.3, to show that it is true when aE To(T, O). 
This is clear when a is at height 0 for then a=0. When aE T'(T, 0) \ 
101 let 0 
+bEa+ Att(T) then 
T 
(000 (a + b) -- T 
(0b)O (b) + T(Ob)0(0) =b +a, aa 
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which shows that a+ Att(T) - Att(Ta) as ja + Att(T)l = lAtt(T,, )I. In general we 
can show that if input U is at height t under T then Att(Tu) = a* + Att(T) where 
a* is at height t under T. By theorem 2.2.3 it suffices to show this for UE TO(T, 0). 
Moreover we already know it is true for 0<t<1. Let U be at height t>I under T. 
Tt (0) = (Tt-1 + ... +T+ 1)U which is clearly fixed by TU so take a* = T' (0), now UU 
TJTt (0) 54 0 for 0<j<t and T'T' (0) =0 hence a* is at height t as required. Of UU 
course in general TU(O) :ýU. 
2.3 Conditions for qualitative dynamical similarity 
In this section we consider consider the question of when distinct inputs give qualita- 
tively similar behaviour when applied with the same cellular automata rule. We first 
make clear what we mean by qualitatively similar behaviour. 
Definition 2.3.1 For given R, N and T we shall say that Att(Tu) and Att(Tv) are 
qualitatively dynamically similar (QDS) if the number of cycles of length I occurring 
under TU and the number of cycles of length I occurring under TV are the same. We 
shall say that TU and TV are QDS if Att(Tu) and Att(Tv) are QDS. Similarlyfor i7ull 
boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Thus we say that the dynamical structure of Att(Tu) is qualitatively different from 
that of Att(Tv) if there is a cycle in Cyc(Tu) of a length not occurring in Cyc(Tv) (or 
vice versa) or if there are different numbers cycles of a particular length in Cyc(TET ) 
than in Cyc(Tv). It is clear that the relation U-V if TU and TV are QDS is an 
equivalence relation on RN (or RN). NATe can use the cycle set notation introduced in 
Chapter I to state definition 2.3.1 more succinctly as 
Tu and TV are QDS <7ý, '--V, (TU) -- E(Tv). 
The following lemma is fundamental to the rest of this section. 
Lemma 2.3.1 Let 0: Att(Tu) ) Att(Tv) be a bijection satisfying 
TV oo -- OoTLT , 
then 0 induces a bijection ýý : Cyc(TU) ) Cyc(Tv) which preserves cycle lengths. 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
r. 
6-1 
Proof: 
We show that if 0 satisfies the conditions of the lemma then 0 preserves orbit 
lengths and 0 maps distinct orbits to distinct orbits. Let b Ei Att(Tu), let JCu(b)j =k 
so Tk (b) = b. Then u 
Tk k-1 k V(O(b)) = TV (O(Tu(b))) O(Tu(b)) = O(b). 
Hence Cv(O(b)) k. If <k and T" (6(b)) -- O(b) then O(Tj (b)) == O(b) and 0 is a VU 
bijection so TJU(b) b contradicting the minimality of k. Thus 0 preserves orbit lengths. U 
If Cu(bi) 54 Cu(b2) then Cu(bi) n Cu(b2) -0 and hence the bijectivity of 0 implies that 
distinct orbits are mapped to distinct orbits. The bijection ýý : Cyc(Tu) Cyc(Tv) 
is constructed as follows: for each CE Cyc(Tu) let cEC, then J(C) Cv(O(c)). 
The above comments show that this map is well defined in the sense that it does not 
depend on the representative c of C chosen. M 
In the language of dynamical systems if there is a map 0 satisfying the conditions 
of lemma 2.3.1 then Tu is conjugate to Tj-. 
Corollary 2.3.1 If 0: Att(Tu) ) Att(Tv) is a bijection satisfyzng 
TV oo= ooT[T . 
then TU and TV are QDS. Similarly for n till boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
This is immediate from lemma, 2.3.1 and definition 2.3.1. N 
Corollary 2.3.2 If 0: RN ) R,, v is a býj . eetzon satisfying TV o0 -- 0o Tu then TU 
and TV are QDS. If 0 is any mapping f7vin R. -\- to itself satisfying TV o0=0o Tu 
which when restricted to Att(Tu) is bijecth, c with its image then TU and TV are QDS. 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
Let 0: RN ) RN is a bijection satisýving TI-oO = OoTu. Then if bE Att(Tu) and 
Cu(b)j -- k then, as in the proof of lemma 2.3.1. O(b) G Att(Tv) as Tk (O(b)) v 
Thus O(Att(Tu)) -- Att(Tv) and JAtt(T[-)j -- 1-4tt(Tv)l and 0 is a bijection hence 0 
satisfies the conditions of lemma 2.3.1 and the result follows from corollary 2.3.1. The 
second part is similar. m 
Given an additive cellular automata on N cells with known behaviour we wish to 
know when the presence of a non-zero external input changes the qualitative 
dynamical 
behaviour. 
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Theorem 2.3.1 For given R, N and T and any UE RN, T and Tu are QDS if and 
only if there is a cycle of length one under Tu. Similarly for null boundary conditions 
and hybrids. 
Proof: 
Clearly if Fix(TU) then Tu and T are not QDS as T always has a fixed point. 
Suppose TU has a fixed point aE RN. Let 0,, : Att(T) , Att(Tu), b ý-* a+b. This 
is a bijection by theorem 2.2.2 and for aH bE Att(T) 
Tu(o, (b)) -- Tu(a + b) = Tu(a) + Tb =a+ Tb = 0, (T(b)). 
The result now follows from corollary 2.3.1. N 
By lemma 2.1.10 any aG RN is a fixed point of Tu for exactly one UE RN. We 
wish to know when there are inputs UE RN such that T and TU are not QDS. 
Corollary 2.3.3 For given R, N and T, T and Tu are QDS for all U if and only if 
IRNI 
x r) 
i puts U such that TU and IFix(T)l = 1. When IFix(T)l >1 then there are n 
T are QDS and there are 
IRNI 
(IF*x(T)l - 1) inputs U such that TU and T are not IF, x(T)l 
QDS. Simdarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
If lFix(T)l =1 then (T - I)a ý- 0 for any aE RN \ 01 so T-I is a unit and it 
follows that (T - I)RN -- RN hence 
by lemma 2.1.10 every input U is such that TU has 
a fixed point so by theorem 2.3.1 T and TU are QDS. Conversely if jFzx(T)j >I then 
(T - 1)RN c RN and by lemma 2.1.10 any UG 
RN \ (T - I)RN has no fixed points 
and thus by theorem 2.3.1 T and TU are not QDS. 
By what we have just shown the number of inputs UE RN such that T and TU are 
QDS is I(T - I)RNI. The RN-module homomorphism 
from RN onto (T - I)RN gi"-'ell 
by a ý--* (T - I)a has kernel Fix(T) hence by the 
first (module) isomorphism theorem 
RNIFix(T) (T - I)RN and it follows that I(T - 1)RNI - 
IRN11IFix(T)I. The rest 
of the result follows by subtraction. E 
We shall denote the multiplicative group of units in RN by U(RN)- 
We define an 
equivalence relation on RN as follows: 
Definition 2.3.2 For given R, N and T say that U AV for U, VC RN if TV-Au 
has 
a fixed point for any AE U(RN)- 
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Note that by lemma 2.1.10 U -AV if and OIIIY if V- AU E (T - I)RN for some 
U(RN)- It remains to show that the relation , is an equivalence relation. 
Lemma 2.3.2 For given R, N and T, 'A is an equivalence relation on RN 
Proof: 
Clearly U AU for all Uc RN (just take A= 1) so -A is reflexive. If U -AV then 
TV-Au(a) -- a for some a Cz RN and AE U(RA, ). It Mows that Txu-v(-a) =: -a and 
hence that TU-A-lV(-A-1a) = -A-a and hence V -A 
U so -A is symmetric. Let 
U -AV and V -AW so there are a, bE RNand A, pE U(RN) such that 
Tv-Au(a) -- a, TV-,, -, 14,, 
(-/, t-lb) = -y-lb 
where we have used the symmetry of A. On subtraction and multiplication by p one 
gets 
Tw-, \, U(/-ta + b) = pa +b 
SO U -A W SO -A is transitive. 0 
Remark 2.3.1 If U and V are such that U= AV for some unit A (in particular if 
both U and V are units) then U -, V. 
Proof: 
If U= AV then Tu-Av -- To -T which has a, fixed point. 0 
There are two important restricted cases of the -A equivalence relation. 
Definition 2.3.3 For given R and N say U -0 V if U and V are such that V= AU 
for some unit A and for gZven R, N and T say (T ,V if TV-U has a fixed point. 
Lemma 2.3.3 -0 and , are equivalence relations. 
Proof: 
To prove that 0 is an equivalence relation is just a matter of a st raight- 
forward 
verification. For -1 the proof is similar to (but simpler) than that of lemma 2.3.2. N 
Lemma 2.3.4 For given R, N and T there are jFix(T)j j equivalence classes, each 
of which has IRN11IFix(T)l members. 
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Proof: 
By corollary 2.3.3 there are IRN11IFix(T)l members in the , class of 0, hence for 
given V as U runs through RN there will be exactly IRN11IFix(T)l inputs U such that 
Tv-u has a fixed point so each -1 class has IRN11IFix(T)l members and it follows that 
there are IFix(T)l classes. 0 
We show in the next lemma that the r"-A equivalence classes can be generated from 
the -0 and -1 equivalence classes. This is useful (especially if more than one rule is 
being considered) as the 0 classes are independent of the rule T under consideration 
and the -1 classes are simple to compute. 
Lemma 2.3.5 For given R, N and T, let W, UE RN then W, U if and only if there 
is some VE RN such that U, V and VoW. 
Proof: 
Suppose there is some VE RN such that U, V and V -0 W, then U, 
and V -A W so U -AW. Suppose U-A W SO W -A U so there are aE RN and 
AE U(RN) such that Tu-), w(a) -- a. Now by definition W -o AW and TU-AW(a) =a 
implies AW -1 U so taking V= AW gives the result. N 
We now show that being in the same-A equivalence class is a sufficient condition 
for QDS. 
Theorem 2.3.2 For given R, N and T, 
if U -A V thenTu and TV are QDS. 
Proof: 
If U -AV then there is aE RN and AG U(RN) such that TV_AU(a) = a. Define 
OA,, : RN ) RNby b ý-+ A+a, as A is a unit this is a bijection. Using the fact that 
Ta +V- AU -- a we have for all bG RN that 
Tv(OA(b» -- TAb + Ta +V= TAb + AU +a =- A(Tb + U) +a -0, \, a(Tu(b». 
Hence TV o OA,,, = OA,,, o Tu and so satisfies the conditions of coroUa. ry 2.3.2 and 
the result follows. N 
Corollary 2.3.4 Let U, VE RN be on the same cycle or evolve to that cycle under T, 
then Tu and TV are QDS. 
Proof: 
Let UE RN, then Tu-Tu(U) -- U so TU r-1 U and it follows that all elements of 
RN on or evolving to Co(U) are in the same , equivalence class and the result fOllOWS 
from theorem 2.3.2.0 
(ii 
Inputs U and V in distinct A equivalence classes can be such that Tu and Tv 
are QDS but being in the same'A equivalence class guarantees qualitatively similar 
dynamics. Also it is clear that being in an -1 equivalence class distinct from that of 0 
guarantees qualitative dissimilarity to To. By corollary 2.3.4 for given T all the distinct 
qualitative dynamical behaviours that can occur under TU for some input U occur for 
TU for some UE Att(T). 
In the case of fixed boundary conditions and hybrids these results still hold provided 
one replaces U(RN) with the set of non-singular NxN matrices over R which commute 
with T (or T). Moreover any result concerning just the -1 equivalence classes will 
hold for fixed boundary conditions and hybrids, in particular theorem 2.3.2 holds with 
-A replaced by -1 for then no use of multiplicative structure is made, consequently 
corollary 2.3.4 holds for fixed boundary conditions and hybrids since its proof only 
utilises the -1 equivalence relation. 
So far we have only found sufficient conditions for QDS, in the next theorem we 
find necessary and sufficient conditions under certain circumstances, but to do so we 
need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3.6 Given T and U in RN such that the minimal orbit length occurring 
under TU is ný then there is an element U* C RN such that U -1 U* and T'. (O) = 0. U 
Similarly for null boundary conditions and hybrids. 
Troof: 
If m -- I then U -1 0 so take U* = 0. If m>I then 
by (the proof of) corollary 2.3.4 
there is some -U E Att(T) with U ýT. Let aG RN be such that TU'(a) =a and let 
UU- a(T - 1) then U- U* a(T - 1) and T, (T-1)(-a) - -a so U -1 
U*. 
Applying the orbit structure preserving map 0, we see that-0, (a) -- 0 and hence 
T'. (O) -- 0. The result then follows because -1 
is an equivalence relation. N U 
Theorem 2.3.3 Suppose that for a gZven U the n2inimum orbit length occurring under 
TU is m and that for any VE RN the minzinum orbit length under TV dzvzdes all 
other orbit lengths occurring under TV then, for any VC RN, E(Tu) - 
E(Tv) if and 
only if m is the ininimun2 orbit length occurring under TV. Similarly 
for null boundary 
conditions and hybrids. 
Proof: 
By lemma 2.3.6 we know that there is some U* E RN such that U -1 U* where 
Tum*(O) -- 0 and 
hence E(Tu) = Y, (Tu*) by theorem 2.3.2. If V is such that the 
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minimum orbit length under TV is m we define a map 
Xa : Att(Tu-) ) RN 
a 
where T"n(a) - a. Now, for aH bE Att(Tu. ), v 
Xa(T'.. (b)) = Tb + T'. (O) +a= Tb + T'(a) = T(Xa(b)) uuvv 
and hence for any integer n>0 one has 
Xa(Tu* (b)) = T"(x, (b)) v 
(note that in general we do not have X,, o Tu. = Tv o X,, ). It follows that, as is 
clearly a bijection, that Im X, = Att(Tv) and that X,, maps points on prime period 
n7n orbits under Tu. onto points on period nm orbits under Tv. Suppose that, under 
TU., b is on an orbit of length nm, we show that X,, (b) is on an orbit of length nni, for 
under the conditions of the theorem and by the proceeding remarks, X"(b) must be on 
an orbit of length n'm for some integer n' <n but if n' <n then 
n'm n'm n'm TV (Xa(b» -:::::: Xa(b) -=> Xa(TU* (b» --Xa(b) => Tu* (b) =b 
contradicting the minimality of nm as the orbit length of b under TU.. As X, is a 
bijection and maps points on orbits of length nm under TU. to points on orbits of 
length nm under Tv it is clear that E(Tu. ) = 2J(Tv) and hence that Y, (TLT) 
If the minimum orbit length occurring under TV is not m then clearly E(TE-) ýý 
E(Tv). 0 
The condition that for any VE RN the minimum orbit length under TV divides 
all other orbit lengths occurring under TV seems somewhat restrictive at first sight, 
however it turns out that it often holds, for instance we shall see in chapter 4 that it 
is always the case when R is a finite field and in chapter 5 we find that this is the case 
whenever R= Z/rnZ, any integer m>1. 
We finish this chapter with the following corollary to lemma 2.3.6, coiicerning the 
case where RN (or more generally any finite commutative ring R, recall remark 2.1-1) 
is completely primary (see appendix A, completely primary means every element is 
either nilpotent or a unit). We find a use for the corollary in chapter 3, section 3.3.3, 
and note that there are similar corollaries concerning specific properties of RN and of 
U (one such is used implicitly in the proof of theorem 3.3.6). 
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Corollary 2.3.5 Under the conditions of lemma 2.3.6 if RN is completely primary 
and T is a unit with T-I nilpotent and U is a unit then there is a unit U* E RN SUCII 
that U -1 U* and T'. (O) = 0. u 
Proof: 
As T and U are -units the element U defined in the proof of lemma 2.3.6 is a. unit 
by lemma 2.1.5 and so, by the proof of lemma 2.3.6, Uj U* where T'. (O) =0 and u 
U* =U- a(T - 1) where 
(0a)U= 
m. Then, as T-I is nilpotent, U* is a unit (in a 
CO-MA&ý'. 'Y'L finiteAcompletely primary ring if U is a unit and n is nilpotent then U+n is a unit, as 
clearly U+n is not nilpetent). M 
Chapter 3 
Additive cellular automata over 
finite fields I 
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We begin this chapter by showing how, when the state alphabet R is a finite field of 
characteristic p, RN can be decomposed into a direct product of completely primary 
rings. An immediate advantage of this procedure over that employed by Guan and 
He [27] is that our decomposition does not depend upon the cellular automata rule 
being considered (recall that the approach of Guan and He was to decompose RN into 
a direct sum of sub-spaces invariant under the action of a matrix representing the global 
rule of the cellular automata) and thus only needs to be done once even if large numbers 
of rules are being considered. 
As we have stated before our method is a formalisation of that- employed by Martin 
et. al. [3], the direct product formalism is equivalent to the technique of looking modulo 
a factor of xN_I on N cells used by Martin et. al.. However our method puts the 
on O%e- 
emphasis algebraic structure and brings many useful features to the fore, in particular 
the connection between behaviour on n cells, where n is coprime to p, and behaviour on 
np' cells, any integer r>0, is stressed, leading to strong results. Because we deal with 
rings and ring homomorphisms both additive and multiplicative structure is preserved 
and the situation is ripe for dealing with the case of additive cellular automata with 
time independent inputs as well as the usual, input less, case. 
A further advantage of the direct product formalism and the emphasis on algebraic 
structure is that it allows us, in chapter 5, to extend results from the case of state 
alphabet R -- Fp to the case of state alphabet R= Z/P, for any integer I>1, using the 
technique of idempotent lifting. 
Returning our attention to the present chapter, in theorem 3.1.1 we obtain a ring 
isomorphism between RN and the relevant direct product and describe how the direct 
product in the N= npr case is related to that in the N -- n case (n coprime to p). For 
the rest of the chapter we concentrate on behaviour in an individual ring in the direct 
product, we return to the "whole" ring and cellular automata in chapter 4 where the 
results from chapter 3 are combined. 
On n cells, n coprime to p, the factors in the direct product are all finite fields, the 
relevant dynamics in a finite field is discussed in section 3.2. This case is particularly 
simple, both with and without inputs, in particular the cycle sets in each factor consist 
of at most two terms. 
On np' cells, the factors in the direct product are completely primary rings with 
non-zero nilpotent elements, in section 3.3 we describe some basic properties of these 
rings, in particular we show that any such ring is a (ring) extension of a 
finite field 
occurring as a factor in the direct product for n cells. In subsection 3.3.1 we describe 
the relevant dynamics in a ring of the above type when U=0, theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 
completely describe the behaviour of the system in this case in terms of two quantities. 
one of which is completely determined by the r=0 case. Theorem 3.3.3 extends the 
description of the system in a particular factor in the direct product from the np' cells 
case to the np'+' cells case. 
In subsection 3.3.2 transient behaviour is considered for U= 01 by theorem 2.2.1 this 
suffices for U ý4 0 also. lit subsection 3.3.3 the case of non-zero inputs U is considered, 
we concentrate on the case where qualitatively different behaviour from the U=0 case 
occurs, necessary and sufficient conditions for this to be so are obtained. We show 
in theorems 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 that, when the behaviour for non-zero U is qualitatively 
different from that when U is zero, all orbits are of the same length ps where S is an 
integer, S>0. 
3.1 Direct product decomposition of RNwhen R is a fi- 
nite field 
Our aim is to decompose RN into a direct product of simpler rings. When R is a finite 
field this is easily accomplished. The following lemma is vital. 
Lemma 3.1.1 Let N= np" where ptn then over 
Fpq [XI 
one has 
-1= R(r)T 
where the R, (x) are distinct irreducible polynonnals. 
Proof: 
First consider x' - 1, tI-ds is separable over 
Fpq [X] Q28] page 277) and thus has n 
distinct roots in its splitting field extension. so 
Tri 
fl Ri (x 
1) 
1. =l 
where the Ri(x), I<i<m<n are distinct irreducibles. Now consider xN _I with 
nvr, r0 and ptn. Over Fq one has 
mm 
x np 
r (Xn Ri (x))'r Rz (X)pr. 
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Theorem 3.1.1 With N= npr ,ptn, one has that 
Fpq [X] 
-rm 
Fpq [X] 
(XN 
- ýXI 
ý 11 ý j)Fpq 1 
i= 1 
RZ- (X )P'Fp, [x] 
N ?n where x-I= r1l . .1 
Rz-(x)P' is the factorzsation of XN _I described in lemma 
Proof: 
For zm tliere are homomorphisms 0, 
Fq [x] F, q [X] 
glVerl (X -1)Fpq[x] Ri(x)P'F pq xl 
by 
a(x) + (xN - 1)Fpq [x] F--+ a(x) + 
Rz, (x)P'rFpq [X]. 
Let 0 be the homomorphism induced by the 01,1 <i< 7n, 
Fpq [x] 
(XN 
- 1)]Kpq 
[X] 
Fpq [X] 
Rz, (x)PFpq [X] 
2=1 
a 
-f (O(a),. . 
We examine the kernel of 0: 
Ker 0 a: 01 (a) - 0.1 
=fa: R, (x)P 
rIa (x), I<i< 7n I. 
Now Fpy [x] is a uniqtie factorisation domain, and each R, (x) is irreducible in Fpq[xl and 
hence prime, thus 
Ri(x)P'ja(x), 1<i<m, => x]\, - - lja(x) => a=0, 
hence Ker 0= 101 and so 0 is a ring monomorphism. Now, if the degree of Ri(x) is 
d- we have that n -- E' 1d- and hence N -- np" = pr 
E' Id-. We have 21=zi=z 
rn 
H Fpq 
[X] 
, =l 
R, (, T)Pr]ýpq [X] 
Fpq f X] 
Ri(X)PFpq [X] 
M 
llpqp'di 
= PqN 
2. =1 
Fpq [x] 
(XIV - 1)Fpq 
[X] 
Thus 0 is a monomorphism between finite rings of the same cardinality and hence is 
surjective and so is an isomorphism. N 
Example 3.1.1 
Letp=3, q= I and N= Ilthen 
xll -1 -- (x + 2)(x 
5+ 2x 3+x2+ 2x + 2)(x 5+x4+ 2x 3+x2 +2) 
I) 
hence by lemma 
x 33 -i= (x +2 )3(X5 +2 X3 + X2 + 2x +2 )3(X5 + X4 +2 X3 + X2 +2 )3 
(X 3+ 2)(x'5 + 2x9 + x6 + 2X3 +2) (x15 + x12 + 2x9 +x6 +2). 
Applying tlieorem 3.1.1 we get 
F3 [X] 
(Xll - 1)F3[XI 
F3 [X] 
X 
F3 [X] F3 [X] 
(x + 2)F3 [X] (x5 + 2X3 + X2 + 2x + 2)F, 3[x] 
>( ý-X-5+-X4 
+ -2X3 + X2 + 2)F3 [x] 
and 
F3[x] 
rli (X33 
- 1)F3[x] 
- 
F3 [X] 
X 
F3 [x] 
x 
F3[XI 
(X3 + 2)F3 [x] (x15 + 2x9 + X6 + 2X3 + 2)F3[x] (X1,1 + X12 + 2x9 + X6 + 2)F3[x] 
4 
Fpq [X] 
Given an element of JIT _ we would like to be able to "reconstruct" the z=1 Ri(X)P'Fpq[x] 
unique preimage of this element under 0, the next lemma tells us how to do this. 
Lemma 3.1.2 Let aE rl M 
Fpq [X] 
-a= (a,,..., a, ), then a is the zinage under Ri(x)P'Fpq[X]l 
of the element AE 
Fpq [X] 
_ given b (XN - I)Fpq [xj 
y 
a, + (a, -, - a,, 
)g, Sm 
(an-2 - a, -, 
)gmSrngm-1,5m-1 
(a, - a2) 
rlim. 
2 g, 
5, 
+ (XN - j)Fpq 
[X] 
where the canonical representative of Si is Si(x) = Ri(x)"7' for 1<i<m and we 
have 
identified a, = a, (x) + Si (x)Fpq [X] with its canonical representative ai(x) and the g, are 
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1 
the elements whose canonical representatives are the polynomials satisfying 
gl(X)SI(X)+92(X)S2(X) 
-ql, 
2(X)Sl(X)S2(X) + 93(X)S3(X) 
M-1 
Sz (X)+g, (x)S, (x) 
which exist by the pairwise coprimeness of the S,. (x). 
Proof: 
The existence of the gi(x) (and of the gi, 3(x)) follows from the Chinese remainder 
theorem, see [29], pages 220 - 22 1. We need to verify that 0, (A) = a, -. Clearly 0, (A) - 
a,. Let 1 <1< m-1, wecan writeAas 
Si) 
M- (am-2 - am-1)(1 - gi, m-l 
Ili==, ' Sl 
=1 -)gm-lsm-l 
(aj - al+, )(1 - g,,, -, 
Fjýn-l SO H71-1 9 -S Z=l 3=I+ 3 
al) Il'i-=, gz-Sz- 
(a, - a2) 
H, 
. + =29t Z, 
mA 
Then 
01- (A) = a,,, 
a, -2 - a, -, 
al - aj+j 
= ai. 
0 
Note that when r>0 we can find the g., from the g, - in the r=0 case, 
for on taking 
the p'-th power of the equations 
gi(x)Rl(x) + 92(X)R2(x) ý1 
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91,2(x)Rl(x)R2(X) + 93(X)R3(X) ---: I 
M-1 
gi, m-i(x) Ri(x) + gm(x)Rm(x) 
for the 'r =0 case one obtains 
(X)pr gl(X)"'Rl(X)pr + 92(X)PrR2 
91,2(X)PrR, (x)PrR2(X)pr + 93(X ), r R3(X)P'r 
.I 
M-1 
Ri(x)P' + gm(x)PrRm(x)Pr 
and for r>0, Si(x) -- Rt(x)P, thus the gi, I -< 
i <- m, in the r>0 case are obtained 
from the gi, I<i<m, in the r -- 0 case by 
2(X) 
+ (Xn _ 1)Fpq[X] ýý gz. 
(X)p' + (Xnp' _ j)F pq 
[X] 
. 
In section 4.5 we shall see an alternative approach to "reconstruction". 
-q [X] 
3.2 Dynamics in a single field ,p R(X)lFpq [X] 
Throughout this section R(x) is a monic, irreducible polynomial in Fpq [X] (p a prime 
integer, q> 0). The degree of R(x) is d. Then (see appendix A, section A. 4) 
FPq [X] 
R(x)Fpq[x] 
is a field and is isomorphic to 
Fp, d. Thus we are concerned with- systems with dynamics 
defined by (1.5.22) with R -- 
Fpq 
and g(x) = R(x) and by the previous sentence may 
instead consider dynamics in FP q' for some q' > q. For an element T ý6 0 let O(T) be 
its order in 
F"P 
q- 
The case U=0 is particularly simple and is described completely by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let TE Fpq then 
(i) T has non-zero fixed points if and only if T=I. When T=1 all elements of Fpq 
are fixed, when T=0 the only non-transient point is 0. 
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(h) When T C-rpq \f 11 then 0 is the unique fixed point under T and all other elements 
of Fpq are on orbits of length O(T). There are Pq-1 such orbits. O(T) 
Proof: 
(i) For any TEF pq and any a -ý4 0 
Ta -- a t* Taa-l = aa-1 ýý 
The rest is completely obvious. 
(ii) By definition TOOO =1 so TOOý)a =a for aH aE Fpq. Suppose there is some 
k< O(T) such that Tka=a for some non-zero a. Then multipling by a-' gives Tk= 11 
contradicting the minimality of O(T). As there are pq -I non-zero elements in Fpq the 
result follows. N 
Thus when Týf0,11 the cycle set of T is 
E(T) -- 
1[1] + 
pq _I [O(T)]. 
O(T) 
Example 3.2.1 
Consider IF32 represented by 
F3 [XI 
. Let T=I+X+ (X2 + I)F3[X] then O(T) -8 (X2+1)F3[XI 
so one has the zero fixed point and one orbit of length 8, in cycle set notation 
E(T) = l[l] + 1[8]. 4 
We now consider non-zero U and our first task is to determine (0o)u. 
Lemma 3.2.2 Let TE Fpq then for any UE rp q 
(0o)u O(T) if Tý0,1; 
(00) up if T=1; 
(00) u=1 if 
Proof: 
O(T) O(T)(0) 
If T 54 1 then, by remark 2.1.3, T, (0) is fixed by T and hence T, =0 by 
lemma 3.2.1. Thus for any UE Fpq one has that TO(r)(0) =0 and hence (0o)ujO(T) u 
but, by remark 2.2.1, O(T) = (0u)ol(oo)u hence (00)u = O(T). 
Now suppose T=1 and U ý6 0 so (OU)O =1 and (00)ulp by lemma 2.1.13, hence, 
as Tu(O) =U 54 0, (0o)u ý4 1 so (0o)u = p. When T=0 it is clear that U is a 
fixed 
point under Tu. 0 
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Lemma 3.2.3 Let TE Fpq and UE T'P, then 
(i) If T0 the only non-transient point is U which is a fixed point. 
(K) If TI then every point is periodic with prime period p under TU. 
(iii) If T 54 0 and T: ý I then T has a unique fixed point a* ý6 0 gZven by 
= -(T 
- 1)1U. 
All other poznts are periodic with prime period O(T). 
Proof: 
(i) This is clear. (ii) (1u)P(a) -a+ pU =a for any aC Fpq . If 
(1. U)L(a) =a for some 
O< L<pthenonehasa+LU-- ahenceLU=Ohence U=O. (iii) Let 0<L< O(T) 
L and suppose that, for some a* :ý0, one has Tu(a*) = a* then 
TL L(O) L_ 1)a* - -TL(o) a* = -(TL _ l)-'TL(o), a*+ Tu =a (T uu 
a unique solution. There cannot be only one point on an orbit of prime period L if 
L>I so a* must be a fixed point and the result follows on putting L=1. For bE Flq , 
b ý4 a*, we have, by lemma's 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, that TO(T)(b) =b and by the abm-e b U 
cannot have a period less than O(T). 0 
Thus, as in the U-0 case, one has for TVf0,11 and UC Fp*, that 
Y', (Tu) -- l[l] +I O(T) 
Example 3.2.2 
Let p -- 3, q -- 1, let 
x4+x3+1+ (x*5 + 2X3 + x2 + 2x + 2)F3[x], 
F3 [x] 
T 
(x5 + 2X3 + X2 + 2x + 2)F3 [x] 
F35. 
Then O(T) = 121 and by lemma 3.2.3 we have, for all UCF3 
[XI 
(x-5+2X7+X2+2x+2)F3[T] 1 
E(Tu) - l[l] +31 
[121] + 
121 
Now suppose p -- 3, q -- 2, the polynomial x5 
+ 2X3 + X2 + 2x +2 remains irreducible 
over Fg. We represent F9 u* 
IF3[-, c] 
- 
Let a be a root of X2+x+2, let Sl"'g Tx-2-+x+2)F3[XI 
T-x3 +a+ (x5 + 2x 3+x2+ 2x + 2) 
F3 [x] 
(x2 +x+ 2)F3 [x]' 
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Fpq [X] 
- 
70 
Fpq [x] 
R(X)Fpq [X] 
7rr 
Figure 3.1: 7r,, o o 7r, -- 7ro. 
Fq [x] 
R(x)P'rFp, [, ] 
One finds that O(T) -- 7381 and so for all U one has that 
)' (Tu) +32.5 
_1 [7381] - l[l] + 8[7381]. 7381 
3.3 Dynamics in a single ring 
Tpq [X] 
>0 
R(x)P'lFpq [x] I 
We first deduce some properties of these rings. Let d be the degree of R(x). We 
F, q [X] 
shall denote the natural homomorphism from Fpq 
[X] 
onto R(x)pr Fpq [X] by 7r, for any 
7- C N. By the factor theorem (theorem A. 1.1) there is a unique ring homomorphism 
7F, r, o : 
Fpq [X] Fq [X] 
satisfying (7,, o o 7rr)(a) - 7o(a) for all aE 
Fpq [X] (see R(x)P"lFpq[T] R(x)Fpq [X] 
figure 3.1). The kernel of 7r,, O consists of those elements a(x) + R(x)PrFpq [x] such that 
R(x)la(x) and is thus clearly a nil ideal and (by the first isomorphism theorem) 
Fpq [X] 
Ker 7r() '- 
Fpq [x] 
R(x)PrFpq [x] 
/ 
R(x)Fpq [X]'. 
hence Ker 7r,, O is a maximal ideal, in particular it is maximal amongst ideals consisting 
of nilpotent elements, hence we have proved: 
Lemma 3.3.1 An element TEF q[xl is nilpotent if and only if R(x)IT(x). R(x)P'F, q[X] 
F, q 
[X] 
zs completely primary. Lemma 3.3.2 The ring R(x)P'F Pq [X] 
Proof: 
st 
r-- 
We have to show that every element of 
Fpq [x] 
is either nilpotent or a unit. Let R(x)T Fpq[x] 
TE-F P'ýXl -\ Ker 7r,, o, then 7r,, o(T) -- t, a unit. Let L be the order of !F in the R(x)P'F, q [X] 
group of units of 
Fpq [X] 
so that TL =Iý it follows that TL =I+T R(x)Fpq[x] n where Tn C- Ker 
Tr, o, hence T 
Lp" 
-I hence T is a unit and the result is proved. 
We shall denote the group of units in 
F, q [Xj 
byUpq(R, r). R(x)P'Fpq[x] 
Lemma 3.3.3 For given p, q and R(x) and r one has 
I Ker 7r,, O I- pqd(p'-I) i 
Upq(R, 
r) I= pqd(p'-I)(Pqd _ 1). 
Proof: 
0 
That I Ker7r,, o I= pqd(p'-I) follows from (3.3.1) by counting the numbers of elements 
in 
Fpq [, T] 
and 
F P" ý, ý] The rest foRows by subtraction. N R(x)P " Fpq [X] R(x)F, q[X] * 
We note that there is a ring homomorphism (D 
F, q [X] Fpq [x] 
P,, 
T, given by R(x)Fpq[X] R(x)P'F I 
a(x) + R(x)Fpq[X] h--> a(x)PT' + R(x)PrFpq[X], 
induced by the ring monomorphism a(x) ý--* a(x)P' on 
Fpq [X]. Clearly Ker ýD =f 01 
F, q 
[X] 
hence (P is a ring monomorphism, with image the subring of R(x)pr Fpq [X] generated 
as a vector space over 
Fpq by the elements I+ R(x)PrFpq[x], xPT + R(x )pr 
Fpq [XI, 
X(d-l)p' + R(x )PrF., [X]. we shall denote this subring by < 1, xPr.... X(d-l)pr >. Thus 
Fpq [x] 
_ can be regarded as a (ring) extension of 
Fpq [x] 
or as an 
Fpq [X] 
-algebra R(x)P'rlFpq[X] R(x)Fpq[Xj R(x)Fpq[X] 
if one so wishes. 
3.3.1 Dynamics in 
F, q [X] 
when U-0 R(x)P'F,, q[X] 
As usual we let H(T) denote the length of the orbit that 1 evolves to under T. It is 
clear that (0,, )OIII(T) for all aE 
Fp, 1XI 
R(x)P'r Fpq [X] * 
FPq [X] 
z Lemma 3.3.4 Suppose TE R(x)P'Fpq [T] zs a unit 
then T has a non-tr'vial period I 
orbit, I>1, if and only if T'- I is nilpotent. 
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Proof: 
Suppose T has a period I orbit, I>1, and that a 54 0 is on this orbit hence 
T'a -a =ý, (T' - I)a -0 
thus if a is a unit then T' -I=0 and if a is not a unit then T' -I is a zero-divisor and 
hence nilpotent by lemma 3.3.1. If T' -I is nilpotent, I>0, then either T' =I and all 
elements of 
FPq [X] 
_ are on period I orbits or T' -I is a zero-divisor hence there is R(x)P'Fpq [X] 
some a 54 0 such that (T' - I)a =0 hence Tla =a and a is on a period I orbit. 0 
Note that the number of units T with non-zero fixed points is lKer 7r,, Ol as, by 
remark A. 1.1 ý if T-I is nilpotent then I- (T - 1) --T is a unit and if T is a unit 
with non-zero fixed points then T-I is nilpotent. The proof of the following result 
can be found in appendix B. 
Lemma 3.3.5 Let TC 
Fpq [x] 
_Ta unit, then R(x)P'Fpq[x] I 
(i) If a is a unit then a is on an orbit of length IT(T) under T. 
(ii) If a, bE Ker 7r,, O then 
if (0a)O ý (0b)O then either (0a)O I (0b)O or (0b)o I (0a)o 
If TC Up q(R, r) we wish to know what the minimal orbit length that occurs for 
a non-zero element of 
Fpq [X] 
under T is. If this minimal orbit length is less than R(x)PrFpq[X] 
H(T) ýI-Len by lemma 3.3.5 the elements of such an orbit must be nilpotent. Denote this 
minimal orbit length by L(T). 
Lemma 3.3.6 Let TC Upq(R, r) then L(T) is equal to the order of 7,, o(T) in 
Fpq 1XI 
R(x)Fpq[Xj' 
Proof: 
Let L be the order of 7r, o(T) in 
F, q [x] so that 7-i,, o(T)L - 1, L minimal, hence I 
R(x)F, q[X] 
TL _1 is in Ker z,, o so T has a period L orbit 
by lemma 3.3.4. Now suppose that 
Tk _I is nilpotent for some integer 
k<L, then applying T,, O shows that z,, O(T )k =II 
contradicting the minimality of L. 0 
Definition 3.3.1 Let I: - 
Fpq [XI fo, i,. .., prl 
be the map given by R(x)P']Fpq[xl 
ai if R(x)'Ia(x) but R(x)'" t a(x), a 
pr. 
8: 3 
Theorem 3.3.1 When T EUpq(R, r) the orbits that can occur under T are of lengths 
II L(T), L(T)p,.. 
-, L(T)ps(T) = II(T) where 
r- logp(I(T L(T) _ 1)). 
Explicitly S -- r-n for p' < I(TL(T) _ 1) < pn+1 and S=0 for I(TL(T) - 1) --, pr. 
Proof: 
Zero is always a fixed point. We look at the orbits of the nilpotent elements of 
Fpq [X] 
By lemma 3.3.4 TL(T) -I+ Tn where Tn is nilpotent with I(T, ) = 
R(x)P'Fpq[X] * 
I(TL(T) - 1) =I>0. By lemma 3.3.5, (ii), if any nilpotent element b is on an orbit 
of length (0b)O > L(T) then L(T)I(Ob)O. Thus any non-zero element is on an orbit of 
length L(T)k for some k>1. Now 
L(T)k 
= TU T (1 + Tn )k ý, +ý(k)n 
u 
u=l 
and in particular 
TL('F)P' =I+ TP' n 
Let aE Ker 7r,, o such that a(x) = a(x)R(x)O where R(x) t a(x) and pr >0>0. Let Z 
be such that 
+ I-P 1-1 <pr 
0p 
so TL(jp)p-n a -7ý a for 1<n<i and TL(T)pa = a. Thus L(T)j(Oa)OjL(T)p' so (0")o 
must be of the form L(T)pj,, ' < z' but we cannot have j<i by the above so (0, )o 
L(T)p'. Thus all non-zero nilpotent elements are on orbits of lengths L(T)pz, 0< ?'<S, 
for some positive integer S. We claim S is the least integer such that Ips > p', for then 
TL(T)ps -1=0 so II(T)IL(T)ps but L(T)ps is an orbit length that occurs for some 
nilpotent elements, namely those with 1< T(a) < p" - Ips-1 - 1, hence L(T)pSIII(T) 
and so L(T)ps = H(T) (and so the units are on orbits of length L(T)ps). It remains to 
determine S. Let sCR be the least number such that lp' = p' so p' = p'll. Taking 
logarithms to the base p yields 
s=r- logp(l) 
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and clearly S= [s]. The last part of the theorem follows on examination of logp(I) as 
I takes on its possible values. 0 
Note the use of lemma 3.3.5, (ii), in the proof of theorem 3.3.1, the theorem can be 
proved without the use of lemma 3.3.5 but the proof is longer (and uglier). 
Note that theorem 3.3.1 holds for r=0 for in that case 
I(TOM - 1) -- I(I - 1) = 1(0) = po =I 
and so S=O-Iog PI=0 and we get orbit 
lengths I and O(T). 
We now know the orbit lengths that can occur under T, our next task is to count 
the number of orbits of a given length. It is evident from the proof of theorem 3.3.1 
that the nilpotent elements A on orbits of length Lpe are those satisfying 
I(TL _ I)p' + I(A) > pr I 
T(TL - I)pe-1 + _T(A) < pr 
thus to count the number of orbits of a given length it is useful to know exactly how 
many nilpotent elements have canonical representatives that are divisible by a partic- 
ular power of R(x) and no higher power of R(x). to this end we make the following 
definitions. 
Definition 3.3.2 
A(l) =f a(x) E Fpq [x] : deg a(x) < 1, a :/ 01; 
E)R(105) `f a(x) E 
Fpq [X] : deg a(x) < 1, R'(x) I a(x), 
> d, s>0. 
We shaU want the foRowing properties of the sets defined in 3.3.2, the proof can 
be 
found in appendix B. 
Lemma 3.3.7 We have, for sudable I and s, that 
(i) I A(l) I- pQ(1+1) - 1. 
(H) DR(17 -5) = 
R(x)'A(I - sd) \ R(x)'+'A(I - 
(s + I)d). 
(iii) I DR(liS) HP q(l-sd-d+l)(pqd - 1) and in particular 
I DR(p'd - 1, s) I-p 
(pr-s-l)qd(pqd 
_ 1). N 
Note that for any positive integers n, and n2 with n, ý n2one has DR(l, nl)nDR(l, 712) 
0, hence for any finite set of positive integers indexed by ICN 
U DIR(I, n, ) IDR(l, (3-3.2) 
IEI z. EI 
For the sake of brevity one can identify 'DR (Prd - 1, n) with the set 
a(x) + R(x)P'r 
Fpq [X]: 
a(x) C 1)R(p"d - 1, n)1 C 
Fpq [X] 
R(x)P'F, q 
[x]' 
In particular one can identify VR(pd - 1,0) with Upq(R, r) as VR(p'd - 1,0) is the set 
of polynomials in Fpq [x] of degree less than or equal to p'd -I not divisible by R(x) 
as these are the canonical representatives of the elements Of 
Upq(R, 
r). The meaning of 
'DR(Prd - 1, n) should be clear from context. 
Using definition 3.3.2 and lemma 3.3.7 we can partition 
IF, q[x] - into a disjoint R(x)P'Fpq[X] 
union of subsets with the property that all the elements in a particular subset are on 
orbits of a particular length and the elements of such a subset are all the elements on 
orbits of that length. 
Lemma 3.3.8 The elements of 
F, q [x] ori prime period L(T)p' orbits, 0<e< R(x)P'Fpq [xj 
are the elements of 
'DR(p"d - 1,1) 
Z. = pr-I(TL(7)-1)pe 
whilst those on orbits of length L(T) are the elements of 
p r-I 
u 
pr--T(TL(T)-l) 
DR(p'd - 1, Z) 
and those on orbits of length H(T) = L(T)pS are the elements of 
p r-I(TL(T)-l)pS-1-1 
u VR(p"d 
=0 
Proof: 
", '6 
Suppose first that 0<e<S. Elements on orbits of length L(T)pe must be nilpotent. 
Let aE Ker 7r,, o \f 0}, for a to be on an orbit of length L(T)pe we require that 
I(T L(T) _ I)pe + T(a) > p" and 
I(TL(T) _ 1)pe-1 + I(a) < pl 
so that 
p' - I(TL(T) _ I)pe-I > T(a) ýý pr - -T(TL(T) _I )pe 
and the first part follows. For e=0 we require 
I(TL(T) _ 1) + I(a) > p' and 
1(a) < Pr 
and the second part follows. For nilpotent elements on orbits of length I(TL(T) _ I)pS 
we have 
1< I(a) < p' - I(TL(T) _ I)PS-1 
and allow I(a) -- 0 to include the units and the last part follows. m 
The next result enables us to count the number of elements of 
Fpq [X] 
_ on an R(x)P'Fpq [X] 
orbit of a given length. 
Lemma 3.3. cl' For positive integers Sl - S2 with pr -1> S2 > Sl we have that 
S2 
U DR(p'd - 1, z) = p(p'-si)qd _p 
(P r 
-S2-1)qd. 
Z =SJ 
Proof: 
This is easily verified using (3.3.2) and lemma 3.3.7.0 
We can now obtain the cycle set of any T EUpq(R, r), the proof of the following 
theorem follows immediately from lemmas 3.3.8 and 3.3.9. Of course if T -- I then 
E= pqdpr J (T) [1] and so we exclude this trivial case. 
Theorem 3.3.2 When T is a unit, T 54 1, with I= I(TL(T) - 1) and S as defined 
earlier, the cycle set for T is, when S>0: 
E(T) p 
Iqd 
_I 
L(T) 
S-1 
p 
lqdp3 .-p Iqdp j-1 
[L(T )1)3 .1+ 
pp'qd _ pIpS-lqd [L(T)pS], E 
L(T)p3 L(T)ps 
3=1 
I -: -"a W. -' -- 
S -I 
Fpq [X] 7rr 
_ 
Fpq[x] 
R(x)P'-Fpq[XJ 
7rr-1 
7rr, r-1 
Fpq [x] Fpq [x] 
R(x)Pr-' Fpq [x] 
7rr-1,0 R(x)Fpq [x] 
----7" 
Figure 3-2: This diagram commutes. 
When S=0 one has 
E(T) = l[l] + 
lqd 
-I [L(T)]. 
L(T) 
Theorem 3.3.2 holds for r -- 0 for in that case, as noted earlier, S=0 and we regain 
equation 3.2.1. 
From theorem 3.3.2 we see that E(T) is completely determined by knowledge of 
L(T) and hence I(TL(T) _ 1). We now establish some connections between behaviour 
Fpq [X] Fpq [x] 
in jj(X)pT Fpq [xj and in R(x) pr-1 Fpq [X] 
Remark 3.3.1 By the factor theorem (theorem A. 1.1), for each r>I, there i's a 
unique rzng homomorphism 
Fpq [X] 
R(x)P'Fpq [x] 
Fpq [x] 
R(x)P'-'Fpq [X] 
such that figure 3.2 commutes, where 7Fr and 7rr-I are the natural PrOjediOnS. 7i-, r,?. -l 
satisfies 
7rr, r-l(a(X) + 
R(x)P r Fpq [X]) -:::::: 7rr-l(a(X»- 
Proof: 
It foHows from the factor theorem A. 1.1, on putting f= 7r, -, and 7-, = 7r, 
that 
the upper triangle commutes. It is a simple matter to verify that the rest of figure 3.2 
commutes, in particular ýTr, O 7rr-1,0 0N 
More generaRy there are homomorphisms 
Fpq [x] 
R(x)P'Fpq [x] 
Fpq [X] 
R(x)P r-j Fpq [X] 
< 
11), 11 ý, 
These homomorphisms commute, i. e. 
7rr-j, r-3-k 0 7rr, r-3' :::::: 7rr, r-i-ki 
0<j 
:ýr, 0<k<r- J- 
Fq [xj We can now relate the relevant properties of TE- PIL )pr -j and 7r,,, -, 
(T). R(x Fpq[X] 
Fpq [X] Fpq [xj Lemma 3.3-10 Let T EE - and let T' E- where V R(x)P37FPq[x] R(x)Pr-l Fpq [x] 
Then 
(i) For T and T' units, L(T) = L(T'). 
(ii) T Cz Ker 7r,, o -#ý T' E Ker 7r, -,, O. 
(iii) If TE Ker 7r,, o and I(T) < pr-1 then 
1(T') = 1(T) 
but if I(T) > p'-' then 
pr-1. 
(iv) For T and T' units let H(T) = L(T)psT and H(T') -- L(T)psT",, then 
sp = S'T - 1, 
unless ST -- 0 in which case ST' 
Proof: 
(i) as 7,, 0 -- -F, -I, O 
0 77-, r-17 we have O(T) - O(T') so L(T) = L(T'). 
(ii) If TE Ker 7-,,, o then T' is nilpotent as the homomorphic image of a nilpotent 
element must be nilpotent. If Vis nilpotent then T is a preimage of T' under so 
T- T+ V where 7rr, r-l(T") 
0 so Rpr-, (x)IT"(x) so R(x)IT(x) so T is nilpotent. 
(iii) Let T Cz Ker 7r,, o with I I(T) < pr-1 so T= aR, = a(x)R(x)' + R(x)P 
T Fpq [X] 
where R(x) t a(x). Then 
7rr, r-l(T) 
= 
R(x) t a(x) and I< p"-' imply that R(x) t 7r,,, -, 
(a)(x) and R(x), 17r,,, -, 
(R')(x) hence 
1. If I= I(T) > pr-1 then 
(T L(T) 
_ 1) = 
89 
so by definition I(T) = pr-1. 
(iv) For T(TL(T) - 1) < pr-1 we have, by parts (i) and (iii), for ST ý 
ST, = Fr -I- logp(I(T/L(T) _ 1M 
= [r - logp(I(TL(T) _ 1))] _I 
SIT 
- 1. 
When I= I(TL(T) > pr-1 one has by theorem 3.3.1 that ST = 1. Then, by part 
(iii), one has 
STI -- 
[r -I- logp(p'-')] 
- 
- ST - 1. 
When ST = Oone has I(TL_j) = p' and so by part (Iii) it follows that I(T/L_j) = P?, -1, 
hence Sr = 0. E 
Theorem 3.3.3 Let TG 
Fpq [X] 
- and let VE 
IFpq [x] 
_ where r>I and R(x)P'FpqrX] R(x)Pr- I Fpq [x] 
(T). Then with I= T(TL(T) - 1) and S- ST one has that 
p qdIps-1 _ pqdp'-' p 
qdp' _ pqdIps-1 
E(T) = Y, (T) +- -[L(T)ps-'] + S-[L(T)PS] L(T)ps-l L(T)p 
unless I is a power of p when 
pqdp' _ pqdp'-' [L(T)ps]. 
L(T)ps 
Proof: 
We know from lemma 3.3.10 that L(T') = L(T). When I(TtL(T) _ 1) =I then, by 
lemma 3.3.10,1 < pr-' and ST, =S-I and one has 
pqdI 
S-2 ._ 
pqdlpO-l 
+-I [L(T)] +E 
pqdIp3 [L(T)p3 .]+ 
L(T) 
3. =1 
L(T)pl 
p qdp'-' -p 
qdIpS-2 
L(T)ps-l -[L(T)ps-'] 
(0 
and 
qdI S-1 J-1 pE pqdlp-7 pqdlp E(T) + 
L(T) 
[L(T)] + -------7-[L(T)p"] 
3. =1 
L(T)p 
pqdp' _ pqdIps-1 
L(T)ps 
[L(T)ps] 
pqdl _I 
S-2 j-1 
[L(T)] +ý 
pqdlpl _ pqdlp 
L(T) 
j=l 
L(T)P 
pqdIps-1 _ pqdlp 
S-2 
11 ! 
qdpr 
-p qdIpS--l [L(T)ps- 
-[L(T)ps] L(T)ps-l L(T)ps 
E (T') -p 
qdpr-1 
_ pqdIpS-2. [L(T)ps-'] 
L(T)ps-l 
pqdIps-1 _ pqdIp 
S-2 
51p qdp' _ pqdIps-1 
L(T)ps-l -[L(T)p" 
-]+L 
(T)ps - 
[L(T)ps]. 
The terms in [L(T)ps-'] add to give P 
qdlpS-l -Pqdp7'-' [L(T)ps-']. L(T)ps-l 
lfl=p' whereO< m< r-I then 
r- logp(p') -- r-m 
so 
qdIps-1 qdp'-' qdp'+7--? n-1 _ 
qdp'-' - p=p 
If I> pr-1 there are three cases, but in all cases one has I(T/L(T) - 1) - pr-1 and 
hence STI -0 and so 
+ pp 
'-lqd 
L(T) 
Firstly suppose that I= p' then S=0 and 
E(T) = l[l] + L(T) 
[L(T)] 
+ 
pp-'qd -I [L(T)] + 
ppqd - PpT'-lqd 
L(T) L(T) 
+ 
ppqd _ ppr-lqd 
L(T) 
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Secondly suppose that I- p'-', then S=I and 
1ý11 + 
pp 
r-lqd 
_ prqd P7--lqd E (T) =I [L(T)l +p- P-[pL(T)] L(T) pL(T) 
pp'qd - pp'-lqd E(T) +- 
pL(T) -[pL(T)]. 
Thirdly suppose that I -- p'-1 + v, 0<V< pr-i(P _ 1), then S-1 and 
+ P(p 
r-l+v)qd 
[L(T)] -f 
pp'qd -p 
(pr-l+v)qd 
[pL(T)] L(T) pL(T) 
p 
(pr-')qd 
_Ip 
(p'-'+v)qd 
_ pp'-lqd 
+ [L(T)] + L(T) L(T) 
pp rqd -p 
(p'-'+v)qd 
+ 
pL(T) -[pL(T)] 
E (T') + 
p(p'-'+v)qd - ppr-lqd [L(T)] + 
pprqd _p 
(p"-'+v)qd 
[pL(T)], 
L(T) pL(T) 
which is of the required form. N 
We conclude this section with a lemma that will be very useful in chapter 4. 
Lemma 3.3.11 Let f T, }zEN be such that Ti E 
Fpq [X] 
_ and 7rj+j, i(Tj+j) = Tz for all R(x)P'Fpq [X] 
iEN, then 
(i) If To is non-Zero then T, is a und for all zEN and L(Tj) -- L(To) = O(To) for all 
iCN. 
(ii) If To 0 then T, - is nilpotent for all 7' E N. 
(iii) If To 0 and there is son2e integer j>0 such that Tj ý- 0 then 
I(Tj) for all n ý: 0. 
L(T, ) I (iv) If To ýý 0 and there is some integerj >0 such that Tj 54 0 then 
ST, +n 
n+ ST, for all nEN. 
Proof: 
(i) Follows from lemma 3.3.10, (i). 
(ii) Follows from lemma 3.3-10, (ii). 
Suppose T_, 54 0 for some j>0, then by lemma 3.3.10, 
(iii), I(Tj+, ) = I(Tj) 
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unless I(Tj+, ) > p3 but in that case Tj = 0, a contradiction. The result now follows 
by induction. 
(iv) Follows from part (iii) and lemma 3.3.10, (iv). 0 
We shall see in chapter 4, lemma 4.2.4, that when the set f Tzjz'EN described in 
lemma 3.3.11 corresponds to an additive cellular automata rule then the conditions 
of parts (iii) and (iv), i. e. that there is some integer j>0 such that T3 :A0 or 
T L(Tj) _1 ý4 0, are always satisfied. This makes the application of theorem 3.3.3 easy 3. 
for i>j as then, with L= L(To), I(V- - 1) = I(T-ý - 1) if To (and hence T- for all 
zE N) is a unit and so one does not need to recompute I(Tf- - 1) as Z increases and 
one can just "turn the handle" and add cycle terms repeatedly to obtain the cycle set 
for Ti for any i>j. 
3.3.2 Mransient structure for nilpotent T 
When r>0 the transient structure under non-zero, nilpotent T is non-trivial. Note 
that the results in this section hold for r=0, for instance in lemma 3.3.12, for if 
I(T) >0 and r -- 0 then T -- 0. 
Lemma 3.3.12 Let TE VR(p'd - 1,1), 1>0 then the tree height under T is T= 
[pl-11], the least integer such that TI > p'. If I=I then T= pr and the leaves are the 
units. If I>I the leaves are the elements Of 
U E)R(P"d-l-la) 
O<I, <l 
and the elements at height t in the tree are the elements of 
pr-(t-l)j-l 
u 'DR (pd - 1,1,, ) 
Ia 
-::: P" -tI 
Proof: 
We have T= aR, where R(x) f a(x). Clearly TT=0 if and only if 
IT > p' so 
T- rp'r/-[]. By lemma 2.1.5, (ii) the units are leaves. If I=1 let aý0 be nilpotent, 
aORJ, where R(x) f P(x) and J>1, then 
Tjo(a-')j ý- 
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so a is the predecessor after J time steps of a unit, clearly in this case T= pr. If I>1, 
if a= OR la where 0<1, <I and R(x) f O(x) then a has no predecessor under T, for 
assume there is some b with Tb -- a then aRIb = OR la but I, <I and by examining 
this in Fpq [X] one obtains a contradiction in the usual manner. If 1,,, >I then a has 
a predecessor by the same argument as used when I -- 1. Thus the elements without 
predecessors are the units and those nilpotent a with 1, < I, i. e. the elements of 
u DR(p'd - 1,1,, ). 
O<il<i 
Finally, suppose that T'a -0 but Tt-'a ý 0, then one must have that tI + 1,, > p" 
but (t - 1)1- + I-a <Pr, hence 
Pr - 11 <- Ia < Pr - (I - 4IT 
and the desired result follows. 0 
Applying lemma 3.3.9 to lemma 3.3.12 we see that the number of leaves is 
p 
(p'-I)qd(PIqd 
_ 1), 
the number of leaves that are not units is 
p 
(pr-l)qd(P(1-1)qd 
_ 
I)l 
and the number of elements at height t is 
(t-l)Iqd(plqd 
_ 1). 
Note that when I>I not all tlie leaves need be at the maximum height. 
(3-3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
(3.3-5) 
Example 3.3.1 
If I- Pr -I then the only non-zero elements with predecessors are 
those of t1le form 
ýRP7'-', Rf0. The units are at height 2 and the non-units of the 
form -ýRP ,-I -j"I 
pr >j>0, R are at height 1. 
Note that any aE 
Fpq [X] 
can be written as )RIa for some unit 0 and p' -I R(x)P'Fpq [xl 
la ýý 0- 
We now know the numbers of elements at given heights, 
however this is not sufficient 
to completely characterise the state transition graph, we also need 
information on the 
in-degrees of the vertices, to this end we need the following, somewhat 
technical, lemma, 
whose proof can be found in appendix B, section 
B. 2. 
9-1 
Lemma 3.3.13 Let TG I)R(prd - 1,1), 1>0- Let 011 02 EU p q(R, r), then for 1, >0 
and L 
0: ý TLO, Ra =TL 02R'a <:: ý R( X)p'-LI-I,, I 01(X) - 02(X) 
and if 1,54 1,, for IL +L< pr, -TL + 
Ia, < pr then TL01RI, 2 :/ TL 02R 'a'. 
Corollary 3.3.1 If a is a unit and b is nilpotent then Ta ý Tb. 
Proof: 
If a is a unit then 1,, - : T(a) =0 but if b is nilpotent then -[b -> 0 
hence the result 
follows from lemma 3.3.13. E 
We can now use lemma 3.3.13 and corollary 3.3.1 to find the in-degrees of all vertices 
in the state transition diagram. 
Theorem 3.3.4 When T zs nilpotent the in-degree of every vertex apart from zero in 
the state transition graph ZS plqd while that of zero ZS pIqd where I= I(T). 
Proof: 
By corollary 3.3.1 all the predecessors of a particular element are either units or 
nilpotent but not a mixture of both. Suppose first that a and b are units with Ta = Tb 
(ý 0 as a, b are units), then by lemma 3.3.13 we must have R(x)P'-Ila(x) - b(x) so 
r_j p 
a-b=CL, E U DR(prd-l, i). 
2, =Pr -I 
Fix a, then all such b are of the form b=a+a, so (including a) the number of 
predecessors of Ta is 
DR(pd - 1,1) + I. 
Now using lemma 3.3.9 gives the number of predecessors as 
p 
(p'-p'+I)qd 
_p 
(pr-pr+1-1)qd +I= pIqd 
For a and b nilpotent and Ta - Tb ý0 we must have, by lemma 3.3.13, that 
so a= a'Rl- and b= b'Rla for some a', V with R(x) t a(x) and 
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R(x) t b'(x) and, again by lemma 3.3.13, R(X)p'-LI-I,, I a'(x) - b'(x). Thus Y= a'+ a 
where 
p r-I 
ov Eu DR(pr 
i=pr -I-la 
However if we are to avoid counting the same element more than once we need to ensure 
that b' is such that deg b(x) < p'd -I so deg b'(x) < prd -I- dl,,. Fixing a, we can 
do this by restricting deg a(x) to be less than or equal to p'd -I- dI, so 
P, -, -,. 
'DR((Pr 
where the upper Emit on i is necessary as there cannot be elements a such that deg 
a(x) is p'd - 1,, d -I with a(x) divisible by R(x)P , -, a since the degree of that element 
is p'd - -[,, 
d > p'd - -Id - 1. 
Therefore, including a itself, one finds that the number of 
predecessors of Ta is 
P7'-1 -Ia 
DR«P" - Ia)d - 1, z) + 1. 
z, =p" - I- I', 
On employing a similar argument to that used in the proof of lemma 3.3.9 one finds 
that this number is 
P" la 
(P(pr- la-i')qd 
- 
(p'-I,, -z'-J)qd +p lqd pIqd. p 
i=pr-j-la 
By the remarks following lemma 3.3.12 (equation 3.3.5 with t -- 1) the number of 
Itun-acre lqd 
,, predecessors of zero 
is p 
3.3.3 Dynamics in 
Fpq [X] 
_ when U ý4 0 R(x)P'rFpq[Xj 
We now consider the affine case TU : 
F, q [Xj 
_FPq 
[X] 
a F--ý Ta + U. We know R(x)P'rFpq[xl R(x)P"Fpq[X]' 
from corollary 2.3.3 that Tu can give qualitatively different dynamics from T for some 
input U if and only ii T has non-zero fixed points. When TU has a fixed point we can 
apply results from chapter 2 to obtain the precise behaviour under 'u (as opposed to 
qualitative behaviour) if we know a fixed point of TU, thus we concentrate on the case 
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of qualitatively different behaviour from T in this section. Of course by theorem 2.2.1 
we need only consider periodic behaviour. When T has non-zero fixed points T-I is 
nilpotent by lemma 3.3.4 and L(T) = 1. 
Lemma 3.3.14 If TE 
FPq [x 
has a non-zero fixed point then Tu has a fixed point R(X)pr Fpq [X] 
if and only if U is nzIpotcnt and I(T - 1) :ý I(U). If T has only the zero fixed point thcn,, 
for each UE 
Fpq [X] 
- TU has unique fixed point, -(T - I)-IU. If T is nilpotent R( X)pr Fpq [X] ý 
then, for each UE 
Fpq [x] 
_ TU has the unzque fixed point R(x)PrFpq[x] 1 
(T T-1 +... +T+ I)Ul 
where T is the maximum tree height occurring under T. 
Proof: 
If T has a non-zero fixed point then by Lemma 3.3.4 we have that T-I is nilpotent. 
Let a be a fixed point of Tu then 
Ta +U -- a :: * U -- -(T - I)a 
hence U is nilpotent and clearly I(U) > -T(T - 1). 
Conversely suppose U is nilpotent and -T(T - 
1) > T(U). Suppose fu = Y(U) = 
I(T - 1) + J, JGN. Then there are a(x), O(x) C 
Fpq [X] 
such that 
T-1 -- a, (x)R(x)'(ý7-1) + R(x)PrFpq [x], R(x) t a(x) 
-U= O(x)R(x)lu + R(x 
)pr Fpq[x], R(x) f O(x). 
As R(x) ý a(x), a-' exists, so let a= a-')Rj, then 
1)a = aR'(T-l)a-'ORJ -- OR'-u = -U 
so a is a fixed point of TU. Now suppose that T is a unit but has only the zero 
fixed 
point, by lemma 3.3.4 this is equivalent to saying that T-1 is a unit and thus 
(T - I)-' 
exists, hence 
Ta +U=a #ý (T - I)a = -U <#ý a -- -(T - 
1)-'U. 
When T is nilpotent with maximum tree height T we have TTa=0 
for all aE 
Fpq [X] 
so for any U one has R(x)P'Fpq[X] 
Tu((T T-1 +... +T+ I)U) -- (TT +... + T)U +U= (TT-1 +... +T+ 
1)U I 
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thus (TT-1 +-.. +T+ I)U is a fixed point and is unique by coroUary 2.3-3. N 
Note (the proof of) lemma 3.3.14 tells us how to construct fixed points for TU 
when T and TU are QDS. Summarising the rest of the content of lemma 3.3.14 we 
have that when T has a non-zero fixed point then all units and any nilpotent U with 
I(U) < I(T - 1) give E(Tu) F, (T). We shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.15 For any integer e>0 
T' , (0) I)Pe-'U u 
Proof: 
Fpq [x] 
_u -' + ... +T+ 
1)U = T'le(0)U, in Fpq [x] olle lias In R(x)P'-Fpqrx] one 
has TP2(O) = (TPP- 
(T(x) - I)P 
e- T(x)P e-I- (T(x) - 1)(T(x)Pe-' + ... + T(x) + 1). 
Thus (T'le(O))(x) -= (T(x) - I)Pe-1, where (TPe(O))(x) is the canollical T(X)-i 1 
representative of T, 
e(O) 
, and the result follows. 0 
As in the r -- 0 case our first task is to determine (0o)u. 
Lemma 3.3.16 For an und T and any UE 
Fpq [X] 
y R(x)P'-Fpq [xj * 
(0o)u (0u)o if T(O'ý'(O -- 0 u7 
(OO)u p(ou)o if T"u'0(0) ý 0. u 
Proof: 
If T(O')'(0) -- 0 then clearly (00)uj(OLý)o but by remark 2.2.1 (oU)oj(Oo)u hence U 
(Oo)u = (000. 
Now suppose that T(Ou)'(0) -- F, a non-zero 
fixed point of T then, by lemma 2.1-13, U 
(00)ulp(ou)o and by remark 2.2.1 (ou)ol(<ýo)u hence, as TU(ou)'(0) -ý6 0, we must liave 
(Oo)u - P(ou)o 0 
We now consider unit T with non-zero fixed points and input Ua unit. to obtain 
the cycle set in this case we need the following lemma. 
Lemr. -ia 3.3.17 Let T be a unit with a non-zero fixed point, let U be a unit and 
II(T) 
ps. Then, with I= I(T - 1), (0o)u - II(T) if J(ps - 1) ý! p' and 
(0o)u = pH(T) 
r if I(ps - 1) <p, 
9 11-11 
Proof: 
As U is a unit (Ou)o = ps. T-I= aR, where R(x) f a(x). By lemma 3.3.15 
s 
one has TU (0) -- aR, 
(Ps-')U, which is zero if and only if I(pS > p'. Thus if 
I(ps - 1) > p' then by lemma 3.3.16 (00)U = II(T) = ps and if I(ps - 1) < pr then by 
S+I lemma 3.3.16 (0o)u = pH(T) =p0 
We can now obtain the cycle set of Tu when T has lion-zero fixed points and U is 
a unit. When T=1(, ý* -T(T - 
1) = p") all points are on cycles of length p under TU 
for any U :/0 by the same argument as used in lemma 3.2.3, (ii), thus we may exclude 
the case T -- I or equivalently I(T - 1) = 
Theorem 3.3.5 When TýI is a unit with non-zero fixed points and T(T - 1) =I 
and U is a unit then, where H(T) = psi 
E(Tu) P 
qdp' 
pS- 
IP, 1 if I(P, 
- 1) -> 
P'; 
Pqdp' 
S (T u) P S+l [PS+'] if (PS - 1) <P 
Proof: 
We prove this result by showing that for Ta unit, T-I nilpotent and Ua unit 
then (0,, )u -- (00)U for all aE 
Fpq [x] 
- the result then follows by lemma 3.3.17. For R(x)P'Fpq[X] 1 
T with non-zero fixed points we have that, for any aE 
Fpq[x] 
-, (0,, )o = p'- where R(x)P'Fpq[x] 
S>e, > 0. Now, by lemma 2.3.6, U -1 U* and as 
FPq [X] 
- is completely primary R(x)P'Fpq[X] 
corollary 2.3.5 applies and Uý is a unit with (Oo)u. minimal but by lemma 3.3.17 we 
must have (0,, )o I (0o)u. for all aE 
Fpq [x] 
_ and so b lemma 2.1.12, 
(i)j (0a)U* I (OO)U" 
R(x)P'Fpq [x] y 
for all aE 
Fpq [x] 
- and the result follows from the minimality of (00)U.. E R(x)P'Fpq [X] 
We now consider nilpotent U with I(U) < I(T - 1) so that Y, (Tu) 54 E(T). The 
remarks immediately preceding theorem 3.3.5 are valid in this case also, so we may 
exclude T=I (I(T - 1) = pr). The proof of the following 
lemma may be found in 
appendix B. 
Lemma 3.3.18 Let T be a unit with (T - 1) E E)R(prd - 1,1), 
let UE DR(Prd - 1,1u) 
where 0< lu <I and Ips = p' +V then (0o)u = ps unless (0u)o = ps and lu +V<I 
S+l in which case (0o)u pm 
y) 
Theorem 3.3.6 Let T be a unit with (T - 1) E DR(p"d - 1,1), let UE DR (prd - 1,1U) 
where lu <I and lps - p' +k then 
(i) If (000 - ps-1 or (0u)o - ps and lu +k>I then 
E(Tu) - pqpd-S[PS]; 
00 if (000 = ps and lu +k<I then 
E(Tu) = pqpd-S-1[PS+1]. 
Proof: 
In either case it suffices, by lemma 3.3.18, to show that, for all ac 
Fpq [x] 
R(X)pr Fpq [X] ' 
(0,, )u = (0o)u. Examining the proof of lemma 2.3.6 we see that in the present case 
U -1 U* where U* is nilpotent with lu. <1 and (0o)u- the minimal orbit length under 
TU-. By lemma 3.3.18 (0, )o1(oo)pý hence by lemma 2.1.12, (i), (0, )U-j(00)U- for all 
aE 
Fpq [x] 
_ and hence (0,, )o = (00)u. for all aE 
Fpq [x] 
_ by the minimality of R(x)P'Fpq[x] R(x)PrFpq[X] 
(00)u. and hence, as TU and Tu. are QDS, (00)U -- 
(00)u. and the result follows. 0 
In applying theorem 3.3.5 one needs to know when -T(ps - 
1) < p', also, bearing 
lemma 3.3.10 in mind, it is instructive to see, if 1(ps - 1) < pr for some r does this 
persist as 7, is increased. These questions are answered in the following lemma, its proof 
can be found in appendix B, section B. 2. 
Lemma 3.3.19 For Ta unit with (T - 1) G DR(prd 1,1), r> 0 and I= p' + J, 
n<r and 0<J < p'(p - 1) then I(ps - 1) < p" if J 0 or if n -- r-n and J=I 
or if n>r- ?i and J<p"]. Further for all v Cz N let T., E 
F, q[XI 
_ it'itIl 
Ipr 
71-1 R(x)Pr+'Fpq[X] 
7rr+v(T, ) -- T, then I(p 
STV 
- 1) < pr+v for all vEN if and only if J=0. N 
Note that if T is such that I(ps - 1) > pr and with T, vEN as described in the 
lemma, then I(ps+" - 1) ý, pr+, for all vCN for suppose that I(ps - 1) -- p" +k so 
fps =p' +k+I, then 
I(pý+v - 1) = -[(ps - 
i) + -[ps(pv - 
1) = p'+' + kp' + lp' -I> P'+v 
for any vEN. 
In a similar vein to lemma 3.3.19 we have the following result, whose proof can also 
be found in appendix B. 
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Lemma 3.3.20 Let TC 
Fpq [X] 
a und, with T-IE 'DR W-(3xý) ýPFP,, q [x] Wd - 1,1) and let 
UE VR(p'd - 1,1U) where 0< fu <I< p' and suppose that under T one has 
(Ou)o = ps-1. Let ýTvjvEN be such that Tv E F2q[,,, 71 wZth Vr+v(T, ) = T, then R(x)Pr'+"]Fpq[x] 
there is sorne v* EN such that if WC E)R(p'+'d - 1,1-U) where v> v* then under T, 
> 7)*ý (OW)o =p 
S+V. 0 
Recall in theorem 3.3.6, (i), that if (0u)o = ps-I or (0u)o = ps and lu +k>I then 
E(Tu) = pprqd-S[pS], lemma 3.3.20 tells us that the first case ((Ou)o = ps-1) cannot 
persist as r is increased in the way described in the lemma. FinaRy we have 
Lemma 3.3.21 Let TE Fpq [x] -a unit, with T-IE DR(P'd - 1,1) and let R(x)P'Fpq [x] I 
fT, }vEN be such that Tv E 
Fpq [X] 
- with 7r, +, (T, ) -- T for all vCN. Then there R(x)P'+vFpq[x] 
is some V* EN such that if -IpS - pr. +k and 
k>0 then for all integers v> v* one 
has lu +k>I for 0< lu < 1. 
Proof: 
We have that IpS - p' +k if and only if (pn + j)pr -n p' +k where p' <I< pn+l, 
n<7, and 0<j< pn+l - pn. Hence k- jpr-n so if J0 then k 7ý 0 and k increases 
with 7, if I remains fixed, hence there wiU be some v* EN such that k -- jp, +z, 
*-n >I 
and hence for all integers v> v* one has -lu +k>I 
for any lu E- N. 0 
Under the conditions of lemma 3.3.21 we have k=0 if and only if J=0 so when I 
is a, power of p (< p') we have that if -lu <I then 
for all vEN 
)-', ((T, )u) = pp7+vqd-S-v-1 [PS+v+l], 
and the lemma tells us that J-0 is the only case in which the above is true for all 
vEN. Summarising we have that if TE 
Fpq [X] 
_a unit with T-IE DR(p'd - 1,1) R(x)P"Fpq [Xj 77 
and f TvIvEN is such that T, E 
Fpq [X] 
_ with 7, +v(Tv) -- T for aH vEN and any R(x )pr+v Fpq i 
UE DR(pr+'d - 1, lu) 70< lu <I and (Ou)o = ps+v one 
has 
pp+'qd-S-v-1 [PS+v+l ], 
for all vCN if and only if I= pn, ,<r. 
Chapter 4 
Additive cellular automata over 
finite fields 11 
101 
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In this chapter we describe the behaviour of systems of the form (1.5.20) completely 
when R is a finite field Fpq and hence of linear cellular automata with state alphabet a 
finite field and periodic boundary condition; both with and without time independent 
inputs, using the results of chapter 3. We highlight the relationship between behaviour 
on npr cells and on npr+J cells where n is coprime to p, 'r EN and jEN01. In 
section 4.1 we briefly discuss the relationship between behaviour on nm cells and on 71 
(or m) cells. 
In section 4.2 we concentrate on np' cells, n coprime to p and rEN and begin by 
describing the relationships between the behaviour for different values of r, to do so we 
"S 
introduce the idea (xn - I)-sets and associated Ri(x)-sets where Xn _I= rj 7 R-(x). A z=1 z 
These sets and their properties facilitate the application of lemma 3.3.11 and we show 
that the representatives of a given linear cellular automata on nPr cells, rCN, form 
an (xn - 1) set for each integer n>0 coprime to p. We show that a linear cellular 
automata over FPq is reversible on np' cells if and only if it is reversible on n cells. A 
simple formula for the number of fixed points of a linear cellular automata on np' cells 
is found and we show (in corollary 4.2.2) that for each positive integer coprime to p 
there is an integer J>0 such that for every r>J the cellular automata has the same 
number of fixed points on np' cells as on npj cells and also that if a linear cellular 
automata has no non-zero fixed points on n cells then it has no non-zero fixed points 
on npr cells for any rCN. 
In lemma 4.2.8 we describe the invariant set under a linear cellular automata and 
give formulas for the maximal cycle length and the orbit length of any configuration 
under the cellular automata. In corollary 4.2.4 we show that for each positive integer 
n coprime to p there is an integer J>0 such that for all rCN the maximal cycle 
length on np-+j cells is p' times the maximal cycle length on npi cells. We also show 
that the fraction of configurations on cycles that are on cycles of maximal length on 
npr cells approaches 1 as r increases. Efficient computation of the cycle set of a linear 
cellular automata over Fpq is discussed. 
In section 4.2.2 we discuss transient behaviour when the cellular automata is irre- 
versible, by the results of chapter 2 it is sufficient to do this for the zero input case. The 
transient behaviour is completely described, in particular we show that the maximum 
possible number of time steps for a configuration to evolve to a cycle under any linear 
cellular automata rule over Fpq on np' cells is p', giving conditions for this maximum 
transience time to be realised and we show that for each positive integer n coprime to 
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p there is an integer J>0 such that the in-degree of any vertex in the state transition 
graph of the cellular automata on np'+J cells is fixed and equal to the in-degree of any 
vertex in the state transition graph of the cellular automata on npj cells. 
In section 4.3 we consider periodic behaviour in the presence of non-zero inputs. 
We are able to count the number of inputs such that the system with inputs gives qual- 
itatively similar behaviour to that without inputs in the sense described in chapter 2. 
section 2.3. We find a necessary and sufficient condition for the system with a particu- 
lar input to have fixed points. In theorem 4.3.1 we show that on np' cells a given linear 
cellular automata rule with inputs has at most r+2 qualitatively distinct behaviours 
(i. e. distinct cycle sets) and show that the condition of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied so that 
a necessary and sufficient condition for inputs U and V to give qualitatively similar 
behaviour is that the minimum orbit length occurring for the system with input U be 
equal to that occurring for the system with input V. A formula for the minimal orbit 
length is given. In theorem 4.3.2 we show that additive cellular automata over finite 
fields, with time independent inputs, cannot generate cycles of lengths PqN _I or PqN 
on N cells, N>1. 
lit section 4.4 we introduce a notion of qualitative dynamical similarity for different 
cellular automata rules on N cells. In theorems 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 we give some circum- 
stances where this can occur and be extended from npr cells to npr+s cells for all qEN. 
The general question of exactly which linear rules give qualitatively similar behaviour 
on a given number of cells is discussed and we indicate how this problem is related to 
the problem of factorisation in the ring of cycle sets C(Z) introduced in chapter 1. 
Finally in section 4.5 we rewrite the direct product decomposition of 
IF, q [X] 
(x"P' - I)FPq 
[X] 
in terms of idempotent elements in preparation for chapter 5, and show how the idem- 
potents for the np' cell case may be calculated from those for the n cell case. 
4.1 The relationship between 
IFvq IX] and - 
JFpq [X] 
( Xnm - 1)]Fpq 
[X] ýxn 
- 1)]Fpq 
[x] 
In section 4.2 we describe the relations between 
Fpq [X] 
and 
F, q[x] - in detail. (xn-l)Fpq [Xj (Xnpl - 1)Fpq [X] 
In this section we briefly discuss the general case of composite N. Suppose that N= 
nm, then there is a ring epimorphism 
Pn : (XN 
Fpq [x] 
_ 
- 1)Fpq 
[x] 
Fpq [X] 
Xn - 
1)Fpq [X] 
a(x) + (xN - 1)Fpq 
[X] h--+ a(x) + (, n _ j)F pq 
this follows from the factor theorem as, by corollary A. 2.1, x' - Ijx" -I and hence 
(XN _ 
I)Fpq [X] C (Xn 
_ 
I)Fpq [x]. Let f be the local rule of an additive cellular automata, 
given by (1.5.1), we recall from definition 1.5.1 that the representative of the global 
rule on N cells is 
TI\T = TN(X) + (X 
N- 1)Fpq [X] 
-Z ce-i x3, +za 3 XN-3 
+ (XN _ 
)F 
pq 
[X]. 
j=O j=J 
Strictly speaking, if I>N, as we noted in chapter 1 after definition 1.5.1, j: J=j a, XN-J 
may not be a polynomial, however, recalling the isomorphism 
Fq [X, X-'] Fpq [X] 
(xN 
- 1)Fpq 
[x, x-'] (xN - 1)Fpq 
[X] 
described in lemma A. 2.4, as long as E,. =l a,. XN-3 appears 
in expressions of the form 
a(x) + El. =j 
a. XN-3 + (XN _ 
I)Fpq [X] we shall sometimes abuse notation and write 33 
El. 
= aIx 
N-j as A j1j N(X)- 
Of course if N>I then AN(X) is a polynomial. 
Lemma 4.1.1 Let f: a, a -a-+ be the local rule of an additioe cellular 32 
autornata. Let T,, be the representative of f on N= nm cells. Let T, be the repre- 
sentahve of f on n cells, then 
Tn - Pn(Tnm)- 
Proof: 
Using definition 1.5.1 we have 
Tnrn =Z a-]"xj +E al x nm-j'+ 
(, nm 
- 
1)Fpq [X] 
j=O 
Tn a-, -x3' + a,, Xn-j + 
(Xn 
_ 
J)Fpq [X]. 
3'=O 3=1 
Now 
11 
_E a-. X]* + Xn(m-1) 
n-i + (X nm _ 1)Fq 
[x] 
Tnm 
-1 
3. =O 3=1 
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Xn(rn-1) n-I» + (Xnrn 
_ 1) Ce-JXJ + 
An(X) 
-An(X) +Z ajlx Fpl[X] 
j=O j=I 
Ew a-3'XJ + An (X) + (Xn(m-1) - 1), 4n(X) + (Xnm _1 )Fpq [X], 
j=O 
and, by corollary A. 2.1, Xn _I ix n(m-1) _I hence 
1 
Pn(Tnm) : -- 
za-jx3'+, 4, (x)+(Xn - 1)Fpq [X] 
j=O 
= Tn- 0 
If N is coprime to p then x N_ I is separable and if n is any positive divisor of N 
one has an isomorphism 0, 
Fpq [X] 
r, -, 
Fpq [X] 
(XN - 
1)Fpq [X] - (Xn - 1)Fpq [X] 
/" 
where g, (x) x 
N- 1 
and n-l 
_Fpq 
[X] 
gn(X)Fpq [X] 
0, : a(x) + (x 
N_ 1)Fpq [X] h-+ (a(x) + (x' - 1)Fpq[x], a(x) + gn(X)Fpq 
[X]) 
- (pn(a), a(x)+-qn(X)Fpq[XI). 
Lemma 4.1.2 Let f: a, ý--4 El=-, ala, -+l be the local rule of an additive cellular au- 
tomata, let TN be the representative of f mi N cells and let T, be the representative of 
z 
Fpq [X] 
ider 0,, is T,. f on n cells, where nIN, then the image of TN 72 TX--7'-l)Fpq[Xj 
Proof: 
Follows immediately from the definition of 0, and lemma 4.1 1.0 
Thus if we have already computed E(T, ) whilst considering f on n cells then when 
considering f on N cells we need merely compute where T.,,, is the image of TN 
under 0, in 
]Fpq [X] 
and then g'ý(x)Fpqfxl 
E(TN) ---: E(Tn)E(Tg,, ). 
Note that there will be an element T' * 
Fpq [X] 
such that 0,, (V (T,. 0) so N 111 (xN-1)F, q[X] N 
any additive cellular automata represented by T' on N cells emulates the behaviour of N 
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f on n cells, i. e. E(Tý) = E(T, ). Further, let gn(X) = r1is, where each g,, -(x) 
N 
j=1 gn, z*(X) t 
is irreducible, then any T' such that On(TI) - (T, T-1) where -TI mod gn, z'(x) E 0,1 
not all zero, then with 
I=fi: I<i< -T' mod g,,, (x) = 11 
one has 
S(V) -pq 
Ej 
cId eg g, j 
(x) 
S(Tn) 
- 
Also there is an ideal 12t ýI - 
FPq[xl 
consisting of those elements a such that 0, (a) -- (x N- 1) Fpq 1XI 
(p, (a), 0) and any TE 
Fp, [XI 
- acts like p, (T) on (XN 1)]Fpq[x] 
4.2 Dynamics in 
71, q [X] 
when U=0 (Xnpr - 1)]Fpq [X] 
Throughout this section n is a positive integer with gcd(p, n) -- 1. From theorem 3.1.1 
one has that, for all rEN, 
Fp q[X] 
"' 
mFp 
q[X] 
(Xnp' - 2ý 
ll'R, 
(x)P'Fpq [X] - 
1)FpqiX] 
i=l 
where the Ri(x) are distinct irreducible polynomials in Fq [X]with x' -I- jjýý 2 , _=, 
R-(x). 
The degree of R; (x) is di and 
Fpq [x] 
r, -, 
Ri(x)Fp, q[x] - 
Fpqdi 
- 
Fpq [X] 
We apply results from chapter 3 to produce results for (Xnplr, - 1)Fpq[x] * 
Let M=aE 
Fpq [x] 
- we shaH write f at-11-cm for the image of ( X? lp7'_l)Fpq[X] , 
a in 
F P"""L-- We shall denote the units in Hm 
F, q [xj by Upq(npr) and jTi(X)P ]Fpq[X]* Ri(x)P"Fpq[X] 
the zero divisors by ZDpq(npr)_ 
We shall frequently identify across the isomorphism 
Fpq [X] 
(Xnpr 
_ 
1)Fpq [X] 
rV p 
[X] 
-= 
11 
-Ri (x)P'Fpq [x] 
10-1 
Fpq [X] Fpq [x] throughout the rest of this chapter and thus will use --r- and 117 ý-X"P --lT)F-pqfxj z=1 Ri(x)P'-Fpq[x] 
Fpq [X] interchangeably. We shall sometimes change the ordering of the m rings Ri (x)P'Fpq [xi I 
Fpq [X] I<i<m, in the direct product and write subsets of (XnP r- 1)]Fpq [X] as Cartesian 
products of subsets of the rings 
Fpq [x] 
-I<i<M, in the new ordering, this Ri (x) P'r Fpq [X] 
reordering should be born in mind if one wants to actually construct elements of these 
sets. 
One of our goals is to establish relationships between additive cellular automata 
behaviour on np' ceRs and npz+j ceRs for Z>0 ,I>0, to this end we must accept an 
increase in the complexity of our notation. 
RecaU the ring epimorphisms 
Fpq [X] Fpq [X] 
0 
R(X)p , IKPq [X] R(x)P'-'Fpq [x] 
introduced in chapter 3. We 
i- th factor of 
FPq [xj 
(x-P" - 1)Fpq [X] 
recall the ring epimorphisms 
maps by 0' . We introduce a 
factor theorem: 
shall denote the epimorphisms of this type between the 
and the i- th factor of 
Fpq ['cl- by 7r z*, -j. 
Also 
( Xnpr-j -1)Fpq[X] 
rr 
Fpq 1XI Fpq [xj 
(X npr (X) Pr ppq[x] I we now denote these Oi :- 1) F, q [xj Ri 
ring epimorphism Frr-j- defined in the usual way via, the 
Fpq [X] Fpq [x] 
0<i<7, 
- 
fr, 
r '*- r-j -] ' (Xnp7- - 1)Fpq[X] 
(X np -, 
)Fpq [X] 
a(x) + (x'P" - j)Fpq 
[X] a(x) + (Xnp--' _ j)F pq 
[X]. 
We note that 
Fr-j*, r-j-k 0 1r, r-j' 
:: ý 
Ir, 
T-J-ký <0k 
We also note that, by reference to section 4.1, -=p,, P, -,. 
The situation is summed 
up in the following lemma, whose proof is a tedious but straight forward verification. 
Lemma 4.2.1 Figure 4.1 comrautes. M 
Fq [XI 
and We shall frequently be interested in sets f T, jrEN with T, E 
ý,. pr' -1)Fpq 
T, for all rEN. We make the foRowing definition: 
Mloý' 
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lFpq [x] 
(, npl - 
)Fpq 
FI2q [. rj 
(, np3 1 Fpq f rl 
1,3'- 2 
Fpq 
(, n-1)F[, ] 
oi , 
-1 
ot 
0 
7rý+ 
Fpq [x] 
Ri(x), ý ' -7 Fpq [x] 
- -. 
Fpq [x] 
Ri(. T)np -1]Fpqlxl 
3-2 
7r 1,0 
__ 
Fpq [X] 
Ri(x»Fpq[x] 
Figure 4.1: The homomorphisms F, +,, -, 7rý+, etc are all surjective and the diagram 3 
Oil 
7 
commutes. 
Fpq [X] 
Definition 4.2.1 A g(x)-set is a set IT, IrcN such that T, E for all 7, EN g(x)P Fpq 
Fpq 1XI F 
and ^ýr+1, r(Tr+j) = T, where 7, +,,, 
pqý, is the canonical ring 
_q 
(x) PT +1 Fpq g(X)P'Fpq 
epimorphism defined via the factor theorem, for all rEN. 
If f T, jrEN is a g(x)-set such that T. -0 for all rcN then we shall call f T, IrE! ', the 
trivial 9(x)-set. Given an (x' - I)-set fT, jrEN then for each of the irreducible factors 
Rj(x) of x' - 1,1 <j<m, the set 
fTr, 
jjrEN - 
fO-, '(T, )IrEN 
is an R3-(x)-set (this foRows from the commutativity of figure 4.1). If fT, jrC-N is a 
g(x) set it follows that so is f T, ' + OjrEN for all 11 and any a, E Fpq. Note that 
definition 4.2.1 was made with the exploitation of lemma 3.3.11 in mind. We show that 
the representatives of a given additive cellular automata on npr cells for all rEN 
form 
an (Xn - I)-set. 
be the local rule of an additive cellular Lemma 4.2.2 Let f: ai S=-I 
automata, let fT, IrEN be the set where Tr is the representative of f on np' cells, then 
fT, }, C-N is a (x' - 1)-set. 
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Proof: 
For all rEN\f 01 this follows from lemma 4.1.1 as clearly Fr, r- 1= PnpI-I -0 
Definition 4.2.2 Let f be the local rule of an additive cellular automata, let f TrjrCN 
be the (x' - I)-set of representatives of f on np, cells, )', E N. We call this (xr' - I)-set 
the (xI - 1)-set of f, and call the associated R, -(x)-sets f T,, 3,1, rEN the R3(x)-sets of f. 
Recall definition 3.3.1, we restate that definition here in notation compatible with 
that used in this chapter. 
Definition 4.2.3 For any rEN and each iEM, let Ii : 
Fpq [X] 
) 
fo, 1, 
Ri(x)P'Fpq[X) 
be the map given by 
i if Ri (x)' 1 a(x) but R, (x)'+' t a(x), a 54 0, 
0 F-4 pT 
Recall also the integer S= S(T) defined in theorem 3.3.1 and L= L(T), the minimal 
orbit length under T. In the present context, for given TE 
FPq [X] 
_ the values of (x1ýP'-1)Fpq 1 
S and L in the i- th factor ring will be denoted by S(Ti) and L(T, ) respectively, or 
just Si and Li. We recall that L(T, ) = 0(r' 'JT-)) and 
that, by lemma 3.3.11, for an TI 
(x7' - I)-set fT, I, EN, L(T, +1,3) - L(T,, 3) - L, for all rEN and jE All. 
Fpq [x] 
--0' 
. (T), Definition 4.2.4 For any TC (, Pr -1)Fp. [x] 1 
with Tj r 
-A4'6 
(T) = fj CM T3 is nilpotentl 
Mt'(T) = fj E Al Mo'(T): T .7--1 
is nilpotentl -- ji EM\ Mo'(T) : L(T 3. 
) 
Lemma 4.2.3 For any (xn - j)-set fT?, IrCN onE has 
Mor(T, ) - MOO(To) and 
-All'(T, 
) = Allo(To). 
for all r C- Ný 
Proof: 
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For any (x' - l)-set f TrlrGN one has the associated Rj(x)-sets f T, JiGNý I<< 7n. 
From lemma 3.3.11 we have, where we denote Ker r-I . by Nilpq(Rj,, r), r, O 
T, +,, 3 E Upq (R. 7, r+ s) T,, 3 E Upq(Rj,, r) for all 'r, sEN 
T, +,, j E Nilpq(R., r+ s) Trj E Nilpq(R3, r) for all r, sEN 
and L, = L(T, +,, j) - L(T,,, ) for all r,, s GN if T,,, is a unit. It follows that A4'01 (T, ) 
Mo (To) for all rEN. 
L Now, fT J. - OrEN is a Rj(x)-set and by the above r, 3 comments 
T,, j -1 is nilpotent if and only if To 3- -1 is nilpotent (in fact zero). m 
Týus for a (x' - I)-set f T, jrEN we define M, (T) = Mlo(To) and MO(T) = MOO(To). 
Clearly, for any rEN, T, is a unit if and only if Mo(T) = 
Corollary 4.2.1 Let f be the local rule of an additive cellular autornata, let f Tr}rCN 
be the (x" - I)-set of f. Then f is reversible on np' cells if and only if f is reversible 
on n cells and f is nilpotent on npI cells if and only if f is the zero rule on n cells. 
Proof: 
This is immediate from lemma 4.2.3.0 
Thus it suffices, when testing for reversibility on npr cells, to do so only on n cells. 
The next lemma is extremely useful, its proof can be found in appendix B, section B. 3. 
Lemma 4.2.4 Let f be the local rule of an additive cellular autornata over Fpq not the 
trivial rule. Let n be a non-zero positive integer such that gcd(n, p) - 1. Let T, }rc-N 
be the (Xn _ I)-set of f. If Mo(T): ý 0 thei2 for any i MO(T) the associated Ri(x)-set 
fTr, Z*IrEN is non-trivial. 0 
If f Tr}rC-N is the (x' - I)-set of a local cellular automata rule f we can apply 
lemma 4.2.4 to the (xn - 1)-set fTL - ajrEN where aE Fq and L>0, and the 
associated Ri(x)-sets, I<i<m, for TL is the representative of the composition of r 
f with itself L times and this is the local rule of an additive cellular automata and 
hence adding on an element of Fq one again has the local rule of an additive cellular 
automata. 
4.2.1 Periodic behaviour when U=0 
We shall count the numbers of units and zero-divisors in 
Fpq [x] 
and hence the ýXnpT_J)Fpq[X] 
numbers of distinct reversible and irreversible additive cellular automata rules on np' 
cells, the proof of the following result may be found in appendix B. 
Lemma 4.2.5 For all rEN 
Upq(n) I 
2=1 
(Pqdi = 11il _ 1), Upq (np) I = pqn(p'-l) I Upq(n) 
IZDpq(n)l pqn _ jUpq(n)l, IZDpq(npr)l pqn(p'-I) IZDpq (n) I 
We can describe the set of fixed points for any T in 
F, q [X] 
Fxr-'- T" -- 17) -FP q 
Fpq [X] 
Lemma 4.2.6 For any T in (Xnpr - I)Fpq[X] , Fix(T) =f 0} if and only if M, (T) = 
Further 
Fix(T) = fa: a, -OViEM\M, (T), 
pr-i 
(pr Mr ai Eu VRi dt-l, ])UfolViE i(T)l 
j'=pr--Ti(Ti-1) 
and 
IFix(T)l =pqX: 
JEMI' (, T) Tj 
(Tj - 1) dj 
where T. -- 0, 'r (T) 
Proof: 
Suppose that Fzx(T) = f0j but T, -1 is nilpotent for some iE M', then there is 
an element a with a,. = 0,1 54 3 and (TJ - 1)a, - 0, then Ta =a so aC Fix(T), a. 
contradiction, hence Fix(T) =f 01 implies M, (T) = 0. Now suppose that -A4'1'(T) =0 
and ac Fix(T), then T, aj -- a, for I<i<m, and each T, is either zero or 
(T, - I)a, =0 
so T, -I is nilpotent which contradicts All (T) = 0. The description of Fix(T) follows 
from lemma 3.3.4 and lemma 3.3-8. Using lemma 3.3.9 one has 
p r-1 
u DRi (pr d, - - 1, j) p -Ti(Ti-l)qdi 
3'=pr--Ti(Ti-1) 
Then 
Fix(T)l = 
11 (plý(Ti-l)qdj pq(, r)Tj(Tj-I)dj. 
iGM, (T) 
Note that for r=0 lemma 4.2.6 reduces to 
Fix(T) fa: ai =0ViEM\ Mlo(T)} 
q X: iEMO('T )dj IFix(T)l pII 
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since in this case li(I - 1) - pO - 1. 
In the following corollary we make our first use of lemma 4.2.4. 
Corollary 4.2.2 Let f T, IrGN be the (Xn - I)-set of an additive cellular automata. 
Then, for all rEN, Fix(T, ) = fol if and only if Fix(To) = f0j. Let J>0 be the 
minimal integer such that Tij -1 ý6 0 for all JE Mj(T), then for all integers I>0 
lFz'x(Tj+, )l -- IFix(Tj)l. 
Proof: 
That Fix(T, ) =f 01 if and only if Fix(To) =f 01 follows from lemma 4.2.3 and 
lemma 4.2.6. There is a integer J, minimal, such that T JO -1 ý4 0 by lemma 4.2.4 and 
the comments afterwards. For all iE Mj(T) .1 
by lemma 3.3.11, lj(TJ+1,3 - 1) -- 
Ij (T jj- - 1) for all 8E N7 it follows from lemma 4.2.6 that JFix(Tj+j)ý = JFix(Tj)ý. 
M 
Note that if J in corollary 4.2.2 is minimal for each associated R, (x)-set, iE AII(T), 
then for r<J one has 
lFzx(T, )l = IFix(To)lPr. 
For each NEN\f 01 one can define an equivalence relation on the set of all 
linear local rules by f 'N g if f and g have the same representative on -Y cells. We 
shall denote the 'N equivalence class of f by MN and say that [f]N has non-zero 
fixed points if the representative of f, Tf, has non-zero fixed points and that VIN is 
reversible if Tf is a unit ctc.. One can use lemma 4.2.6 to count the number of distinct 
equivalence classes [f ], p, with no non-zero fixed points, any rule in such an equivalence 
class has qualitative behaviour on np' cells that cannot be altered by the presence of 
time independent inputs (by corollary 2.3.3). 
Lemma 4.2.7 On np' cells, rEN, there are 
11 (Pqdj 
C- M 
distinct 'N equivalence classes [f1N with no non-zero fixed points, of which 
p qn(p"-I) 
]I (Pqdj 
-7 
. EM 
are reversible. 
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Proof: 
In the j- th factor of 
Fpq [X] 
- there are I Ntlpq(R -, r) I units T- such that T (Xnpl -I)Fpq[x] 333 
is nilpotent for (remark A. 1.1) if P is nilpotent then I-P is a unit, U say, such that 
I is nilpotent and conversely. By lemma 3.3-3, INilpq(R3., r) I= pqdj(p'-l ). By 
lemma 4.2.6 Fix(T) -- f 01 if and only if Ml'(T) = 0. Thus there are 
mm 
qp'dj 
_ pqdj(p'-l) 
q(p'-I) Em I 
dj (Pqdj 
(P 
p J= pq(p'-I) 
ll(pqdj 
T with Ml'(T) = 0. If we only wish to count reversible rules with Mjr(T) =0 we have 
mm (P 
qp'dj 
-2 INZI, q(R., r) I pqn(pr-1) 
ll(pqdj 
-2) 
3. =1 3. =1 
such rules. 0 
Corollary 4.2.3 When the state alphabet is F2, if an additive cellular auton2ata is 
reversible on N cells then it has non-zero fixed points on N cells. 
Proof: 
This follows on putting p=2 and q -- 1 in lemma 4.2.7.0 
For any aEF, 
q [X] 
_ define (Xnpr 
- I) 
Fpq [X] 
Mor(a) M: aJ - 01, 
and 
---r --r M, (a) = M-O(a - 1). 
--0 Clearly MO(a) = A100(a) and Mý(a) = M10(a). 
We now give an explicit description of the maximal cycle length, the attracting set 
and the orbit length of any element under an additive cellular automata rule represented 
by T on npr, 'r E N, the proof is in appendix B. 
Lemma 4.2.8 On npr cells an additive cellular automata rule represented 
by TC 
Fpq [X] 
has the following properties: (XnpT'- 1)]Fpq [X] 
O(T)(O(Tt)), H, (T) = ICMz*cM\Mo 
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I[Inp, (T): -- PS11n(lýr, O(T)), S= maxicm\m,, (jr) (S (Ti)); 
(ii) Att(T) =fa: a, - =0ViE Mo'(T)}, 
lAtt(T)l -- lAtt(['r, O(T)) 
pr = 
(pq FiEM\Moo(rr,. 
(T )) di 
)pr; 
Gii) (0a)O '--- 'CMzC-M\(MOO(a)UMOO('T))(O(T I . 
)), 
when r -- 0 for any a in (Xn 
ppq 1XI 
under T. For r>0 one has -I)F,, Jxl 
(0,, )o-p'lcm s sEM\(Vo (a), UMO'(T)) (o (7rr, O 
where (09-. (,, ))o = v35O(7r', O(T, )) and J -- max(j,, ). rr 
'r- 
-urom 
lemma 4.2.8 it is clear that lAtt(T)l depends only upon r and MO'(T). 
Corollary 4.2.4 
( ýj ) L (i)Let f T, I, cN be a (x' - I)-set such that there is ap08itiVC integer J such that Tj,,. 
Iý0 for all jEM\ A4'0(T). Then 
UnpJ+r(TJ+r) = pr Hnp-7(Ti). 
L (T_7) 
If there is no such integer J but there is an integer X such that Tj,,, Iý0 for all 
zn some non empty subset of M\ ATO(T) then the above still holds with J replacE(I by 
it, otherwise 
llnp, (T,, ) 
- 
11n(To) for all rEN. 
(ii) Let f T, jrEN be the (x' - 1)-set of a non-trivial additive cellular automata then flicre 
z. s some posztzve integer J such that 
nnp, 7+'(TJ+r) = p'H,, Pj(Ti). 
Proof: 
(i) In the case where either J or X exists the result follows from lemma 3.3-11 (iv) as 
maxjcm\m,, (, T)(Sj + 1) -- maxjEm\m, )(T)(Sj) + 
1- When neither J or X exist one has 
Sj = S(Ojr(T)) =0 for all IEM\ Mo(T) and rEN and the result follows. 
(ii) Follows from lemma 4.2.4 and part (i). 0 
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Corollary 4.2.5 Let f be the local rule of an additive cellular automata whIch is not 
reversible on n cells, then the fraction of configuratzons on cycles on npr cells 
lAtt(T)l 
0 as r0 oo pqnpl 
proof: 
Consider the (x"' - I)-set of f, f T, IrEN. By part (ii) of lemma 4.2.8 the fraction of 
configurations on cycles under T, is 
p 
qpr T-jEM\Mo(T ) 
dj 
pqnpr (pq 
FjcMO(T 
) dj- )Pr 
) as r) oo. 0 
We are now in a position to describe the cycle set of T. 
Fpq [X] 
Theorem 4.2.1 For any TC (xnP, _, )Fpq[x] ý 
E(T) is gzven by the cycle product 
pp'qo 
11 E (Tj)ý 
3. EM\(Mor(T)UV, (T)) 
where 
In particular, when r-0, 
Mo" (T) UVI (7) 
E(T) = pqO 1[1] +p 
qdi -I [O(Ti)] fl 
O(Ti) 
M\(MOO(T)uM, O(T)) 
where 
O= Z dz. 
MIO (T) 
Proof: 
Using theorem 1.5.1 the cycle set of T is the cycle product 
( 
11 1[ 1] 11 pp'qdi [1] 
11 E(T3-). 
Alor (T) 
) (Vrl 
(T) 
) 
M\(MOO(T)UVr, (T)) 
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The result then follows by applying the definition of the cycle product and in the r=0 
case from lemma 3.2.1.0 
In theorem 4.2.1, the E(Tj) are in general given by theorem 3.3.2, examining that 
theorem one sees that E(Tj), Jý MO'(T), is determined completely by L(T3-) and 
Ij (T L (Tj) _ 1), thus we have the following remark: i 
Remark 4.2.1 On np' cells Y, (T) is determined completely by Mo'(T) and thc- IM \ 
MrLT, 3)- o"(T)l pairs of positive integers (L(T, ), Ij(T, 1)), 1EM\ Mo'(T). 
For an (Xn _ I)-set fTIL, _1 _ý , JrEN such that there 
is an integer J>0 such that Tjl,. 
for all icM\ Mor(T) (for instance the (xn - I)-set of an additive cellular automata) 
then for r>J, VT, (T) = 0. It is particularly easy to use theorem 3.3.3 to construct 
the cycle set of Tj+, from the cycle sets of the TJ+r, z'for all 7' C N, for by lemma 3.3.11 
and the comments afterwards one has the same L, iEM\ MO'(T) for all rEN and 
Tj(TL, -- 1) - 1j(T 
Li. 
- 1), hence E(Tj+,, -) is computed easily using theorem 3.3.3 J+r, z J, % 2 
and of course 
-. -+T 
E(Tj+, ) -- p 7-A E(Tj+r.,, ), dj, 
I. EM\Mor(T) 3. E. A4'0'(T) 
We sl-Lowed in corollary 4.2.5 that for cellular automata rule f wRicli is not reversible 
on n cells the fraction of configurations on cycles on npr cells vanishes in the limit 
r) oc). The situation, even for rules not reversible on n cells, is somewhat different 
for the fraction "-'N of configurations on cycles that are on cycles of the maximal length 
IIN(T) occurring under T on N cells. 
Martin et. al. [3] made the observation that for large N it'appears that nearly all 
configurations on cycles are on cycles of length ll, -\-(T). We note that a lower bound on 
n cells (gcd(p, n) = 1) for E, is, using theorem 4.2.1 
n, L -P 
q)3 
. 
ri 
( 
pqdj 
)Iý=1: 
dj. 
I C- M\ (Moo (T) u M10 (T)) iE M10 (T) 
As the r increases we can improve the lower bound -Enp, -, Las we show in the next result. 
Theorem 4.2.2 Let f T, j, EN be the (Xn - I)-set of an additive cellular automata. 
Then 
, ý-npr as oo. 
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Proof: 
Clearly '-: ", p, is bounded above by I. A lower bound Enp" L is given by the product 
of the fractions ----r. Fpq [X) _ pjcM\ Mo(T), of configurations in (R, (X) Pr Fpq [x] on cycles under 
Trj which are on cycles of the maximal length occurring under Tr, 3-. A lower bound on 
=r is, using theorem 3.3.2, 3 
pp'qdj -T, 
(T L -7_ I )PS3 -1 qdj -pJr, j 
pprqd, I 
unless L. =1 and T,,, =I when -=,. - 1, however, by lemma 4.2.4 there is some 7'/ EN 
such that TLý-1 54 0 for all 3EM\ Mo(T) and by lemmas 3.3-10 and 3.3.11 we see r13 
LL 
that Ij (T 1) -- Ij (T /-- 1) for all r> r' and, for sEN, S(T,, +,, r' +s-n- r, 3 r '3 33 
L3 < pn, +l when p'i < Tj(TrI'3 . Hence for r> r' the lower bound on Er becomes 
pp'qdj _ p(p'l 
+1-), r-7, j-1 qdj_ 
pprqdj =I-)I as r 00. ppr-n, -1 qdj 
It 
-now 
follows (by elementary analysis) that "". )I as r oo and hence that the 3 
lower bound on --E,, p, goes to I in the limit of r- oo and hence nnp' goes to I in the 
limit of r) 00.0 
4.2.2 Týransient behaviour 
When Mo'(T) ý4 0 one has non-trivial transient behaviour, corresponding to non-trivial 
tree structure in the state transition graph. Of particular interest are the garden 
of Eden configurations, i. e. the elements without predecessors. We shall sometimes 
refer to such elements as leaves (in reference to the state transition graph). Given 
FPq 1XI 
aCra is a leaf if and only if there is some iE Mo'(T) such that 0'(a) =a- (, np _ 1)F, q [X] 'Tz 
is a leaf under Oi (T) =T We shall denote the set of leaves under T by Lf '(T, i) and r 
the set of leaves under T by Lfr(T). Similarly we shall denote the set of elements with 
predecessors under Ti by NLf r(T, i) and the set of elements with predecessors under 
T by NLfr(T). 
ii 
Lemma 4.2.9 The set of elements with predecessors under T is, where 11 is the Carte- 
sian product, 
NLf'(T)= 11 NLf'(T, i) fl 
Fpq [X] 
c M. r (T) jEM\Mor(T) 
R3 . 
7(x)Fpq [x]' 
the set of garden of Eden states is 
Lfr(T)= 11 - pF"fxl -\NLfr(T) 
sein 
R, x)Fpq 
[X] 
and 
ILfr(T)l =qp 
qprn 
li(Ti)di 
pqE, C", 0 (, 
T)li(Ti)di 
p 
X: 
iEmO(T) 
Proof: 
The first two statements are obvious. Let li = li(Ti) for each iE Mor(T), then 
-using lemma 3.3.12 one has 
NL f(T, i) -PFpq 
[X] 
'DR (p'd - 1, ]-,, ) , r RZ (X)Fpq [X] 
\0< 
u 
using (3.3.3) now gives 
INLf'(T pp'qdi _ p(p'-Ii)qdi(pliqdi ppqdi-Iiqdi = pqdi(p'-Ii) 
Using the above one sees that 
jNLf'(T)j - 
pqdi(p'-Ii) pp 
rqdj p 
q(prn-j: jCM6(T) 
lidi) 
iE Mor (T) jEM\-Afor(T) 
and hence 
lidi) Tqn q 1:, c 
ILf'(T) p'qn _ 
q(pn-EicMol(T) 
-- 
pp 
=m6(jr)Iidi pppq1: 
i r= Iýfor (T) 
li di 
(p 
Corollary 4.2.6 Let J be the mintmum integer such that Ti 54 0 for all iE 
MO'(T). 
Then for any sCN 
I Lfj+'(T) I= pqnp-7(p-ý-I) ILfj(T)l 
and the fraction - 
ILf J+ -(T) I of garden of Eden states is 
ILf J(Tyl 
pqpl n pqpJn 
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Proof: 
The minimal integer J exists by lemma 4.2.4, the result then follows easily from 
lemma 4.2.9.0 
One could use a similar technique to that used to count the garden of Eden states 
in the proof of lemma 4.2.9 to count the numbers of elements at a particular height, 
however as we shall see in the next lemma, it is far easier to use a different technique. 
We shall continue to use the notation -1i = li(T, ) for each zE Mor(T). 
Lemma 4.2.10 The maximum tree height under T is T= maxz-EMr(, T) pI /) eve y 
element not a garden of Eden state has exactly pq 
EiEMOr(T) It di 
predecessors and the 
number of elements at height t, 1<t<T, is 
qp' Emýmo, (7) dj p 
(t-l)q E 
mor (U) li di 
(P q T- mor (7) Iidi 
_I) 
Proof: 
That the maximum tree height is maxzCAfo, (T) ([p'lli]) follows from lemma 3.3.12. 
By theorem 2.2.1 the trees rooted at each element of Att(T) are identical so to count 
numbers of predecessors it is sufficient to do so for TO(T, O). Clearly we can write 
To(T, 0) as the Cartesian product 
To (T, 0) 
Fpýxj 
_x Rpi'r (x) Fpq [x] 
ZcM. r (T) 
Let I 
-A/[O'(T) 
I-k, let aE To (T, 0), not a leaf. then we can write a= (a,, ..., ak, 
0.... 
10). 
Any m-tuple (bl,. . ., 
bk, 0, 
---, 
0) such that Tb, - = a, I<i<k, is a predecessor of 
a. For non-zero ai there are, by theorem 3.3.4, Pliqdi such bi and for a, =0 there are, 
again by theorem 3.3.4, p 
Ii qdi 
-I such b, that are non-zero, but zero is a predecessor 
of zero and it follows that every aE To(T, 0), a not a leaf, has 
III-EMOI(T) P Ijqdj - 
PqI: iEMO"(7) 
Ii di 
predecessors, hence by theorem 2.2.1 every element not a leaf has this 
number of predecessors. It follows from the above that the number of elements at 
q E, F 
'i di 
height I in To(T, 0) is p =Mor(T) 
I_I, the number of elements at height 2 in To(T, 0) 
is pqY:, E M6 
(T) 
1i di 
(P qE, EM6(T)1jdj 
_ 1) and by induction that the number of elements at 
height t, I<t <Tlin To(T, O)is 
(t-l)q EiEM6(T) Iidi 
(P q 
EiEMý(T) li di 
_ 
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Employing theorem 2.2.1 once again we see that the total number of elements at height 
t, 1<i<T, is 
lAtt(T)lp 
(t - 1) q 
J:, 
C Mo, (T) 
li di 
(P q 
EiCMO'(T)Iidi 
_ 1) 
qp'j: mýmo, (, T)dj 
(t-l)q Ii di q r(T) Ijdj 
T- 
Mor (T) 
Emo 
pp 
(P 
0 
by lemma 4.2.8.0 
Corollary 4.2.7 The maximurn possible tree height on npr cells is p', which occurs if 
li =I for some i c- Mor(T). 
Proof: 
Immediate from lemma 4.2.10.0 
Corollary 4.2.8 Let f T, I, EN be the (xn - 1)-set of an additive cellular automataý let 
J be the least integer such that Tjj ý0 for all iE MO'(T). Then the number of 
predecessors of any configuration which is not a garden of Eden configuration on np' 
cells, r>J, i's fixed and equal the number for r -- J. 
Proof: 
We know from lemma 4.2.4 that J exists, then by lemma 3.3.11, Ij(T,, j) = Ij(Tjj) 
for all 7- >J and iC MO'(T) and the result follows from lemma 4.2.10. 
On comparing the numbers of elements at height T with the numbers of leaves one 
sees that all the leaves are at height T if and only if 
pr E di +TE ljdj - prn 
M\ Mor (T) Mol- (T) 
p'(n - EM\Mý)(T) di) 
= pr 
EMor (T) di 
Em-(T) ljdj Y', 'Mor (T) Ij dj 0 
where we have used lemmas 4.2.9 and 4.2.10. Thus the trees are balanced if and only 
if T takes this value, and in that case T= p' if and only if Ij =I for each jG Mo'(T). 
Remark 4.2.2 Examining the results in this section one sees that the qualitative tree 
structure, i, e. the numbers of elements in each tree, the he, ght of the tree and the 
in-degrees of the vertices, is completely determined by MO'(T) and the JMOr(T)j positive 
integers li(Tt-), iE Afor(T). N 
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We have a special case when r=0, we summarise the results for that case bellow. 
Theorem 4.2.3 When gcd(p, n) =I and TG_ 
Fpq [xj 
(x'-I)Fpq[x] is not a unit the trees rooted 
at each element of Att(T) have height I and consist of pq 
EMO(T) di 
_I leaves. The leaves 
are the units and those non-units a sabsfying 
(M \ Mo (a)) nMo(T) 54 
Proof: 
That the maximum tree height that can occur in this case is 1 follows from corol- 
lary 4.2.7. The number of leaves in each tree is ILfO(T) - and usi 
. 
ng lemma A-2.9 gives 
pq 
ý' 
Mý (, F) 
di 
the stated result. If a is not a unit but is a leaf then we must have a, 54 0 for some 
iE MO(T), thus any non-unit satisfying (M \ MO(a)) n MO(T) ý0 is a leaf. 0 
In general for an element a, not a unit, to be a leaf one needs 
(M \ ýTo (a)) nMo'(T) :ý 
IF 4.3 Dynamics in ý, q 
[X]_ 
when U :A0 (xnPr - I)Fp q [X] 
We recall from chapter 2 (theorem 2.3.1) that T and Tu are QDS if and only if 
Fzx(Tu) ý 0. When T and TU are QDS and we know the behaviour of T then to find 
the behaviour of TU it is sufficient, by the proof of theorem 2.3.1, to know a single fixed 
point of Tt-. for if a is such a fixed point then the map Oa : Att(T) Att(Tu), b ý-- a+b 
maps distinct cycles to distinct cycles and further, extending Oa to 
Fpq [X] 
_ in the (Xnpr 
_ 1)Fpq 
[Xj 
obvious way, it is clear that 0,, preserves tree structure (as it is a bijection and satisfies 
TU o Oa : -- cf), o T). lf we do not want such detailed information'but wish to know what 
the elements of Att(Tu) are, or the set of elements on orbits of a particular period we 
apply theorem 2.2.2 or lemma 2.2.1. 
We can describe and count the inputs U such that T and TU are QDS. 
Lemma 4.3.1 For any TE 
Fpq[X]_ 
T and Tu are QDS for all UE 
Fpq[xj 
(x-Pr -1)Fpq 
[X] ý (x-P'-l)Fp 
if and only if Ml'(T) = 0. If Ml'(T) :/0 then'the inputs U such that T and Tu are 
QDS are the elements of the Cartesian product 
p r-1 Fpq [X] 
U DRi (p'dt - 1, Ii) R- (x)PFpq [x] 
ic MI- (T) 
( 
Ii=li(Ti-1) 
) 
jcM\MI"(T) 
3 
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and the inputs U such that T and TU are not QDS are the elements of the Cartesian 
product 
li(Ti-1)-1 
ri u DRi (pdz Fpq [X] 
jeMr(T) Ii =o 
Rj (x) P'Fp, [x] 
1) JEM\Mj (T) 
q(p'-? 2, -EiC There are p Mr(, 
r)-Ti(Ti-I)di) 
I znPuts U such that T and Tu are QDS. 
Proof: 
By lemma 4.2.6 M11 (T) =0 if and only if Fix(T) -- f 01. By corollary 2.3.3 T and 
Tu are QDS for all inputs U if and only if FixM = f0j and so the first statement is 
true. When Mr(T) ý 0, then for iE Mjr(T), we know from lemma 3.3.14 that (T? -)u, 
has a fixed point if and only if Uj is nilpotent and -Ti(Tz - 1) :ý -Tj(Uj), thus for such i 
the Uj with T, and (Tj)uj QDS are the elements of 
DRi (p'di - 1, Ii) U 10 1 
Ii=li (Ti- 1) 
and the Ui with Ti and (Tj)uj not QDS are the elements of 
li (Ti-1)-1 
u DRi (pdi - 1, Ii). 
Ii 
The description of the sets of inputs U such that T and TU are QDS (not QDS) follows. 
By corollary 2.3.3 there are 
F, q [X] 
ý 
(xý-P" - 1)Fpq 
lFzx(T)l 
pp'qn 
pq1: iEMr(T) 
Ti(Ti-I)di 
U such that T and Tu are QDS, where we have used lemma 4.2-6.0 
Corollary 4.3.1 The fraction of Mputs U such that T and TU are QDS is 
q EiEM 
If f T, I, cN is the (x' - 1)-set of an additive cellular automata and 
J is the nzinirnal 
znteger such ihat Tj,, -1 :ý0 for all iE Mi(T), then the 
fraction of inputs U s7ich 
that T, and (T, )u are QDS is constant and equal to the fraction for Tj for all integers 
> 
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Proof: 
The first part is immediate from the lemma. For the second part, J exists by 
lemma 4.2.4 and for all r>J and all iE MI(T), by lemma 3.3.11, li(Tr, l'- 1) : ---: 
-Ti(Ti, i - 1) 
hence the result follows from the first part. 0 
Defin . ition 4.3.1 For an T and U in 
Fpq [X] 
-. (Xnpr 
- I)Fpq[x] ' 
Ml'(T, U) -fzG Ml'(T) \ ýT, (T): li(Ti - 1) > lj(uj)}. 
Note that -Tj(Tj - 1) > li(Ui) includes the case Uj a unit for then -Ti(Uj) = 
Lemma 4.3.2 For any T and U in 
FPq [x] 
- Tu has a fixed point if and only if (Xnp7- - 1)Fpqlxj, 
Mr(T, U) -- 0 and M? '(T) C Mor(U). 11- 
Proof: 
Suppose Tu has a fixed point, a say. Then a, E Fzx((TI-)Ui) for all iEM but if 
iE Mi (T, U) then, by lemma 3.3.14, (Tj)uj has no fixed points and thus Mlr(T, U) must 
---r - --r be empty. For iE M', (T) we have ai + Ui = ai hence Ui =0 hence M-l(T) C- Mor(u). 
Now suppose that Ml'(T, U) 0 and Mjr(T) g MO'(U), we construct fixed points 
for TU. We can partition M into the disjoint union 
6 
U A4j, 
2, =I 
where 
A41 -- Mý'(U) \ (Afl'(T) U Mo'(U)); 
= 
-A4 3 
(M, '(T) n Alo'(U)) \ V, (T); 
A4 4 M, (T) \ (-All'(T) n Mo'(U)); 
-M 5M\ (M, '(T) U Alo" (U) U Mo'(T)); 
-A46 M6 (T) 
\ (Mý'(T) n mo'(U)) - 
(4.3.1) 
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The fixed points of Tu are the elements a of the form: 
a, - 0ý 
*- Fpq [xj 
where a. a- a. 2E -A4 2) j* is any element of IIII Ri (x) Pr Fpq [T] 1 
a- azC M3, where a* is any fixed point of T 
aazE M4, where ai' is any fixed point of (Ti)uj; 
ai = -(Ti - I)-'Ui, ZE M5; 
ai = (TT'-'+... +Ti+I)Ui, iE M61 
where for iE M3, T, has non-zero fixed points by lemma 4.2.6 and for iE M41 (TI. )u, 
has non-zero fixed points by lemma 3.3-14 and for C -M6, Tj is the maximum tree 
height under Tj and the stated expression gives the unique fixed point in this case by 
lemma 3.3.14. M 
Of course, if TU has fixed points then., as T and TU are QDS, one has 
IFix(Tu)l = lFix(T)l. 
Remark 4.3.1 Examining the results of chapter 3 it is clear that any difference in thc- 
qualitative behaviour of TU from that of T is determined by Mr(T) and the JAII(T)l 
pairs of positive integers (1, (T, - - 1). li(U?, )). M 
ý'(T) ý J(Tu) then either Al 
I Wlien T has non-zero fixed points and '. 1 (T, U) or 
Y, (T) g -Mor 
(U) or both. If iE -A11"(T) \ (ý, 17, (T) n Mor (U)) then clearly 
pprqdi-l[p]. (4.3.2) 
U5 
1 A4r' a 
disjoint union, whereý with li(T 
L(Ti) 
One can write Ml'(T, U) - JT, t' 
si - pr + ki ki ý: 1) = li and lip Zý 
ArS. 4,,, (T, U) ji : Ui a unit and Ij(p '- 1) > Prj; 
A4 r, ': Uj a un? t and L(psi - 1) < p'j; 1 2(T, U) = 
Mr si-1 1,3(T, U) = 
ji 0< li(t7i) < li and (Oui)o p 1; 
tZ 0< li((71_) r 
Si 
. 
A4 1,4(T, U) =< 
li and (OLT, )o p and li(Ui) + ki > lij; 
r 
. 
A4 1,, s (T, U) = 
ji 0< li(Ui) < li and (Oui)o psi and -Ti(Ui) 
+ ki < lij. 
1 2.5 
Recalhng theorems 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 we see that 
A4r,,, (T, U) 5-', ((Tt-)Ui) = pp'qdi - Si [PSi ]I 
r p'qdi -Si -I [pSj+ iE A4, 
, 2(T, 
U) p 
A4r,, 3(T, U) pp'qdi -Si 
[PSi ]; 
iC A4 rl, 4(T, U) =t, E((Ti)ui) = I)p'qdi -Si 
[I)Si ]; 
Ar iE4,5 (T, U) Y, ((Tz-)ui) = pp'qdi-Si-l[pSi+ll. 
We note that, by lemmas 3.3.19,3.3.20 and 3.3.21, that if f TjrEN is the (xn - I)-set 
of an additive cellular automata that there is some r' such that '"1,3(T., U) for 
all integers r> r' and that Mr, A4 r-0 for all r> r' unless 1 2(T,, U) 0 and 1 5(T,, U) 
there is some i (ý '"r -- 1) -- pl 0< 1,2(T,, 
U) (i E A4'1,5(T,, U)) such that li(T,,,,, 
FPq [X] 
Theorem 4.3.1 For TE (Xnpr - with non-zero fixed poznts there are at most -1)FpqtXj 
r+2 distinct E(Tu) as U runs through 
Fpq [X] 
and the cycle set that occurs is (. 7'P'r - I)Fpq [x] 
completely determined by the integer 77(U), 0< 71(U) <r+1, where i7(U) =0 if Tu 
has a fixed point and 
max (SZ-) ý. max 
(SZ + 
r U)UMr U)U, "r (T, U)UMr ,,, 
(T (T (T, U) TEM', 5(., T, U) 1,3 1,4 121-. 
otherwise, in the sense that Tu and Tv are QDS if and only if ? I(U) 
Proof: 
We claim that p"(U) is the minimal orbit length occurring under TU and that 
for all aE 
Fpq [X] 
_ this is clear when Tu has a fixed point. For (X'P'r - 1)Fpq [X] ' 
? j(U) >0 we note that, with 
----r ---- r 
M(U) -- (Ml (T) \ (Ml (T) nMol (U))) U Ml'(T, U) 
one has 
( 'q(X: T- -77(U)[P? 7(U)]) fl E(TLT) -pp U) 
di) E((Tt-)ui). (4.3.3) 
MVW(U) 
Using the definition of the cycle product it is clear that P"(U) will 
divide each of the 
orbit lengths that occur in E(TU) and is the minimum orbit 
length occurring under 
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TU, hence by theorem 2.3.3 we have that Tu and Tv are QDS if and only if 71(U) = 
? I(V) (irrespective of whether or not AI(U) = ýW(V) ! ). As q(U) takes values in 
10,1, ..., r+ 11 we see that there are at most r+2 qualitatively distinct behaviours 
available to Tu. 0 
The proof of theorem 4.3.1 gives an expression for E(TU), for using (4.3.3) one has 
E (Tu) = 
(pp7q (I: T, -(U) di) - 77 (U) [1) 7(U)I) rl E((Tz)), (4-3.4) 
Wqm 
for E((Ti-)uj) = E(Ti) when zE Al \ M(U). One can prove theorem 4.3.1 without using 
theorem 2.3.3, by examining the cycle product as M(U) changes with U, however it is 
far easier to use theorem 2.3.3. Theorem 4.3.1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
for QDS via theorem 2.3.3 by showing that cellular automata over finite fields satisfy 
the conditions of theorem 2.3.3 and giving an explicit formula for the minimum orbit 
F, q [X] 
length under TU for any UC (Xnp7 -I)Fpq[XI * 
One should note that every orbit length occurring under TU divides the maximum 
orbit length occurring under Tu. 
Lemma 4.3.3 For any UC 
Fpq [X] 
one has (X"'Pr -I) F, q [X] 
llnp, (Tu) = fl, p, 
(T) or pH, p, 
(T). 
Proof: 
By lemma 4.2.8 and its proof we have, with 0, '. (T) = T, 
llnp, (T) = pslcmZ-E. Af\Af o(T)(L(Tz)), 
(T)(Si). Now where S -- maxiEm\. A4-,, 
llnpl(Tu) = 
r 
and 
11, 
P, ((Ti)ui) = H,,, p, 
(Ti) unless L, =I and ic3 IF, (T) UMI, 2(T, U) U M'lr, 5(T, 
U), 
in which case 
llnp, ((Tt)ui) = ps' +1 = Pllnpl(Tt). 
Now either Si +1 :ýS for all such i or Si +IS+I 
for one or more such , in the 
first 
2- 
case clearly H,, p, 
(Tu) = H, p, 
(T) and in the second case Hnp, (Tu) = Pllnp'(T). 
0 
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By theorem 2.1.1, when U=0 and N>Ia cycle of length pqN _1 cannot occur 
under any additive cellular automata rule over Fpq. For non-zero input U, if T and Tu 
are not QDS then by theorem 4.3.1 p divides all orbit lengths occurring under TU, hence 
orbits of length PqN -I cannot occur, however one might suppose that there could be 
an orbit of length PqN in this case, we show that this cannot happen for N>1. 
Theorem 4.3.2 Additive cellular automata with state alphabet Fpq and periodic bound- 
ary condihons on N cells, N>1, and with time independent inputs cannot generate 
orbits of lengths pqN _I or pqN. 
Proof: 
By the remarks preceding the theorem Tu, Uý0, cannot have a cycle of length 
P qN -I if T does not hence additive cellular automata with state alphabet F pq and 
periodic boundary conditions on N cells and with time independent inputs cannot 
generate orbits of lengths PqN - 1. For an orbit of length pqN consider (0o)u when'TU 
is not QDS to T, 
(OO)UlPllnp7'(T) 
=p lcmjcm(psiLj) 
by lemma 2.1.13, where 0< Si <r and L, jpqd, -I for each zEM. If LZ =I for all 
iEM then Olp'+' <p qnpr for N>1 (and for N -- I when p> 2). If L3 >I for some 
E Af then ptL3 and L3p, for any -1 E 
N, hence pt lcmicm(L, ) and ICMiEM(L, ) t p, 
for any IEN and so (0o)u cannot equal pqpT'n. N 
Note that when q -- I cycles of length Pn -p are possible for n>i with n and p 
coprime if m -- 2 for then 
Fp[x] Fp [x] Fp [x] 
, Fp x 
Fp[x] 
Xn [x] (x)Fp[x] x)Fp[x] - J)FP 
[X] (x - I)Fp[x] 
R 
where deg R(x) =d=n-I and so if T is a unit with 
T, -- I and U, ý0 and if 
L(T2) = pd -I and any U2 then 
lcm(p, pd- 1) = P(P 
d- 1) = pd+l _p-pn_P. 
00 
4.4 Conditions For qualitatively similar dynamics for ad- 
ditive cellular automata over a finite field 
In this section we begin to answer the question : under what conditions 
do two distinct 
additive cellular automata give qualitatively similar 
behaviour on N cells? We must 
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first define what we mean by qualitatively similar behaviour. 
Fq [X] 
Definition 4.4.1 Let T and T' be in - -- P"-' ýN>0, then (xN-1)Fpq[x] 
(i) T and T' are eventually qualitatively dynamically similar (eventually QDS) if Y, (T) 
(ii) T and T' are transiently qualitatively dynamically similar (transiently QDS) if the 
tree rooted at zero in the state transition graph of T is identical (as a graph) to the tree 
rooted at zero in the state transition graph of T; 
(iii) T and T' are qualitatively dynamically similar (QDS) if T and T' are eventually 
QDS and transiently QDS. 
With the above definition we can define qualitative dynamical similarity on N cells 
for cellular automata rules. 
Definition 4.4.2 If f and g are the local rules of additive cellular automata over Fpq 
with representatives T and T' respectively on N cells then we shall say that f and g are 
qualitatively dynamically similar (QDS) (eventually QDS, transiently QDS) on N cells 
if T and T' are QDS (eventually QDS, transiently QDS). 
Definition 4.4.3 Let T and T' be zn (XN 
Fpq [x] 
_N>0, then T and T' are strongly -1)]Fpq[XI ' 
QDS (strongly eventually QDS, strongly transiently QDS) if T and T' are QDS (even- 
tually QDS, transiently QDS) and Att(T) - Att(T'). We say that cellular automata 
rules represented by T and T' are strongly QDS (strongly eventually QDS, strongly 
transiently QDS) if T and T' are strongly QDS (strongly eventually QDS, strongly 
transiently QDS). 
It is clear from lemma 4.2.8, (ii) that T and T' are strongly eventually 
QDS (Strongly 
transiently QDS) if and only if T and T' are eventually QDS (transiently QDS) and 
Mr(T) = Mo'(T'). 0 
The above definitions can be extented to include time independent 
inputs: 
N>0, then T and T' are affinely Definition 4.4.4 Let T and T' be in 
eventually QDS (affinely strongly eventually QDS) if T and 
T' are affinelY eventually 
Fpq [X] 
QDS (affinely strongly eventually QDS) and there is a bijection w: (x I'j - 
j)Fpq [X] 
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Fpq [X] Fq [X] 
(XN - I)F such that for all UE pq [x] (X q1x1 
E(Tu) = E(Tw(U)). 
We say that cellular automata rules represented by T and T' are affinely eventually 
QDS (affinely strongly eventually QDS) if T and T' are. 
Lemma 4.4.1 Let T and T' be in (xN 
Fpq [XI 
-1 N>0, then if T and T' are not -1)Fpq[X) 
eventually QDS then T and T' are not affinely eventually QDS. 
Proof: 
We show that there is no bijection w such that E(T) = E(T, , (0)), 
for let w 
Fpq [X] Fpq [X] 
- then one either has (x IV - I)Fpq'[XI ' (x"'-l)Fpq[xl' 
E(Tý', 
w (0» : -- 
S (T') ý- S (T) 
or T' has no fixed points and so E(T' W(O) ,, (0)) 
ý E(T). 
In definition 4.4.4 we have ignored transient structure, this is because, by theo- 
rem 2.2.1 the tree structures under T and TU are always identical as graphs and hence 
the tree structures of TU and T' , any U, W, are the same if and only if T and T' are w 
transiently QDS. Thus we make the following definition: 
Definition 4.4.5 Let T and T' be in (XN 
Fpq [X] 
_N>0 then T and V are affinely - I)IFPq [X] ý 
QDS(affinely strongly QDS) if T and T' are affinely eventually QDS (offinely strongly 
eventually QDS) and T and T' are transiently QDS. We say that cellular automata 
rules represented by T and T' are affinely QDS (affinely strongly QDS) if T and T' are. 
We can characterise the qualitative behaviour of any additive cellular automata on 
npr cells in the way described in the following theorem, which is a summary of remarks 
made earEer iii this chapter. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Let TE 
Fpq (X] 
_ then it's qualitative transient behaviour de- (Xnpr _1 ) Fpq [X] 1 
pends only on A10'(T) and the IMO'(T)l positive integers Ij(Tj), iE -A/lor(T) and 
it's 
qualitative periodic behaviour depends only upon the IM \ Mor(T)l pairs of positive 
in- 
L(Tj) 
F, q [X] 
tegers (Li(Ti), li(T iCM\ Mor(T). For non-zero UGT the II 
ý_XnP 
-1)Fpq[T] 
difference in the qualitative periodic behaviour of Tu from that of T depends only on 
the IM, '(T)l pairs of positive integers (li(T, - - 1), Ii(Ui))2 iE Mll(T). 
1.30 
Proof: 
This follows directly from remarks 4.2.1,4.2.2 and 4.3.1. M 
Corollary 4.4.1 If T, T' E IV 
JFpq [X] 
are such that Mr(T) = Mo'(T') and Ij(T-) (x -1)Fpq[xl 0z 
'(T) and (L(T. ), Ii(T 
L(Tj) 
_ 
'L(Tj) Ij (T fo riE MO (L(V), Ij(T- 1)) for iE 
M\ MO'(T) then T and T' are affinely strongly QDS. 
Proof: 
That T and T' are strongly QDS follows from theorem 4.4.1. That T and T' are 
affinely strongly QDS then follows with w= Id. M 
Theorem 4.4.2 Suppose that f and g are the local rules of additive cellular automata, 
both non-trivial and that on np' cells for some integer r>0 and where n and p are 
coprime, f and g have the same re resentahve TE Fpq 
[x] 
_ then p (Xnpl-I)Fpq[x]' 
(i) If T L(Tj) _I :/0 for all icM\ Mor(T) then f and g are affinely strongly eventually z 
QDS on nps cells for all sEN. 
(h) If Tj 54 0 for all iE MO'(T) then f and g are strongly transiently QDS on np' cells 
for all sEN. 
(iii) If the conditions of (i) and (h) hold then f and g are affinely strongly QDS on np' 
cells for all sEN. 
Proof: 
As f and g are both represented by T on np' cells it follows from lemma 4.2.2 that 
f and g have the same representative on np' cells, 0<s<r and so (i), (ii) and (iii) 
hold trivially for 0<s<r. We prove (i), (ii) is very similar and (iii) follows from (i) 
and (ii). Let fT, IsEN be the (Xn - I)-set of f and let fTsJ5EN be the (Xn - I)-set of g, 
so T-- 
L(T,, i) 
_I :/0 for any M\ MO'(T) we have, by lemma 3.3.11, T, As T 7-,, 
that L(T,, L(t,, -) = Li for all integers s>7, and 1j(TLj 1) - _Ti 
(, tL,. _ 1) for I S'i S't 
all integers s>r. It follows from corollary 4.4.1 that T, and are affinely strongly 
eventually QDS for all s>r and hence for all sEN. 0 
Results in the vein of theorem 4.4.2 are interesting as they raise the possibility of 
replacing rules with large radius 1 and most of the rule coefficients non-zero with rules 
of small radius k and/or most of the rule coefficients zero. 
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Example 4.4.1 
With p=2, q=I the local rules 
f, : a, ý-ý ai-i + a, -+, 
f2 : ai F-ý a, -, + 
ai-5 
f3 : a, - ý-ý ai-5 + ai+5 
f4 : a, - F-* a, --g + a, '-6 + a, --5 + a, --, + a, + ai+3 + a,, +7 + a, +13 
(and infinitely many more) all have the same representative 
T-- x+ x5+ (X6 _ 1)F2 [X] 
on 6 cells. One finds 
0 (T) -- 
(0 + (X2 + 1)F2[Xlý X3 + (X4 +x2+ 1)F2[x]) -- (0, T2) 
and that L(T2) -::: 1,12(T2 - 1) :: --: 1. Thus by theorem 4.4.2 the local rules fl, f2, f3, f4 
etc. are all affinely strongly eventually QDS on 3.2' cells, s c- N. 4 
Theorem 4.4.3 Let f and g be the local rules of non-trivial additive cellular automata 
such that on npr cells, some rEN, f is represented by Tf E 
IF, q[x] - and g is (x-P'r -1)Fpq [X] 
Fpq [X] 
(,,, pr '(Tf) - Mo'(T - Mo' then represented by Tq C- -1)F where 
Mo 
_q Pq 
[X] 
(i) If for each iEM\ MO" one has L((Tf) -) = L((Tq) -) -L- and pr > li((Tf)Li _ 1) 21-II. 
-- Ii ((T_q 1) ý> 0 then f and ga re affinely strongly eventually 
QDS on ? zp'+s cells 
for all sEN. 
(ii) If for each zE Alo' one has li((Tf)i) = li((Tq)z) then f and g are strongly tran- 
siently QDS on np"+s cells for all sEN. 
(iii) If the conditions of (i) and (H) hold then f and g are affinely strongly QDS on 
npr+s cells for all sEN. 
Proof: 
This is very similar to the proof of theorem 4.4-2, it follows from lemma 3.3-11 and 
theorem 4.4.1, with the affine part foHowing with w= Id. 0 
Example 4.4.2 
With p -- 2, q=1 and N=6 the local rules 
ai-i + a, +4 
ai-3 + ai+l Z 
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have representatives 
Tf 
Tg 
with 
=x2+ (X6 _ j)F2 [X] 
-x4+ x5 + (X6 _ j)F2 [X] 
O(Tf) -- «Tf)1, 
(Tf)2) 
= (1 +X+ (1 + X2)F2[X]l X+ X2 + (1 + X2 + X4)F2 [X]) 
0 (Tg) = «T_q)1, (T_q)2) 
= (1+X+X2+X3+(1+X2)F2[X], X+X2+(1+X2 +x4 )F2 [X]) 
- 
One finds that ll((Tf), ) -- I, ((Tg), ) -- I and 
L((Tf)2) = L((Tg)2) =I and 12((Tf)2 - 
1) -- -E2((T_q)2 - 
1) 
- 1, hence f and g are affinely strongly QDS on 3.22 cells for all 
integers i>1.4 
In light of theorem 4.4.3 it is natural to ask how many elements T of 
Fpq [x] 
(x-P' - I)Fpq [x] 
share the same values of L(T -) and Ij(T 
L(T , -) - 1) for iEM\ Mor(T). The proof of the 
following result can be found in appendix B. 
Lem-'ma 4.4.2 For any subset Mo' CM there are 
fl O(L,, )IE)R(p'di - 1, li)l I'DR(p'dt - 1, I-j)l 
zE. AI\Mo' EA4'0' 
Fpq [X] Li 
_ 
1) 
elements T of - sharing the same values Li = L(T-) and Ii li(T. , (, npr _ JIF pq [XI 
for each iCM\ Mo' and Ij = lj(Tj) for each jC Mo', where 0 is Eulers function and 
Li lpqdi 
- 1, each iEM\ Mor -0 
Let the distinct degrees of the irreducible factors Ri(x), I rn , 
of Xn _ 
I over 
Fq be p dl,..., d, where s<m and 
d- < d- if i<i. Let Mi, I t3 
<i<s be 
--/ 
the set 
fj EM: degRj (x) -- di), SO Ji ý 
j2 E Mi impEes that 
Fpq [X] 
22 
- 
]F 
pq 
[X] 
Rj, (X) Fpq [X] R32 (X)FPq [X] 
rn 
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We can partition M as M= Uj=j Mi and write the direct product decomposition of Fpq [X] 
(Xnpy--l)F 
P'fxj 
accordingly, 
(Xnp'r 
Fpq [x] s 
rl Fpq [x] 
- 1)Fpq [x] - .=. 
11 
Rj(X)P'rFpq [X] Z1 jemi 
For any Tc -- 
Fpq fXj 
we can pa '(T) and M\ Mo'(T) in the same nialiner, 
Tx'ý5P7 ý-l)Fpq[x] rtition Mo 
so 
s 
MU (Mi \ Mo', 
j 
(T) U Mo', i (T)). 
2. =l 
Formally define L(Tj) -0 if Tj is nilpotent, then define 
ýo(Tj) 
Ij (T3. ) if L(Tj) 0; 
L(Tj) Tj (T 3.1) if L(T3-) 0. 
Now define 
TT, j(T) -- X3cmi\mo,,, (, T)(L(Tj), ýp(TJ-)) XJEM(I ),, (T) 
for I<i<s and define 
r(T) =xý ITT, -(T). Z=Z 
Let T be another element of 
Fpq [X] 
and let (Xnp" -I)Fpq[x] 
YT, i(T) -- xx -cm, 33, (, r) (L (Tj), (p (tj» 0 
for 1<i<s and 
TT(T) = X%j'=jTT, i(T). 
By theorem 4.4.1, TT(T) determines the qualitative behaviour of T and it follows that if 
TT, i(T) is a permutation Of T T, -(T) for each i, Iis then Y, (T) = Y'(t) and T and 
ir are affinely QDS. At this stage the question of whether T and t can be eventually 
QDS when TT, i(t) is not a permutation Of TT, i(T) for some i arises. We noted in 
chapter 1 that the set of cycle sets forms a ring C(Z), thus the question asked above 
can be viewed as a question about factorisation in C(Z). However, the factorisation 
properties of C(Z) are not obvious and we feel that an investigation of these properties 
is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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4.5 Description iin terms of idempotent elements 
In this section we rewrite the direct product decomposition of 
Fq [x] 
in terms of 
idempotents. This will be used for q=I in chapter 5, it also provides an alternative 
approach to reconstruction. RecaH that, for gcd(p, n) = 1, 
Fpq [X] rn Fpq [X] 
(Xnpr 
_ 
j)FP, 
7 
[x Ri(x)PFpq [X] 
Z. =1 
From theorem A. 5.3 we know that 
Fpq [x] 
rli 
m 
Xnpl - 1)Fpq 
[XI - 
11 
e, (Xnpr 
Z. =i 
- 1)Fpq 
[X] 
for some pairwise orthogonal idempotents ej, our task is to determine the ej. 
Lemma 4.5.1 For I<i<m let Si - R, (x)P' + (Xnpr - J)F p q[x] and let 
(0, ýi)o 11 354% R3 
(X)p' + (Xnpr - I)Fpq[x], then e, = ýj is dempotent and the ei are pairwise 
orthogonal, vAere 
Proof: 
k+T ^ Ti 
With Si as defined and with k there is some Ti >0 such that Si ,= St. 
(Tj >0 as 0 so ý, - is not a unit). Then 
2 S2k ^k+Ti+k-T, ýk+T, -Tj -k St. SZ - e, 
hence e, is idempotent. For Jýi, with k, and k. we have 
^k -k- " S S ^- ^k -1 ^k--l = Si Sj Si sj, ý 
i S, Si r , 
Wi-1 R' i 
S3, 
I 3 
I: i6i, j 
and hence the ei, 1<i<m, are pairwise orthogonal. N 
Lemma 4.5.2 With ej as described in lemma 4.5.1,1: -ý 2 
Fpq [X] 
e", j 
Fpq [X] 
e-- q [X] z (Xnpl _ j)Fpq [X] Pci 
(X)pl, Fp 
Fpq [X] 
Proof: 
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Fpq[T] F 
pq 
[x] 
Define a map Ei e. I ýý by (Xnp -I)Fpq[xl P -I)Fpq[xj 
a(x) + (x'Pr -1)Fpq 
[X] 
F--+ (a(x) + (Xnpl - 1)Fpq [x])e,. 
Clearly E, - is well defined and E, (O) -- 0 and Ej(1) - ei and 
Ei(a + b) = (a(x) + b(x) + (Xnp' _ I)Fpq[x])e, 
(a(x) + (Xnp' - I)Fpq[X])Ei+ (b(x) + (Xnp' - I)Fpq [X])ez . 
E, (a) + Ez(b); 
Ei(ab) = (a(x)b(x) + (Xnpr - 1)Fpq 
(a(x) + (Xnpr - J)F p q[x])(b(x) + 
(Xnpr 
- I)Fpq[x])ei 
(a(x) + (x'P7' - I)Fpq[x])ci(b(x) + (x'P' - 
J)Fpq [x])et 
E, (a) E, (b) 
hence Ei is a homomorphism. Hence we have a homomorphism Ei o 7r, p, : Fp, 
[x] -. 
c- 
Fpq [x] 
a(x) F--+ et-(x)a(x) + 
(Xnp' 
- I)Fpq[x]. Examining the kernel of this ' (xnP' - 1)Fpq [x] I 
homomorphism we see that, for a 54 0, eja =0 if and only R, -(x)P'la(x) so 
Ker Ei o 7r, p, = R, (x 
)pr Fpq [X] 
then with 7rR,,, denoting the natural projectioiL ý7Rr : 
Fpq [X] 
FPq 
- 
[Xj 
- we employ Ri(X)P'Fpq[X] 
the factor theorem to see that there is a ring monomorphism 
e« *- 
Fpq [X] 
ý ei 
xrpr 
Fpq [X] 
'*R, (x)P'Fpq [x] -, )F pq 
[X] 1 
fi 0 7rRir = Ej 0 7rnp' i see figure 4.2. Further for any aEe-- 
Fpq [Xj 
_a= eja so Z (Xnp7'-l)Fpq[xl 1 
a(x) + R-(X)PFpq 
[X] is a preimage of a hence c- is surjective and hence a isomorphism, 
with c-1 given by a F-* a(x) + R, -(x)P'Fpq [x]. 0 
It follows from lemma 4.5.2 that 
rn 
Xnpr 
Fpq [x] 
fl e, 
Fpq [X] 
(xnp, 
- 1)Fpq 
[X] - 1)Fpq 
[x] 
where the e, - are as described in lemma 4.5.1. Let a= (a,,. - ., a,,, 
) be an element of 
the right hand side of (4-5-1), then it corresponds to the element 
a= ale, ++ arne,, 
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Fpq [X] 
7rRi, r 
7Fnpr 
FI2q [x] 
(, npr - 1)Fpq 
Ei 
Z 
Fpq [x] 
ei 
(.. P., _ 1), Kpq 
Figure 4.2: ci is an isomorphism. 
of 
FPq [x] 
.n 
particular (Xnpl - 1)Fpq [X] ýý 
I- el +... e,. 
Fpq [x] 
Ri(x)P'Fpq[-x] 
Fpq [x] 
Hence if we have been working with Ili' =1 (X)pr and know the ei, then if b -- i= Ri Fpq [X] 
Ilm Fpq [X]_ Fpq [X] (bl, b, ) is in 
z. =1 Ri(X)PFpq[X] then we can 
find its unique preimage in (xlýPr-1. )Fpq [X] 
by 
ci (bi )+... +E, (b, ). 
Note that it is easy to calculate the ei, for clearly 0'r (ýz) =0 if j 7ý i, hence to find- 
(0, § )o one just finds that value for 0'(S-). When r=0 this is just 0(0'(Si)). Recall r90 
from chapter 3, section 3.3, that for each r>I we have an isomorphism 
e: 
Fpq [x] 
_ ý< JýXP 
r,... 
, X(di-1)p' 
>_ 
R, (x)Fpq [x] 
Where < 1, xPr, X(di-l)p" > is the subring of 
F, q [X] 
- generated as a Fpq -algebra RPjr (x)Fpq [x] 
by the elements 
r (X)Fpq [X] X p(di - 
1) + R? T'(x)Fpq [x]. l+Rý z Z 
In exactly the same way we have an isomorphism 
rFpq 
[X] 
)< IIXP 
rX (n-1)pr 
n (Xn 
- 1)Fp,? Fx] 
a i----> a(X)pr + 
(Xnpr 
_ j)F q [X], p 
13 7 
1ý Xp' I..., X(n-I)p' 
>_ Fpq [X] for each r>0, where < is the subring of (Xnpr -I)Fpq[X] generated 
as an Fpq-algebra by I+ 
(Xnp'- J)Fpq [X], 
..., Xpr(n-1) 
+ (Xnpr 
- I)Fpq[x]. On npr cefls, 
any rEN, put Si -- Sr and ei = C, we can calculate ST from S9 easily, for 
Ilp tj (X)p' + (Xnp' -I )Fpq [Xj 
and hence, as I' is an isomorphism, we have n 
Lemma 4.5.3 For I<I<m and all rEN we have 
e, (e0) = e9(X)P + 
(, np' 
_ 
)F 
pq 
[X]. 0 
Chapter 5 
Additive cellular automata over 
the integers modulo m for any 
Positive integer m>I 
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Despite the title in this chapter we are mainly concerned with the case of state alphabet 
R= Z/Pk, as (see for instance theorem 1.5.1 and theorem 1.5-3) results from this 
case together with the finite field case suffice to prove results easily in the general m 
composite case. As was mentioned in chapter I results for the case of state Z/Pk and 
periodic boundary conditions were not hitherto available. We consideronly periodic 
behaviour for reasons of space. 
We begin in section 5.1 by obtaining a direct product decomposition for RN when 
R --Z/pk by using the technique of idempotent lifting from the R- Fp case on N 
cells. A set of non-trivial pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements for the Z/pk case is 
calculated easily from the non-trivial pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements in the 
Fp case, lemma 5.1.2 and theorem 5.1.1 give the details. We show that the factors in 
the direct product decomposition of RN in this case are completely primary rings. 
In 5.1.1 we establish some relationships between the rings occurring for N- np', 
n coprime to p, for different values of r. In particular we show how the relevant 
idempotent elements for r>0 can be calculated easilY from those for the r=0 case. 
In 5.1.1 the relationships between the cases for different values of k are considered, this 
leads to useful techniques for obtaining results for theZ/pk case from the Z/pk-i case. 
A canonical representation of the elements of the rings occurring in the direct prod- 
uct decomposition is found, this relates the elements in the Z/Pk case to elements in the 
Z/, k-s cases, 0<s<k. An important distinction between the present case and the 
finite field case is that when the number of cells N is not coprime to p then in each of 
the rings occurring in the direct product decomposition the maximal ideal consisting 
of all the nilpotent elements is not principal. 
In section 5.2 we examine the relevant dynamics in the individual rings occurring 
in the direct product decomposition, beginning by relating the'maximum orbit length 
occurring under a unit in one of these rings to the maximum orbit length occurring 
under the image of the unit in the corresponding ring in the Fp case. In theorem 5.2.2 
we give an explicit formula for the cycle set of a unit in such a ring when the number of 
cells N is coprime to p. In theorem 5.2.3 we describe the orbit lengths that can occur 
when N is not coprime to p, these are strongly related to those occurring 
in the finite 
field case. However we are not able to write down a general formula 
for the cycle set 
in this case, this is because of the non-principality of the ideal of rLilpotent elements. 
A simple example is given that illustrates some of the difficulties. 
In section 5.3 we turn to the case of non-zero inputs, again the results are stronger 
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when N is coprime to p and for general N we content ourselves with showing that the 
condition of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied (in theorem 5.3.2). 
In section 5.4 we use the results from earlier in the chapter to obtain results for 
RNý R --Z/, k and hence for linear cellular automata with time independent inputs and 
state alphabetZ/pk. The results in this section follow similar lines to those in chapter 4 
but are not in general as strong. In particular we show that a linear cellular automata 
with state alphabet Z/Pk is reversible on np' cells, n coprime to p and any rEN if and 
only if it is reversible on n cells and give a formula for the maximal cycle length. The 
invariant set is described and we show that the condition of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied. 
In section 5.5 we return to the case of state alphabet Z/,, any integer m>I and 
prove two important results to illustrate the ease with which results in this case can 
be obtained from the special cases considered previously. Specifically we show that 
additive cellular automata with state alphabet Z/,, and periodic boundary conditions 
on N cells with time independent inputs cannot have cycles of length mN for N>I and 
that for such cellular automata in the presence of time independent inputs the condition 
of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied. We briefly discuss a straightforward generalisation and 
indicate how one might begin the process of obtaining the direct product decomposition 
of RN, where R is any finite ring, by using results from chapters 3 and 5. 
5.1 The direct product decomposition 
We know from theorem 1.5.3 that for ma positive integer with fa, ctorisation into powers 
of primes m= fliLl pjý", that i= i 
Z , 
[x] I 71/Pki [x] 
(X 1)7J/M[XI 
-=: l 
(X 1)Z/Pki [X] - 
Zi 
When ki - 1, Z/pj ý-- Fp, and thus if m is square free the results of chapters 
3 and 4 can 
be applied to obtain cycle sets etc., for additive cellular automata over 
Z/,. However 
if m is not square free, i. e. k, - >1 for some i, one is confronted with rings of the 
form 
Z ki [XI 
(XN-1)Z 
deal with. Thus our major /Pi - ki > 1, which we do not yet know 
how to 
ki 
1XI ,, 
/Pi 
task in this chapter is to develop methods for handling additive cellular automata with 
state alphabet Z/pk, p prime and k>1. Unlike FP, Z/Pj, contains non-zero nilpotent 
elements, as does Z/pi. [x], which is neither a unique factorisation 
domain or a principal 
I'll. 
ideal ring. A consequence of this is that in general, if XN 7n flj=l Ri(x)sý is a 
factorisation into powers of irreducibles, one has 
Z/pk[X] z 
/P k 
[X] 
(XN 
- I)Z /pk 
[X 
Z(X)Siz lpk[Xj 
For instance in Z/4[-"], 
x4-1= (x + 1)(x + 3)(x 2+ 1) = (x +3 )2(X2 + 2x + 3) 
Z/4[XI 
but one finds that (X4 -1)Z/4PTI is completely primary and hence irreducible. 
We make two observations which motivate our approach. 
(1) There is a surjective ring homomorphism Ak, l : Z/pk ) Z/p for each k 
this implies (lemma A. 2.3) that there is a ring epimorphism Ak, 1 :Z 
lpk 
[XI 
(XN-1)Z 
/P k 
JXI 
Fp[xj 
- and hence (x 1v - 1) Fp [x] 
Z /P klxl Fp [x] 
7: -- (XN 
- 1)Z lpk[X] 
/ 
Ker Ak, 1 '-ý (XN 
- j)FP [X]* 
The existence of Ak, 1 leads one to suppose that one might be able to 'lift' results ob- 
tained in the F. case to the present case. 
(2) We refer to the discussion in appendix A of idempotents, the Pierce decomposi- 
tion and idempotent lifting. We have obtained the direct product decomposition of 
F 'ýxl - in terms of idempotents in section 4.5, if we can lift the pairwise orthogonal (x-N-1)Fp[x] 
idempotents in IF PM- to pairwise orthogonal idempotents, in 
Z/P k [XI 
- we can (XN-I)Fp[x] (XN-1)Z lpkrxj 
decompose that ring into a direct product of completely primary rings. 
Firstly we look more closely at observation (1), throughout this chapter we shall 
identify across the isomorphism Z/pk c- Z/, VkZ. We shall frequently take a polynomial 
a(x) in Z/pi, -,, 
[x], k>1,0 <s<k, and then refer to a(x) in Z/pk[x], by which we shall 
mean a(x) embedded 
inZ/pk [X] using the obvious injection Zlpk-s[x] ) 
Zlpk[X]. 
E(a, 
- p 
k-sz)xl ý-4 
E(a, +p kZ)Xt. (5.1-1) 
Note that the map given by (5-1-1) is not a ring homomorphism. 
1,12 
p Zlpk 
Z/P 
Figure 5.1: Akl is a ring epimorphism, Ak, l o 7r pk= Tp * 
We note that there is a unique ring epimorphism Ak, l : Z/pk ) Z/p ý-'- Fp, this 
follows from the factor theorem A. 1.1, Ak, 1 is the unique homomorphism making fig- 
ure 5.1 commute, where 7rp and 7rPk are the natural projections and clearly 
Ker 7rPk = pkZ C pZ - Ker 7rp. Explicitly Ak, 1 is given by M+ pkZ ý-4 rn + pZ. It 
follows from lemma A. 2.3 that there are ring epimorphisms 
A/ 
,I: 
Zlpk[X] 
k 
Zlpk[X] 
(XN - 1)Z lpk[XJ 
Fp [x] 
Fp[x] 
(XN - j)F p 
[X]' 
Explicitly, if a(x) = Ei'=o az-x', A'k-'j and Akj are given by 
nn 
axz Ak,, (aZ)x 
i=O 
a(x) + (xN - 1)Z/pk[x] ý-- 
Al(a(x» + (xN - 1)Fp[x]. 
Note that Ker Ak, I is the maximal ideal of nilpotent elements in Z/Pk-, 
its elements are 
the elements of the form mp, + pkZ, 0<<k and Z/pk/ Ker /\k, l ýý- Fp - For '\k, l 
I-2- Ker Ak, l ja(x) : Ak,, 
(a-) = 0,0 <i< deg al 
a(x) : plai, 0 deg al, 
and again this is the ideal consisting of all the nilpotent elements of 
Z/pk-[x]. But for 
Ak, l 
k Ker Ak, 1 ta(x) 
(x- 1)Z/pk[xl : a(x) c Ker A' 
r\T 
- 
Zlpk[XI 
=+ (XI - 1)7jlpk'IXI)ýXN - 1)Z/pk[x] 
11,113 
which, in general, does not contain every nilpotent element of -z 
/P k 
[XI 
Fý7ý')Zlpk[X] 
We will find the 
following remark useful, its proof is in appendix B. 
Remark 5.1.1 Let R be a commutative ring with characteristic pk, k>1, and p 
prime. Let a be any element of R and let pIn G R. Then 
k -1 k-1 (a + n)P -- aP 
0 
As an example of the usefulness of remark 5.1.1 and the epimorphisms AkI , 
AIk, I 
and Akj consider the following lemma, the proof of which is also in appendix B. 
Lemma 5.1.1 An element a(x) EZ/pk[X] is a unit/nilpotent if and only if A"l(a(x)) k 
2ý 
I pk is a unit/nilpotent. An element aG (XIN -fx] is a unit/nilpotent if and only if -1)Z/pk 
Ak, l(a) is a unit/nilpotent. 0 
The following remark is also useful: 
Remark 5.1.2 Let 0: R)S be a ring homomorphism, where R and S are com- 
mutative rings. Let a, bER\ Ker 0 then if O(b) t O(a) then bta. 
Proof: 
Suppose O(b) t O(a) but bla then a -- bc some cý Ker 0 so O(a) = 0(b)O(c) which 
is a contradiction. 0 
We now examine observation (2), as Ker Ak, j is a nil ideal it is idempotent lifting 
(by lemma A. 5.3). 
Lei, nma 5.1.2 Let e be a non-trivial idempotent element in 
FPIXI 
e -:: = e(x) ýXN - 1)FP[X] I 
(XN _ I)F, [X], then 
e, k - e(x) p 
k-1 
+ (X N-i )Z/pk[X] 
is a non-trivial idempotent element in (X-ý, 7-1)z/pk[x1' 
Proof: 
1-11.1 
In Fp [x] one has e(X)2 = e(x) + g(X)(XN _ 1) for some 9(x) E Fp [x], thus in Zlpk[X] 
one has e(x)' = e(x) + n(x) + g(X)(XN _ 1) where n(x) E Ker A' and so k, l 
e x) 
2pk-i 
- (e(x) + n(x) + g(x)(xN - 
1»pk-i 
= (c(x) + n(x 
))pk-I + terms in (XN _ 1) 
- e(X)pk-' + terms in (XN _ 1) 
by remark 5.1.1 and hence in (, N 
Zlpk [XI 
one has e2 =e. Now Akl(e - -i)zlpk[XI lk k k) 
e as e is idempotent in (X-N 
Fp[x] 
- and as e is non-trivial so is e -1)Fp[xl 
We saw in chapter 4, section 4.5, how to calculate a set of non-trivial pairwise 
orthogonal idempotents f ei, I<i< m} in FP[x] ý we can now apply lemma 5.1.2 (XN 1)FP[X] I 
to Eft these elements to a set of non-trivial pairwise orthogonal idempotents je.,, k, I 
i<m in 
Z/pk[XI 
For consistency with the notation of this chapter we shall I (XN-J)Zlpk[Xl' 
denote the idempotents in by e,,, rather than e, from now on. (x '- 1) Fp [x] 
Theorem 5.1.1 Let e, -,,, I<i<m, be the pazrwzsc orthogonal Zdempotent clen2ents 
satisfying J: T 1e-,, -- I such that Z= z 
rn Fp [x] 
rl_, el 
, Fp [x] 
(xN - 1)Fp[x] 
- 
TI 
"' (x' - 1)Fp[x] 
7=1 
then the lifted idempotent elements ez', k described in lemma 5.1.2 are such that 
Z/pk[X] m 71/, klxl 
,j 
(XN N 
Ipk 
[X] (X 
-1 
)Z/pk[X] 
Proof: 
We have already shown that the ej, k- I<i<m, are non-trivial. For pairwise 
orthogonality we know that e -,, e -I= 0,71 :Aj, in 
Fp[x] hence in - 
Z/p k [XI 
one 
% 3. (XN-1)]Fp[x] I 
(Xi V-: ý1)Z/pk[XI 
has el,, kej*, k = nij where n,,., G Ker Ak, I so pln,,, and 
hence (e,, kej,, k )k -0 hence as 
the e,, k are idempotent one has e,, ke, *, k - 0 if i j. 
We wish to apply theorem A-5.3 
M in 
Fp[xl 
so we must show that Ei=l etk as e- we 
have that 
1,1 (xx-l)Fp[x] 
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Em I ei, k - 1+n in (XN 
Z/P kfxl 
_where nE Ker Akl and hence pin so i= -J)Z /P k [2] 
ei, k) p 
k-i 
Z' =1 
by remark 5.1.1 and from the pairwise orthogonality of the eik, I<i<m, we have 
that 
ei, k 
)pk-1 
m 
-E 
J 
k-i 
i, k et", k 
i=I l=1 z*=l 
Thus the C, *, k, I<i< 7n, satisfy the conditions of theorem A. 5.3 and so 
Zlpk[X] 
r%d 
m Zlpk[X] 
ei -m (XN - I)Z lpk[X] 
- 
fi 
kýXN 
- I)Z lpk[X] i=l 
The restriction of Ak, l to ei, k (XN 
z 
1pk 1XI is a ring epimorphism which we shaH -J)z /pk [XI 
denote by Ak, l 1 
Z 
Z/pk[X] F, [x] 
Ak 
,1: 
ek -(XN 
_ )Z I, klxl 
eij (xN _ 1)FP[x], 
Zk [-C] 
By lemma 5.1.1 we know that an element aE ez k (x, /P - is a unit (or is -J)z /P k 
[XI 
a nilpotent element) if and only if A", (a) is a unit (or is a nilpotent element) but k 
e,,, 
F Pt"I - is completely primary and thus we 
have proved: ' (x-lv-l)]Fp[x] 
z 
/P k 
[X] 
Lemma 5.1.3 The rings ei, k(XN-J)Z /P &1 1<i<m, are completely primary. 
Example 5.1.1 
One has that 
- 
F2 [x] 
- ý'= e, 
F. 2 [X] 
-x e2 
F2 [X] 
(x3 - 1)F2[x] 
(X3 - 1)F2[X] 
(X3 - 1)F2[XI 
where 
ei _, +X+ X2 + (X3 _ j)F 2 
[X] 
1 
e2 =X +X 
2+ (X3 _ 1)F2 
[X] 
- 
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Using lemma 5.1.2 and theorem 5.1.1 we see that 
3 
Z/4[XI 
- ýý el 23 
7'14[XI 7'14[XI 
(X 
- 1)Z 14[XI 
(X 1)Z /- r-2,2 (X3 1)7 14[XI , 14[XI 
where 
e 1,2 --::: (1 +X+ X2)2 + (X3 _ 
)Z 
14[XI 
- 3(1 +X+ X2) + (X3 _ )Z 14[XI i 
e2,2 -- 
(X +X 2)2 + (X3 _ 
= 2+ x +x 2+ (X3 _ 1)Z 14[X]- # 
Note that when N= np', gcd(p, n) =I and integer r>0, then e *, k 
z /P k 
[XI 
I (XN-J)Z 
/P k 
[XI 
contains nilpotent elements that are not in Ker Ak, 1, for instance ei, kRi. 
z 
/P k 
[XI Z/pk[XI 
At this stage one might ask: is ez,, k (xN-J)Z lpk[Xl iscanorphic to Ri(x)PrZ /pk 1XI , where 
N= np, gcd(p, n) =I? As we saw in chapter 4 this is true when k=1, where we 
defined an isomorphism q 
]Fp[x] 
)e', I 
Fp[x] 
e, -, la, however in general, z RP7Fp[x] (Xnp"-l)Fp[T] ,a 
z 
overZ/, k one no longer has R, (x)P , Ix', r -I and one can no longer employ the factor 
theorem and, in general, the equivalent map in this situation is not well defined, hence 
we shall always work with the idempotent representation. 
With regards to notation we shall sometimes say, for instance, pIg for some 9 
e -, k 
z /P k by which we mean that g is of the form pg' where E e- 
/P k 
[171 
I (X-N-1)Z 
/pk-[XI 
I _q' z, 
k (xN-j)-ý1Pk[x] 
(and of course pg' means (p + pkZ)g), however in doing this we are abusing notation 
for, in general, pV e', k 
Z/P k [-Cl 
- (of course pei 
Z 
lpk 
[XI 
- Suppose Z (XN-1)Z 
lpk 
[XI k is in ei, k(XN-1)Z 
/P krXI 
ae,,, eij 
]Fp[x] 
- where N= np', rEN and gcd(p, n) aej, j = a(x)e,,, 
(x) + 
(XN-1)Fp[x] I 
pfý 
(x' I)Fp[x], the image of the element aC 
Fp [x] under the isomorphism q- k- i (X)pr F 
described in chapter 4, lemma 4.5.2, we shall frequently make use of the element ae, ', k E 
ei, k /P 
k [XI 
_ defined by (. TN-J)Z /P k- [XI 
aei, k -- a(x)ei, k(X) + (X 
N_ 1)ZI, k[X], (5.1.2) 
where a(x) in (5.1.2) is the embedded element described by 
(5.1.1). The element aet*, k 
k 11 k 1(ae can be thought of as a canonical pre-image of aei, l under A', for clearly 
A i, k 
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aei,,, and we shaH refer to aeik as the canonical pre-image of ae,, l in e', k 
Z/P k [-11 
, Fxlv-l)z 
/P k 
[XI 
In particular the canonical pre-image of e,,, is et*, k. Because the canonical pre-images 
are in one-one correspondence with the elements of e-,, 
FP[X1 
, those canonical pre- ' (X1"ý-1)FP[X] 
images with a particular property can be easily counted using results from chapter 3. 
These properties are utilised in se ction 5.1.2 and onwards and are particularly useful 
when one sets about attempting to find cycle sets in the gcd(p, N) >I case (see 
example 5.2.1). 
We shall find the following result useful, its proof is in appendix B. 
Lemma 5.1.4 Let R be a commutative ring and aCR, where char R= pkj k 
and p Zs prime. Let the identitY element in R be e, then 
aP -e= 
(a 
- e)P + pqp(a)(a - e) 
and for all integers j>0 
where 
, q, (a) = 
a PI -e- (aP 
i-i 
- e)P + pqp(aP 
i-i ) (aP i-i - e), 
e 
P-1 
-2i-1 -2i-2 + Z, 21 p Z= 
/p a -e)'(aP + aP 
Z p 
p=2; 
Further, if non-unit bER is such that bla -e then bt yp(a). 0 
The proof of the following result utilises lemma 5.1.4 and is also in appendix B. 
n Tn nteger k> Lemma 5.1.5 If in Fp[x], x Ri(x) then znZ/pk[X], where i 
one finds that for I<i< Tn 
R, -(x)P 
r-k+l Ix npr 
_I but Ri(x)Pr-k+l+l tx npr 
for all integers r 
Z/pk-[-T] and 
Z/P k [XI where 5.1.1 The relationship between --; Tý 
-- ? 2P k 
[XI TX - IT) Z, 
7kl[ TI (x P 
7- >i 
' in 
Z 
/pk 
[XI 
by ezý, k) 1<< 77ý- 
We have 
Where necessary we shall denote e,, k (Xnpy -1)Z,. k[X] p 
x npr _1= 
(Xnp'-J ._ 1)(Xnp'-J 
. (PJ . -1) + Xnp'-J(p) 
. 
-2) +... + Xnpr-3 + 1) 
11 
for all 0<j:: ý r, hence WP ,- I)Zlpk[XI C (Xnp'-j _ I)Z/pk[xl. Applying the factor 
theorem we see that there is a ring homomorphism rk .. r, r-j - 
irk 
.. 
7, 
Ipk[X] 7, Ipk[X] 
r, r-. I - (Xnpr 
_, 
)Z 
p k[x]- 
(Xnpr-i 
_, 
)Z 
pk 
[X] 
a(x) +( Xnp' _ )Z p k[X] ý--+ 
There is also a ring homomorphism 
Zlpk[X] 
Xnp7--? _ 
I)z 
p k[X] 
a(x) + (x'P -3 - I)z p k[X] ý-4 
a(x) + (Xnpr-3 _ )Z p k[X]. 
Zl, 
k[X] 
(X np '- ig 
p k[X] 
a(xP') + (x'P , -1)7, pk 
[X] 
induced by the monomorphism a(x) F-* a(xP') on Z/pk[x]. In fact Frý-J, r 
is a monomor- 
phism for suppose that 
rk . (a) = F, ý- - -L T-3 3 
then a(xP') - b(xP') = C(X) 
(X nP, 
- 1) for some c(x) C 
Z/pk[X]when 
a(x) and b(x) are the 
canonical representatives of a and b and hence deg a(x) < np'-]' and deg b(x) < ? 2p' 
thus deg a(xP < npr and deg b(xP') < np" so must have a(xP') = b(xPj) and hence 
a(x) = b(x) as a(x) ý--* a(xPj) is a monomorphism. 
Lemma 5.1.6 Suppose that fe r-3 :I<i< ? nj are the pairwise orthogonal idciiipo- i, k 
tents such that 
Z/, k[X] 
r"d 
m 
r-. 7 , 
Zlpk[X] 
Xnpr-j _1 
)Zlpk[X] - 
Ti 
e,,, k (X npr-j _1 
)Zlpk[X]' 
let U-kr- .7), 1<i<m, then R i, k r -3 r 
(ei 
k 
(Xnpr 
Proof: 
Z/pk[XI 
r.. ) 
mr 
= 
11 ýi, 
k - I)Z/pk[X] 
i=l 
(Xnpr 
- 
I)Zlpk[X] * 
It suffices to show that the ýi' Iim, are non-trivial pairwise orthogonal z, k) 
Zlpk[X] 
idempotents satisfying 1. The ýr k are idempotent as homomorphisms map 
m 
I if) 
k idempotents to idempotents, similarly pairwise orthogonality is preserved and, as F. r-3, r 
is a monomorphism, non-triviality is preserved. Now, 
mm 
r, -3 r 
zk- 
EFrý-J, 
r 
(el 
.k., 
-3 ) =F ezk 
Z=l 
Note that it is easily verified that 
Fk0 Fk -Fk r'-s+3', r r-s, r-s+3 r-s, r 
for 0<s<r, 0<i<s. 
At this stage an immediate question is whether or not the idempotents ý'- calcu- z, k 
lated using lemma 5.1.6 are the same as those lifted from 'Fp[x] - as described (X. P, "-i)Fp[x] 
in lemma 5.1.2, i. e. the e' The eý I<i<m satisfy A kl(ei' We have the z, k) = eT 
following remark, its proof is in appendix B as is that of the lemma that follows it. 
Remark 5.1.3 For I<i<m 
ei 1. Z, 
Lemma 5.1.7 Suppose that e and f are idempotent in ýXN 
Z/ 
pk 
tT, and are such that -')Z/pk 
Ak, l(e) = Ak, l(A then e -- f. m 
Corollary 5.1.1 For I<i<m 
er ik i', 
Proof: 
Immediate from lemma 5.1.7 and remark 5.1.3. a 
Thus lemma 5.1.6 provides an easier method of computing the ei' i, k 
Example 5.1.2 
Recall from example 5.1.1 that 
Z/4[XI Z/4[XI 
-x e2,2- 
Z/4[XI 
(X3 
- 1)Z/4[XI 
: -- e 1,2 ýX3 
- 1)Z/4[XI 
(X 3- 1)z14[XI ' 
where 
el, 2 = 3(l +x+ X2) + 
(X3 _ 1)Z/4[Xli 
e2,2 = 2+x+x 
2+ (X3 - 1)Z/4[Xl- 
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Then using lemma 5.1.6 and corollary 5.1.1 we have that 
Z/4[XI 
rIlý r 
7'14[XI 
-xer 
7'14[XI 
(X2'r3 
-i 
)Z/4[XI - 1,2 (X 23 
- ')z14[XI 
2,2(X2r3 
- 1)Z 14[XI 
ý 
for all rCN where for r 
, r, = 3(1 + X2' + X2'+' )+ (X23 _ )Z 12 14[XI i 
er, =2 +x 
2' +x 2r+' + (X2'3 _ 1)Z/4[X]- # 22 
Z lpk [XI z /P k [XI k It is clear that Im F. is a subring of isomorphic to r-3, r (Xnp -1)z k[XI 1 /P WýPr-, -1)z, pk[Xl' 
also it is clear that there is a corresponding subring of e'r 
z /P k [XI 
i, k Fx; ý7- 1) Z /P k 
[XI isomorphic to 
e r-3 
. Zlpk[XI 
_ for 1<i<m. The proof of the next lemma is in appendix B. i, k (Xnpr-. 7 -1)Z /P k [XI 
Lemma 5.1.8 For 1<i< Tn 
rk I 
r, r-l(eiý, k) - ejý i, k 
Note that 
irk irk 0 irk r, r-s r-3, r-s r, r-3 
for 0<s<r and 0<I 
Using lemma 5.1.8 it is clear that the restriction of _rk to er 
Z/p k f-r] 
is a. r-I r, ik (Xnp" -1)Z /pk [XI 
homomorphism onto e' -' . 
Zjpk [XI 
_I<i<m, which, where necessary, we shall i, k (Xnpr-j _, )Z /P k[XI I-- 
denote bv F i, k 
5.1.2 The relationship between 
Z/P k [-r] 
and 
ZIPk, [XI 
-- where k (XN-1)Z 
pk 
[XI T-X- N-1)Z 
P k-s[XI 
> 
We note first that (as usual using the factor theorem) for all kE N\ 101 and k>s>0 
there are ring epimorphisms 
Ak, k-s : Z/p k)zp k-s 
M+p kZ ýý rn + pk-sZ 3 
k ? OPI 
1 
15 1 
it follows that one has induced homornorphisms, all suriective, 
A/ k, k-s : Z/pk[X] Zlpk-s[X], 
Ak, k-s : (XN 
Z/pk[X] z/pk--jx] 
k[x] (XN 1)Z ppk, [x] 
It is easy to verify that 1ýk, k-s '-- Ak-3', k-s o Ak, k-3' for 0<j<s and it follows that 
A/ . k, k-s k-J, k-s 0 
Alk, 
k-ji 
Ak, k-s = Ak-3, k-s o Ak, k-3'. 
We shall denote the restriction of Ak, k-s to e,, 
Z/pk [XI by A' . , k(x'V-1)Z -- k, k-s' pk [XI 
0 Lemma 5.1.9 Let ei,,, I<i<m, be a set of non-trivial idempotents in let (x "'ý - 1) Fp [x] I 
ei, k and e-, k-, be the lifted idernpotentS iZ 
lpk 
[XI 
and 
Z/pk---Ixl 
respectively. zn (xN_l)z PI, 1XI (XN-J)Z pk -s [XI 
Then Ak, k-s(ei, k) = ei, k-,. 
Proof: 
We have 
ei, k -- e i, , 
(X)pk-1 + (XIV _ 
)Z 
Ipk[x] 
ei, k-s = e, (x)P"-3-' + (x 
N- lg lpk-S[X], 
thus 
Ak, k-s(ei, k) -- ei 
(X ) pk-1 + (XN _ 1)Z lpk-s[X] 
= (ei,, (x)P 
k--s-1 ) ps + (XN _ I)Z lpk-s[X] 
- ei' 5 z, k 
= 
It follows that A" 
-s 
is a surjective homomorphism, kk 
Z/pk[X] Zlpk-s[X] 
A' ei ) ei, k-s (XN - J)Z k, k-s k (XN - 1)Z pklxl p 
k-s[x]' 
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Ak+l, k 
Z /p k[XI 
/p x 
Ak, k-1 
Z/pk-l[xl 
(XN -1) p k-1[XI 
Ak-1, k-2 
A2,1 
Yp[xl 
(XN-1)]FP[X] 
Ej, k 
Ez', k-1 
Ei 
k+l, k A' ' 
ei, k 
71 
/pk[xl 
-lg lpklxl 
A' k, k-i 
71/pk-1 
pk -1 
A' 
A%2,1 
1- ei 
IFPIX1 
- (xN-1)Fp[x] 
Figure 5.2: The homomorphisms Ak, k-1, A', and E', k are all surjective and the k k-1 
diagram commutes. 
We have "projection" homomorphisms E,,, k, I ý-' Z< Mi 
E* 
Zl, k[X] 
i, k : CX-N- I)Z 
p k[X] 
N- 1)Z/PK[x] a(x) + (x 
Zlpk[X] 
i, k (XN 
- 
1)Z 
pk 
[X] 
e, *, k(X)a(x) + (x"' - 
1)7, Ipk[xl, 
the situation is summed up in figure 5.2. where E,, l is 
denoted by E, for consistency 
with chapter 4. 
k, n k, k-n 
for each integer Lemma 5.1.10 There is a bijection between Ker A' and Im A' 
n, 0<n 
The proof of lemma 5.1-10 can be found in appendix 
B. We can use lemma 5.1.10 
z /P k 
[-, "] 
to count the elements Of e', k -N-- 1)Z I (I k [XI 
Lemma 5.1.11 For 1<i<m and each integer k>1 
e, ', k - 
Z/pk[X] 
- =P 
kdip' 
(Xnpl- - J)Zpk[X] 
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where 
eij ( npr 
Fp [x] 
rIlý 
Fp [x] 
X-i )Fp[x] - Ri(x)P"FP[x] 
and deg Ri(x) = d, - and gcd(p, n) = 1. 
Proof: 
By the first (ring) isomorphism theorem 
e', k 
lpk 
[X] 
- /Ker M 
np 
71 /p k-1[X] 
k t (Xnpr 
- 1)Z Pilxl 
k-i (X r- ig 
p k-1 
[X] 
hence by Lagrange's theorem 
ei, k 
Z/pk[X] 
= ek--, _ 
Z/pk-I [X] 
_1 Ker A' ( Xnpr - 1)Z p k[X] (X np '- 1)Z p k-llxl 
k, k-i 
and by lemma 5.1.10 
lKer A'kk-11 = JIM Aik, 11 = el 
Fp [x 
= pp'di " (x' - 1)Fp [x] 
hence 
ei, 2 
Z /P 2x1 
e- 
FP [x] 
p prdi = p2dip' (XN - 1)ZP 2[X] "'(x' - 1)FP [x] 
the result now follows by induction on k. 0 
Corollary 5.1.2 For all integers k>I and any integers such that 0<s<k one has 
i (k-s)dip' Ker Ak p 
Proof. 
By lemma 5.1.10 and lemma 5.1.11 
Zlpk-s[X] 
p 
(k-s)dip' 
Ker Ak Ilm Ak ei k-sl i, k-s (X ITP 1)Z 
p k-s[X] 
For each integer i, I<i<m, and any integer k>I one has that 
Ker A' < Ker Aý < ... < 
Ker Ak :ý Ker Ak k, k-1 kk-2 2- 11 
15,1 
thus one can write 
Ker A' Ker Aý k2\ Ker Ak, k, l kl \ Ker M, 3U k 2U Ker A' 
u Ker A'k, k-2 \ Ker Ak, k-i U Keir Ak, k k-i \ 01 Uf 01 ý 
a disjoint union. Putting Ck"J. = Ker Ak, j \ Ker A'k, anything in Ker A' - is annihi- 3+P kJ 
lated by p k-J* and hence anything in Ck',, - is annihilated by pk-j but not by pk-3'-' and 
we have: 
Lemma 5.1.12 For each integer i, I<i<m, and any integer k-> I one has that 
Ker Ak j ': ý Cki, l U Cki, 2 U ... U Cki, k-2 U Cki, k-1 Uf 01) 
a disjoint union and aG Ck' f pk--? a =0 but pk-J-1a 'j, 
I :ýi :ýk-1, if and only i 
0 
The proof of the next lemma can be found in appendix B. 
Lemma 5.1.13 For any integer k>1 and all integers j, I<j<k-1, one has 
jCkijý 
P 
(k-3-1)dip'(Pdip' 
and 
Ici i (J-l)dip' 
kjk-J UU 
Ck, 
k--l 
Ip 
for any integer J, 2<J<k. 0 
When gcd(p, N) >i it is instructive to look more closely at C' .. Suppose N= np", . k, j 
integer r>0 and gcd(p, n) = 1, repeated use of lemma 5.1-10 shows that one can write 
Ck', 
j as the disjoint union 
k-1-3 
ctj = er P' i. - Rý + , kO i 
S=1 
pl+'ei -y, Rfs : pr >I>0, pr > Jý, -2 0,1 9s : ý- k-1-3 ll i, k Z 
eý -/, either a unit or 0,1 <s<k-1-iIU ,, 
0 a unit, eir,, k 
k-l-i 
fplei pl+'eý O, Rý' : pr '> Is > 0ý I<s<k-1- r0+ 1,1, 
S=l 
eli ko a unit, eri Vy, either a unit or o, 1<s<k-1- t' 2, 
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where er. , C, ko and the e'r -yRI, I _< s<kj, are the canonical pre-images i, kORý - %Ti, kZI 
of elements eý, ýRý, eýjo and the eT, -ysR, s s <- k iii eT 
Fp[x] 
z, 21,2, i z, l (Xnp7' 
- 1) Fp [x] 
described by (5.1.2). Thus there are jUp(Rt, r)l choices for er 2- z, kO, 
INilp(R 
, r)l - 
i, 
ORi, and ppdi choices for eý choices for each C t i, k7sRjI-, I :ýs :ýkj, where d, 
deg R,. (x). Using the previous comments we see that 
N ilp(Ri, )(Pprdi )k-3'-l +I UP(R., q(pp"di )k-3'-l k32 
= (P p 
rdi 
_ 1)(Pprdi)k-j-1, 
in agreement with lemma 5.1.13. Of course when r>0 there are nilpotent elements, 
for instance ei' Ri, which are not in Ker Aik'1, We can easily count such elements, they z, k 
are the pre-images of the non-zero nilpotent elements in eir 
IFP[X] 
- and there are Z, I (x "Pr -1) Fp [x] 
N ilp(Ri, r) 1) 1 Ker A", I of them, Z. e. there are k 
(Pdi(p'-I) 
_ I)P(k-I)dipr (5.1.4) 
Z /pk [XI 
nilpotent elements in C, which are not in Ker A", , where we have used ik ý-x-p' - 1)Z /pk[xl k 
lemma 3.3.3 and corollary 5.1.2, consequently there are 
di(kp'-I) (5.1.5) 
nilpotent elements in total. It is clear that the maximal ideal of nilpotent elements 
is generated by J, kR- and e. We shall 
denote the units in er 
Z/p k (X1 by 
zI t', k(x-p'-I)Z 
&I i, kP, /P 
(P', i, r). 
Lemma 5.1.14 In J 
Z/p/JXl 
-z 
N, the number of units is i, k (x-p'-I)Z /P kl1XI 
IU(pk, ilr)l - P(kp'-l)di(pdi _ 
1). 
Proof: 
When r=0 one has 
ZI lpk[XI 
I- 
lKer A', 11 Upk (i, 0) ei, k (Xn _ I)Zlp; c[X] 
Ik 
= 
(k-l)di(pdi 
- 1), 
1.50 
where we have used lemma 5.1.11 and corollary 5.1-2. For r>0, again using lemma 5.1.11 
and also (5.1.5) one gets 
IU(Pkl i, r)l = P(kp'-l)di(pdi _ 1). 0 
We can write any element aE e', 
Z/pk[-"-] 
- uniquely as zk (xnPr -J)Z /pk [XI 
k-1 
rr a -- a0e. k+ p"a, e, 
a sum of canonical pre-images multiplied by distinct powers of p, 'for if 
k-1 
a= boei' p3b -ei' i, k +E3z, k 
3'= 1 
is another such expression for a one has 
k-1 
(ao - bo)eik + pl (a b -)e 
r ':::::: 0 z, k - 
3' =1 
(5.1.6) 
ýI= boeý I hence a0er shows hence applying A" I. = 
boelý, kl then applying A'k, 2 kI gives aocz, k 
that ale" = bier. and so on. Every element has such a representation for the number iki, k 
(pp7'dj )k -Z 
/pk 
[XI 
of sums of the form (5.1-6) is - r, k (, vp' - 1) 
by lemma 5.1-11. 
Iz /P k [XI 
We now turn our attention to the canonical pre-image of eý Rz, er, Ri, the proofs of z, i 7k 
the results in the remainder of this section can be found in appendix B. Let N= np', 
,,, 
Ri'r 0, this is no longer true for integer r>I and gcd(p, n) = 1. When k=1, eir. z 
k> 1: 
Lemma 5.1.15 For integer k>1, rEN\ 10} and gcd(p, n) - 1, in er, 
Z/p k 
k (x-P'-J)Z /P k 
P71 
r 
er RP 54 0 for I<Z<m. i, k I 
We must now ask: what power of er Ri is zero? i, k 
considering the k=2 case, where we have the following: 
Remark 5.1.4 For I<i<m and integer r 
eý RP r= Park %, 2 zI 
It is instructive to start by 
where a, is a und. 0 
15 7 
We can now write down a useful expression for er RP 
7- 
<i<m, for k>2 and ,, k I, I--- 
>k-1. 
Lemma 5.1.16 For each integer k>I and all integers r>k-1 and 1<i<m 
e7kRP r -- Pareý . 
r-I 
?, zz, kR' 
k-i 
+EpjßjeikRir-1 
3, =2 
where a, e" and the 0 -eý'k, 2<j<k-1, are units. ik3z 
Note that Or er Rý r-1 and the ýj er Rpr-j ,2<j :ýk-1, in lemma 5.1.16 are i, k I jk i 
canonical pre-images. Of course when r<k-1 we can still write er RPr as a sum i, k I 
k-1 
7' 
eý k- pa, e, ý tl kR'i + 
1: pl' -fje *, k 
2 
but, in general, the canonical pre-image 7jer r r-j i. k, 
2<j<k-1, is not equal to ýje,,, kRý, 
with ý -ei' a unit. 3 7, k 
Lemma 5.1.17 For k=3 and all integers r>2 
er3 Rp. r+Pr-1 
(P-1) 
-p2a2J. r-1 P2 02eýz 3R' 
r+Pr-2-pr-1 
. 2, r z, 3R 
pi + 
For k>3 and any integer r>k- 
71 p'+(k-2)p'-1 (p-1) k-1 k-1 r r-1 k1ra k-3 R"' 
+, r-2-pr-I 
ae R' +P 02e,, k .i et, kRi pr ik z 
k 
p k-1 7je ka 
k r+,,, -j+l -pr-I 
i, r-jRi 
J=4 
Examination of lemma 5.1.17 reveals that 
,rr- I)p'-I(p <-< spr-'(p - . kRP 
+3 E Ck', k-sl for 
(S 
-3 - I, z 
where I<s<k-2. The next result shows that (5.1.7) extends to s=k-I. 
Corollary 5.1.3 For r>k-1 
er R, 
r+(k-1)p'-'(p-1) 
'k. 11 Z 
and pr + (k - 1)p"-'(p - 1) is the least power of ejrkRj such 
that this is true. 
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For any R(x) EZ/pk[X] one has that, for each integer s> 07 
R(xP 8) 
-- R(x)P' + pV(x) 
for some V(x) E Z/, i, [xl. Let r<k-1, we can apply Fk to eý Rf, I C- N\f 01, for r, r+J z, k 
k integer J, r+J>k-1, then as F, +j is a MOnomorphism we have r? I 
Cý r ,, kRý -0 if and only if Fk I r, r+J(e ý! ) = 0. z, k-ýi 
The comments above are used in the proof of the following theorem. 
Z 
lpk 
[XI 
Theorem 5.1.2 In C for any k>I and r i, k ýp TýT r-1f)z/pk[XI 
pr+(k-l)pr-I(P-l) 
i, kR 
and p' + (k - 1)pr-'(p - 1) is the minimal power of eý Ri that is zero except possZbly t, k 
in the casep=2, r-- 1, k > 2. 
In the case p -- 2, r=1, it is not always the case that k+1 is the minimal power 
of eý Ri that is zero, for instance when k-5 and N= 30 and for k= 14 and N z, k 
However we have the foHowing: 
Remark 5.1.5 If k= 21, integer I>I then the minimal power of el Rl that is ýero z, 2 
is 21 + 1. 
5.2 Dynamics inC, k ý-XN 
z 
/P k 
[XI 
_ when U=0 -1)7 , /P k [XI 
We begin with a lemma which links the maximum orbit length under a unit Tk E 
z 
/P kzz /pk-. 
[xl 
ei, k? -xT-I)Zlpk[x] with that under Ak 
, 
k-n E ei, k-n (XN-l Z /pk-n[-Vl 
for each integer P., 0 
n< ký the proof can be found in appendix B, as can that of lemma 5.2.2. 
Lemma 5.2.1 Let f TkIkEN\fOj be such that Tk E e, 
Z/pk [-'Ul 
and A' . k ý-XNV Z 
/P k 
k+l, k(Tk+l) 
Tk- Suppose that T 
rIN 
e-*, l, IIN minimal, and let s* be the least nteger greater than 
rIN 
one such that Ts* ejs- +g where g is non-zero, if such an integer exists. Theii for 
all k> s* 
HN(Tk) - pk-s*+l IIN(Ti). 0 
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We can use lemma 5.2.1 and lemma 5.1-12 to obtain a result about the periods of the 
orbits of the elements of Ker A' under a unit Tk E ej 
z/P k [XI for any integer k, 1 k ýXY:: T)Z1P, k[XI 
k>1. 
Lemma 5.2.2 Let fTkIkEN\Iol be such that Tk E e*, k 
z /P k 
[XI 
lpk[x] 
T --v-- i (x -J)z 7ka unit and p 
A'k+l, k(Tk+l) -- Tk for all integers k>0. Let s* be the least integer greater than 
I (if such an integer exists) such that T HN s* ez,, *, where IIN : --: IIN(Ti). Then for 
k< s*, or all integers k>0 if s* does not exist, all elements of Ker A, . -,, 
have prime k 
period that divides IIN under Tk. For k> s* the elements of 
Ck', 
k-s*+l U Ck', k-s*+2 U-*-U Cki, k-1 UM 
have prime period dividing IIN under Tk while the elements of Ci have prime k, k-s* +1 
periods dividing P31IN under Tj<k- s*. ki I -< I- 
When gcd(n, p) = 1, then, as e-1 
Fp[x] is a field in this case. one has that z, (xn-l)Fp[x] 
Ker A' is the maximal ideal consisting of nilpotent elements and any element a of k, 1 
z 
/P k[XI 
ez', k (Xn-l)Z 
/P k[XI 
such that Ak'j(a) 54 0 is a unit. In this case we can make lemma 5.2.2 
more precise. 
z 
/P k 
[171 
Theorem 5.2.1 Let gcd(p, n) and f TkIkEN\f 01 be such that Tk E 6? ', k (Xn-l)Z p k[XI 
Tk a unit and A'ý+1, k(Tk+0 Tk for all integers k>0. Let s* be the least integer 
greater than I such that T11*' ei,,, *, if such an integer exists, where H. " = H,, (T, ). S 
Then for k< s*, or all integers k>0 if s* does not exist, all elements Of Ker A'k, l 
have prime period 11, under Tk, For k> s* the elements of 
k k, k-i 
101 Ck, 
k-s*+l U 
Ck, 
k-s*+2 UU 
Ck 
have prime period H,, under Tk while the elements of Ck' have prime period k, k-s*+1-3 
p3IT, under Tk, 1<j<k- s*. 
Proof: 
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For k< s*, or all integers k>0 if s* does not exist, any aE Ker A' satisfies k, l 
Tnna =a hence, where a= p4& and & is a unit and 1<p<k, Tllnpp& kk 
Suppose there is an integer J, 1<J< ll,, such that Tjk 4& A P0::::: P &, then 
(TJ - ek)p96 =0 =ý> pk - 
bi ITJ - e* => A' 
. 
kZk2, k k, 1 
(T jk 
-e i', k) =-- 
0 => T 
J, 
-e-, ,=0, k12 
contradicting the minimality of H.,. If k> s* and acC, U C1 ... U k, k-s*+l k, k-s*+2 
U 
C 1. U 101 then an entirely similar argument yields the result. If aEC, . k, k-I k, k-s*+l-j" 
0<3, <k- s*, we have by lemma 5.2.2 that, with a= pk-s*+1-3'& where 6e is a unit, 
T P-M. pk-s*+1-3'6. If there is an integer J, 0<J< p3 . H,, such that kP 
TJa =a then k 
(Tj - e, * )pk-s*+1-3& 0 kk 
p S*+3-1 JTk - ei, k 
Ak (Tj - ei, k) ,Sk 
Tj. +j-l - e, -,,. + --i - s3 
but, by lemma 5.2.1, fl, (T,. +3, -, 
) = P3 ILI hence we have arrived at a contradiction 
and the result holds. 0 
z 
1Pk[XI 
We can now write down the cycle set of a unit Tk C ez', kTx-rT---I)Z lpk [X) when p and n 
are coprime. 
Theorem 5.2.2 Under the conditions of theore-in 5.2.1 if k< s* or for all integers 
k>0 if s* does not exZst one has 
E(Tk) - 1[11 + lln 
[][In]- 
If s* exists then 
(s*-l)di 
-1 
s*di -p 
(s*-l)di 
[Pllnl 
E(T 
p 
-[Ilnl +p 
. ý*) = 
1[11 + I,,, PlIn 
and if k> s* then 
p 
(s*-l)di 
[11n] + 
k--s* 
p 
(k-3)di P(k-3*-I)di fln] 
E(Tk) + Pj lln 
J=l 
p kdi _ p(k-l)di [pk-s*+111,1, 
k-s*+l- p lln 
IW 
where H, -- lln(A'k,, (T)). 
Proof: 
In all cases the units have prime period Iln(Tk)) given by lemma 5.2.1 and are 
counted using lemma 5.1.14. For k< S* or all integers k>0 if s* does not exist one 
has, using theorem 5.2.1 and lemma 5.1.14, 
+ pkdi _ p(k-I)di E(Tk) --- +I 
(Ker Ak 
, 
1) 
\ foll 
[11n] 
Un 
and the result follows on using corollary 5.1.2. For k> s* (if s* exists) then 11, (Tk) :: ý 
p k-s*+lH, by lemma 5.2.1 and the result follows in a similar manner to the above on 
using theorem 5.2.1, lemma 5.1.14 and lemma 5.1.12. M 
Note that putting k=1 in theorem 5.2.2 gives the correct result for e%, j (Xn 
FPIXI 
-1)]Fp[xj 
When N= npr, integer r>0 and gcd(p, n) =I the situation is more compli- 
cated and we are not able to give a general formula for the cycle set under unit 
er 
z /Pk 1XI 
, this is because, in contrast to the case where r-0 or the i, k (X-pr-l)z /P k[XI 
finite field case, the ideal consisting of all the nilpotent elements in Cz 
/P k 
[XI 
z, k (x-p'-l)Z /P k 
[XI 
is not principal but is generated by the elements J ,, kp and ei, kRi. 
However we can 
still provide quite a large amount of information in general and give an example that 
shows how one goes about finding exact results for specific T and which highlights the 
problems caused by the non-principality of the ideal of nilpotent elements. 
Theorem 5.2.3 For Ta unit in er 
Z/p k [-r] let T, = A'.,, (T), then the orbit i, k TX -1)ZIpk[XI -'; 7pF-- k 
lengths of the non-zero elements of JZ 
lpk 
[XI 
under T are of the form Lp", i, k (Xnp7"-I)Z lpk [XI 
0<j<S+k-1, 
where L is the minimum orbit length occurring for non-zero 
Fp [x] 
elements of eir under T, and Hnp, (TI) = Lp Sj (Xn-I)FP[X] 
Proof: 
We first show that T has period L orbits and that no non-zero element of 
er 
Z/p k has an orbit length less than L. We have that T, = A' 
.1 (T) and 
z, k (Xnpy'-l)Z lpk [XI 
TL - er is nilpotent so TL - er = aRl where a is a unit and pr >I>0, 
hence 
tj tj t 
L= er aR, ry, ei, k i, k 1 
I 
for some p-f c eý 
Z 
lpk 
[XI 
it is immediate that the element pk- z, k (Xnpl-l)Z ler Rpir-I has pe- lpk[XI i, k i 
rZ /P k 
[XI 
riod L under T. Now suppose that there is some non-zero element aEe z', k (Xnpr _ )Z /P k [X1 
,, k)a = Oý I such 
that (Ts - eir where 0<s<L there are two cases to consider. (i) If 
aý Ker A", then T'a -- a implies that k 11 
T'A' - Ak I (a) 71- 0 1 kl 
(a) 
which contradicts the minimality of L for T1. (ii) If aG Ker At*,, \f 01 then a= pv& k 
forsomeet ýKerA' andO< v< k- I. Then k, l 
(Ts - eý, (T' - e, k)p'h =0=: ý 'r 
i 
, k)b 
E Ker Ak, l 
TA, 1(â) = A, 1(â) ý 0, 
again contradicting the minimality of L for T1. 
Now suppose that a is the prime period of some non-zero element a so that 
(Tor r - ei, k)a = 01 a minimal. 
We show that o, = Ll, -P with 0<j<S+k-1. From lemma 5.2.1 we know that 
pj+SL where 0<J<K, again there are two cases. (i) lf aý Ker Ak, l* 
then T"a =a impEes that 
T'A' k 1 k, l(a) = A", 
(a) 
So if (OA',, (a))O = Lp, 0<t<S, then Lpjo, hence o, = uLp' and pj+SL= va for some k 
integers u, v>0, hence pj-I-SL-- vuLp' hence vu -- pJ+S-", thus v and u must both be 
ZU powers of p, hence a= Lp'+' , where u= p'u, and clearly 
0<t+ zu <S+k-I. (ii) 
If aC Ker Ak, then a= pv& for some &ý Ker A'k, j and 0<v<k-1. 
Hence one 
k1 
\ fol k 
%, 
Jý' E Ker A", and the same argument as in case 
(i) gives o, =L finds that (Ta -CP, k 
J+S where (OA' = Lp". 0 k', 
)0 
Definition 5.2.1 The p-reduetion of aC J 
Z/p k[XI is 
k 7; i-P-r - 1) Z Ipk 
[X] 
a if aV Ker A'k-,,; 
P(a) = 
1 
6, if aE Ker Ak.,,, aV Ker 
AIJ 
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Thus if (OA'kk, 
l 
(P(a)))O- Lp' the proof of theorem 5.2.3 shows that Lp' I (0a)O -With 
T= Tk, let fTK11<K<k be such that TK -- A" k). Let s* be the least integer less k K(T 
Lp'5 
than or equal to k such that T, * e, ý', *, if such an integer exists, otherwise set s* = kj 
then by lemma 5.2.2 the elements of C' ... U 
ci, have orbit lengths dividing kjk-s* Uk k-I 
Lps and of those elements 
(S* - 1)(pPrli - pJps-ldi ) 
are such that their p-reductions are on orbits of length Lps, where 
li(TL - e, ý L< pr if li(T - ej' 
0 if 
-Tj(TL -pr 
and deg Ri(x) d, and we have used theorem 3.3.2 and li(ce) = li(ci(a)) for any 
F 
aE Xnp7'PýJXI Hence, by the comments above, all such elements are on orbits of )Fp[xl' 
length Lps under T. For all other elements the orbit length of the p-reduction provides 
a lower bound on the orbit length and for elements of Ker A'k'I not considered above 
lemma 5.2.2 can provide a better upper bound on the orbit length than H,, p, (T). The 
following example, whilst comparatively simple, illustrates the complications caused by 
the fact that the ideal of nilpotent elements is not principal. 
Example 5.2.1 
Let p=2, k=2 and r -- I and suppose that deg R, -(x) =d and that unit 
T is such 
that 
ael R, + 20el e! 2 2 1,2 
,, 
is a unit. We wish to where ael Ri and Oe! are canonical pre-images and 002 z, 2 z, 2 
determine the cycle set of T, we begin by determining how many elements are on orbits 
L of length L. Clearly 27e! Ri is fixed by T for each canonical pre-image 7el R, -, 
by 
z, 2 1,2 
lemma 3.3.9 there are I VRj (2d - 1,1) 2 
d_1 such elements. Suppose -y is any nilpotent 
element in el 
Z /4 [-Z7] 
_ barring those considered above, then z, 2 (X2n- 1)Z/4[XI I 
= fRieil 2+ 2_qRi ei' i, 2 
1(i1 
where jEf0, if and f Rie! I- Then TL7 =7 implies that z, 2 ýý 
0 if '=I 
2aalfel ý +' + 2foel -=0 z, 2Ri + 2age, 
1,2R, 
1,2RZ 
where we have used 0 R? = 2ale! R- for some unit ajO z, 2 % z, 2 1 z, 2 (by remark 5.1.4), compare 
this to the k=1 case. When j -- I this reduces to 
2f ei, 1,2R-(aal ei )-0 2 z, 2 + 
Oeil 21 Z, 
hence fe! Rj(aaie2! 
'2 
+ 002) E Ker At -e! must be a unit t, 2 2,1. Now, as fR1z, 2 ý 0, f e! z, 2 
and hence we have el, Ri(aale! 2+ ý02) E Ker A',, which is independent of -f, thus if %21,2 z, 
0 R-(aale,!, 2 -y with j=1 have orbit length L under T, z, 2 t2+ 
Oel, 
2) E Ker A", then all 
including gRjeý, there are (2d - 1)2d such elements. If el, A(aaiel' +Oe" iz2212t 2) V Ker A. 'I 
then aaleil 2+ Oeil is a unit and no -y of the above form, with j -- 1, has orbit length Z' z, 2 
L. 
Now suppose that j -- 0, then we have 
2eil z, 2Ri(aalf + ag 
hence we require ei' Ri(aalf + ag + Ker A'2,1 and thus, applying A'2,1, that z, 2 z 
-(aal + -agRiel feý, R Z, 2Z 
If aa I el + ýe! is a unit then so is el 1 (aa, + ý) and in this case 
for each choice of z, 2 1,2 Z, 
gel there will only one e1jfRj satisfying (5.2.1). The gel are units or zero 
but we 
Z'i 2, Z'i I 
can exclude zero is that case implies that eil, fRi =0 thus -y -- 0. Hence there are 
jUp(Ri, 1)1 -- 2d(2d _ 1) such -y. 
When ei", (aal + 0) is not a unit one has 
-2agel Pt- e,, 2f Ri(oal +0t, 2 21 
and, as geil is a unit or zero it must be zero for this to hold, and we 
have already covered 
Z'I 
', 
(aal + 0) is a unit and el, I (aal + that case. To summarise, there are two cases: 
e,! 
is not a unit, however adding up the solutions we have 
found to (TL - eil, 2)^f =0 we 
find in both cases that there are exactly 2 2d _I elements on orbits of 
length L, unless 
L=I when we include 0. 
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One finds that T 2L - ei' = 2aRiei' %, 2 , 2(aal 
+0 ,, 2) which is zero if and only if 
,, 2(aaj+e! 
*' if and only if e! aa, +e! aRiel z is nilpotent. When T 2L -e' 0 z, 
2 
)C Ker A2 I T'i z, 2 2 
it is clear that all the nilpotent elements not already accounted for will be on orbits 
of length 2L, using (5.1.5) we see that there are 2 3d -2 2d such elements and the ele- 
ments on orbits of length 4L are the units, of which there are 2 4d -2 3d - Thus when 
O(aaj + 0) is nilpotent one has 
E(T) +2 
2d 
_1+2 
4d 
-2 
2d 
[2L], 
L 2L 
and when e, il, j(ceaj + 0) is a unit 
2 2d 12 3d -2 
2d 2 4d -2 
3d 
E(T) = l[l] +L [L] + 2L 
[2L] + 
4L 
[4L]. 
We consider a particular case, let a, - ýý a, --, + aj+j be the local rule of an additive 
cellular automata with state alphabet Z/4, and let N=6 so that we are considering, 
using example 5.1-2, 
Z/4[XI 
-, e1 
Z/4[XI 
_x ei 
7J14[XI 
(X6 
- 1)Z 14[XI 
- 1,2 (X6 
- I)z14[X] 
2,2 (X6 
- 1)Z/4[X]' 
where 
1= 3(1 + X2 +x 4) + (X6 - 1)Z/4[Xli ei 
,2 
1=2 +x 2+x4+ (X6 _ 1)Z/4[Xli e2 
,2 
and the stated local rule has representative 
T -- x+x 
5+ (X6 
_ 1)Z/4[Xl- 
One finds that the image of T in e12 
Z/4[XI 
- is nilpotent, whereas the 
image of T in 
11 (X6-1)Z/4[Xl 
e1 
Z/4'171 
2,2(X6-1)Z/4[X] 'S 
T -- 3x + 2x 
3+ 3x 5+ (X6 _ 1)Z/4[Xl* 
We note that R2(-") : -- 1+I+12 and find that 
C2(A 
2,1 (T)) = X3 + RAX )2F 2 
[X], 
2 
160 
a unit hence t is a unit. Moreover X3 _1= (x - 
I)R2(X) in F2[x] hence Q(A 2 2,1(T - 1)) 
is nilpotent thus L=1 and e21,2 is nilpotent, one finds that, in terms of canonical 
pre-images, 
113 
e2,2 -= e2,2(X)(X - 1)R2(X) + 2e21, 2 2(X)X + (X' - 
which is of the general form considered above. One finds that 
1,2 
= 2( X2 + I)R2(X) + (X6 _ ')Z/4[XI e2 A 
and that 
(x 
- 1)(X 
2+ 1) + e'2,2(X) + (X 6_ 1)Z/4[XI -: ':: 1+X+ X3 + X4 + (X6 _ 
which is nilpotent, hence 
E(T) -- E(t) = 16[l] + 120[2]. 4 
We note that changing increasing p, r and especially k in the above example will 
increase the complexity of the calculations needed to determine the cycle set, and it 
seems difficult to write down a general formula. 
5.3 Dynamics in Cik Nz 
/P k 
[XI 
- when U: A 0 (X -1)z ITkFXI 
We first consider the case N=n, gcd(p, n) = 1, we shall assume throughout this 
section that deg Ri(x) - di. 
Lemma 5.3.1 Let TE e- 
Z 
lpk 
[XI 
be a unit, then T has' non-zero fixed points if i, k (xn-l)Z 1Pk 1XI 
and only if T- ei, k + b, bE Ker A'k,,. If T is a unit of the forrn e,, k 
+ PlIb where 
Ker At then TU has a fixed point if and only if U= pJP(U) where j>p. There are k, 1ý 
p (k-g)di such UE ei, k Tx-ii 
Z 1Pk[X1 
_J)Z lpk[xj, 
Proof: 
For any aEe,,, k 
/P k\ ý01 one has that (T - e', k)a =0 if and only 
if T- 
(Xn-I )Zlpk[Xl z 
is nilpotent if and only if T- ei, k C Ker A'k, l* 
I (; 7 
If T= ej ,k+ p4b where 
bý Ker Alk, l and Tu has a non-zero fixed point a then 
Ta +U=a=: ý -U = (T - ei, k)a = pl'ba, 
hence pO I U. Conversely suppose that p4l U, say U= P)+" P(U) so P(U) is a unit, then 
let a= -PIP(U)b-', then 
Ta +U=a+ p4b(-pjP(U)b-1) + pA+JP(U) == a. 
As we require that p4JU, UG Ker A" hence by corollary 5.1.2 there are p(k-tL)dj k to such 
U. I 
Thus whenever unit T has non-zero fixed points then T= ei, k + pý'b and by 
lemma 5.2.1 
lln(ei, k +P gý) = pk-, u. (5.3.1) 
When Tu has no non-zero fixed points then T and Tu are not QDS and we concentrate 
on this case, by lemma 5.3.1 this implies that U= Plt, &a unit and 0<j<p. We 
shall need the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.3.2 Let T=e, ', k + P46Y 
ýa unit and I<p<k. Then 
TP3 - P' 
- 
6i, k(o) 
where 0<J :ýk-I and each a, - is a unit, and 
TP k0=0. 
ei, k 
Proof: 
For 3=0 the result holds with ao - e,, k- Suppose the result holds for some 
J<k 
so that TP, pjaj with cej a unit, then TP-' - el, k = 
(T - el, k)Tp 
1 (0) hence ei, k 
pj+PITPJ - ei, k but pj+'L+l f TP" - ez, k. By 
lemma 5.1.4 
TP J+l - ei - 
(TP" - lei, k)p + p7lp(TP 
i )(TP ez, k) 
,k 
and ptqp(TPJ), hencepJ+, 11+11TPJ+'-ei, k but pj+IL+2 
t TP J+1 -ei, k and as 
TPJ+I - et, k 
J+1 
k i., 
pJ+2 ei, k (T-eZ', k)TPi (0) one must have that Pj+'ITP,, 
J+1(0) but t TP,. 
J+1(0) hence the result 
,k 
holds for J+1 and thus it holds for all j with 0 <- 
j :ýk-1 and the above argument 
pk 
also shows that T, i,,. (O) 0 
I o. s 
Corollary 5.3.1 Let T= ei, k + p4b, ba und and I< p<k and let U= pIUI, U 
unit and 0<j<p. Then 
(Oo)u =p 
k-3' 
Proof: 
Immediate from lemma 5.3.2.0 
Theorem 5.3.1 Let T- ez,, k +a und and I<<k and let U= p" 0, (J a unit 
andO<j <y. Then 
kdi 
E(T) - ýý[p 
k-, 
where di -- deg R,. (x). 
Proof: 
By lemma 2.3.6 (and its proof) U, U* where U* -- U- (T - ei, k)a and m- 
(0a)U 
is minimal and (00)u. m. Clearly p3 . JU* but 1-), "+' t U* hence, by corollary 5.3.1, 
,M= (OO)U. = (OO)U pk-3 and j<p so pk-p IP k-3' hence by lemma 2.1.12, (i), 
Z lpk [-C1 (0,, )uj(Oo)u for all aG ez*, k n-l)Z F and we have shown that (0o)u is minimal so x /P k 
(0a)U = (OO)U =P 
k- 
-7 
' for all aG ei, k 
z /P k 
[XI 
Txýý- I) Z/p k- [XI 
We note that theorem 5.3.1 shows that for T with no-n-zero fixed points the condition 
of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied so that TU and TV are QDS if and only if the minimal orbit 
length under TU is the same as that under TV if and only if (OO)u -- (OO)v. We now 
turn our attention to the case N= np', integer r>0, theorem 5.2.3 shows that in this 
case unit T has non-zero fixed points if and only if A", (T) has non-zero fixed points. k 
As in the U=0 case exact results seem difficult to obtain in general and we content 
ourselves with showing that the condition of theorem 2.3.3 is satisfied, Z'. e. that for any 
input U the minimal orbit length under TU divides all other orbit lengths occurring 
under TU. 
Theorem 5.3.2 Let TE 'ik Xnpl 
z 
/P k[XI 
a unit, where r>0, then for any UE 
-J)z /P k[XI 
ý 
e* 
Z/pk[-'171 
the minimal orbit length under Tu divides all other orbit lengths oc- i, k fx--ii - 1) Z /pk[-Vl 1 
curring under TU. 
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Proof: 
Zk [XI If T has no non-zero fixed points then, for all UE ei, k-np-r-LP- " L_ jI TU has a fixed (X 1)Zlpk[XI 
point and the result holds trivialy. If T has non-zero fixed points then L=1, let the 
minimal orbit length under TU be m, then by lemma 2.3.6 U -1 U* where (00)U. = 
m and, by remark 2.2.1, (Ou-)oj(Oo)u. and by lemma 2.1.13 (OO)UjPk(OU. )o and by 
theorem 5.2.3 (Ou. ý)O = tý for some j, 0<j<S+k-1, where H, 7,, (Ak,, (T)) = ps. 
Hence we must have (0o)u.. = p3'+3**, 0<z /P k 
[XI 
3**<S+k-j-IjandifaEej, k np-r (X -1 )z /P k [XI 
is such that (0a)O = PI ýt<i+ j*, then by the minimality of (OO)u- - and lemma 2.1.12, 
(0a)U* - (OO)U*. If aE ei 
Z lpk [XI 
X] 
is suc 
,k (Xnp 
7- 
-1)Z I'm 
h that (0a)O -- pjj 
/P X] 
then clearly one has (00)U*1(00)a SO (0a)U* ---: (0a)o and thus (OO)U*I(Oa)U*i the result 
foRows as Tu and Tu. are QDS. 0 
Z 
/pk 
[XI 
Corollary 5.3.2 Let TE ei, k (X'P'- - 1) Z /pk [XI 'a und, where r>0, then for any U, VE 
e *, FxTi 
Z lpk 
[XI 
9 I -J)z /Pklxl, 
Tu and Tv are QDS if and only if the minimal orbit len th occurring 
under TU is equal to that occurring under TV. 
Proof: 
Immediate from theorem 5.3.2 and theorem 2.3.3.0 
n 
We note that, in contrast to the finite field case, when Tu and T are not QDS it 
is possible for the minimal orbit length under TU and the maximal orbit length under 
Tu to be different. Also note that the proof of theorem 5.3.2 also shows that all orbit 
lengths occurring under TU divide the ma,,, d-mum orbit length occurring under Tu 
5.4 Additive cellular automata over Z/pk 
In this section we combine results from earlier in the chapter to obtain results for 
(XN 
Z/P k [XI 
and hence for additive cellular automata on 
N cells with periodic boundary 
-J)zlpk[XI 
conditions and state alphabet Z/Pk. This section follows similar lines to chapter 
sections 4.2 and 4.3, however results like coronary 4.2.2 and coronary 4.2.4 are lacking, 
this is not because such results do not exist, for they may well exist, though probably 
in weaker forms, but because they are much harder to find in the present case and we 
have not pursued them at this time. 
1 -10 
Throughout the rest of this section we take N= npr where rGN and gcd(p, n) = 1. 
we recall from theorem 5.1.1 that 
Z 
/pk 
[X] 
rý, 
(Xnp 1)Zlpk[X] 
Ti 
e, 
k Fýýp 
x 
Z=l 
- 
Oz 
/Pk[X] 
r 
a (ae, aer, , 
k) ... )m 
and for I<i<m 
Z/pk[X] M Fp [x] J k, 1 er (xnp'r 1)z /p k[X] 1)Fp[x] 
Fp [x] 
R, -(x)P'Iýp [x] 
(5.4.1) 
(5.4.2) 
The degree of Ri(x), I<i<m, will be denoted by di and as in chapter 4 we set 
M= fl,...,, rnl and write the image of any aE 
Zlpklxl- 
under the isomorphism (X. P, --l)z /P k [XI 
Z 
/P k 
[XI 
of (5.4.1) as fail. We shall identify across the isomorphism and use (XnP r_ I)Z /P k [XI 
Z 
/P k 
[XI 
and Fjý'=, i, k (Xnpr -arther comment. Given a unit % eý -1)Z/P k 
[XI interchangeably without f 
T-E eir 
Z/P k [XI 
- shall write L, for the minimal orbit length of any non-zero I i, k (X-P, - 1) Z /P k [XI ,' 
element under Ti then by theorems 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 this is exactly the minimal orbit 1ý 
Fp [x] t length of any non-zero element of eý under A calculated by the Z'I (X 1ý P'_ - 1) Fp [x] k j(T 
methods of chapters 3 and 4, similarly S, is the integer S(Ak, j(Ti)) for the Fp case (and 
SZ =0 always when r= 0). As usual we shall write Hp, (Ti) for the maximum orbit 
length occurring under Ti etc.. 
We wish to define (x' - I)-sets as we did in chapter 4, however we need to make a 
slightly modified definition: 
Definition 5.4.1 A U-0-set is a set fT, I, EN such that T, CZ 
lpk 
[XI 
- for each (ý, O- I) Z /pk [T] 
r Cz N andfor each rEN 
rk 
r+,, r(T,, +, 
): = T,,. 
Given an (Xn - l)-set f T, I, C-N we define the Tn associated eik-sets to 
be 
ýTr, i}rCN '-- ýEý(T, )lreN fer kTrIreN 
Z/pk[XI 
for each iCM. 
1 1-1 
Lemma 5.4.1 Let f: ai ý-ý El=-, a, a, +, be the local rule of an additive cellular 
automata over Z/pk and let ITIrcN be such that T, 's the representatzve of f on npr 
cells with periodic boundary conditions. Then fT, IrCN is an (Xn _ 1)_Set. 
Proof: 
This follows because lemma 4.1.1 holds over Z/pk (and indeed over any commutative 
ring) as its proof did not use any properties peculiar to finite fields, thus the lemma 
holds in exactly the same manner as lemma 4.2.2. E 
Definition 5.4.2 Let f be the local rule of an additive cellular automata over Z/pk let 
ýTTJTeN be the (Xn _ 1)-set consisting of the representatives of f on np' cells, rEN, 
then jTrjrGN is the (Xn _ I)-set of f and the associated ei, k sets are the e, *, k-SetS Of f 
on npr cells. 
Definition 5.4.3 Let f be the local rule of an additive cellular automata over Z/pk , 
f: a, ý--* E, l=-, a, ai+,,, then the reduced local rule fR ZS the local rule 
fR a, 4, l(a, )al+s, 
the local rule of an additive cellular automata over Fp. 
z 
/P k 
[XI 
Lemma 5.4.2 If TG (XnP 
T- 1)z 
/P [Xj is thE representative of 
local rule f on np' cells 
and TF PI'l - is the representat've of local rule fR on np' cells then (Xnpr -1)Fp[xl 
z 
Ak, l(T). 
Proof: 
This is a simple verification. N 
We shall not generally be considering local rules of the 
form 
I-E 
Ker Ak, li 
(5.4.3) 
a, - ajai+j, each aj 
for such rules are clearly nilpotent, with fk being the zero rule, note 
that for such a 
rule fR is the zero rule and conversely if fR is the zero rule 
then f must be the zero 
rule or of the form (5.4.3). Lemma 5.4.2 shows that given 
the (Xn - I)-set, 
jTrjrENi 
1 1-2 
of a local rule of an additive cellular automata f overZ/pkwe have the corresponding 
(X n- 1)-set of local rule fR over Fp, lAk, l(T, )IrEN- 
Lemma 5.4.3 Let f T, IrEN be the (Xn _ I)-set of an additive cellular automata over 
Z/Pkl k>1, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Tr is reversible for all rEN; 
(ii) To is reversible; 
(iii) Ak, I(To) is reversible. 
The same holds with reversible replaced with irreversible. 
Proof: 
Recall that T, is reversible as a cellular automata if and only if T, is a unit. That 
T, is reversible if and only if Ak, l(T, ) is reversible follows from lemma 5.1.1, Akl(T, ) 
is reversible if and only if AkI(TO) is reversible, by lemma 5.4.2 and coronary 4.2.1, 
and Ak, l(To) is reversible if and only if To is reversible, by lemma 5.1.1. Similarly with 
reversible replaced by irreversible. 0 
Thus, as in the Fq case, an additive cellular automata over Z/, K- is reversible on 
np" cells, any r C- N, if and only if it is reversible on n cells. Moreover we can test 
for reversibility by looking at the representative of the reduced local rule over Fp on n 
cells. 
As in the finite field case we define 
Mor (T) fjEM: T, is nilpotent 1; 
Ml'(T) fjCM\M6(T): T, -e, ý, kiSn"Potentl, 
one sees immediately that 
Mor(T) Alý(Akj(T)); (5.4.4) 
Mjr(T) Ml'(Ak, l(T)). 
(5.4.5) 
It follows from lemma 4.2.3 and lemma 5.4.2 that if f TrjrEN is the 
(x' - I)-set of an 
additive cellular automata over Z/pk then for each rEN 
0 (5.4.6) Mý'(T, ) = Mo'(Ak, l(To)); 
Ml'(T, ) = Mlo(Ak, l(To)), 
(5.4. 
in this case we shall write Mo(T) and Mj(T) for MOO(Ak, l(To)) and 
Ml'(Ak, l(To)) re- 
spectively. 
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We have the analogue of lemma 4.2.4 for the present case. 
Lemma 5.4.4 Let f be the local rule of an additive cellular overZ/, k such that fR is 
not the zero rule. Let f T, I, CN be the (Xn _ I)-set of f. If Mo(T) _X 0 then for any 
iE MO(T) the associated ei, k-set is non-trivial. 
As fR is not the zero rule the result follows from lemma 4.2.4 and lemma 5.4.2.0 
We shall denote the set of units in NZ 
lpk 
[XI 
by U(pk, N) (rather thanUp k(N) (X -I)Z/PkTxl 
which could cause confusion with the finite field case) and the set of zero-divisors by 
ZD (pk, 
Lemma 5.4.5 For any rEN one has 
U(pk (k-l)n FjTn 
, n)l -- p i=l(pdi 
U (pk, np r)l p(pr-l)knIU(pk , n) 
JZD (pk , n)l = pk, _I U(pk , n)1, IZD(pk, np')l =p 
(p--I)kn JZD (pk , n)1. 
Proof: 
This follows from lemma 5.1.14.0 
Lemma 5.4.6 Let ýTrjrGN be the (Xn - I)-set of an additive cellular automata over 
Z/P; c. Then 
Fix(T, ) -- f 01 4:: ý Fix(TO) -- f 01 ýý Mj(T) = 0. 
Proof: 
It is clear that Fi*. x(T, ) = 101 Ml'(T, ) =0 but Ml'(T, 
) = -A, 110(Ak, l(T)) -- 
MO(TO) and the result follows. 1 
As in the finite field case we can define an equivalence relation on the set of 
linear 
local rules by f 'N g if f and g have the same representative on 
N cells, we denote 
the equivalence class of f by [AN and say that [AN is reversible 
if Tf is a unit etc.. 
Lemma 5.4.7 On np' cells there are p(kp'-l)n 
rl 
3 CM(Pdi np 
7- equIvalence classes 
with no non-zero fixed points, of which p 
(kp'-l)n 11 
1 CM(pd, - 2) are reversible. 
Proof: 
This follows from lemma 5.4.6 anud lemma 4.2.7 by counting pre-images and 
C 5-. 1. s). m 
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Corollary 5.4.1 When p=2 any additive cellular automata which zs reversible on N 
cells has non-zero fixed points on N cells. 
Proof: 
Follows from lemma 5.4.7 on putting p=2 and noting that at least one of the d, -. 
Ii<m, is equal to 1.0 
z /P k[ --'] 
11j, Given T pr _ if IEM\ Mor (T) define sj* as follows: Let npr (X I)Z/pk[XI 3 
f13 
3 npI r A' 2<i<k, then sý is the least llnp, (Ak,, (T3)), then if T 54 e 3, k let J3 ki('T3 3 
rIj 
such i with (Tj) "r eý - If T- 
npr 
= eý, then set sý =k+1. From lemma 5.2.1 we 3il *33k3 
k-s* +1 Ili have that IInpr(TJ) -pi npr - 
The following theorem describes the maximal cycle 
length and the invariant set of an additive cellular automata overZ/pk on np' cells. 
z /P k[X 
Theorem 5.4.1 Let TE (Xnpr 
-1)z /P k[xl 
ý then 
pk-s*+l (i) flnpl(T) = llnpl(Ak, l(T)), where s* is the minimum of the sj*, jE M\Mo'(T). 
(ii) Att(T) = ýa : a, - =0ViE Mor(T)l and 
kp rr 
jem \ mý (, r) 
dj_1, k lAtt(T)l =p lAtt( r, O(T»IP'. 
Proof: 
(i) We have 
llnp, (T) 
- 
ICMj'GM\M(l)(T)(Ilnp'(T3) 
(pk-s* lCM3 
EM\ -A/101 
(T) j+lllnp, 
(A'k,, (Tj))) 
p 
k-s*+IICM 
3, CM\M, 7(T)(Ilnp'(Ak , 
(T3))) 
- 
k-s*+l llnp'(Ak, l(T)) 
by lemma 5.4.2 and lemma 4.2.8. 
(ii) That Att(T) a: ai OVi E MO'(T)j is dear, it follows that, using 
lemma 5.1 . 11, 
pkpr 
X: 
jEM\A4'or(T )di AI1, -0(]Fko(T)) it follows that lAtt(T)l lAtt(T)i and as MO' (T) 0 r, 
lAtt(pk 
0 
(T)) I PT. 
r, 
It is clear that, with s* as defined in theorem 5.4.1, 
if s* ýk+I then s* is the least 
integer greater than I such that 
(Ak, 
s* 
(T)) H ", P'(Ak, l(T)) ý 11 (5.4-8) 
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hence if all one is interested in is IInp'(T) then it is easier to calculate S* using (5.4.8) 
rather than by calculating the sj* and finding their minimum. 
The analysis of corollary 4.2.5 clearly still holds in the present case, that is if an 
additive cellular automata is irreversible on n cells then the fraction of configurations 
on cycles on np' cells vanishes as r) 00. 
If one can find the E(T, ), JE M\Mo'(T), then of course one can compute E(T) using 
the cycle product. In any case it is clear that the orbit lengths occurring under T are of 
the form Pý1CMiEI(Li) where ICM and 0<j : ý, k- s* +I+S, S- MaXiEM\M, '(T)('51)- 
We know from theorem 2.1.1 that additive cellular automata overZ/pk with periodic 
boundary conditions on N cells cannot have orbits of length pkN _I for N : ý' I and by 
the comments directly preceding theorem 2.1.1 the above is also true for N=I when 
k>1. Of course the above is also the case when time independent inputs are allowed, 
we show below that in that case orbits of length pkN are also impossible for N>1. 
Theorem 5.4.2 Additive cellular automata with state alphabet Z/Pk and periodic bound- 
ary conditions and time independent inputs cannot have cycles of length pkN on N>I 
cells. 
Proof: 
It suffices to prove the result for units TC 
Z/P k [X] 
I by theorem 5.4.1 one has (Xnp'r - 1) z /P k[XI 
llnp, (T) = Pk-'*+Illnpl(Ak, l(T)) where s* > 2, hence 
llnp7' (T): ý, pk-1 llnp, (A k, 1(T)) < 
k+r-1lCMicm(L, ). 'N-ow by lemma 2.1.13 we have 
(00) UI pk 
2k+r-liCM, 
r 
(L- llnpr(T) <p cM 1) 
and p 2k+r-1 < pknp' for np' >I unless p=2 and N-2. 
Suppose for the moment 
that either p>2 or if p -- 2 then 
N>2. If LT- =I for all iEM then from the above 
(OO)U < pknpr and the result holds, if any of the Li are greater 
than one the result 
holds by the same argument as that used in the proof of theorem 
4.3.2. 
Now suppose that p -- 2 and N=2, one 
finds that for any unit T, 112(Ak, l(T)) E 
f 1,21. When 112(Ak, l(T)) -I then 
(OO)ul2 k2 k-s*+l <2 2k-I 
so the result holds. When112(Ak, I(T)) = 2, if s* >2 then 
(00)uJ2 k2 k-s*+12 <2 2k 
1 7(i 
so it suffices to show that s* >2 for any unit with 112(Ak, I(T)) = 2. For k=2 the 
required units are the preimages (under A2, I) Of X+ (X2 _ I)F2[X], these are 
Tc ýx + (X2 - 1)7'14[XI 3x + (X2 _ )Z 14[XI i 
2+ x+ (X2 _ 1)Z/4[X], 2+ 3x + (X2 _ lp; 14[Xll 
It is easy to check that for these choices of T, 112(T) =2 and hence s* 
We now turn our attention to the case of non-zero input U. As usual we have from 
theorem 2.3.1 that T and Tu are QDS if and only if Fix(TU) 54 0 and thus concentrate 
on the case of T with non-zero fixed points so that Fix(Tu) =0 is possible. 
z 
/Pktxl k [XI Lemma 5.4.8 For any TE -T Ip (Xnp _, )Z lpk[Xl' T and Tu are QDS for all UE (Xnp7- -I)z /P k [XI 
if and only if Mi (T) = 
Proof: 
Follows from corollary 2.3.3 and lemma 5.4.6. N 
When r>0 we do not have the necessary results at our disposal to say precisely 
which inputs U are such that T and TU are QDS. When r=0 we know from lemma 5.3.1 
that T. - has non-zero fixed points if and only if Tj- = eik + P"i b, bý Ker Ak,, 1 :ý yj k 
(we include k for T-=e and that if T is of this form then (T-)u, has fixed points if 
and only if UE Ker A' It follows that the inputs U such t--hat T and TU are QDS k 
are the elements of the Cartesian product 
Ker Ak, mi ei-k ( Xn - 1)Z/pk[X] 0 Mil Cr) M\ All (T) 
In general we can prove the following result and content ourselves with doing so for 
the purposes of this publication. 
Z k[-T] 
Theorem 5.4.3 Let T, U, VE /P .. - then Tu and Tv are 
QDS if and only if Fx- -P'- - 1) 
z/pk [XI ' 
the minimum orbit length that occurs under Tu is equal to the minimum orbit 
length 
that occurs under Tv- 
Proof: 
This result follows from theorem 2.3.3 if we can show that, 
for any U, the minimal 
orbit length under TU divides all other orbit lengths occurring under 
Tu which is of 
I T-1 
course trivially true if Fix(Tu) 0. In each of the rings e' 
Z/P k [X] 
k ý-x; 7ý- Tj) Z- 
", [x] i< rn, " [XI ,1 Sý P it is true that the minimal orbit length divides all other orbit lengths for any input, 
z /P k [XI by theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. Put Ri =C z, k (Xnp <i<m, and consider )Z/fpk[X] I 
the image of TU in R, x R2, we know that the minimal cycle length under (T, )U,, 01 
say, divides all other cycle lengths occurring under (Tl)ul and that the minimal cycle 
length under (T2)U2,02 say, divides all other cycle lengths occurring under (T2)U2. It 
follows that ICM(01 ý 02) divides the lcm of every pair of cycle lengths, one occurring 
under (Tl)ul and the other under 
(T2) 
U2 
. The result now follows -by induction. M 
5.5 Additive cellular automata over Z/, for any integer 
M>I 
For any integer rn >I we can write m- F1, ki for some integer I>0 and primes i=1 Pi 
pi and integers ki >0 and then from theorem 1.5.3 one has that 
I Z/Pki [X] 
(XN 
11 
1)Z/M[, 
., 
(XN 
- 
1)Z/Pki [X] 
2i 
Z ki [XI 
We shall denote /Pt' - by R-(N), and will identify across the isomorphism and (XN-I)Z ki (XI z lpi 
use 
Z /,,, [X] and fl, R-(N) interchangeably. Given the representative T of an (XN-1)ZI, 
71[x] S=1 
z 
additive cellular automata over Z/Al on N cells and given any input U, the cycle set of 
Tu is given by 
E(Tu) -- 
fl E((TZ)ui) 
i=l 
and if m is square free we can always calculate the Y, ((Ti)ui) using the methods of 
chapters 3 and 4. If m is not square free we may not be able to compute all the 
E((Tz)uj) (at least not easily) but one can still obtain a great deal of information about 
the behaviour of the system by using the results of chapter 5 in conjunction with those 
of chapters 3 and 4. For instance one can test for reversibility easily 
by just testing 
whether or not each Ti is a unit, which we know how to do, similarly we can compute 
the maximal cycle length occurring under the Ti, I<i<I, then the maximal cycle 
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length under T is just the lcm of these. If n is coprime to pi, I<, <I, one can set 
up various (x' - 1) sets, corresponding to, for instance, the representatives of a given 
rule on n cells, np- cells, np? cells, etc. or on n cells, npip. cells, etc. and so forth. We zz3 
will not go into further details but just note that when m is square free anything that 
was done in chapter 4 can be done in the present case and if m is not square free then 
anything that was done in section 5.4 of the present chapter can be done in the present 
case. We do present two results as examples. 
Theorem 5.5.1 Additive cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions and state 
alphabet Z/, and time independent inputs cannot have cycles of length MN on N>I 
cells. 
Proof: 
For non-zero input U and additive cellular automata represented by T let 0, denote 
the maximum cycle length under TU and let 0,, i denote the maximum cycle length 
under (Ti)ui in R, (N), I<i<1, then 
N 0'. - lcmici(O,., Z-) < 
Ilom, i <- m. 
Now 11 -CIO, -- MN if and only if 0,, --p 
kiN for each iE1, which is only possible tIz-z-t. 
for N -- I by theorem 4.3.2 and theorem 5.4.2.0 
Theorem 5.5.2 Let T, U, VE then Tu and TV are QDS if and only if 
the minimum orbit length that occurs under TLT is equal to the minimum orbit length 
that occurs under Tv. 
Proof: 
This follows from theorem 5.4.3 in the same manner as theorem 5.4.3 followed from 
theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.0 
We note that one can generalise from state alphabet Z/.. to state alphabet 
R where 
R Si where each Si is either a finite field or Z/pk for some prime p and 
k>1, in 
particular one can consider "vector states" where each of the Si is a copy of 
the same 
ring. 
More generally, referring to appendix A, section A. 1-3, we see that 
for any finite ring 
R (lemma A. 1.4) there is a ring monomorphism from Z/TnZ into 
Z(R), a+ mZ ý-4 aIR, 
where m is the characteristic of R. If m is composite any set of non-trivial 
pairwise 
1 1-9 
orthogonal idempotents in Z/mZ maps to a set of non-trivial pairwise orthogonal idem- 
potents in R and if the sum of the idempotents in Z/mZ is 1 then the sum of their 
images in R will be 1R hence R decomposes into a direct product of rings of prime 
power characteristic (theorem A. 5.3). Given any ring R with characteristic pk, some 
k>1, we have a monomorphism as above into Z(R), this monomorphism induces a 
Z/P'Z[X] homomorphism (see lemma A. 2.3) from into the center of RN for each 
integer N>0 and one can easily show that this homomorphism is injective and thus in 
the same manner as above one can map idempotents to idempotents and obtain a direct 
Z/P, Z[xl product decomposition of RN from that of (XN-I)Z/pkZ[xl* Of course one may be able to 
decompose still further but the above gives a good start to the process of decomposing 
RN into a direct prod-act when R is any finite ring, and thus for investigating additive 
cellular automata with periodic boundary conditions and state alphabet R. 
Chapter 6 
Generalisat ions 
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I I'll I 
In this chapter we briefly discuss two important generalisations of the work in earlier 
chapters. In section 6.1 we consider time dependent inputs in the case where the 
inputs are periodic or eventually periodic, focusing as usual on the periodic boundar-v 
condition case. The results in this section are for Ra general finite commutative ring, 
as in chapter 2. We show how the results from chapter 2 can be used to obtain results 
for time dependent inputs. Only periodic behaviour is considered. 
Section 6.2 is a preliminary investigation of the extension of our results to two or 
more dimensional linear cellular automata in the periodic boundary condition case. We 
concentrate on the case of state alphabet a finite field (of course results from this case 
can then be extended using idempotent lifting to results for Z/Pk etc. ). We content 
ourselves with obtaining the direct product decomposition in this case and highlighting 
the similarities and differences to the one dimensional case. 
6.1 Periodic inputs 
In this section we consider non-constant periodic or eventually periodic inputs. These 
inputs wiH be represented as 
U(t )_ U(t, X) + (XN - 1)RN[X]- 
The obvious analogous definitions are made for null boundary conditions, and results 
in that case hold with the same qualifications (if any) as stated in chapter 2. ý 
We shall see that results in this case can be obtained from those for time independent 
inputs. We consider only the general case as considered for time independent 
inputs 
in chapter 2, also we consider only periodic behaviour. An interesting case of periodic 
inputs is that of "semi- coupled" cellular automata, where the input to an additive 
cellular automata is supplied by one or more cellular automata running independently. 
We make the f6flowing definition: 
Definition 6.1.1 The sequence of inputs JU(I), U(2),... 
l ts eventually periodic with 
period PU(t) >0 if there is an integer TU(t) > 0 
(the transient time), chosen to be 
minimal, such that 
U(Tu(t) +k+ Pu(t)) - U(Tu(t) + k), all I<k< 
Pu(t). 
The sequence is periodic with period Pu(t) if Tu(t) =:: 
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We shall denote the global mapping corresponding to a rule T acting with input 
sequence U(t) by TU(t). The k- th iterate will be written, for any aE RN, as 
Tk U(t)(a) TU(k)(Tu(k-, )(... (TU(j)(a)).. 
k 
-Tka+T 
k-zU(j). 
We can now examine the reoccurrence of states of the system. For time-independent 
inputs it is no longer sufficient to say that aE RN is periodic with period k if Tk (t)(a) U 
a. 
Definition 6.1.2 Say a Cz RN is eventually periodic under TU(t) with period P(U(t), a) 
if there is some integer n(a) >0 such that for each k, I<k< P(U(t), a), we have 
n(a)+k+P(U(t), a n(a)+k Tu(t) )(a) = Tu(t) (a). 
When n(a) = 0, a is said to be periodic. 
Of course, as RN is finite every element aE RN is eventually periodic. 
Lemma 6.1.1 For any global rule T and periodic input U(t) 
Pu(t) I P(U(t),., a) 
for each aC PuN and Tu(t) <n where n is the m"imum of the integers n(a) defined in 
definition 6.1.2. 
Proof: 
T+k (a) = TT Let T=n, then for any aE RN let k= P(U(t), a), then TU(t) U(t)(a). Put 
ao =a then we have 
T+k T 
U(t) 
(ao) TU(t)(ao) aT 
T+k+l T+l 
U(t) 
(ao) TU(t)(ao) aT+l 
T T+2k-'(ao) TT+k-'(ao) aT+k-1 
U(t) U(t) 
T+2k (ao) T T(t)(ao) aT U(t) u 
I ll-ý13 
and so on, hence for 0<i<k -'I and aU MEN 
aT+, ' TT+mk+,, (ao) 
U(t) 
I' T+rnk 
-T Tu(t) (ao) + U(T + mk + 
= VaT + U(T + mk + i). 
It f6flows that U(T + i) = U(T + mk + i) for each i, 0<i<k-I and all 7n Cz N lience 
Pu(t) I P(U(t), a) and Tu(t) <T -- n. 0 
Corollary 6.1.1 For any global rule T and periodic input U(t) there are no fixed points 
unless PU(t) - 1. 
Proof: 
If P(U(t), a) -- I then as Pu(t) I P(U(t), a) by lemma 6.1.1 it follows that Pu(t) = 1. 
m 
Consider first the case U(t) periodic, i. e. Tu(t) = 0. Consider a cycle C of length 
nPu(t) for some integer n>0; 
a, TU(t)(a),..., T 
nPu(t)-i (a)j. U(t) 
Points on such a cycle fall into two classes, those occurring at times t =- 0 modulo PU(t) 
and those occurring at times t ýý 0 modulo PU(t). Those in the first class behave as one 
IPU(t) would normally expect a periodic point to do, i. e. if b -- TU(t) (a) then if b is taken 
as initial condition it evolves to the same cycle C. However those in the second class 
are different, their presence on C tells us nothing about their behaviour when taken as 
initial conditions. We shall describe points of the first type as primary periodic points 
and those of the second type as secondary periodic points. 
Example 6.1.1 
Let R -- F2, N -- 3 and let T=I+x+W_ I)F2[x]. 
Let U(t) = (t +1 Mod 2)x + 
(X3 _ I)F2 [XI (so U(2n + 1) -- 0, U(2n) -- x for all positive 
integers n). Then Pu(t) = 2. 
We shall omit the , +(X3 _ 1)F2[xj"" for the sake of brevity. 
With initial condition x2 
one obtains the cycle 
x2 -* 1+x2X 
18-1 
However with 1+ X2 as initial condition the systern evolves to the cycle 
I --+ IX --* 1+X+ X2 __+ 0 __), XX+ X2 _+ I 
where the primary periodic points are 1,1 +x+ x2 I X. 4 
We note that in this case, as Pu(t) I P(U(t), a) the qualitative behaviour under TU(t) 
is completely determined by the behaviour of the primary periodic points. 
When Tu(t) >0 we define the primary periodic points as those elements of RN that 
occur on cycles under TU(t) at times t= TU(t) + LPU(t), L>0. It is no longer true that 
if b is a primary periodic point then b or other primary periodic points on the same 
cycle will evolve to that cycle if taken as initial conditions, as the following example 
shows. 
Example 6.1.2 
Let R F2, N=3, T=I+x+ (x 3_ I)F2[x]. Let U(t) be defined by (omiting the 
44+(X3 1 )F2 [XI "for brevity) U(1) = 0, U(2) = 1, U(3) x, U(4 + 2i) -- 1+x and 
U(5 + 2i) - X2 for each i>0. Then Tu(t) =3 and Pu(t) 2. With initial condition 0 
one obtains, after three time steps, the cycle 
22+X+ 
X2 +X x -* x+x 
with primary periodic points 1, X2 and I+X+ X2. If we use X2 as an initial condition 
we do not regain the above cycle, instead the system evolves, again after three time 
steps, to the cycle 
+x2 ---+ X. 
# 
Despite the above example the primary periodic points are still important when 
TU(t) >0 and we shall see that they still determine the qualitative behaviour of the 
system. 
The next lemma relates the dynamics under TU(t) to that of the cellular automata 
rule on N cells represented by TPuM with a constant input, the proof can be found in 
appendix B. 
Lemma 6.1.2 For the additive cellular automata rule over R represented by T on 
cells, let U(t) be a periodic input sequence, and let 
W(U) = Tpu(')-'U(I) +... + TU(Pu(t) - 1) + U(Pu(t))- 
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Then for each aE RN and each integer n>0 
nPu(t) (a) = (Tpu(t))n U(t) W(U) 
More generally let U(t) be eventually periodic with transient time TU(t) and let 
W(U) = Tpu(, )-l U(Tu(t) + 1) +---+T U(Tu(t) + Pu(t) - 1) + U(TU(t) + pu(t)) 
and let 
S(U) = TTu(t)-'U(l) +---+ TU(TU(t) - 1) + U(Tu(t)), 
then 
T Tu(t)+nPu(t) (a) = (Tpu(t))'W(U)(TTu(t)a + U(t) 
for each aE RN and all integers n>0.0 
Corollary 6.1.2 When Tu(t) = 0, aE RN is a primary periodic point of prime period 
nPU(t) under TU(t) if and only if a is on a cycle of length n under (Tpu(t))W(U). 
Proof: 
Suppose that aER,,, is a primary periodic point of TU(t) of prime period nP,, (t) for 
integer n>0, then 
nPu(t) Tu(t) (a) -a=: ý- (Tpu(t))'W(U)(a) -a 
Pu(t) 
and if there is an integer m, 0<m<n sach that (Tpu(t))' (u)(a) =a then Tmu(t) 
(a) -- w 
a which contradicts the minimalitY of n. The converse is just the reverse of the above 
argument. 0 
Thus the set of primary periodic points under Tu(t) when Tu(t) -- 0 is equal to 
Att((Tpu(0)W(U)), the same is true when Tu(t) >0 as we show in the following result, 
the proof is in appendix B. 
Lemma 6.1.3 When TU(t) >0 the set of primary periodic points under TU(t) is equal 
to Att((Tpu(, ))W(U)). N 
As, by corollary 6.1.1, Pu(t) I P(U(t), a) for all aE RN, the above result completely 
determines the qualitative behaviour of TU(t) when Tu(t) > 0, corollary 
6.1.2 does the 
same when Tu(t) -- 0, hence one has: 
1 ! ý6 
Theorem 6.1.1 If 
k 
), '((Tpu(t))W(U)) 
then 
E(Tu(t)) ni[Tnt. Pu(t)]. 
Thus the cycle set for TU(t) can be obtained from that of T' = (Tpu(t))W(U) whatever 
the value of TU(t). 
The full set of points lying on cycles under TU(t), for any value of TU(t) is given in 
terms of Att((Tpu(t))W(U)) as follows. 
Lemma 6.1.4 The set Att(TU(t)) of all elements of RN lying on cycles under Tu(t) is 
gZven by 
Pu(t) -I Att(TU(t)) -- Att((Tpu(, ))W(U)) U,: =i 
Týu(t)(Att((Tpu(l))jV(U))) 
when Tu(t) -- 0 and by 
Att(TU(t)) - Att((Tpu(t))W(U)) u 
Pu(t)-l (T' * (Att((Tpu(I) z'=l 
')V(TU(t)+t) )W(U))) 
otherwise, where 
3 V(TU(t) + i) T'-'U(Tu(t) 
j=l 
Proof. 
When Tu(t) -- 0 every secondary periodic point is of the 
form Tu(t)(a) where aE 
Att((TPu(0)W(U)) is a primary periodic point and I<i< PU(t) - 1, the result follows 
immediately. 
When Tu(t) > 0, let a be a primary periodic poiiatý then aE Att((Tpu(, ))W(u)) 
by 
lemma 6.1.3 and a-T 
Tu(t)+nPu(t) (b) for some bE RN and integer n>0, thus the U(t) 
elements T 
TU(t)+nPu(t)+i (b), 1<i< Pu(t) -I are secondary periodic points and all U(t) -- 
18 -1 
secondary periodic points are of this form. We have 
T Tu(t)+nPu(t)+Z* (b) = T'a + U(Tu(t) + i) + TU(TU(t) +++ T'-'U(TU(t) + U(t) 
= T'a 4- V(TU(t) + i). 
where V(TU(t) + i) = El'=, T'-U(Tu(t) + j) and the result follows. 
As in the case of constant inputs we can define qualitative dynamical similaritv 
(QDS) for periodic and eventually periodic inputs. 
Definition 6.1.3 Let U(t) and V(t) both have period P>1, then Tu(t) and Tv(t) are 
QDS if 
E(Tu(t)) = E(Tv(t)). 
From theorem 6.1.1 we have that 
E(Tu(t)) = E(Tv(t)) 
if and only if 
E((Tpu(t))W(U)) = E((Tpv(t))W(V)) 
and Pu(t) = Pv(t). With theorem 6.1.1 in mind we also make the following definition: 
Definition 6.1.4 Say that Tu(t) and Tv(t) are semi-QDS if 
E((Tpu(, ))W(U)) -- E((Tpl"(1))W(V)). 
Clearly QDS #- semi-QDS 
The next result follows immediately. 
Theorem 6.1.2 If Pu(t) = Pv(t) then Tu(t) and Tv(t) are QDS. if and only if (Tpu(, ))147(u) 
and (Tpv('))W(V) are QDS. More generally Tu(t) and Tv(t) are semz'-QDS if and only 
if (Tpu(, ))W(U) and (Tpv(, ))W(V) are QDS. M 
Thus we can use the results from chapter 2, section 2.3 to determine if TU(t) and 
Tv(t) are QDS for time dependent inputs U(t) and V(t). Note that in particular TU(t) 
and Tpu(t) are semi-QDS and that the cycles occurring under TU(t) can be thought W(U) 
PU(t) 44S 
of as the cycles under TW(U) tretched" by a factor PU(t) and in general if TU(t) and 
Tv(, C-) are semi-QDS with PU(t) > Pv(t) then the cycles occurring under 
TU(t) can be 
thought of as those occurring under Tv(t) "stretched" by a factor Pu(t)lPv(t). 
I ý, ý llý 
Example 6.1.3 
Let N=4, R= F2, T= I+X+X2+(X4_I)F 2M. We shall Omit the , +(X4 - 
I)F2[xj"for 
the rest of this example. Let U(t) be defined by U(1) = 1, U(2z') = x, U(2z'+ 1) = X2 
for i>1, so Tu(t) =I and Pu(t) = 2. Then 
W(U) = TU(2) + U(3) =x+ x3 
Let V(t) be defined by V(l) = 1, V(2) =1+x, V(2i - 1) = X3 and V(2z)= X2 for all 
i>2. Thus Tv(t) = 2 and PU(t) = 2. Then 
W(V) = TV(3) + V(4) -- 1+X+ X2 + X3. 
Now, 
Tpu(t) = Tpv(t) =T2= X2 
and one finds that 
2) 
W(U)-W(V) - (T 
2) 
J+X2ý 
which has a fixed point, hence Tu(t) and Tv(t) are QDS by theorem 2.3.2 and theo- 
rem 6.1.2. Moreover, one finds that (T 2)W(U) is QDS to T2 and 
E 2) (T 4[l] + 6[2]. 
If ence 
Y, ((T 2)W(U)) = Y, ((T 
2)W(V)) 
-- 4[2] + 6[4] 
by theorem 6.1.1.4 
6.2 Additive cellular automata in higher dimensions 
In this section we briefly discuss the extension of our methods to cellular automata in 
two or more dimensions with periodic boundary conditions. Martin et. al., [3], showed 
that the state of a linear cellular automata in D dimensions with cells arranged on 
a rectangular lattice of Ni cells in the i- th direction, 1<i<D, with periodic 
boundary conditions can be represented as polynomials in D commuting indeterminates 
X11 ... ý XD of degree at most Ni in x, -. The action of the global rule 
is represented by 
multiplication by a (Laurent) polynomial in Xi ý ... ý XD 
derived from the local rule and 
11819 
then taking the results modulo x-'Yl -I 2,1 -< 
i 
-< 
D. By similar arguments to those used 
in chapter 1, section 1.5-3, this is equivalent to representing the states of the cellular 
automata as the elements of 
R(N,,..., ND) R[xl,. XDI 
N Cx 
, xND- I)R[xl ... ) XDI' 
where (x 
Nj 
_II... IX 
ND 
-I )R[xl,.. 
-, XDI I R[xl,. - -, XDI is the ideal generated by 
XNI _ 11 ... I XND _ 1, and representing the action of the global rule by multiplication by 
an element TE R(Ni, ND). External time independent inputs are represented as 
elements of R(Ni, ..., ND) in the obvious way. By remark 2.1.1 nearly all the results 
of chapter 2 apply in the present case on just replacing RN with R(N,,..., ND) and 
such results will be used if necessary without further comment. 
We concentrate on the D=2 case for clarity, the extension to D>2 is relatively 
straight forward. The results in this section are by way of a preliminary investigation, 
we consider only the case of state alphabet a finite field and do little more than ob- 
tain a direct product decomposition of R(Nj, N2) into a direct product of completely 
primary rings, of course idempotent lifting will enable one to obtain a direct product 
decomposition in the case of state alphabet Z/pk-, k>1, also, as in chapter 5 for the 
one dimensional case. We shall see that for D _- 2, as long as one of N, and N2 is 
coprime to p when R -- Fpq, then all of the rings in the direct product decomposition 
will be of types considered in chapter 3"and thus one can employ the method and results 
of chapters 3 and 4. For D>3 this will be the case as long as only one of the Ni, 
I<i<D, is not coprime to p. Returning to D-2, if N, = n1p' and N2 - 71,2PS 
where both r and s are greater than zero and nj, n2 are coprime to p we must consider 
rings of a form not considered in chapter 3, while these rings are completely primary 
the ideal of nilpotent elements is not principal and one can expect similar difficulties 
to those that arose in chapter 5 when N and p were not coprime. It may be that the 
method of Guan and He [27] is better for finding cycle sets in the higher dimensional 
case, however we expect our technique to be useful for at least obtaining qualitative 
information on reversibility, maximal cycle lengths etc.. 
We are considering linear local rules of the form 
12 
ajl J2 a +, *12+3, 
327::: -12 
where ajl, E r, ,-< 
il < 11, -12 
< j2 < 12, and aj, - is that state of cell with 32 p 
11 
3 
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cordinates (i, j) relative to the (arbitrarily chosen) origin. On N, x N2 cells local rule 
(6.2.1) gives rise to the global rule represented by 
12 
1 
-31 XN2 -32 + (XN, N2 a3, l732XN1 21 IX2 _ 
1)Fpq[XI, X21, (6.2-2) 
31: ---Il 32 -::::: -12 
an element of (Xiv, 
Fpq [X 1 iX21 
an NiN 
_1 X21V2 _12 
dimensional Fp, -algebra. The N, di- 112 
)Fpq [X1 
iX21 
I 
NT N2 mensional subalgebra with basis x' + (x, ,-1, x 12_ l)Fp'l[XliX21i 0<N, - 1, 
is clearly isomorphic to (XIV1 
F7, q 1XI 
- and the 
N2 dimensional sUbalgebra with basis -1)F,, tT] 
Xj + (XN, XN2 212_I 
)Fpq [X 
11 X 21 10 '5 i< N2 is clearly iSomorphic to 
Fpq [x] 
(XN2 
- J)Fpq [Xj ' 
Clearly Nj 
Fpq [xj X21 has a basis (x 
-1 XN2_1 2 
)Fpq [Xj 
iX21 
xxN, - J)Fpq 
[Xj 
1 2+(XI -1ý42 X21 : 0< i<N, - 1,0<j :ý N2-11 
and, refering to theorem A. 6.1, 
(XN, 
]Fpq [X 
1ý X21 
--p 
qN1 N2 =1 
Fpq[Xl] 
0 
Fpq [X 21 
_ 1, XN2 Fpq 
[X 
1, 
(XNI 
- 1)Fpq[Xl] (XN2 - 1)Fpq 
[X21 
12X 21 
which suggests that one might have 
(XN1 
FP q [XI ý X21 
- rIlý -Fp 
q[Xl] 
-0 
Fpq [X 21 
_ 1, XN2 - 
1)Fpq[XlýX2] - (X l\T 1- 1)Fpq[xl] (XN2 - 1)Fpq [X21 12 
this is in fact the case. 
Lemma 6.2.1 For all integers N1, N2 >0 and any finite field Fpq 
Fpq [111 X21 Fpq [XII Fpq 
[X21 
(XNI 
_ 11 XN2 _ I)Fpq XN, - 
J)Fpq[Xl] XN2 - 
I)Fpq [X21 
12 
[Xli X21 
The proof of lemma 6.2.1 can be found in appendix B. 
Applying lemma A-6.1 we obtain the following 
Theorem 6.2.1 For all integers nj, n2 >0 and coprime to p and any r, s E 
Fpq [Xl 
i X21 ni 
MI M2 Fpq [x 10 
11 ri 
-r'q [Xl] 
x ni pr - 
lix n275 q Ri(xl)p Fp (1'2 1)Fp [XliX21 i=l j=1 
Fpq [X21 
Sj(X2)PsFpq[X2]1 
191 
where 
Fpqfxll 
(XN1 - j)Fpq[X, ] 
Fpq [X21 
(XN2 
- 
J)F 
pq 
[X21 
r, -i 
MI Fpq[Xj] M 
Ri(xi)P'FP, [x, ] 
j=J 
M2 
rIlý ii 
Fpq [X 21 
Sj(X2)p3Fpq[X2] 
By the same argument as that in the proof of lemma 6.2.1 one finds that 
Fpq [Xl] 
(D 
Fpq [X21 FP q [XI i X21 
Ri(xi)P'Fpq [x, ] Sj(X2)P'5Fpq[X2] - (Ri(xi)P', Sj(xx)P")Fq[xl, x2] 
(6.2-3) 
for each i and each j. It follows that instead of theorem 6.2.1 we could work with the 
isomorphism induced by the the projection homomorphisms 
oi, j : 
Fpq [xi 
, X21 
(X nIpl 
_ 
lix n2 75 
_1 
)Fpq [Xl 
i X21 12 
Fpq [Xj, X 21 
(Ri(x, )P', Sj(X, 2)ps)Fq [Xl i X21' 
I 'ýý i '5 Ml iI<i '5 M2, however it is conveinent to use the tensor product represen- 
tation, as from (A-6-1) in appendix A and the disc-assion preceding it we have, with 
Fpq[xi] 
R(xj)P'rFpq[Zl' 
K[x21 
,E (9 
Fpq [X21 
S(x2)P'K[x2] - S(X2)p5Fpq [X21 
(of course one could just as well take K= 
Fpq [-'021 
). There are two cases: S(X2)P-ýFpq [X21 
(i) Either r -- 0 or S=0, we can suppose without 
loss of generality that r=0 hence 
K= 
]Fpq[Xll 
_ ý-ý F d,,, where the degree of R is dR, then R(x, )P'F, q[Xl] -P 
Fpq [XI] Fpq [X21 
elýj 
FpqdR [X21 
R(xl)Fpq[XI] 'cy S(X2)" 
pq 
[X21 S(X2)PsFpq [X21 
F q[xil Fq 
[X21 
Thus if S(x) is irreducible over 
FqdR then E"-, ý - (2) -Ps- is 
a completely 
P 
R(xl)]Fpq[xj] S(X2)P Fpq[X2] 
primary ring of the form considered in chapter 3 and if 
S(x) factorises over 
FPqdR then 
Fpq[Xl] 
0- 
Fpq [X21 
.. is a direct product of completely primary rings of 
the form 
R(x, )F Pq1x1j S(X2)P'Fpq [X21 
F q[xi] 
Fq 
jx2 p 
S(X2 is either 0 then -ý. ý, - ý- (g 
- 
[-021 
S( 
Wýpq 
27 X2 
'iX 
7i(x, )Fpq[xi] Pq considered in chapter 3, in particular if S= 
a field or a direct product of fields. In fact one can say a great 
deal about when and 
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how S(x) factorises over 
Fpqd, but for reasons of brevity we do not go into such details 
here. 
(ii) Both r and s are greater than zero. The map 
0: 
Fpq [x, ] 
- 7rS r 
0 
Fpq [X 21 
5 
Fpq Ixil Fpq [X 21 0- 
, R(X 1 ). FPq 
[X 
1] Fpq [X 21 
S (X 2)P' 
- PL(XJ)Fpq [X l] S (X 2) Fpq [X 21 
Fpq [XI I- Fpq[XI] 
is a ring epimorphism (where7rrO : T(xl)p, F pq [Tj ]ý 7i? (xl)Fpq[xl -is the ring epimorphism 
defined in chapter 3 etc. ), as are the maps 
7rr, o (9 Id :Fp 
q[Xl] 
- (D R(xi)PrFpq [X l] 
"5 j4 
pq 
[X2] Fpq [x, ] 
S(X2)P'9Fpq [X 21 R(x 1) Fpq [x 
FP q [x21 
S(x2)P"Fpq[x2] 
and 
Id (9 7rý() : 
Fpq [Xl] 
_ (D R(xi)Fpq [x, ] 
Fpq [X21 Fpq[Xl] 
S(X2)p5Fpq [X21 R(x, )Fpq[Xl] 
Fpq [X21 
S(X2)Fpq [X21 ý 
one must have that 7r,, o & 7r,, o = Id & z,, o o 7-,,, o 0 
M. If F, qlxll 0 
Fpq [X21 
R(x, )Fpq[xi] S(X2)P'Fpq[X2] 
]Fpq[XI] FL)q [X21 
is a field it is easy to show that R(x, )P'IF Pq [X1 S(X2)p 
5 1Fpq (X21 
is completely primary. If 
Fpq[Xl] 
& 
FPq [X2] 
- is a 
direct product then it is a direct product of completely R(x, )Fpq[Xll S(X2)P'Fpq [X21 
primary rings of the form 
Fpq [Xj 
iX21 where S(x) = rj7n I 
S-(x) over F qdR - ; )Fpq[xl, X2] P (R(xi), Si(X2)p' 
One sees that aC Ker 7r,, 0 & Id implies that R(xl)la(xi, x, 2) or 
S, '(X2)10(XIX2) 
for 
I<i< ml in either case a is nilpotent so Ker 7r,, O (9 Id is a nil ideal and hence 
idempotent lifting (by lemma A. 5.3) and one can lift idempotents in a similar manner 
to that in theorem 5.1.1 to show tha 
F q[xi] Fpq [272 
'I is a direct product t R(xl)pPrFpq[Xil (D ýý(X2)PsFpq[X21 
Fpq [XI] Fq [X21 
of completely primary rings, themselves of the form 0 where R(xl)p, ]Fpq[xl] ý(X2)P'Fpq [X21 
S(x) is an irreducible factor of S(x) over 
Fqd, 
- Thus we need consider only the case 
Fpq[Xl] Fpq[X2] 
_ & is completely primary. It is clear that 
Ker 7r,, o 0 r,, o is the 
R(x, )PT']Fpq[Xll S(X2)P']Fpq [X21 
ideal generated by R01 and 10 S, not principal. At this point we merely 
give the 
following result as an example and leave further investigation 
to future publications. 
F q[Xl] 11ý21 
Fpq_[X2] 
where 
Fl! q[Xll 
T(x, )PI Fpq[XII -- P3F, q[X2] 
R(xl)Fpq (xi Lemma 6.2.2 Let T be a unit Zn "ýy T(X2) 
F P, is a field. Then the minimum orbit length that occurs under 
T for any 
S(-T2)Fpq[-1721 
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non-zero element is equal to the order of the image, t, of T under -Xr, O 0 7r,, O in the 
muliplicative group of 
F q[Xll 0 
]Fpq[X2] 
R(xl)Fpq[Xl] S(X2)Fpq[X2] 
Proof: 
From chapter 3 we know that tL =I first for L equal to the order of t in the cyclic 
group of units and the only element on an orbit of length less than L is zero. It follows 
that TL =I+n where n is nilpotent, say n' = 0, then n1-1 has period L under T. If 
T ka -a for some non-zero element a then Tk_I is nilpotent and thus tk =I which 
contradicts the minimality of L. 0 
Appendix A 
review of the relevant algebra 
194 
i9 
In this appendix we briefly review some of the algebra relevant to this thesis. We assume 
that the reader is familiar with elementary group theory, ring theory and module theory. 
though some of the more relevant aspects are discussed briefly. For more details we 
refer the reader to those texts we have found most useful, namely [281, [30], [31], [251. 
[26] and [321. 
Rings 
We shall assume that the reader is famihar with the definition of a ring, for definiteness 
we note that we require that our rings to have an identity element IR which satisfies 
lRa = aIR =a for all aER. 
We shall also require that 1R 54 OR- We shall normally write 1 for IR. 
The center of a ring R is the set 
Z(R) = Iz E R: rz = zr for every rE R). 
It is easily verified that Z(R) is a subring, clearly if R is commutative then Z(R) = R. 
Definition A-1.1 Let R be a ring. 
(i) An element aER is a unit if there is some bCR such that ab = ba -- 1. 
(K) An element aGR\f 01 is a zero-divisor if there is some bER\f 01 such that 
ab -- 0. 
(iii) An element aCR is nilpotent if there is some natural nurnbei, t such that at = 0. 
Let aER be a unit, the element bER such that ab = ba =I is referred to as the 
inverse of a and denoted by a-', we shall sometimes call a unit aER an invertible 
element. Note that the set of units in a commutative ring forms a multiplicative group, 
sometimes denoted by R*. We recall that a integral domain is a commutative ring 
R 
that has no zero-divisors. A field is a integral domain F such that F* =F\ 
101. 
The Binomial theorem holds in a commutative ring (see any basic algebra text)- 
Lemma A. 1.1 Let R be a commutative ring, a, bER and n>0 an integer, then 
+na 
Z=o 
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Let R be a commutative ring and ACR, by AR we shall mean the set of finite 
sums 
AR - fEar: aEA, r E RI. 
Let R be a commutative ring, an ideal of R is a subgroup ý2t of the additive group R 
which satisfies 
2tR C 2L. 
An ideal % of R is proper if % ý4 f 0} and 21 -ý4 R. When % is an ideal of R we shall 
write 2t ýl R. 
As an example of an ideal consider the following: 
Lemma A. 1.2 Let R be a commutative ring, then the set f--Yt of nilpotent elements in 
R is an ideal. 
PrOof: 
We have to show that . 91 is a subgroup and that IRR C T. Clearly 0ET, so to 
show that IR is a subgroup it suffices to show that T is closed under addition (the other 
group axioms will hold because they do in R). Let a, bc In with a" =0 and 
W2 
= 
then 
tl +t2 
+t2 Z tl + t2 tl+t2-Z bi (a + b)tl a 
t2 1 +t2 11 t2 11 + t2 +t2 tl+t2 
i) at' -'b' +Z()a 
i= 0 Z=t2+I 
at' 
t2 
tl + t2 
a 
t2 
-'b' +b 
t2 tl- + t2 
a 
tl +t2 bi Eii+ 
t2 
i=O 
( 
3=1 
= 
0. 
Thus 'N is closed under addition. Let aET. with at -0 and 'r E R, then 
(ar)t = atrt = Or 
t=0 
hence TR C T. - 0 
Remark A. 1.1 If aCR is nilpotent, at = 0, tEN, then 1-a is a unit. 
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Proof: 
As at =0 one has 
I=I- at =ý- 1= (I - a)(a'-' + a' + ... +a+ 1) 
hence (I - a) is a unit. 0 
An important class of ideals are those generated by a single element, known as 
principal ideals. Let aER, a commutative ring, then the principal ideal generated by 
a is 
aR = far: rE RI. 
aR is sometimes denoted by (a). A ring R is a principal ideal ring if every ideal in R 
is principal. 
A. 1.1 Ring homomorphisms and quotient rings 
Ring homomorphisms are structure preserving mappings between rings, we recall that 
Definition A. 1.2 Let R, S be rings, a ring homomorphism from R to S is a map 
0: R)S such that for all a, bCR one has 
+ b) = O(a) + O(b), O(ab) = O(a)o(b), 
O(OR) = OSi O(IR) := IS- 
It follows immediately from the definition that, for any acR, O(a., ) O(a )n' ,C 
and that 0(-a) = -0(a). For a unit rER one has 0(r-1) = 0(r)-' and for nilpotent 
ER such that r' =0 for integer n>0 then 0(, r)n = 0. 
The kernel of a ring homomorphism. 0, written Ker 0, is the set of pre-images of 
0, i. e. the set ja Cz R: O(a) = Osj- It is easily verified that. Ker 0 is arl ideal of 
R 
and that the image of 0, Im 0 is a subring of S. Also easily verified is the 
fact that a 
homomorphism 0 is injective if and only if Ker 0= ý01- 
A bijective ring homomorphism 0: R)S is known as a ring 
isomorphism and 
one says R is isomorphic to S and writes R S. An injective 
homomorphism is known 
as a monomorphism, a surjective homomorphism is known as an epimorphism, a 
ring 
endomorphism is a homomorphism from a ring to itself. 
The following remark is easily 
verified. 
Remark A. 1.2 If R and S are finite with IRI =: JSJ then 
for a homomorphisn2 
R)S the following statements are equivalent: 
1 
R 
7r 
RIA 
S 
Fignre A. 1: 
(i) 0 is an isomorphism; 
0 is injective; 
(iii) 0 is surjechve. 0 
Given an ideal A of a ring R we may form the quotient ring RIA in a similar manner 
to that in which a quotient group is formed from a group and a normal subgroup. Briefly 
given an ideal A, R/A is the set of cosets r+A, rGR, r+A=fr+a: aE A). The 
set of distinct cosets partitions R and the operations in RIA are defined in terms of 
thosein R by 
(x+A)+(y+A) -- x+y+A 
A)(y + -4) = xy + 
A. 
These operations are well defined in the sense that they do not depend on the repre- 
sentatives x, y chosen (see any basic algebra text). ORIA OR +A and IRIA :::::: IR + A. 
Given an ideal A of R there is a natural homomorphism 7r :R) R/A given by 
r F--ý r+ RIA and Ker 7r = A. If R is commutative then so is RIA. The proofs of the 
following theorems can be found in most algebra texts. 
Theorem A. 1.1 [Factor Theorem] 
Let f: RS be a homomorphism of rings and let A be an ideal of R with 
AC Ker 
then there is a unique ring homomorphism f: RIA S such that 
fo 7r f (see 
I'g- p ure A. 1). f is injective if and only if A= Ker f 
Note that f' satisfies f'(r + A) =f (r) - 
Theorem A. 1.2 [First Isomorphism Theorem] 
Given any ring homomorphism f: RS there is a 
factorlsation f= aflo, 
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a: R) R/Kerf is the natural homomorphism, 0 
f, : R/kerf ) Imf is an isomorphism. 0 
A. 1.2 Factorisation in commutative rings 
Imf +S is inclusion and 
Definition A. 1.3 A non-zero element a of a commutative ring R is said to divide 
bER if there is some cER such that ac - b, in this case one writes alb. If a, bER 
are such that alb and bla then a and b are called associates. 
The concept of divisibility is closely linked to principal ideals. The proof of the 
f6flowing theorem is easy. 
Theorem A. 1.3 Let a, b, u be elements of a commutative ring R, then 
(i) aIb ýý (b) C (a). 
(h) a and b are associates ýý (a) -- (b). 
(iii) u is a unit uIr for all rER. 
(iv) u is a unit (u) = R. 
(v) The relation a is an associate of b is an equivalence relation on R. 
(vi) If a= br, rERa unit then a and b are associates. If R is an integral domain 
then the converse is true. 0 
Definition A. 1.4 Let R be a commutative ring, then a non-zero, non-unit element 
cCR is 
(a) irreducible if c -- ab ==ý a or b is a unit; 
(b) prime if clab =ý, cla or c1b. 
A. 1.3 The characteristic of a ring 
Definition A. 1.5 The characteristic of a ring R is the additive order IR (the least 
integer m>I such that TnlR 0)) if the additive order is infinite (there is no integer 
m>0 such that 'MIR 0) then R is said to have characteristic zero. 
We shall denote the characteristic of R by char R. Note that we do not allow 
char R=I for then 1R = OR- 
Lemma A. 1.3 If R is finite then R has non-zero characteristic. 
Proof: 
Suppose that R has characteristic zero, as R is finite there must e integers m 
n>0 such that IMIR = nlR hence (m - n)lR =0 which contradicts char 
R-0. N 
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Theorem A. 1.4 If R is an integral dornain then either char R-0 or char R=p 
where p is prime. 
Proof: 
Suppose that char R= mn for some integers M, n>1, then MIRnIR =0 SO rnIR, 
nIR are zero-divisors but R is an integral domain so we have a contradiction. 0 
Lemma A. 1.4 If char R=m>1 then there is a subring of Z(R) isomorphic to 
Z/MZ. 
Proof: 
If char R-m>I then define a map from Z/mZ into Z(R) by n+ mZ ý-+ n1R, it 
is easy to see that this map is a homomorphism and if nIR - flIR then (n - h)IR -0 
so n-h -- n'm for some integer n' hence n- ft E mZ so n+ mZ - ft + mZ, hence we 
have a monomorpl-Lism and thus Z/mZ ý--- S, (note that S is the subring generated by 
1R)- 0 
Lemma A. 1.5 If R is a commutative ring with prime characteristic p, then 
(a + b)P = aP + bP 
Proof: 
This follows from the binomial theorem (lemma A. 1.1) as pI for I<i<p. z 
p 
0 
A. 2 Rings of polynomials in one indeterminate 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the definition of the polynomial ring R[x] 
over R. We recall that if R is commutative then so is R[x] and that if R is an integral 
domain then so is R[x]. The proofs of the next two results can be found in Hungerford 
[30], pages 158-159. 
Theorem A. 2.1 Let R be a ring and f., 9E R[x] . 
(i) deg (f + 
-q) 
< max (degf , deg g) - 
(ii) deg (f-q) < deg f+ deg g. 
(iii) If the leading coefficient of f or 9 is not a zero-divisor in R then 
deg(fg) =deg f 
deg g. 0 
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Theorem A. 2.2 [The Division Algorithm] 
Let R be a ring, let f, gc R[x] be non-zero and such that the leading coefficient of g is 
a unit in R. Then there are unique q, rE Rfx] such that 
qg + r, and deg r< deg g. 
It is clear that if fE R[x] is such that there is some b Cz R such that ba, - =:: 0,0 < 2- 
deg f then f is a zero-divisor in R[x], the next result shows that if R is commutative 
this is a necessary and sufficient condition. 
Lemma A. 2.1 Let R be a commutative ring, then f=I: i'=O aixl . is a zero-divisor =; ý 
there is some bER, b 54 0 such that ba, = 0,0 <i<n. 
Proof: 
Let fE R[xl be a zero-divisor, suppose f9 = 0,, g E R[x], g 54 0. Suppose that 
f= 
m 
1: bjx3'. 
3. =0 
If aig -- 0,0 <i< n) then aib., - 0,0 <i<n, 0<i<m, so any non-zero b. satisfies 
the claim. If there are some k C- f0717 ... 7 nj such that akg 54 0 let i 
be maximal 
amongst these indicies. Then the coefficient of x'+' if fg =0 is 
ai+, bo + a, +, -lbl +... +a, 
b,, =0 
and ai+,, g -- 0 for s>0 so it 
follows that a, b, =0 so the degree of aig is less than 
Tn = deg g. Now, f (aig) =0 and a, -g ý/ 0, so one may repeat the above process, with 
gj = aig, at each step producing a new non-zero polynomial g,,. with deg 9, < 
deg gn-, 
and fg, = 0. The degree of g, m, is finite and the degree of _qn cannot 
be negative for 
any n so this process must terminate for some n' with deg gn, =0 so g,,, CR\ 
101 and 
fgnl = 0- Z 
We now describe some useful homomorphisms. 
Lemma A. 2.2 The map 0,,, : R[x] ) R[x], a(x) ýý a(x') is a ring endomorphism 
for any mcN. If m>0 then 0, is injective. 
Proof. 
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A[x]- 
ol 
I 
B[x] 
Vq5i(g) 
B[x]1(0'(g)) 
7T9 
A[x]/(g) 
Figure A-2: Homomorphism 0' induces a hornomorphism oll, surjective if 0' is suriec- tive. 
Let a(x) d aixi d' Ed mi b(x) = Ej=o b3x3, then 0. (a) i=o at x and om (b) 
d' 
j=0 bjxmJ. Now 
d+d' d+d' 
a(x)b(x) -Z. Z aibj Xk om(a(x)b(x» -- 
ZZa, b, Xmk 
k=O k=O 
(i+j=k 
Let y= x' then 
d+d' d+d 
a(y)b(y) =ZZa, b, yk =EZa, b, Xmk (ab). 
k=O 
(z'+j»=k 
k=O 
(i+j'=k 
It is clear that the other conditions for 0, to be 4 homomorphism are satisfied. Note 
that 00 is evaluation at 1. For m>0 it is clear that 0, is injective. N 
Corollary A. 2.1 Let R be a commutative ring, then for any integers n, m>0 one 
has that x' - ljx" - I. 
Proof: 
For any integers P2, n>0 
xm-I- (X_I)(Xm-l+Xm-2+... +X+I) 
::: * On(Xm - 1) : -- 
On(X - I)On(Xm-l + Xm-2 
+... +X+ 1) 
x nm _1 -- 
(Xn 
- 1)On(X7n-1 + XM-2 
+... +X+ 1), 
hence x' - llx" - 1.0 
Lemma A. 2.3 Let A and B be commutative rings and let AB 
be a ring 
homomorphism, then 0 induces a ring homomorphism 0' : A[x] ý B[xj, 
Ei'.: o aix' ý-+ 
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A -A[xj 
7rg---, 
-A[xjl(g) 
7ro/(fl 
B B[x]- L-B[x]1(0'(g)) 
Figure A. 3: Homornorphism 0 induces homomorphism 0' which in turn induces homo- 
morphism 0", if 0 is surjective then so is 0' and if 0' is surjective then so is 011. 
I: n 
j.: 0 0(ai)x'. Further any ring homomorphism A[x] B[x] induces a homornor- 
phism 0" : A[x]l(g(x)) B[x]1(0'(g(x))), where (g(x)) g(x)A[x] the ideal of A[xl 
generated by g(x) etc., such that figure A. 2 commutes. (0" is given by a(x)+g(x)A[x] 
0'(a(x)) + 0'(g(x))B[x]), If 0 is surjective then so is 0' and if 0' Zs surjechve then so 
is 0 
Proof: 
It is simple to verify that 0' is a homomorphism. If 0 is surjective and bE B[x], 
b(x) 0b -x' then bi = O(a -) for some a- in A hence b0a -x'*) . Given a ho- 2=zTtz=z 
momorphism 0': A[x] ) B[xl the existence of a homomorphism 0" : A[x]l(g(x)) 
B[x]1(0'(g(x))) for any g(x) E A[x] such that figure A. 2 commutes follows from the 
factor t heorem as 7ro, (, ) o 0'(g (x) A [x]) = -r, 0, (9) (0'(g (x)) B [x]) 0 1, hence g (x) A [x] C 
ker7FO, (, g) o 
0. If 0' i's surjective then let bE B[x]1(0'(g(x))), b- b(x) + 0'(g(x))B[x], 
then there is a(x) E A[x] such that 0'(a(x)) = býx) so b is the image of a(x) + g(x)A[xl 
under 0" hence 0" is surjective. E 
Thus for any ring epimorphism, 0: A)B we have the commuting diagram 
Afigure 
A. 3, where g- g(x) E A[x], t is inclusion and T. and are the natural 
projections. 
We shall also need to consider the ring of Laurent polynomials over R, 
R[x, x-1] 
which is defined in a similar way to the polynomial ring and the indeterminates x and 
x-1 satisfy xx-1 = x-1x = 1, however we shall only be concerned with 
the quotient 
ring R[x, x-11 _ where N>0 is an integer. (XN-1)R[x, x-1] 
Lemma A. 2.4 For any ring R the following holds for all NEN\ 
10}: 
R[x, x-'] R[x]_. 
(XN - 1)R[x, x-l] (XN - j)R[x] 
20.1 
Proof: 
Let a be any element of 
R[x, x-] say (x'-l)R[x, x-11 ý 
oz = Ce(XI X-1) + (XN _ 1)R[x, x-'], 
where a(x, x-') a-, x-' + O(x). For I<i<v let n(i) be the least positive 
integer satisfying n(i)N > i, then 
a(x, x- Xn(i)N-i _ Xn(%)N-i) + O(X) 
v 
a-i(xn(i)N-i - X-t(Xn(i)N + O(X) 
and so 
oz(x, X-, ) + (X N_ 1)R[x, x-'] =Z ce-ix n(i)N-, + ß(X) + (XN - 1)R[x, x-'], 
Z' =1 
as XN - llXn(i)N _I by corollary A. 2.1, hence each element oz E 
R[x, x-11 
- has a (x"-l)R[x, x-1] 
canonical representative which is an ordinary polynomial, say 7(x). The map 
R[x] 
(XN 
-1)R[x] 
R[x, x-'] 
(xN - 1)R[x, x-l] 
-Y(X) + (XN _ 1)R[xj i- -, (X) + (XN _ 1)R[x, x-'] 
is well defined and is thus clearly a homomorphism, and by the comments above it is 
surjective. Suppose -y(x) C- R[x], -y(x) 0 (XN - I)R[x], then -y(zý) - 6(x) + q(x)(xN - 1) 
for some g(x) and b(x) 54 0 with deg 6(x) < N. Then if t(, Y(X) + (XN - I)R[x]) =0 one 
has that 6(x) = a(x, X-1)(XN _ 1) for some a(x, x-1) E R[x, x-1] so we must have 
N-1 L2 
Xi = (XN a3 -x3 
i=O 
where not all the bi are zero, but if L2> 0 then there is a non-zero term in XN+L2 on 
the right hand side, which is clearly a contradiction and if L, >1 then there is a term 
in X-Li on the right hand side but on the left which again is a contradiction, hence 
there is no such a(x, x-1) and thus Ker t=f 0} and t is an isomorphism. 0 
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We shall always identify across the isomorphism described in lemma A. 2.4 and so 
put 
R[x, x-1] R[x] 
(XN - I)R[x, x-1] - (XN - I)R[x] 
A. 3 Modules and algebras 
We recall the definition of an R-module: 
Definition A. 3.1 Let R be a ring, a left R-module is an abelian group M, written 
additively, together with a map (called a left action) RxM)M written (r, x) F--+ rx, 
rER, xEM, such that for any r, sER and x, yEM the following hold: 
r(x + y) = rx + ry, (r + s)x = rx + sx, r(sx) = (rs)x, lRX = X. 
A right R-module is defined in the obvious way via a right action MxR)M. If R 
is commutative and M is a left R-module then one can regard M as a right R-module 
with right action given by (x, r) F--* rx for all rER, xEM, and hence one can ignore 
the distinction between right and left modules and just say M is an R-module (or a 
module over R). When R is not commutative we shall only consider left R-modules 
M and just call M an R-module. 
A ring R can be regarded as an R-module with left action given by the multipli- 
cation in R. A module over a field is a vector space. A submodule of an R-module 
M is a subgroup N of A4' such that rx CN for all r c- R and xC Al. When R is 
commutative and considered as a module over itself the submodules of R are the ideals 
of R. If N is a submodule of M we shall write N<M. 
If M and N are R-modules then a map f: M) Nis a R- rnodule homomorphisrn 
(or R-homomorphism or a R-linear map) if f is a group homomorphism and for all 
rCR and xE AT f (rx) = rf (x). The kernel and image of f are submodules of 
AT and 
N respectively. As usual if f is injective it is sometimes called a monomorphism etc.. 
If M<N then we can construct the quotient group MIN and this is an 
R-module 
via the left action Rx MIN ) MIN, (r, x+ N) F--+ rx + N, MIN 
is called a quotient 
module. As for groups and rings one has the factor theorem and isomorphism 
theorems. 
Let Mi, iEI where I is some indexing set, be R-modules and 
fi : Ali ) Mi+j be 
R-homomorphisms for each iCI. The sequence of R-modules and 
homomorphisms 
fi-i A 
Mi-i )A) Mi+i 
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is said to be exact at Mi if lm fi-1 = Ker fj and is said to be an exact sequence if it is 
exact at each Mi. In particular an exact sequence of the form 
fým gýmlj 
is called a short exact sequence and in this case M/Ker g= M/Im f f-- m1l. We wish 
to define the direct sum of finitely many R-modules Mi, iEIa finite indexing set, 
in general the direct sum is the coproduct in the category of R-modules, however we 
shall give a simple definition which suffices for our purposes. 
Definition A. 3.2) Given a family of R-modules Mi indexed by the finite set I= 
11) 
, nj, the direct sum of the Mi is the Cartesian product of the Mi wzth left action 
defined componentwise and is written 
MI ED M2 (1) ... e Mn- 
We note that an R-module M is the direct sum of submodules Mi, I<i<n, 
ne N7 if and only if every element of M can be written uniquely as XI +-*+ Xni 
Mi, 1<i< 
Let R be a commutative ring, an R- algebra (or an algebra over R) is a ring A which 
is also a R-module, explicitly in addition to the ring axioms A satisfies 
(rx)y = X(ry) = r(XY) 
for all rER and x, yCA. We note that if f: R is a ring homomorphism such 
that Im f9 Z(S) then S can be viewed as a R-module with left action (r, s) F-ý f (r)s 
and clearly 
(rSI)S2 - SI(r82) - r(SlS2) 
for all TER and 81,82 E S, thus S is a R-algebra. In particular lemma 
A-1.4 
shows that any finite ring R is a Z/mZ-algebra where m is the characteristic of 
R. A 
homomorphism of R-algebras is a ring homornorphism which is R-linear. 
A. 4 Finite fields 
We begin by recalling some relevant facts concerning fields and 
field extensions, for more 
detail on finite fields the reader is referred to [26] and 
for fields and field extensions in 
general see [25], chapter 3. If F is a field and fE F[x] then 
F[x] If F[x] is a field if and 
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only if f is irreducible in F[x]. Suppose that F has a subfield K then F is called an 
extension of K. It is well known that any field either has characteristic 0 or a prime 
p, the best known finite fields are Fp ý-5' Z/pZ for each prime p. A field containing no 
proper subfields is called a prime field, for instance F. is a prime field. The intersection 
of all subfields of a field F is a field, the prime subfield of F, clearly a prime field, it 
is well known that the prime subfield of a field F is isomorphic to either Fp for some 
prime p or to Q, depending upon the characteristic of F. 
Let K be a subfield of F and let 0EF, then the field K(O) is the intersection of 
all subfields of F containing both K and 0 and is called a simple -extension of K with 
defining element 0. If 0 satisfies a non-trivial polynomial equation with coefficients in 
K then 0 is algebraic over K and an extension L of K is called algebraic over K (or 
an algebraic extension) if every element of L is algebraic over K. If 0 is algebraic over 
K then there is a uniquely defined monic polynomial gE K[xl, called the mZni'Mal 
polynomial of 0 over K, such that (i) g is irreducible in K[x], (ii) fE K[x] has f (0) -0 
if and only if g1f, (iii) g is the monic polynomial of least degree in K[x] having 0 as 
a root. The degree of 0 over K is the degree of its minimal polynomial. K(O) can be 
viewed as a vector space over K (in fact it is a K-algebra), tl-Le dimension of K(O) 
is called the degree of K(O) over K and is denoted by [K(O) : K]. The proofs of the 
following two theorems can be found in [26]. 
Theorem A. 4.1 Let 0EF be algebraic of degree n over K and let g be the minimal 
polynomial of 0 over K. Then 
(i) K(O) K[xjlgK[xl; 
(H) [K(O) : K] =n and 11, Or-11 is a basis of K(O) over K; 
(iii) Every element aE K(O) is algebraic over K and its degree over K is a divisor of 
n. 0 
Theorem A. 4.2 Let fE K[x] be irreducible over a field K, then there is a simple 
algebraic extension of K with a root of f as a defining element. 
Suppose a, 0 are two 
roots of f, then K(a) ý-- K(O) 0 
The rest of this section consists of a collection of results concerning 
finite fields, the 
proofs can all be found in [26]. 
Theorem A. 4.3 Let F be a finite field, then F has pn elements where prime p 
is the 
characteristic of F and n is the degree of F as a vector space over 
the prime subfield Fp 
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of F. For every prime p and every integer n>0 there is a finite field with pn elements, 
unique up to isomorphism. 0 
The finite field with pn elements is usually denoted by Fp,, in this document. 
Theorem A. 4.4 The finite field Fp, -, has exactly one subfield of order prn for each 
posdive divisor m of n and these are all the subfields of Fp,,. 
Theorem A. 4.5 In the finite field Fp,. the group of units Fp*,, is cyclic. 0 
Theorem A. 4.5 shows that, where we use basic facts about cyclic groups, for each 
positive divisor m of p' - 1, Fp- contains 0(m) elements of order m, where 0 is eulers 
function, the value of 0(m) is the number of integers I with I<i<m coprime to M. 
We note that in Fp[xj there are irreducible monic polynomials of every positive 
degree, hence every finite field can be represented as Fp[x]IfFp[xl for some monic 
irreducible fE Fp[x]. If f0a -xz a then letting 0 be a root of f we can use in- 
0,01-A-11 as a basis of F. - ý--' Fp[x]IfFp[x] as a Fp algebra and use the relation 
on =- E'-' ajOý to simplify expressions arising in arithmetic over Fp.. Similarly there i=O 
are irreducible polynomials of every degree over Fq ,q>1, and 
hence every field with 
pq' elements can be represented by F. 9 [xl If Fpq [x] for some polynomial f irreducible 
over Fpq. 
A. 5 Direct products of rings, idempotents and idempo- 
tent lifting 
A-5.1 Direct products of rings 
Definition A. 5.1 Let (Ri), iEI be a family of rings. The direct product of (R, -), iEI 
is the CartesZan product of the sets Ri, iGI 
fIR, 
7. EI 
with operations defined component wise, explicitly (xi) + 
(Yi) = (xi + N), (x, )(yi) 
(Xi-M)i 1R = (IRj) and OR = (ORj)- 
It is clear from definition A. 5.1 that R zc, 
R- is F1 ,t a ring, commutative 
if and 
only if each R, - is commutative. For i CI the natural projection 
7rt :R Ri 
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is a homomorphism. The natural injections y, : R, ýR preserve addition and 
multiplication and zero but not the identity so the images ji, (R, ) are not subrings of R 
but are ideals of R. However 1-ti(IRi) acts as an identity with respect to the elements 
of pi(Ri) and in fact yi(Ri) is a ring. We shall only be interested in cases where III 
is finite, i. e. finite direct products. The proof of the next theorem can be found in 
Cohn [25], page 171. 
Theorem A. 5.1 Let RI, - -, Rt be any rings and let R be their direct product. With 
7ri and yj as described above aj = Impi is an ideal in R and 
ale ... ED at. (A. 5.1) 
Further, a, -a, - -0 if i ý4 j and ajai 9 ai. Conversely any rzng R of the form (A. 5.1) 
where each a, is an ideal in R may be expressed as a direct product of rings Rl,. - -, Rt 
where Ri is isomorphic to ai as a ring. 0 
We shall say that a ring R is indecomposable if it cannot be written as a direct 
produýt of two rings unless one of them is R and the other is the trivial ring f 01. 
When a ring R can be written non-triviallY as a direct product it is natural to enquire 
as to the uniqueness of this direct product. To this end we have the following theorem, 
proved in Cohn [25], page 173. This theorem refers to Artinian and Noetherian rings, 
we shall not digress to define these here, suffice to say that any finite ring is both 
Artinian and Noetherian, which is sufficient for our purposes. 
Theorem A. 5.2 Any Artinian or Noetherian ring can be written uniquely as a direct 
product of a finite number of indecomposable ring8.0 
Definition A. 5.2 A ring R is called completely primary if every element of R is either 
a und or nilpotent. 
Lemma A. 5.1 If R is cornpletely prirnary then R is indecornposable. 
Proof: 
Let R be completely primary and suppose R ý--- Ri x R2 where R, and 
R2 are 
non-trivial rings. Then the element (OR1 i IR2) 
is a non-nilpotent zero-divisor, so its 
pre-image in R is a non-nilpotent zero-divisor but R is completely primary so 
this is a 
contradiction. m 
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A. 5.2 Idempotent elements 
Definition A. 5.3 An element eER is idempotent if e2 = e. 
Obviously 0 and I are always idempotents, the trzvial idempotents. Let c, e/ ER 
be idempotent, one says that they are orthogonal if ee' = ee -- 0. Note that if e is 
idempotent then so is I-e and I-e is orthogonal to e. Clearly ring homomorphisms 
map idempotent elements to idempotent elements. 
Lemma A. 5.2 Let R be a commutative ring and let eER be a non-trivial idem- 
potent, then eR is a rzng with operations those in R but with zdentity element e for 
multiplication. 
Proof: 
The principal ideal eR is closed under the operations of R and 0E eR. For any 
aE eR, a= eb, bER and ea = e'b = eb =a= be = be' = ae hence e is the identity in 
eR. 0 
Note that eR is not a subring of R. Note that if R= Hzc, R, then for each iE1, 
Ai(IRj) is idempotent in R. This suggests a strong connection between the existence of 
non trivial idempotents and direct products. We have the following theorem, its proof 
can be found in Rowen 132]. 
Theorem A. 5.3 [Pierce Decomposition] 
Let R be a ring, then R L--- R, x ... x Rt as rings if and only 
if there are pairwise 
9 =lei =I andR 
Re-foreach Z. ortho onal idernpotents e- in Z(R) such that Et. zz 
Example A. 5.1 
It is well known that if m is an integer, Tn > 0, with unique factorisation into powers 
S ki of prime integers m -- Ili=, qj where qi = p, , pi prime and 
integer ki > 0, then 
s 
Z /rnZ Z /q%-Z. 
By theorem A. 5.3 there are pairwise orthogonal idempotents ei, 1 :5s, such 
that 
j=l z -Z- 
For instance one has Em e- =1 and Z/qjZ ý-ý eiZ/q, 
Z/6ZýýZ/2ZXZ/3Zý-ý(3+6Z)Z/6ZX(4+6Z)Z/6Z- 4 
Let R be a commutative ring and suppose A is an 
ideal in R. Under certain 
circumstances it is possible to lift the idempotents in -RIA 
to idempotents in R. 
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x V----- 
A 
f 
w 
Figure A. 4: T is the tensor product of U and V, for any bilinear map f there is a 
unique homomorphism I such that IoA=f 
Definition A. 5.4 An ideal A -1 R is idempotent lifting if 
(i) I-a is a unit for all aEA; 
(ii) Every idernpotent of RIA has the form x+A where x is Zdempotent in R. 
Let A ,IR be a nil ideal, that is if aEA then a is nilpotent. Then bY remark A. 1.1 
A satisfies the first condition of definition A. M. In fact A also satisfies the second 
condition. The proof of the following result is in Rowen [32], page 41. 
Lemma A. 5.3 Every nil ideal of a ring R is idempotent lifting, if r=r+A is zdempo- 
tent in RIA then there is an idempotent e in the subring of R generated by r satisfying 
a 
A. 6 The tensor product 
Given R-modules U, V and W, a bilinear rnap is a map f: UxV, V which is 
R-linear in each argument. 
Definition A. 6.1 Let R be a commutative ring and let U, V be R- modules. A tensor 
product of U and V is a R- module T such that there is a bilinear map AUxVT 
with the property that if W is any R- module and f is any bilinear map 
fUxVW 
then there is a unique homomorphism 1: T)W such that 
(see figure A . 4) 
f 
A R-module T as in definition A. 6.1 is known as a tensor product of 
U and V and 
is denoted U OR V or UoV when no confusion can arise. 
If a tensor product exists 
then from the definition it follows that it is unique up to isomorphisrn, 
in fact the 
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tensor product always exists, see [25], chapter 4, for the Proof of this and we refer the 
reader to that book for more details on the discussion in the next paragraph, 
In definition A. 6.1 the image of (u, v) under the bilinear map A is written as u0v 
and the following relations hold: 
(u+u')Ov =u O-V + ul 0v for all u, u/ E U, vE 
UO(V+V') -U0V+u0V, for all uEU, v, vt EV 
(au) 0V- uO(av) = a(u0v) forallucU, vEV, ceER, 
further, every element of U0V can be written as Ej u, o vj. - Given R-modules 
U, U', V, V and R- homomorphisms 
U'7 0: v) VII 
there exists a R-homomorphism a0ý: 
a(90: u@V 
uf (D vi 
1 
a(U) 0 O(V). 
Theorem A. 6.1 Let U, V, V,, be R- modules then 
(i) u V! --- VxU; 
(ii) U (111 (D ... (D Vn) (U 0 V1) (ý ... ED (U & Vn); 
(iii) If R is a field and U and V are finite dimensional vector spaces over R then 
Dim(U (3 V) -- Dim U. Dim V and if fuil is a basisfor U over R and fvjj is a basZS 
for V over R then f u, 0 vj I is a basis for U0V over R. 
Proof: 
For (i) and (ii) see [25], chapter 4. For (iii) see either [25] or [33], chapter 1, pages 
23-24. N 
We note that the proof of theorem A. 6.1, (ii), when n -- 2, starts from noting the 
existence of a bilinear map 
b: Ux (Vi (D V2) ) (U 0 Vi) CD 
(U 0 V2)i 
(U 
ý 
(Vl 
ý v2» 
(U 0 Vil U0 V2) 
and hence an R-homomorphism 
U V2) (U 0 Vi) ED (U 0 V2)i 
(Vli V2) i---+ (U (9 Viý U (D V2)i 
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and simarly for n>2. We shall also need the following, its proof can be found in [28]. 
pages 610 - 611. 
Theorem A. 6.2 Let 
0 ým 
0)m mit 
>0 
be an exact sequence of R- modules and F any R-module, then 
100 , 100 F(DM )IOM ýFOM" ýo 
is exact, where we have written I for the identity homomorphzsrn on F. 
We now turn our attention to R-algebras, given R-algebras A and B one can 
define A0B and in fact A0B is an R-algebra, the proof of the following result can 
be found in [25], page 185: 
Theorem A. 6.3 Let R be a commutahve ring and A, B be R-algebras. Then A0B 
is an R- algebra, commutative if A and B are, with identity IA 0 1B and multiplication 
defined by 
(a, 0 bi)(a2 0 b2) - (ala2 0 bib2)- 0 
It f6flows that given R-algebra homomorphisms a: A) A' and 0: B-, B' 
then a&o: A&B ) A' 0 B' is an R-algebra. hornomorphism. 
Su pose that A, B, C are R-algebras and f: A&BC is a R-homomorphism, p 
then to prove that f is a R-algebra homomorphism one must show that f maps IA 0 IB 
to lc and that 
f (a, 0 bl)f (a2 & b2) -f (a, a2 0 bi b2) 
which then extends to every element of A0B by R-finearity (as every element of 
B can be written as a sum E, a, - 0 
Lemma A. 6.1 Let R be a commutative ring and let U be an R-algebra and let Vx W 
be the direct product of R-algebras V and W as rings (and hence a direct sum a. -, 
modules) then 
UO(Vx W) C--- (U 0 V) x (U 0 
as R-algebras. 
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Proof: 
The result holds for U, V and W as R-modules with R-isomorphism f: u 
(v, w) ý-* (u 0 v, u0 w) . 
It is easy to see that 
f (Ul 0 (VI 
i Wl))f(U2 
0 (V2) W2)) --::::: 
AUI 
U2 & (Vl V2 i Wl W2)) 
and this extends by R-linearity to the whole algebra, also clearly 
(1,1) 0 (1,1), hence Y is an R-algebra isomorphism. 0 
Theorem A. 6.4 Suppose that k is a field and K is a commutative ring with kCK. 
Then K Ok k[x] ý--- K[x]. 
Proof: 
We have a bilinear map A: (7, g) ý--* 7g inducing ak -linear map 
K Ok k[x] K[x], 
7 Ok 9,79. 
d= 3' d Given hE K[xl, h3. Ohjx then 3=0 
h3' Ok X3 is a pre-image of h and hence 
is surJective. Suppose that Ej-fi Ok 91) ý-ý 0, then 
-ýigijx + 
for each J, but then 
>ey2®kg) = 
Z D-fi (&k 
-qi, JX'l) 
=Z 
E(, 9i, j'Yt Ok 
t. 9. 
E(O Ok 
3. 
= 
01 
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thns Ker 101 and I is injective and hence a k-isornorphism. Clearly 1 Ok 
and 
f (71 Ok 9l)f (72 Ok 92) ! (702 Ok 9192)1 
which extends to aH of K Ok k[xl by k-linearity, hence I is a k-algebra isomorphism. 
0 
Given a principal ideal gk[x] -1 k[x] we have the exact sequence 
0) gk[x] ' .. k[x] 'ý k[x]Igk[x] ý 0, 
where t is inclusion and 7r is the natural projection. Then by theorem A. 6.2 we have 
an exact sequence 
gk[xl 
l'9' K (Dk k[x] 
127' K Ok k[x]Igk[xi ) 0. K Ok 
Further, there is a natural isomorphisra K Ok gk[x] ý gK[x], 
K Ok gk[x] ý (I Ok g)K Ok k[x] ) gK[x] 
and we have the exact sequence 
gK[x] ý K[xl ýK Ok k[x]lgk[x] ) 
hence 
K[x]IgK[x] ý--- K Ok k[xjlgk[x]. 
Appendix B 
Proofs of results oirnitted from 
the main text 
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B. 1 Proofs of results from chapter 2 
Proof of lemma 2.1.12 
TT T(O ) and TTa E Co(a), TT(O )E CU(O). Firstly Tu(a) =Ta+ Tu u Hence 
T T+d (a) 
-T 
T+da +T T+d(o) = TT a+ TT(O) = TT (a) uuuu 
so (0,, )uid. 
We prove (i), the other parts are similar: 
If (0,, )ul(Oo)u then 
T+(Oo)u (a) TT (a) Tý u 
TT+(00)ua +T r+(OO)U(O) = Va + TT(O) uu 
TT+((ýo)ua = TTa 
SO (0a)01(00)U- Conversely, if (0a)01(00)U then 
T+(Oo)u (a) T+(00)ua + TT(O) -Tu Tý 
TTT) = a+ TU(O 
TT (a) 
So 
(OC, )uI(OO)u- 0 
Proof of lemma 2.2.2 
((i) =: ý- (ii)) This follows by theorem 2.2.2 as 
distinct cosets are disjoint. 
((ii) (i)) Obvio-us. 
((ii) (iv)) Let Att(TU) = Att(Tv) and let aE Att(Tu) and 
let k= ICM((O, )U, (0a)V) 
then 
Tk (a) Tk uv 
k 
=> TU-V(O) = 0- 
Thus 0C Cu-v(O). 
((iv) =ý, (ii)) We have that, for any nE N7 
n(Oo)u-v(o) 
U-V 
n(oo T n(0o)u-V(0). 
(B. 1.1) 
=> Tu 
)u-v(0) =v 
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Let aE Att(Tu) and let 1= lcm((OO)U-Vi (0a)U) = n'(0o)u-v for some integer n' > 0. 
Then 
T'a + T' (0) 
= Ta + T' (0) by (B. 1.1) 
- 
so aE Att(TV) for all aE Att(TU). 
((iv) #- (iii)) Let U-V=W then 0E Cw(O) so Tk w(O) =0 for some integer k>0, 
thus 
(Tk-1 + ... +T+I)W =0 
(Tk + Tk-l + ... +T+I)W = W. 
Subtracting (B. 1.2) from (B. I. 3) gives W -- T kW so WE Att(T). 
((iii) =ý (iv)) Let WE Att(T) where W=U-V, let k -- (Ow)o, then Tk (0) is fixed W 
by T by remark 2.1.3. This yields, with c being the characteristic of R, 
Tk (0) = (T 
k-1 + ... +T+ 
1)W 
T 2k(0) -- 2Tk 
(0) 
ck k (0) - 0. Tw(0) -- cTw 
Thus 0G Cu-v(O). 
((v) ýý (iv)) This follows since (ii) ýý (iv), just take U -- U' - V' and 
V=0 in (ii) and 
(iv). 0 
B. 2 Proofs of results from chapter 3 
Proof of lernrna 3.3.5 
(i) This is true by lemma 2.1.5. 
(ii) If a, bE Ker 7r,, o and (0a)o ý (0b)O then 
a(x) - R(x)'f (x) 
b(x) =: R(x)"'f'(x) 
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for some f (x), f'(x) G Fpq[x], R(x) tf (x), R(x) t f'(x) and 0<s, sl < p'. Then 
(Iýa)Oa 
=a =ý 
(T(x)(0a)o 
- I)a(x) = ce(x)R(x)P' 
for some a(x) E Fpq[X] so R(x)P7-sj(T(x)(O-)O - 1). Similarly R(x)P-s'I(T(x)(0b)O 
Suppose s' <s then R(x)P7-sl(T(x)(0b)O - 1) so for some O(x) E Fpq [X] one has 
(T(x)(0b)O 
- 
1) 
=tl. 
(T(X)(0b)O- I)a(x) 
(0a)01(0b)O- 
If s< s' a similar argument yields (0b)01(0a)O- 
Proof of lemma 3.3.7 
(i) The number of elements of 
Fpq [X]with degree less than or equal to I is clearly pq(1+1) 
for given 1. The requirement that we exclude zero gives the result. 
(ii) Let a(x) E 'DR(Ii 8), then a(x) = a(x)R(x)' where deg a(x) <I- sd hence a(x) G 
R(x)sA(I - sd) and R(x)3+' t a(x) and so R(x) t a(x) hence aý R(x)5+'A(l - (s + I)d). 
Now s-uppose that aE R(x)5A(l-sd)\R(x)'+'A(I-(s+l)d), then a(x) = a(x)R(x)s 
for some a(x) with deg a(x) <I- sd and R(x) t a(x) for if R(x) I a(x) then a(x) E 
(s + I)d), which is not the case, hence a(x) E DR(I ý S) - 
(iii) Using part (ii) we have 
IVR(p'd-l, s)l = JR(x)'A(I-sd)\R(x)'+'A(I-(s+l)d)I 
= O(x)R(x)P-s 
= O(x)f (x)R(x)P' 
(T(Ob)O 
- I)a =0 
= JR(x)A(I - sd)l - JR(x)'+'A(I - (s I)d)jj 
and hence -using part (i) gives 
I DR(p'd - 11 s 
)I _ pq(l-sd+l) -p q(l-sd-d+l) =p q(l-sd-d+l)(Pqd _ 
1). 
The last bit follows on putting I= p1d -I in the above. 0 
Proof of lemma 3.3.13 
TE DR(pd - 1,1), 1>0 so T -- aR, where R(x) 
t a(x). We have 
TLý, R, a =TL 02RIa <:: ý TLR'a(ýl - 
02) =0 
LpIL+Ia(p, - 02) 0 au 
R(x) pr-(IL+Ia) JýI(X) - 02(X)- 
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Suppose that 1,,, 54 1,, where IL + 1,, < pr and IL + 1,,, < pr. We can suppose, 
without loss of generality, that 1,,, [a +J for some J>0, then 
TLO, Rla =TL 02RIa' 
Z: > aLR 
IL+Ia (01 
- 
Rjß2) =0 
=: >- R(x)l), (x) - 
Rj(x)02(X) 
but R(x) t 01 (x) so R(x) t 01 (x) - Rj 
(X)02 (X) 
,a contradiction. 0 
Proof of lemma 3.3.18 
We first show that if (OU)o = pl, e<S, then (00)u = p'-+" for (OU)o = pe => 
pe+IU>pr and e<S =ý. _rpe < pr. 
If T' (0) =0 then using lemma 3.3.15 U 
I)P '! -lU =0=,, lpe + _[ u 
ý, pr =:,, lpe + IU > P, + 
but pl' +I> lpe +I> lpe + lu so we have a contradiction hence Te (0) 54 0 so by 
e+1(0) lemma 3.3-16 Tu -0 and (0o)u = p'+'. 
We now consider the case (Ou)o - ps, then with Ips = p' + 17, we claim that one 
has 
(00)U -- PS if lt, +V>l 
(Oo)u - ps+l if -ru +v<I. 
for 
T's(O) =0 #ý I(p S_, )+_[U>pr 4z> pr+V+-[Uý! pr+l u 
The claim now follows by lemma 3.3.16. 
We now show that if 0< lu <I then (Ou)o E fps-l, psl, for if S=0 then 
T-I 
and so clearly (0o)u =p for non-zero U. If S-1 then we must 
have (0u)o CII, p}. 
With these cases dealt with it suffices to show that JpS-2 + IU < pr 
for S>2, this is 
true as 
IP S- 2+ lu < IP 
S-2 +I= I(p 
S-2 + 1) < lps-, < Pr 
by the definition of S. The result now follows. 0 
Proof of lemma 3.3.19 
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Recall from theorem 3.3.1 that pI <I< pn+1 =: ý S == r-n. For J :=0 we have 
that pn(pr-n _ 1) = pr _ pn < p' for any integer n. If n<r-n and J>0 we examine 
I(ps - I)l 
I(pS - 1) = (pn + j)(Pr-n - 1) = pr + jpr-n _pn_j, 
noW j(p, -, > pr-n > pn as r-n>n, hence I(PS - p' for aH aHoNved 
J>Owhenn<r-n. Whenn=r-nonehas 
J(pS _ 1) = (pn + j)(Pr-n _ 1) = pr + pn(j _ 1) _ j, 
which is less that pr if j<1 but otherwise j(pn _ 1) ý, 2pn -2- pn > p' -2>0 
(cannot have n=0 in this case for then r= 0). When n>r-n one has 
, (PS 
- 1) = P', + ip 
r-n 
_Pn_ 
as a function of J this is clearly linear and increasing, we find the least value of J such 
that the expression is > 0. For JCR we have 
r-n nj0p ppp 
r-n 
hence J -- [7] (note that J> 1). 
Now suppose that f T, jvEN is such that T, E- 
FPq [x] 
with 7, +, (T, ) -- T, then R( )pr+ v FPq [X] 
by lemma 3.3.11 we have that for all v C- N that L(T, ) = L(T) = L, say, and as I 
we have, for all VEN that I(TL - 1) = 1, also ST =S+v. Clearly if J=0 then VV 
I(ps+v - 1) - P, 
(p r-n+v -1)= pr+v _pn,,, pr+v 
for all vcN, otherwise J>0 and 
I(PS+v _ 1) = (pn + j)(Pr-n+v _ 1) = pr+v + jpr-n+v _ pn _j 
and clearly there is some v* EN such that for all v> v* one has Jpr-n+v > pn + 
and hence I(ps+v - 1) > p'+v for all v> v*. 0 
Proof of lemma 3.3.20 
Under the conditions of the lemma let WE DR(pr+vd - 1, Iu), vEN. 
We have 
that, by lemma 3.3.11, ST, -S+V and 
Tv -IE DR(Pr+td - 
1,1). We showed in the 
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proof of lemma 3.3.18 that (Ow)o E fps+'-', ps+vl. If (Ow)o - ps+'-' then we must 
have Ips+'-' + lu > p'+' and so 
I pr+v _ (B. 2.1) 
Now, O < I<p', hencep' < I<p'+' where n< rSOI-pn+j, o< j <pn+l _pn 
so (B. 2.1) is 
-1 
.> 
lu > pr+v 
(i 
- 
pn+l 
) 
but J <p'+'-p n so Pn+j <1 and so p'+' I- P'+j >0 for all vEN and clearly pn+1 pn+1 
) 
increases with v, hence there must exist v* such that if v> v* then (B. 2.1) is not 
satisfied, i. e. Iu < p'+v -Ips+'-' and thus for all v> v* and any WE 'DR(p'+'d- 1,1u) 
S+V one must have (Ow)o =p0 
B. 3 Proofs of results from chapter 4 
Proof of lemma 4.2.4 
Suppose f has radius 1, say 
aoat 
I 
E(a-, 
a, 
-, 
+ a, a,. +3. 
). 
3"': 1 
is not the trivial rule so at least one of the a, -1 <s<1, is non-zero. Let r' be the 
least rEN with npr/ > 1. For all rEN one has 
Tr = 
Tr(X) + (Xnpr _ 
I)F 
pq 
[X] 
and for kCN 
rl+k- - 
Trl+k(X) a-, xJ' + ax'p 
3+ AI+K(X)- 
3=0 3. =1 
j=o 
Now, for all kc Nj 
Iax 
npr/+k_j- =x 
npri (pk_l) a, *x 
npr/ Xnprl (P'-l)Arl(X)* Arl+K(X) =- Ei 
3. =1 3. 
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Suppose R(x) = Ri(x) where iE Mo(T), let D be the maximum power of R(x) dividing 
A,, (x) (D may be zero) then clearly D is the maximum power of R(x) dividing A,, +k(X) for all kEN. 
We suppose that f Tr, ijrEN is the trivial R(x)-set, then R(x )prl+k ITr'+k(X) for all kE 
N, let e, '+k be the maximurn integer such that R(x )pr+k +e,, +k ITr'+k(x). In particular 
I 
Tr, (x) - R(x)P 
+erl 6r, (x), R(x) 
First stage: We show that under the hypothesis that f Tr, Z*IrEN is the trivial R(x)-set 
one must have er, +k =D for aH kEN. One has 
1 
T(x) =Z ce-3. x3, + Ar, (x) 
j=O 
Tr/+, (x) T,, (x) + (Xn(p-1) - I)P'lArl(X) 
T+, (x)+(Xn(p-1)_ 1)P , 
'+'A+, 
(x) 
- Tr 
(X) + (Xn(p-1) _ I)pr'Ar, 
(X) + (Xn(p-1) - 
1) p rl+l x nprf(p-l )Arl(X), 
and inductively for all k C- N 
k-I 
Tr'+k(X) = T,, (x) + 
J>'(P 
x Arl(x) 
where v, - = pr'(pi - 1). The maximum power of R(x) dividing the second term of 
(B. 3.1) is D+pr/ for, as gcd(p, n(p- 1)) = 1, 
(Xn(p-1)_1) is separable and Xn _ 11 Xn(p-1) 
1ý by corollary A. 2.1, hence R(x) divides Xn(p-1) _1 only once(by separability) and so 
divides (x'(P-1) - 1)P"' exactly p" times which implies that 
k-1 
R(X)pr +D 1: (x n(p-1) _ 1)pr 
+, 
x vi Ar, (x) 
( 
i=O 
and no larger power of R(x) does. As e,, is finite one can always choose k large enough 
that max(D + pr" ,, + pr) < pr'+k hence D+ p" = e,, + pl' or 
dividing (B . 3.1) bY 
R(x)rnin(D+p' I 'e'l +P' 
I) 
will show that R(x)Pr 
1+ - cannot divide T, '+k(X) for such 
k, a 
contradiction, hence D -- erl. Repeating the above argument with r' replaced 
by r'+ s, 
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scN, shows that e,, +, =D for aH sEN or f Tr, i}rEN is Rot the trivial R(x)-set, thus 
the exact power of R(x) dividing Tr+k(x) is R(x )prl+k +D for all kEN. 
Second stage: Let 
^ir (x) =: 
n(p-1) - 1)PT" A 
R(x)P"+D 
so R(x) t 7, /(x). Thus 
T,, + 1 (x) = brl (X) + 7r, (x) and R(x)P" +D-(pr+D) =R(X)p, -'(p-l) R(x)Prl+D 
is the exact power of R(x) dividing 6,, (x) + 7,, (x). Let 
N(X) : ---- 
(Ek-1(Xn(p-1) 
_ 
j)p'I+iXvi 
i= 1) Ar, (x) 
R(x)p'r'+D 
then for all k>2 the maximum power of R(x) dividing Ok(X) is R(x)Pr By (B. 3.1) 
one has 
_ 
Trl+k(X) 
= br'(X) + ^tr'(X) + Ok(X)i 
R(x)pr'+D 
hence, unless p" I (p - 1) = pIrl one obtains a contradiction of R(x)P"' 
+k JT, I+k(X), but 
P r/ (P - 1) -P r' if and only if p-2 and r' = 0, in that case 
just repeat stage two with 
r/=1. m 
Proof of lemma 4.2.5 
IF, q 
[X] 
T Clearly TE- nit if and 0111Y if Mo (T) It follows, by a simple (Xnp7-l)F 
P', [xj 
is au 
counting argument, that 
mmm 
JU 
q(n)l 
]j jUpq(R-)l IT" I= 
ll(pqdi 
p pqdi 
then 
Up, (npr) Upq (Ri. 
M 
fi 
p qdi(pr-l)(Pqdi (by lemma 3.3-3) 
q(p'-l) 
E"n 
1 
di 11(pqdi 
M 
p i= 
- qn(pr-, 
) I Upq(n) I, 
lr*ý- -, 
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The number of zero divisors for r=0 then follows because in a finite ring every element is either a unit or a zero divisor. For r>0 one has 
ZDpq(np'r)l 
- pqnpl -I Upq(npr) I 
= qnpr _p 
qn(pr - 1) 1 Upq (n) I 
=p qn(pr-1) (Pqn -I Upq(n)1) 
- 
qn(p7'-') IZDpq(n)l. 0 
Proof of lemma 4.2.8 
(i) The expression for H, (T) follows immediately from lemma 3.2.1, (ii). Using 
theorem 3.3.2 one sees that 
Ilnp, (T) = 'CMiEM\M,, (T)(H(Oi(T))) 
lcmiEm\mr(, T)(L(T )PS(Ti)) 0 
Pslcmicm\mr(T)(0(7r', O(O'(T)))) 0rr 
= I)Slln(Fr, o(T)), 
noting that Mor(T) - MO(Fr, O(T)). 
(ii) For all rEN it is clear that Att(T) a: a, -0VzE MOO(T)J, for r=0 the 
number of elements of this type is 
qdi q 
J: 
Mýmo(, T) 
di 
lAtt(T)l - fl pp0 
M\ MOO (T) 
For r>0 one lias 
= pprq I 
di prq lAtt(T)l 
X: 
iEM\Mor(T) 
=p1: iEM 
(rr, O (T)) dt = lAtt(l',, o(T))IP'" 
(iii) For all r Cz N, clearly if a is such that 1-TO(a) ý Mo'(T) then a will be transient 
under T so if iE Mor (a) U MO" (T) then aj makes no contribution to (0,, )o, the result for 
r -- 0 follow immediately on reference to lemma 3.2.1. For r>0 
(011)0 -- 'CMsEM\(Yo(a)UMO'(T))((Oai)O) 
= lcm SEMVVo(a)UMO'(T))(L(T, 
)j'ý-) 
= PJ'CMSEM\(Wo(a)uMor(T))(L(Ts)) 
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where L(T,, ) = L(O'(T)) = 0(7r"0(01(T))). srr 
Proof of lemma 4.4.2 
In 
Fpq [X] 
XT 
there are O(O(Ti)) elements with given order O(T. )Ipqdi Ri(x)Fpq[X 1,, see sec- 
tion A. 4 in appendix A. Let aE- 
Fpq [X] 
a 54 0 and suppose O(a) = L, then in Ri 
(-x-YF--p-q- Mx I 
Fpq[x] the element Ri(X)P"Fpq [x] 
a(x)P ,+R, (x)P , Fp, [x] 
has order L and so does any element of the form 6. +y where 77 E Ker 7r,, o, by lemma 3.3.6, 
and using lemma 3.3.3 we see that there are O(L )pqdi(p'-l) units T in 
Fpq [Xj 
- with Ri(x)P'Fpq[x] 
L(Tj) = L. Suppose TE 
FPq [x] 
- is such that L(T) =L and T= et +q where Ri (x)PT'Fpq [x] 
li(TI) -- I, then 
L 
TL_ I= &L_ 1+1: L 
L 
and Ii 3= 1J 
3) -- 1. Now suppose that T' +, q' where li(, q') -- I also, 
we show that if T 
L- I= T/L -I then T=T, for suppose that T 
L_ I= T/L - 1, then 
TL = T/L So 
L 
ýqt 3= (B. 3.2) 
3. =2 
i- 
and either 77 -- y' or RPr(x) divides the canonical representative of the left hand side of 
1: L(L3 --, (B. 3.2), but a smaller power of R divides than divides 3=2 3. 
71/j-1 ) &L-3 and thus one cannot have RP r (x) divides the canonical representative of the 
left hand side of (B. 3.2) and so must have 77 = q'. Thus for each n with Ij(, q) =I there 
is exactly one unit TE 
Fpq [x] 
such that L(T) =L and Ij(TL - 1) =I and hence j TjT( X-)-P- r -FP qfX] 
there are 
O(L) I DR(p'di -1- I-) I 
such distinct units TC 
Fpq [Xj 
Ri(x)P'Fpq[xl 
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BA Proofs of results from chapter 5 
Proof of remark 5.1.1 
(a +n )pk-1 ((a + n)P )pk-2 
P-1 p 
k-2 (aP 
+ 
P, 
) 
aP-'nt' + nP 
P-1 p 
k-2 
aP +p Ilp 
P) 
aP-' n'+ p(n/p)nP-1 
- (aP + pni )pk-2 where plnl. 
Carrying on in the above manner we see that 
(a+ n )pk-1 
Proof of lemma 5.1.1 
- aP 
k-I 
+p k-ink-1 where plnk-1 
p k-1 
Both A'k, l and Ak, l are surjective and any ring homomorphism maps units to units 
and nilpotent elements to nilpotent elements. For the converse we prove the second 
statement, the proof for the first is very similar. Suppose that Ak, I(a) is a unit, then 
there is an element 6 such that Ak,, (a)6 =: I and as Ak, I is surjective there is some 
element bG (XN 
Z/pk[-rl 
_ 
-1)Z /P k 
[-r] such that Akj (b) = 6, so Akj (ab) =I and therefore ab =I+n 
where nE Ker Akj so by remark 5.1.1 (ab)Pk-l =I and a is a unit. Suppose that Akj (a) 
is nilpotent so there is some it EN such that Akj(a)" =0 hence Nkj(al) -- 0 hence 
a4 =n where nE Ker Ak, j hence nk -- 0 hence a is nilpotent 
Proof of lemma 5.1.4 
It suffices to prove the result for j=1, the more general case follows by replacing 
-' for > 1. For p -- 2 we have a with aP-' 
e) 
2=a2+e- 2a =a2_e+ 2e - 2a 
a2_e= (a - e)2 + 2e(a - e). 
Forp> 2, pis oddsop- 1 iseven and 
P-1 (p) 
aP-'(-e) (a 
- e)P = aP + 
(-e)P + 
2, ),, -ý 
and 
2 P-1 
P-1 
p 
aP-'(-e)' 
P-1 
2 
p 
-2t ý: 
() 
a'(-e)' aP 
2=1 
Now, for 1<i< E7-1 one has 2 
a p-2t -e= (a - e)(a 
p-2i-1 +a p-2z'-2 +---+a+e) 
and as p the first part of the result follows. z 
P) 
For p=2,772(a) =e for any aER and so clearly the last part holds. For p>2 and 
bla -e we can write np(a) as f6flows: 
P-1 
2 
, qp(a) llp 
(p) 
at(-e)"(a p-21-l +a p-2i-2 ++ e) 
z 
P-1 
2 
Ilp 
(p) 
a'(-e)'((aP -2z'-l - e) + 
(aP-2"-2 
- e) + ... + 
(p - 21)e) 
and a- elaP-li-3' - e, < 3* <p- 2z -I and I<I<p2 hence it suffices to show 
that b does not divide the sum 
P-1 P-1 
22 
I/P at(-e)'(p - 2i)e Ilp 
(p) 
(a' -. e+ e)(-e)'(p - 2i)c z 
p 
P-1 
2 
I/P p) (a% - e)(-e)'(p - 2t)e 
P-1 
2 
ilp 
(p 
(-e)'(p - 2i)e i 
P-1 
and as bla' -e it suffices to show that b2 1/p 
p (-e)(p - 2i)e. We show =1 
(i 
P-1 
1i 
Ei 21 pp (-e)"(p - 2i)e is the p, - 1' 
2 
that Ilp( P) (-l)'(p-2i) = -1, then i 
N 
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P-1 
-ý- onto 
image Of _E. 2 1/p 
P 
1) (p - 2i) under the natural isomorphism from 
p 
kZ 
1=1 i 
the subring generated by e, and hence is e, so if b is a non-unit then bte. We examine 
P-1 
Ez=l Ilp 
(p) 
(-1)'(p - 20 using a ge -2 nerating 
function technique: in Z[x] consider i 
the formal derivative 
P-1 
-«x - 1)P) = px +Zj 1)XP-j-'(-1) 31 dx 
(P 
and, as is readily verified by induction, 
d 
«x - 1)P) =- p(x - 1)P-', dx 
hence --ý-((x - I)P)lx=l =0 and so dx 
P-1 
E(P 
3=1 
One now finds that 
P-1 
P-1 2 
pj ) (P - I)xp-j -1 1)'(p - 2i) j 
and hence 
ilp P 2i) 
which proves the result. 
Proof of lemma 5.1.5 
We prove the result for the case k=2 first. Using 
lemma 5.1.4 one has for a, H 
integers r>1 
x npr _I= 
(X npr-I _ 1)p + P? 7p(Xnpr-1)(Xapr-1 - 
I). 
(Xnp M r-I + pn(x) for some n(x) Now, inZ/p2 [X] we can write Ri(x)P 
Ker A'2,1, hence 
m 
(X npr-I _ 1)P Ri(x ), r and 
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, rn 
P(Xnpr-I pfl R, (x)P 
i==: j 
hence Ri(x)P'-'IxnP' -I for I<i< ra. No greater power of R, (x) can divide xnP' - 1, 
I<i<m, unless R, (X)177P(Xnpl-1) hence it suffices to prove that, in Fp[x], Ri(x) 
A/ -1 )) (, ý, (Xnpr-i ) 2 1(, rlp(Xnp' Ker A, for ýP(Xnpl-l 21 ) has degree np'-' -2 aii(I the 
leading coefficient is I so ? lp(xP'-') is not a zero-divisor). TILus it suffices to prove that, 
Ri(x) f '\'2,1(71P(X'p -l )) 
P-1 
(P) 
Xnpr-li(_I)i( npr-I p-2t-1 + (Xnp'-l )p-21-2 ++ Xn T-1 
I/P (X p+ 
for each 1<i<m. P-ut y= x'Pr then, as in the proof of lemma 5.1.4 we can write 
P-1 
2 
A/ I/P 
(P 
yz(-I)I((YP-2i-1) ++ (y 
Z=j 
P-1 
1/p 
(p) 
(y '- 1)(-1)'(p - 2t) 
LZ-1 2 
I/P 
(P) 
(-')'(p - 2i)l 
hence, as R, (x)ly - 1,1 <i<m, R, (x) divides the first two sums in the above 
P-1 
expression but (as in the proof of lemma 5.1.4) 2 I/P 
(P 
21) 
1=1 i 
-1)1 1 :ýZ Tn, hence Ri(x) f A2,, (Tlp(x"P <Z<m, hence R, (X) t, ýP(Xnp' 
For k>2 and r>k-I the proof is similar, one uses lemma 5.1.4 k-I times to 
write x'P ,-I as a sum of terms (x 
npr-k+l 
_ J)P', 0<j :ýk-1, multiplied 
by powers 
jjý_j ? 7p(Xnp-'), ISk Examining the terms of p and products of the form S= 
in this sum will reveal that for each i, I<i<m, Ri(x)P 
r-k+l divides each term, and 
a greater power of Ri(x) divides every term except the term 
(WI-jicl, must occurr) 
k- 1 npr-6 ) (X npr-Ic+I - rll)P(x 
s=l 
2: 31 
Now, exactly as in the k -- 2 case, one can show that Ri(x) f AI2', ('ýp(Xnpr-")) in Fp[x] 
and hence Ri(x) t A" l(Ilk-I ? 7p(Xnpr-')(Xnpr-k+l _ 2 S=1 1)) and it follows that 
k-1 
Ri (x) t pk-1 
11 
qp(Xnpr-s 
S=l 
the result follows immediately. M 
Proof of remark 5.1.3 
For eachi, I<i<m, one has that 
ir 
z, k 0(4 z, k) = eoi xpl-)Pk-i 2, k(Xpr) 
+ (Xnpr - 1)Z Ipk[X] = ei + (xnp, " -::: F' 0 Z, 
( 
Ipk 
[X] 
hence 
Ak, l(ýti, k) -- 
\l(, 91(X, r), k-1) (X, P _ 1)FP[X] 
= Ä/, 
-' + (x'Pr - 1)Fp 
[x] k, (eoi (XPr »P" 
r, k-1 (x" r ')F, 
= 
by lemma 4.5.3.0 
Proof of lemma 5.1.7 
One has that Ak, 1(e) = Ak, 1(f) implies 'that 
i(x) + n, (x) + (x"' -1)Z/pk[X] 
«x) + nf (x) + (x 
N- 1)Z lpk[X]ý 
where n, (x), nf (x) E Ker A", hence by remark 5.1.1 we have k 
e=ep 
k-1 
= ep 
k-i 
= fp 
k-1 
= f. 0 
Proof of lemma 5.1.8 
So rk Homomorphisms map idempotents to idempotents r, r-l(er 
is idempotent. i, k) 
Now 
ilk 
Z, = 
ek(X) + (Xnpr-1 - 
1)Z /, kfxl 
r, r-1 
(J k) 
k (, np'-' - j)F p => Ak, l(rr, r-l(ei I\lk, I(erik 
(X) + k 1, 
232 
and 
ei, «:: _ T (X) + (Xnpr-1 - )Z ik e., k /pklxl 
p 
k-i 
(.. pr-1 
2,1 Ipk[X] 
e0p 
k-1 
+ (Xnpr-1 
,,, 
(Xpr )- J)z 
lpk[X]. 
Then 
A (]Fk (Xpr )pk-1 + (Xnp'-' [X] k, l r, r-l(eýi, k)) = eoil I Fp 
=e oj, p 
r+k-1 
+ (Xnpr-' _ j)FP[X] Zi (X) 
er-1 t, l ý 
by lemma 4.5.3, hence 
A (]pk k, l r, r- I 
(ez, 
k) 
)= Ak, l (ejrýl 
,k 
thus the result follows by lemma 5.1.7.0 
Proof of lemma 5.1.10 
z 
/P k-n[XI z By definition Im A" -I (XN-1)Z and every aE Im 
Ak 
, -n can be k k-n 
- e', k-n 
pk -n 
[XI k 
written as 
N-1 
a (a. - + pk-nZ )x3' ez,, k-n(X + (XN _ 1)Z /pk-n[X], 
we map Im A' . to ei 
Z/P k [X by k, k-n k fxN-, )Z 
pk 
[XI 
N-1 
a h--> a* =Z (p'a 3-+ pkZ 
)xi e, *, k(X) + 
(XN 
- 1)2; Ipk[X], 
(j=o 
where P'a3 + pkZ ý0 unless aj =: 0 for if a3. + pk-nZ ý- 0 then P 
k-n ta3-. This map is 
injective, for if a* = b* one has 
N-i 
E (p'aj + pkZ)xl ei, k(X) + (X 
N- 1)z/Pt[XI 
N-1 
N- lg E(pn b1+ pkZ)x3 et, k (X) + (X Ipk[X], ( 
j=O 
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thus 
N-1 
(p, +pk Z) E ((a 
3b3+ PkZ)X 3 ei, k(X) + (XN _ I)Z/pk[X] 
( 
j=O 
hence either 
N-1 
1: ((a, 
- bj) + pk z)X3 9(X)(X 
N 
j=O 
for some g(x) c Zlpk[X] or pk-n1aj - bj for 0< 3' <N-1. In the first case, applying 
At one gets k, k-n 
N-1 
((a3- b 
3. 
) + pk-nz )X3' ei, k-n(X) ::::::: 
4, 
k-n(9(X))(X 
N 
3'=O 
which implies that a=b. In the second case 
p k-n I a3 - 
bj 
=ý. a3- 
b3 + pk-nz -o=: ý a3' +P 
k-nZ 
= 
bJ + pk-nZ 
for 0<I<N-I so a=b. 
Let the image of the described bijection be Bk, k-. , clearly Bkk-n g Ker A', . Let kn 
cG Ker A' so k, n 
N-1 
c= 
E(a. +p kZ)Xi ei, k (X) + (X 
N- lg lpk[X] ( 
j=O 
where p' Ia3.1 0<i :ýN-1 hence a3 .=pn aj, 0<j:! ý N-1, where 0 
<6'3 <P k-n and 
so c is the image of 
N-1 
E (äj +p k-nz )Xi» ez», k-n(X )+ 
(XN 
_ lg /pk-, 
JX], ( 
j=O 
thus cE Bk, k-, hence Ker A" C Bk, k-n hence Ker A', = Bk, k-n kn - kn 
Proof of lemma 5.1.13 
As C' 
'. - 
Ker A' -\ Ker A', - we have k3k, 3 k 3+1 
ICk' 
.1= 
lKer A' .1-I Ker 
Ak, - 
,3k, 3 3+11 
23 ýI 
The C', kj are disjoint so 
ICki, 
k-JU*'*UCki, k-11 : -- 
p 
(J-l)dipr 
_p 
(J-2)dipr 
+p (J-2)diPr 
_p 
(J-3)dip" 
+p dipr 
= 
(J-l)dip" 1. M 
Proof of lemma 5.1-15 
Suppose first that r>k-1 and that C Rýr =0 then i, k I 
r 'r - g(X)(Xnp' e,, k(X)Ri(x)P - 4.1) 
for some g(x) E Z/pk[X], further, g(x) ý Ker A'k'1 for if it were one would have 
e, ý'j(x)Rj(x)P ,=0 in Fp[x], but Fp[x] is an integral domain so this cannot happen. By 
lemma 5.1.5 we have R, (x 
)pr-k+l I X, P,, -I but Ri 
(X)pr-k+, +l t X, P,, _I so, as pt g(x), 
if (B. 4.1) is true then we must have R-(x)lg(x) but R-(x) t A" zIk1 (g(x)) hence (by re- 
mark 5.1.2) R, -(x) t g(x) hence (B. 4.1) implies a contradiction as Rz(x)P" divides the 
left hand side but not the right hand side. Hence ei' Rip 0 for rk-1. z, k I 
For r<k-I we note first that when k -- 2 the above shows that e' RP'r 40 for 1,2 2 
all rEN\f 01 hence for k>2 and r<k-1, if e" R' 0 then applying A" yields ,k%k2 
z, 2R" 
0, a contradiction, hence the result holds. 
Proof of remark 5.1.4 
From lemma 5.1.15 we know that eý Rý 0, hence t, 2 % 
eý ,, 2(X)Ri(x)pr -- pO(x) 
+ g(x)(x'p'r (B. 4.2) 
for some O(x), g(x) EZ/p2[X] where g(x) V Ker A", - 
Using lemma 5.1.5 and a similar k 
argument to that used in the proof of lemma 5.1-15 one must have R, 
(x)P 
as Ri(x)P"-' divides the left hand side of (B. 4.2) and R, (x)P"-'Ig(x)(x"" - 
1) but no 
greater power of R. -(x) divides g(X)(Xnpr _ 1) hence no greater power of 
Ri(x) divides 
pO(x) hence 
r-1 r R? r pa, Rp' paei => e i, 2tt pß(x) = pär(x)Ri(x)p 2R? 
' = päl-Rpl 
35 
where a, = &, (x)C 
(X) + (Xnp7' - 1)Z/p2[X] z, 2 must be a unit for R, (x) f pd, (x) and if 
pla, then eir R'jr - 0, a contradiction hence ar is either a unit or of the form p7 + RI-6 t, 
2 2 
for some -y, 6 but in that case Par is of the form p6R, but we have already shown that 
this is not the case, thus a, is a unit. 0 
Proof of lemma 5.1.16 
For given k>1 we fix r>k-I and use induction on K<k. By remark 5.1.4 the 
result holds for K-2. Suppose the result holds for K-I so that 
K-2 
r 
eý _z _1 
Rý Pa i K-1 
R, +E p3o -er, K-IR r< Iz 
3. =2 
r pp 
then A 
-j(CKRj 
) -- JK-lRi hence one can write KK 1,2, 
rr Pr-1 
i, K 
R'i = Parei KR 2 2, i 
K-2 
r 
KR'i 
r-j 
+p K-1 7Ki ei , -ý 2,2 J=2 
where a, ei' and the PjeýK, 2<j :ý K-2, are units because a, eir. d the ýje z, K , K-1 an 1, 
2<j<K-2, are units (this follows from lemma 5.1.1). A very similar argument 
pK-1 -P 
K-1 OK-1 C Rýr-K+I to that used in the proof of remark 5.1.4 shows that IIK z, K z 
where OK-leir is a unit, hence the result holds for K if it holds for K-I and so the z, K 
result holds for all integers K with I<K<k. 0 
Proof of lemma 5.1.17 
For k=3 and r>2 we know from lemma 5.1.16 that Cý3Rýr = pa, eý 
r-I 
3RP + 2 
2 ý2ej' Rj' 
r-2 
multiplying by er Rpir-'('-') and using lemma 5.1.16 again gives the P71, Z. 01i3 
required result. 
rr (P-1) For k=4 and r>3, applying A4,3 to e, i, 4R'i 
+' shows that one can write 
ei 4R? 
r+pr-'(P-1) 
= p2a2 J4R? r-1 + p2 ý2ei R? r+P 
r-2 _pr-1 + p3 i4ei 
Z, Zrt, t 1,4 1 
t, 4 i 
r-3 
moving to 
Z/p4[x] and using lemma 5.1.5 shows that p3 
*j' P3 lNe'i Ri and z, 4 t, 4 
Multiplying eir RPjr+ 
'r-'(P-1) by < Ri and using 
-Neý Ker A", \ 10). z, 4 zPz, 4 2,4 4 
lemma 5.1.16 gives the result for k -- 4. 
Assume the result holds for k where r>k, i. e. 
r pl-+(k-2)P'-1(P-l) k-i k-1 
k1r k-3 r 
r-2 r-1 
ý2ei Rý p -p R' kar t ei -pa e7k , kRt, r Z, 
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k 
k-1 r k-jRpr+pr--, +, -pr-I p lyje,, k rI. 
j=4 
'+(k-2)p7'-' (p-1) then applying Ak' to ei' R 'i +I, k t, k+l and using the above shows that one 
can write 
(k-2)p'-' (p-1) k-I k-1 r r-' eý Rp'+ + pk- r+ r-2 r-I z, k+l ipae, 102, 'r a 
k-3 Rp P -P r k+l R'i i, k+1 r2. 
k 
pk-1 k, r+pr-,,. +1 -pr-I 7jeý a -3 R. i, k+l r 
3*=4 
+Pk'ýk+1ei' 
z, k+l (B. 4.3) 
where the same argument as that for k -- 4 shows that pk ýk+jejr pkI, k+leir R 'i 
r-k 
i, k+1 i, k+l z 
and -1k+jC \f 0}. Multiplying both sides of (B. 4.3) by C 
(p-1) 
z, k+l ý Ker Ak R 'i k+l, l i, k+l 2 
and using lemma 5.1.16 after noting that pr + pr-3 - pr-1 + pr-1 (p - 1) = pr +p r-3 + 
2p'-' > p' gives 
'+ k-1 p'-'(p-1) pkak- r» pr-1 + pk 02e rak-3R pr+Pr-2 _pr-1 ei k+, 
Rpi 'ei 
k+, R i 2, irZ, 7 z', k-+I Ti 
r k-j r+ r-j+l_p r-1 p 73 -ez*, k+1 Cýr R 
k r+p r-k -P r-I +P lk+, Rp z 
Thus, as the result is true for k=4, the result is true for all k. m 
Proof of corollary 5.1.3 
r r-1 
For k=2 we have for any integer r>I that er Rý r R. where a, eý 2a it, 2t= Pa7-ei 2 Z' 
unit, hence multiplying by < Rj J< pr-'(p - 1), gives z, 2 tý 
eý RP'-+j = paer 
r-l+i 
t, 2 i i, 2RP 
which is non-zero as A2' 
r-I 
2,, (a, eý Rý 
+J) ý 0. However, %, 2 Z 
rpr +p r-1 (P-1) -pr 
r 
e, 2R, Par'Et, 2Ri 
For k>2 using lemma 5.1.16 and lemma 5.1.17 in the above manner gives 
e r, R 
pr+(k-l)pr-'(P-1) 
,ki 
23 7 
and (where we have included the k=3 case in the obvious way) 
er Rpr 
+(k-1)pr-1 (p-1)-1 
= (pk-iCek- . 
pr-1 k-1 +pr-2-pr-1 i, k i le' +p. ak-3 RP'r i, k R, ß2er i, k r 
k 
Z 
pk-i ak-j -fjJ k Rý'r+P -Pr-' 2, rZ 
j= 4 
and p' + pl-3'+l _ pr-1 + pr-1 (P -I> pr for 3<j :ýk hence using lemma 5.1.16 
gives 
k 
k-I k-1 r r- 1 1,2 a e, z ', kRP 
which is non-zero as A"l(a 
k-I C RP r 0. kri, k Z 
Proof of theorem 5.1.2 
The result is already proved for r>k-1. Let r<k-I and let integer J=k-I- ? -, 
rZ /pk 
[XI 
then, for some e" VEe, z, k ', k (Xnp7'-l)Z lpk 1XI 
PT+(k-I)p'-' (p-1)) 
, 
',, +j(<, k-I? i 
er+J(Rýj + PV)p'+(k-1)pr-'(p-1) i, k2 
er+J(R 
r+ -7+(k-1 )pr+-7-1(, _l) 
i, k 
p'+(k-l)p'-l(p-1) 
pr+ (k - I)p'-'(p Rý 
r+J+(k-1)p'+ J-1 (p-1)-pjs(PV)s), 
S=l 
the first term of this is zero by the r=k-I case and 
P? -+j + (k - I)p'+J-l(p - 1) - Pis 
-p J+r + (k -s- 1)p'+J-l (p - 1) + sP'+J-l 
(P - 1) - PJS, 
< 1, and 
, (Pr+J-1 (p _ 1) - pJ) 
for all s>0 with equality if and only if p=2 and r=1. Hence, 
from (5.1-7), 
k-s r pr+J+(k-1)p+ 
J-1 (P- I) -pjs 
p le,, +kjRi i, k 
for I<s<k-1 and clearly all terms for s>k vanish, 
hence one finds that 
k pr+(k-1)p-'(P-1» = 0. F. '+j(eir, kRi 
23,, ý 
Fý, 
r+J to e"kRp' Y 
Applying (k-I)pr-](p-, )-, 
and performing the same anal sis as above 
shows that, unless p=2 and r=1, one gets 
Fk +(k-I)pr-l(p-l)) ýr+J+(k-I)pr+J-1 (p-l)-pJ r i, k i , r+J(er 
R'7' 
eir, +kjR, 
k which is non-zero by the r=k-I case, hence, as F,,, +j is a monomorphism, the result 
is proved. 0 
Proof of remark 5.1.5 
We show that for every I>I 
1 21 21-1 1 et . 121 
Ri =: 2 e2'Ri 7ý 01 
this is true for I=1 by remark 5.1.4. Assume that the result holds for L>1 so that 
2L 2L_l I 2L_l 2L e,, 2L+i 
R, 2 ei, 2L+l a, Ri +2 -tL+l 
for some 7L+l and also one must have that 
et ., 2L+i Rz. - 2alei 
121-+ 44+1 z, 2L+i R, 
for some 6L+l, Squaring (B. 4.4) gives 
2L+l 2L+1-2 2L+l -2 e -2 e il z, 2L+i 
Rz 
2L+l at 
and using (B. 4.5) gives 
el L+, R 
2L+l 
-2 
2L+l -le' 2L+1_1 Ri ý 2 z, 2L+l 
az 
(B. 4.4) 
(B. 4.5) 
which is non-zero for if it were applying A' L+I would give, a contradiction of the 2 2L 
inductive hypothesis. Thus as the result holds for I=1 it holds for all I>1.0 
Proof of lemma 5.2.1 
FIN rIN 
ss_, 
(g) =0 and p-5*-'Iq, thus We have Ts* = ei,,. +g but Ts*_, = ei,, *-, so A'., * 
Clearly IINIIIN(T, *) and it follows T' (e + g)P ej,, *, hence 1IN(T, *) IPIIN- S 
that IIN(Ts*) PIIN. The rest of the proof consists of two stages of induction. 
P3rIN First inductive stage: We show that T, *+, = e, -,,,. +j + gj with gj -ý 
0 implies that 
Pj+lflN P41N (T"j"' 1) so with gj+l --/ 0. Now T *+. = 
A' , S*+i'+ S*+3*+l +3+1 
+93+1 
S3 S*+3+1, s*+3 
P'7 fl N Ts*+3+1 = ei,, *+, -+, + ei,, *+I+igj + ýj+l 
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where either ý, +, =0 or p'*+J%+j, thus 
P.? +lfl Np 
+3+1 + 
S=j 
+ 
3 +3+19j, 
as pý +, = 0. If EP 1p 3 s= 
(S) 
ei, s-+j+igj. =0 then 33 
p(p)- 
pet-". +3+lg3- 
E I/P e 
s 
S=l 
p 
pei,, *+, +Igj 
(e,,,, 
*+j+l +E ilp 
p 
ei,, *+, -+lgs-1 01 
s=2 
() 
Now pei,,. +3. +lgj :ý0 hence p Ilp 
(p) 
ei,,. +j+lgj'-' must be a zero- ei, "+j+l + Es=2 s 
divisor and hence nilpotent, but an element of the form ei,,. +3+1 + n, n nilpotent, 
cannot be nilpotent, thus E' pe -+Igj' ýý 0. Hence S=l 
(8)i 
p 
gj+l -s ei,,. +, +Igj5, 
ý(p 
S=l 
moreover, we know that the inductive h pothesis holds for j=0, thus T' y S*+j+l 
e,,,. +, +, for 3* EN and any integer s, 0<s<j+1. 
Second inductive stage: We show that IIN(T,. +j) = P3+11IN implies that IIN(T,. +J-+, ) 
p3 . +2 IIN. From the first inductive stage we know that TIi+ 
lrIN 
- ei,, j S +j+l *+'+l 
+ 93+1 
where gj+l 54 0, gj+l 1: P, =l S 
e,,,. +3+1_qj' and p*-llgo so an easy induction 
(p) 
shows that p'*+3*lg-+l, therefore T"03 
2 
and hence IIN(T, *+ -+, )1"' 
*+2 IIN 
3 S* 3+1 331 
and by the inductive hypothesis we must have 
P3'+111NIIIN(T"+3-+1)1 
hence IIN(T "+3-+l )= P' '+2 IIN- We have shown that the inductive hypothesis holds for 
0 hence we have 
IIN(TS*+j) = p'llN 
2-40 
for all iEN, the result now follows on putting k- 
Proof of lemma 5.2.2 
For k< s* or all integers k>0 if s* does not exist, one has TnN k ei, k, hence all 
elements of ei, k 
Z 
/pk 
[XI 
- on orbits of length dividing IIN. If s* exists then one (X'V -1)z /P k [XI 
"A'I "- 
must have T rIN = ei,,. -, 
hence THIV = e-,, * +g where A' .. -'Iq S*-l S* zs s*-I(g) =0 
hence ps* 
and, by lemma 5.2.1, IIN(T, --) - PlIN and, for all k> S*i IIN(Tk) = pk-s*+l IIN. For 
k -- s*, if aE Ker then 
IIN 
Ts. a=e, -,,. a + ga = ei,,. a = a, 
so the elements of Ker A, -,, --, have prime periods dividing IIN. For k> S*, if j is 
an integer such that 0<j :ýk- s* then T 
P3FIN 
- ei, k + 9j, where A' . 
JrIN) 
k k, s*+3'-1 
(Tk 
IIN S*-l+' T, *+3 --1 ei,, *+3--i so p3 Igj but p'*+j f gj (see the proof of lemma 5.2.1). For 
j=0, T HN e-, k+go whereps*-11go butp'* tgo, hencego annihilates anya C Ker At' k2 kj 
such that Pk-s*+11a, such a are exactly the elements of 
Ck', 
k-s*+l U 
Ck, 
k-s*+2 U ... 
U Ck', k-1 U 
tol- 
For J>0 one has ps*+3*-'Ig- so we are interested in those a C- Ker A', -,, which are 33 
annihilated by P'*+j-' but not by these are exactly the elements of Ck, k-, *+l-, 
and thus such elements have prime periods dividing P31IN under 
Tk- M 
B. 5 Proofs of results from chapter 6 
Proof of lemma 6.1.2 
For U(t) periodic we have 
nPu(t) 
nPu(t) nPu( TU (t) (a) -- T Oa + 
nPu(t)a 
nPu(t)-iU(i) 
T nPu(t) -1U (1) +... +T (n- 1) Pu(t) U (pU (t)) 
+ T(n-I)Pu(t)-IU(pU(t)+I)+... +T(n-2)pu(t)U(2PU(t)) 
+ Tpu(')-' U((n - 1)pu(t) + 1) + -.. + 
U(nPu(t)) 
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hence 
nPu(t) nPu( TU (t) (a) T Oa +T 
(n-l)Pu(t) (Tpu(t)-l U(j) ++ U(p u 
+T (n-2)Pu(t) (Tpu(t)-IU(j) +... + U(pu(t))) 
+ (Tpu(t)-'U(j) +... + U(pu(t))) 
-T 
nPu( Oa + 
(T (n-I)Pu(t) + 
... + 
1) W(U)j 
hence 
nPu(t) TU(t) (a) = (Tpu(t))n (U)(a). w 
For U(t) eventuafly periodic we have 
T Tu(t) (a) = TTu(t) a+ 
Tu(t) 
2 U(t) TTu(t)-'U(i) = TTu(t)a + S(U) 
and the rest of the proof follows very similar lines to the U(t) periodic case 
Proof of lemma 6.1.3 
It is sufficient to prove that there is some positive integer K such that 
T Tu(t)+KPu(t) (RN) : -- Att((Tpu(t))W(U)), U(t) 
for then aH primary periodic points wiH be in Att((Tpu(, ))W(U)) 
We note first that Att(TL) = Att(T) for any L>0 and that 
Tu(t) 
Att((TTu(t))S(u)) C (TTu(t))S(U)(RN) = Tu(t) (RN) 
m 
(B. 5.1) 
Set K= T(T), the maximum tree height that occurs under T. Let aC RN, then 
Tum 
TU(t) (a) =bE Att((TTu(t))S(U)), 
Tu(t) 
and by (B. 5-1) every element of Att((TTu(0)s(u)) is Tu(t) 
(a) for some aE RN. Then 
by theorem 2.2.2 b= b' +c where cE Att(TTu(, )) -- Att(T) and 
b' E Att((TTu(, ))S(U)) 
(and, as c ranges over Att(T), b ranges over Att((TTU('))S(U))). 
Then 
TU(t)+KPU(t) (a) - (T 
Pu(I) )K 
U(t) w(u)(b) 
)K, C + (Tpu( t» 
K 
(U) (0). = (Tpu(t»Kb'+ (Tpu(1) w 
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Now, (Tpu(t))KC E Att(T) = Att(Tpu(t)) and by choice of K 
)K )K (Tpu(I) b' + (Tpu(t) W(U)(0) E Att((Tpu(t))W(U)). 
Hence by theorem 2.2.2 
T 
Tu(t)+KPU(t) 
(a) G Att((Tpu(t))W(U)) U(t) I 
further, as c ranges over Att(T), (Tpu(t))Kc ranges over Att(T) (c F-ý (Tpu(0)1'ý7c is a 
bijection on Att(T)), thus every element of Att((Tpu(t))W(U)) is obtained in this manner, 
hence 
p Tu(t)+KPU(t) Att((T u(t))w(u)) 9 Tu(t) (RN)- 
It remains to consider those elements aE RN such that 
Tu(t) Tu(t) (a) = TTu(I)a + S(U) =bE (TTu(t))s(u)(RN) \ Att((TTu(t))S(U)) 
then as KPU(t) > T(T) 
T TU(t)+KPU(t) (a) = (Tpu(t))K U(t) w(u)(b) E Att((Tpu(t))W(U)). 
Hence 
Att((Tpu(, ))W(U)) =T 
TU(t)+KPU(t) 
(RN) 
U(t) 
Proof of lemma 6.2.1 
Consider the bilinear map 
0: 
Fpq [Xl] 
X 
Fpq [X21 Fpq [Xl 
i X21 
(XN, - 1)Fpq[xl] 
(X N2 
- 1)Fp'7[X2] (XN1' - 1, X2N2 .- 1)Fpq 
[Xl, X21 
given by 
(a(xi) + (xN1 - 1)Fpq[xl], b(X2) + 
(X N2 - 1)Fpq[X2]» 
Ni 
_ IIXN2 - 
I)Fpq [Xj 
I a(xl)b(X2) + (Xi 2 X21- 
We must first check that 0 is well defined, let a(xj) and &(xi) be two representatives 
of a and b(X2) and 
ý(X2) two representatives of b, so that 
a(xl) - &(xi) = A(xi)(x 
Ni 
b(X2) - 
b(X2) 
= B(X2)(X 
N2 
24: 3 
where A(xi) E Fpq[xil and B(X2) C Fpq [X 21 . Then applying 0 to the different represen- 
tations and examining the difference of their images one sees that 
(XN, XN2 a(xl)b(x2) - 6, (XI)b(X2) +2_ 1)]Fpq [Xl, X21 
(XNI XN2 a(xl)b(X2) - a(xj)ý(X2) + a(xj)ý(X2) - &(XI)b(X2) +12- J)Fpq 
[XI 
i X21 
a(xi)(b(X2) - 
6(X2)) + (a(xi) - &(Xl))6(X2) + (XN1 - 1, X 
N2 
1) Fpq [xl , X21 12 
0+ (XN1 _I XN2 _ I)Fpq[Xjý 112 X21- 
Thus ý is well defined, and hence induces aFpq -homomorphism - 
Fpq [X 
l] 
(D 
Fpli [X 21 
Fpq [XI 
ý X21 
ýXN1 
- 1)Fpq[Xl] (X 
N2 
- 1) Fp q [X21 (XN, XN2 _ 1)FP9 [X 11 x21 12 
b F--+ ab. 
Now, 
«xZ+ (x N' 
- 1)Fpq[XI]) (3 
(X i + (XN2 - 1)Fpq 
[X21» 
- x' 
. 
x' 
Ni 
_, XN2 - j)Fpq 12+ 
(XI 
,2 
IXI 
ý x21 
hence f maps distinct basis elements to distinct basis elements and thus is surjective 
and hence injective, hence an Fpq-isomorphism. Clearly 
(a, & bl)f (a2 & b2) =f (ala2 0 
bib2) 
hence f is a ring isomorphism. N 
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